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1.0 INTRODUCTION  
 
The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), as amended, requires 
consideration of the environmental impacts for major federal actions. The purpose of 
this Environmental Assessment (EA) is to ensure the environmental consequences of 
the proposed action are considered and that environmental project information is 
available to the public. The United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) has 
prepared this EA in accordance with the NEPA, the Council on Environmental Quality 
regulations (40 Code of Federal Regulations (CRF) parts 1500-1508,1515-1518), Phase 
1 revisions in 2022, and Engineer Regulation (ER) 200-2-2. 
 
The subject of this EA is Manteo-Shallowbag Bay (Oregon Inlet) federal navigation 
channel located in Dare County, North Carolina. Oregon Inlet, including the submerged 
lands, is situated within Cape Hatteras National Seashore boundaries, which is 
administered as a unit of the National Park System (NPS).  
 
The Navigation mission of the USACE is to provide a safe, reliable, efficient, effective, 
and environmentally sustainable waterborne transportation systems (i.e., channels, 
harbors, and waterways). As part of its navigation mission, USACE is responsible for 
maintenance of the federally authorized Manteo-Shallowbag Bay (Oregon Inlet) 
navigation project. This navigation project allows mariners to safely access the Atlantic 
Ocean through Oregon Inlet, and under the Marc Basnight Bridge which replaced the 
Herbert C. Bonner Bridge.  A 1,046-foot remanent section of the Herbert C. Bonner 
Bridge was left in place and is managed by the National Park Service as the Bonner 
Bridge Pier.   
 
Due to the dynamic nature of the Oregon Inlet complex, the surface and subsurface 
environments are constantly shifting and changing. As significant erosion and shoaling 
occurs on a continuing basis, substantial challenges to local navigation escalate.  
This EA explores a reasonable range of alternatives for re-establishing a safe and 
navigable channel within Manteo-Shallowbag Bay (Oregon Inlet). The No Action 
alternative focuses on directing efforts towards re-opening the historic route; two 
alternatives focus on an alternate route which follows natural deep water, and a fourth 
alternative considers construction of jetties at Oregon Inlet.    
 
1.1 Authority 
 
The Manteo-Shallowbag Bay (Oregon Inlet) Navigation Project was authorized in its 
current location and dimensions by the Rivers and Harbors Acts of 1910, 1940, 1950, 
and 1970; and under Section 107 of the 1960 Rivers and Harbors Act, as amended. 
The authorized channel dimensions are 100 feet wide by 12 feet deep (plus 2 feet of 
overdepth) west of the Marc Basnight Bridge and 400 feet wide by 14 feet deep (plus 3 
feet of overdepth) through Oregon Inlet. 
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1.2 Background  
 
In July 2022, the Wilmington District made an emergency declaration for emergency 
dredging of the Federal Navigation project at Manteo-Shallowbag Bay (Oregon Inlet) 
which was approved by the USACE South Atlantic Division on 20 July 2022. The 
emergency declaration was made due to the navigation channel being completely 
shoaled in and considered impassable for vessels over 100 tons. Also, due to the 
proximity to the Marc Basnight Bridge and the location of the bridge’s navigable spans, 
the USACE could not safely dredge the historic route. Therefore, dredging an alternate 
route was the only option to connect Oregon Inlet to the deep water of the Manteo-
Shallowbag Bay channel (Oregon Inlet west). However, the western alternate route was 
authorized, on an emergency basis, to the dimensions of 8 feet (+2 feet of overdepth) 
with a 100 foot wide channel.   
 
This is an after the fact Environmental Assessment (EA) which is being completed to 
satisfy the NEPA requirement for the Emergency Authorization to use the Western 
Alternate Route (Figure 1). The emergency action was undertaken in compliance with 
the emergency dredging and after-the-fact NEPA procedures outlined in 33 CFR 
Sections 230.8 and 337.7, Emergency Actions. Additionally, agency coordination was 
undertaken as per the Memorandum of Agreement between the USACE and the State 
of NC dated December 19, 1986.  
 
Moreover, USACE entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with the National Park 
Service (NPS) regarding the preparation of environmental assessments for permitting 
dredging operations within and adjacent to Oregon Inlet, dated 10 July 2023. Therefore, 
the NPS will be a cooperating agency for this environmental assessment.    
 
This document will also serve as the NEPA documentation for the long-term 
maintenance of the authorized channel, including the western alternate route.  
 
1.2.1 Other Ongoing Dredging (Dare County, MISS KATIE)  
 
In tandem with the USACE ongoing maintenance dredging efforts within Oregon Inlet 
under the emergency declaration, Dare County has been performing maintenance 
dredging within the authorized channel in accordance with USACE Regulatory (Section 
10/404 permit number SAW-2019-00175 and NPS special use permit USA20-9500-008) 
issued to them for the privately-owned special purpose hopper dredge, MISS KATIE to 
maintain the Oregon Inlet navigation channel. Since the change of the route to the 
western alternate route with the emergency authorization in July 2022, the MISS KATIE 
was also authorized to dredge the western alternate route to a depth of 8 feet (+2 feet of 
allowable overdepth) with a 100 foot wide channel, and to maintain the rest of the 
authorized channel to 12 feet (+2 feet of allowable overdepth). Placement options for 
the MISS KATIE include deep scour holes located west of Oregon Inlet, via bottom 
placement within the nearshore waters off Pea Island, as well as the creation of a new 
bird island in proximity to Old House Channel Range 2. 
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Figure 1. Oregon Inlet Overview 
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1.3 Project Area  
 
The project area (shown in Figures 1- 4) consists of the entire Oregon Inlet complex and 
relevant dredged material placement areas to include beachfront and nearshore areas 
of Pea Island National Wildlife Refuge (NWR), existing permitted bird islands (Parnell 
Island, Wells Island, Island L, Island MN, and Island D), deep water scour holes within 
the federal channel west of the Basnight Bridge, in water placement near the Bonner 
Bridge Pier, and side casting. Additionally, the NPS has identified historic Green Island 
as a potential habitat restoration site, if the appropriate agency permits are acquired by 
project proponents for the beneficial use of dredged material (NPS 2021).   
 
The 5,033 acre western alternate route corridor is in the Oregon Inlet complex located 
partially within the administrative boundaries of Cape Hatteras National Seashore 
between Bodie Island, a district of Cape Hatteras National Seashore, and Pea Island 
National Wildlife Refuge (NWR), a unit of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), 
which is part of the Cape Hatteras National Seashore (Figure 1). The proposed corridor 
varies in width and would allow the authorized channel to shift within that corridor, 
following naturally deep water (Figure 3).  
 
Placement of material would be dependent on dredged material composition.  Sediment 
meeting the ≥90% sand criteria could be placed in deep scour holes within the federal 
channel (deeper than 14 feet west of the bridge), in water placement near the remaining 
Bonner Bridge Pier, side cast, beach placement on Pea Island NWR, nearshore 
placement at Pea Island, and placement on existing permitted bird islands (Parnell 
Island, Wells Island, Island L, Island MN, and Island D). Any material not meeting the 
≥90% sand criteria would be placed in the deep water scour hole next to the Bonner 
Bridge Pier (Figure 2).  
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Figure 2. Oregon Inlet Dredged Material Placement Site Options
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2.0 PURPOSE AND NEED 
 
The purpose of considering alternatives for maintaining the Manteo-Shallowbag Bay 
(Oregon Inlet) federal navigation channel is to provide a safe, reliable navigation 
channel for the US Coast Guard (USCG) and commercial and recreational fishermen to 
access the ocean via Oregon Inlet.   
 
Oregon Inlet is the only access to the Atlantic Ocean for many miles (~45 miles to the 
next closest ocean inlet access via Hatteras Inlet to the south) and is critical for the US 
Coast Guard (USCG) to access the open ocean year-round to support life-safety 
missions and effectively protect these U.S. coastal waters and the mariners who use 
them.  
 
With the construction of the Marc Basnight Bridge, and the location of its navigable 
spans, dredge plant was not able to safely maintain the historic route in such close 
proximity to the bridge. Therefore, continued maintenance of the historic Oregon Inlet 
channel route became impossible, given the dynamic conditions within the Oregon Inlet 
complex. There was a pressing need for a sustainable alternative to the historic fixed 
route that would provide a safer, more reliable channel, a reduced dredging effort and 
an associated reduction in maintenance costs. As a result of the severe shoaling in the 
historical channel alignment which effectively closed the channel, an Emergency 
Declaration was authorized by the USACE in July 2022 to dredge an alternate route 
(Figure 2) to provide a temporary, safe navigation channel through Oregon Inlet.  
 
In addition, dredging and placement of sediment within Cape Hatteras National 
Seashore and Pea Island NWR would be subject to individual permit review and 
authorization (36 CFR §2.1) as described in the NPS 2021 Sediment Management 
Framework (NPS 2021).  
 
3.0 INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE 
 
The proposed work will be conducted by dredging and placement methods previously 
used for maintenance dredging of federally authorized channels in the project area. The 
environmental acceptability of these methods has been addressed in previous National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) documents that were circulated for public and 
environmental agency review between 1977 and 2004. They include the following: 
 
a.  Manteo (Shallowbag) Bay North Carolina, Final Environmental Statement. 1977, 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.     
 
b.  Manteo (Shallowbag) Bay North Carolina, Final Sup Final Environmental Impact 
Statement. 1980, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.  
 
c.  Manteo (Shallowbag) Bay North Carolina, Environmental Impact Statement Sup II. 
1985, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.  
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d.  Manteo/Oregon Inlet EA near Bridge, North Carolina.  1990, U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers. 
 
e. Old House Channel New Alignment Environmental Assessment and Finding of No 
Significant Impact. 1990, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.  
 
f. Manteo Ocean Bar Disposal on Beach Environmental Assessment and Finding of No 
Significant Impact. 1991, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. 
 
g. Manteo (Shallowbag) Bay Environmental Impact Statement Sup III. 2001, U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers. 
 
h. Use of Government Plant to Dredge in Federally Authorized Navigation Projects in 
North Carolina. Environmental Assessment. March 2004, U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers. 
 
4.0 ALTERNATIVES 
 
4.1 Dredge Types and Placement Options 
 
Various dredge types may be used to maintain the Manteo-Shallowbag Bay (Oregon 
Inlet) federal channel, depending on dredge availability and channel conditions like 
shoaling locations and controlling water depths. Dredge type and placement options are 
described immediately below and would be applicable to any of the three alternatives 
described in Sections 4.2 through 4.4. 
 
4.1.1 Pipeline Dredge 
 
To maintain the alternate route, a contracted hydraulic cutter suction (pipeline) dredge 
could be used approximately every 3-5 years, depending upon shoaling rates and 
available funding. These cutter suction dredges, typically use pipelines of 18-24 inches, 
operate 24 hours per day and have the capability to remove larger volumes of material 
(≥150,000 CYs) per contract. Cutter suction horsepower of small non-ocean certified 
dredges usually ranges between 1,300 – 2,000 HP, whereas larger pipeline dredges 
range from 3,000 – 4,500 HP. Beneficial use of dredged material may occur with 
placement of beach quality sand on Pea Island NWR beaches and/or onto nearby bird 
islands for the purpose of restoring habitat for nesting sea turtles and shorebirds, 
respectively. Instances of the previous use of a commercial cutter suction (pipeline) 
dredge since 2000 at Oregon Inlet are included in Table 1.   
 
Historically, pipeline dredging in the vicinity of the project area has occurred mostly 
outside of bird nesting season with dredged material being pumped onto nearby bird 
islands (Parnell, Wells, Island L, Island MN, Island D) and nearshore beach placement 
(Pea Island NWR).   
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4.1.2 Special Purpose Hopper Dredge 
 
The Wilmington District has two shallow-draft special purpose hopper dredges, the 
“MURDEN” and the “CURRITUCK”. These vessels typically operate during daylight 
hours approximately 300 out of 365 days per year, 12 hours per day. Both dredges are 
capable of dredging at a minimum depth of 5.5 feet of water partially loaded, and 8 to 9 
feet fully loaded. Both have two drag arms with dragheads that pump material at 100-
110 HP into a hopper that can overflow to obtain an economic load. Once the hopper is 
full (~300 to 500 CYs) the dredged material may be taken to nearshore ocean waters or 
deep water areas where the split-hull hopper would be opened, and the material placed 
(typically at 10 feet or more below mean low water (MLW)).These dredges are used to 
remove small and/or isolated, regularly occurring shoals when contract dredging is not 
scheduled or feasible.     
 
4.1.3 Contract Hopper Dredge  
 
A contracted commercial hopper dredge could also be used to maintain the channels of 
Manteo Shallowbag Bay (Oregon Inlet), including but not limited to the channels east of 
the Marc Basnight Bridge within Oregon Inlet. If a commercial hopper were used the 
material would be pumped via trailing drag arm(s) into the hull of the hopper and then it 
could be placed in the nearshore ocean waters, in deep water areas, or pumped onto a 
beach or bird island. The contracted dredge would have to be relatively shallow drafting 
for work in parts of the project area. This type of dredge has performed work in the 
project area in the past and could be an option for long term maintenance approximately 
every 3-5 years. Instances of the previous use of a commercial hopper dredge since 
2000 at Oregon Inlet are included in Table 1.     
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Table 1. Contract Hopper and Cutter Suction (Pipeline) Use in Oregon Inlet Since 2000 

Dredging 
Dates 

Channels 
Dredged 

Contract 
Volume 

Removed Placement Location Dredge Type 

07/21/2000 
10/21/2000 Oregon Inlet 419,305 Pea Island NWR 

Nearshore Hopper  

08/17/2001-
09/06/2001   Oregon Inlet 513,706 Pea Island NWR 

Beach Pipeline 

Hopper: 
09/02/02 - 
09/22/02; 
Pipeline:  

09/17/02 - 
10/21/02 

Oregon Inlet Bar 
Oregon Inlet Spit 

Oregon Inlet Bar 
- 128,079 

Oregon Inlet 
Spit - 604,773 

Pea Island 
Nearshore and  

Pea Island NWR 
Beach 

Hopper  
Pipeline 

08/20/03 - 
10/13/03  Oregon Inlet Spit 1,029,543 Pea Island NWR 

Beach Pipeline 

08/23/2003 
10/21/2003 Oregon Inlet 107,631 Pea Island NWR 

Nearshore Hopper  

07/03/04 
07/23/04 Oregon Inlet Bar 147,871 Pea Island NWR 

Nearshore Hopper  

10/01/04 - 
10/20/04 Oregon Inlet Spit 538,797 Pea Island NWR 

Beach Pipeline 

09/20/2005 
11/03/2005 Oregon Inlet Bar 172,155 Pea Island NWR 

Nearshore Hopper  

11/12/2008- 
12/07/2008 Oregon Inlet Spit 623,307 Pea Island NWR 

Beach Pipeline 

08/13/2009-
10/18/2009 Oregon Inlet 1,183,144 Pea Island NWR 

Beach Pipeline 

11/10/2013 - 
12/4/2013   Oregon Inlet Spit 580,925 Pea Island NWR 

Beach Pipeline 
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4.1.4 Sidecast Dredge 
 
The Wilmington District presently has one sidecast dredge, the “MERRITT.” The Merritt 
is capable of dredging in a minimum depth of 5 feet of water, has two adjustable drag 
arms with dragheads, has a 12-inch discharge pipe that is 80 feet long, and has an 
available 10-foot pipe extension. The suction pump horsepower is 110 HP. The Merritt 
casts material approximately 100 feet from the centerline of the vessel into adjacent 
open waters where the predominant currents carry the sediments away from the 
channel. As with the special purpose hopper, the sidecaster operates only during 
daylight hours (12 hours/day). 
 
Due to its shallow draft capability, the sidecast dredge is often the only method of 
dredging available for shoal removal. The Merritt is often used for digging pilot channels 
to provide access to the special purpose dredges or contract dredge to deepen to 
project depth. Sidecast dredging takes less time than special purpose dredging since 
transit time for dredged material placement is not required. When maintenance dredging 
is required and other dredge types are not available, USACE proposes to utilize a 
sidecast dredge.   
 
4.1.4 Mechanical (clamshell) Dredge 
 
Mechanical dredges remove material by scooping it from the bottom and placing it 
either into a waiting barge to be taken to a disposal area, or directly into a disposal area. 
This type of dredge is anchored in place using by anchors or anchor piling called 
"spuds." Mechanical dredges are often used in harbors, around docks and piers, and in 
relatively protected channels; they are not suited for areas of high traffic or rough seas 
(USACE, 2022). This type of dredge has not been used in Oregon Inlet for over 20 
years and would only be used in rare circumstances at Oregon Inlet.  
 
4.2 Alternative 1 – No Action (maintain historic route): 
 
The No Action alternative is continued maintenance of the previously authorized historic 
route along the north side of the Manteo-Shallowbag Bay (Oregon Inlet) adjacent to 
Bodie Island (Figure 1). This is the route that was maintained by USACE from the 
construction of the Herbert C. Bonner Bridge in 1963 until its demolition in 2019. 
Dredged material was sidecast away from the channel, placed in nearshore areas 
offshore of Pea Island NWR, or in deep water areas, such as deep scour holes using 
special purpose hopper dredges, or pumped by pipeline dredge to adjacent beaches 
and/or bird islands. Due to the very dynamic nature of Oregon Inlet and the need to 
dredge during all times of the year there has never been a dredging window established 
for maintenance dredging.  
 
The historic route is not currently navigable and re-establishing it would require a dual 
effort of pipeline dredging and sidecast dredging almost continuously since it is a high 
shoaling area. Since the construction of the Marc Basnight Bridge and given the more 
southernly location of its navigable spans, the historic route cannot be dredged safely 
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as dredge plant would have to operate close to the bridge perpendicular to the flow of 
the current. A commercial cutter suction dredge would not be a good sustainable or 
economical option to use within the historic route due to the location of the new bridge 
causing the sediment shoaling to accrete within the southern parts of the channel 
perpendicular to the channel. If a commercial cutter suction dredge was used it is 
expected that the material would shoal in extremely fast again causing the channel to 
need to be dredged again within a few months’ time frame. The government sidecast 
dredge is operable 300 days per year, however it is only certified to operate during 
daylight hours. Constant dredging over a ten-year period is expected to cost over $60 
million with the sidecast dredge alone. For USACE to continue pursuing methods to 
maintain the historic channel route would be expensive and dangerous. Recent shoaling 
patterns have closed the original channels and reduced draft. Sediments will continue to 
shift and change the path of deep water, making it even less feasible to maintain the 
historic channel route. Having a government dredge onsite continuously may keep the 
channel open part of the time, but due to weather patterns, storms would likely 
adversely affect channel dredging on a regular basis, making this option economically 
unfeasible and not sustainable. 
 
Although the No Action alternative is not a viable long-term option because of the 
extensive shoaling and dredge safety issues, it is carried forward for comparison 
purposes in the detailed analysis of impacts in Section 5. 
 
4.3 Alternative 2 (Proposed Action) – Establish a navigation corridor that encompasses 
Manteo-Shallowbag Bay (Oregon Inlet) (large corridor): 
 
This alternative includes the ongoing emergency dredging of the western alternate route 
as well as long-term maintenance of a federal channel, both following natural deep 
water. The long-term plan includes a large navigation corridor that encompasses areas 
both east and west of the Marc Basnight Bridge. The corridor would extend west to 
include Old House Ranges 1 and 2, north near Island C and east through the official 
bridge navigation span and would include the ocean bar (Figure 3). This proposed 
navigation corridor area encompasses approximately 5,053 acres within the very 
dynamic Oregon Inlet complex. The extent of this corridor area would provide the 
greatest flexibility for navigation and maintenance since Oregon Inlet is such a dynamic 
area. Most recently, in July 2022, the channel shoaled in substantially, creating the 
need for the current emergency dredging authorization for the western alternate route, 
which covers approximately 20 acres. Under the emergency authorization the channel 
was only dredged to 8 feet+ 2 feet of allowable overdepth by 100 feet wide. Future 
maintenance dredging would adhere to the authorized channel dimensions of 100 feet 
wide by 12 feet deep (plus 2 feet of overdepth) west of the Marc Basnight Bridge and 
400 feet wide by 14 feet deep (plus 3 feet of overdepth) east of the bridge and would 
provide the USACE with flexibility to follow natural, deep water, within the limits of the 
corridor to ensure safe passage through the inlet.  
 
The western alternate route follows the current deepest available water and has been 
the route maintained since the emergency dredging authorization in July 2022. The 
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western alternate route channel covers approximately 20 acres (Figure 4). Continuing to 
maintain the western alternate route at full authorized dimensions will provide the 
USACE with the best option to maintain a safe, navigable channel. Shoaling is not 
predictable and dredge plant availability is uncertain unless planned ahead of time, as 
Government-owned dredges (government plant) are scheduled to perform channel 
maintenance up and down the east coast throughout the year.  
 
At Oregon Inlet, heavy southwest winds in summer are common, as are strong and 
frequent Nor’easters in the winter months and tropical systems in the summer and fall, 
resulting in shifting sands and narrowing channels any time of year. For this reason, 
Oregon Inlet has always been maintained on an as-needed basis any time of year 
unless dredged material was being placed on beaches or bird islands. In those 
instances, the timing of dredging was done to coincide with the beach placement 
windows in order to avoid the bird and sea turtle nesting seasons. The channel is 
expected to be routinely maintained using a combination of government plant 
approximately every 2 months (6 times a year) for 21 days each event (total of 126 days 
per year) and a contracted commercial dredge (cutter suction pipeline) for 
approximately 30 to 60 days every 3 to 5 years. Additionally, a commercial hopper 
dredge could be used to maintain the channel east of the Marc Basnight Bridge every 3 
to 5 years. The volume removed per event would be 25,000-40,000 Cubic Yards (CY) 
for government plant and 100,000 to 250,000 CY per event for commercial dredge.   
 
The methods of dredging proposed for accomplishing the work include: hydraulic 
pipeline dredge, mechanical (clamshell) dredge, sidecast dredge, a special purpose 
hopper dredge, commercial hopper and a cutter suction (pipeline) dredge. Dredging 
may occur any time of year as is currently authorized for the historic route; however, 
when a pipeline dredge is used with beach placement, the timing of dredging would be 
dictated by the placement windows (16 November to 30 April for all sand placement 
activities above the Mean High Water per the Reasonable and Prudent Measure A.3 of 
the 2017 USFWS Statewide Programmatic Biological Opinion).   
 
The proposed placement areas for dredged material include sidecasting, where material 
is typically sidecasted about 100 feet from the center of the dredge, resulting in dredged 
material placement in open water within or outside the corridor, depending on the 
location of natural deep water. Other options include placement on bird islands, future 
approved upland placement sites; nearshore placement off the north end of Pea Island 
NWR, beach placement on the north end of Pea Island NWR, and in deep water areas 
where water depths are deeper than 14 feet Mean Low Low Water (MLLW), including 
scour holes beneath the remaining Bonner Bridge Pier (Figure 2). Dredged material 
currently within the western alternate route that is <90% sand is proposed to be placed 
in deep water areas within the corridor. Based on USACE geotechnical analysis of 
sediments removed during the emergency maintenance dredging operations, once 
areas are dredged that contain <90% sand, they backfill with ≥90%, which would be 
acceptable for placement on bird islands, the beach, sidecasted, in the nearshore, or in 
deep water areas. Should the natural deep water channel shift to an area within the 
corridor where sediments have not been sampled, vibracores would be obtained to 
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determine the type of material present to the authorized channel depth of 12 feet plus 2 
feet overdepth. If sediments containing <90% sand are identified, those sediments 
would be proposed for deep water placement only. The volume of fine-grained 
sediments (<90% sand) that would be placed in deep water would be comparable to the 
volumes currently in the western alternate route. Additional details with regards to 
impacts to sediments can be found in Section 5.1. 
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Figure 3. Alternative 2, Large Navigation Corridor (Proposed Action)  
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Figure 4. The Western Alternate Route within the Large Corridor (Proposed Action) 
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4.4 Alternative 3 – Establish a small navigation corridor in the vicinity of the current 
western alternate route (small corridor): 
 
This alternative would include use of the same types of dredges and placement options 
as Alternative 2, the preferred plan; however Alternative 3 includes a small navigation 
corridor in the vicinity of the western alternate route instead of a larger corridor. The 
authorized channel dimensions, as described above, would be maintained, following 
natural deep water within this small corridor, which would cover an area of 
approximately 163 acres. As with the other alternatives, dredging and placement may 
occur any time of year. The small navigation corridor is not the preferred plan, since it 
would limit flexibility to follow natural deep water should it move outside the smaller 
corridor. Due to the very dynamic Oregon Inlet complex, it’s highly likely that, over time, 
natural deep water will migrate to areas outside the small corridor, limiting the USACE’s 
ability to successfully maintain a safe and navigable channel. 
 
. 
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Figure 5. Alternative 3 Small Corridor in Vicinity of Western Alternate Route
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4.5 Alternative 4 – Jetties at Oregon Inlet:  
 
This alternative would construct a pair of jetties along the northern and southern portion 
of Oregon Inlet to help retain sand on the adjacent barrier islands, which would improve 
shoaling conditions in the navigation channel. After years of study and coordination 
between multiple Federal, State, and local agencies, on May 1, 2003, the White House 
Council on Environmental Quality, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and the Interior 
and Commerce Departments reached a mutual agreement not to proceed with a jetty 
project at Oregon Inlet. The jetty alternative also would require placement on NPS 
property, but is inconsistent with current National Park Service (NPS) and U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service (USFWS) policy. Section 4.8.1.1 of the 2006 NPS Management Policies 
pertains to shorelines and barrier islands. The section states that: 
 

Natural shoreline processes (such as erosion, deposition, dune formation, 
overwash, inlet formation, and shoreline migration) will be allowed to continue 
without interference. Where human activities or structures have altered the 
nature or rate of natural shoreline processes, the Service will, in consultation with 
appropriate state and federal agencies, investigate alternatives for mitigating the 
effects of such activities or structures and for restoring natural conditions…  

 
The evaluation of a new jetty would not further the NPS policy of restoring natural 
processes and conditions nor would it likely be compatible with NPS policies, which 
permit management intervention to correct for human impacts, but only to the extent 
necessary and consistent with the minimum requirement concept. Structures, such as 
jetties, would not likely meet these protective criteria, particularly in light of funding 
limitations or other factors which may reduce the frequency and/or volume of sediment 
placement.    
 
This alternative was eliminated from further consideration.   
 
5.0 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 
 
Within the area of dredging, effects to both benthic species and those found in the water 
column are limited by the dredge types covered. Government Plant dredges have small 
dragheads (2 foot by 3 foot) resulting in a small linear dredge footprint with each 
dredging pass that limits the area affected. Those species that may be in the area 
surrounding the dredge draghead are at low risk of entrainment due to the low dredge 
intake velocity and small dredge footprint. Dredging by pipeline would also be limited to 
the small area where the cutter suction was actively dredging. The cutter suction is in a 
fixed location and swings slowly in an arch pattern limiting entrainment to a few feet 
from the suction created at the cutter suction. Both dredge types will not engage pumps 
until the suction portion of the dredge is at the sea floor, limiting the area of disturbance 
and potential entrainment to only likely less than 10 feet total. Since the suction is 
occurring at the sea floor, potential disturbance or entrainment within the water column 
is not likely. Mechanical dredges have direct impact in the area on the seafloor where 
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the bucket impacts the bottom and throughout the water column in a small area roughly 
the size of the bucket or clamshell as it is lifted in and out of the water during the 
dredging. Time of year does not change the area that will be affected by these 
equipment types.  
 
Effects from placement of material from these dredge types will also be minimal to both 
benthic species and those found within the water column. Only beach quality material 
would be placed on beaches, bird islands, in the nearshore, or sidecast. Any non-beach 
quality material would be placed in deep water placement areas that are deeper than 
14’ MLLW, such as deep areas within the channel or in scour holes adjacent to the 
Bonner Bridge Pier. All proposed material placement on beaches or bird islands will be 
done in accordance with the beach placement windows for the purpose of protecting 
nesting birds and sea turtles. Additionally, placement will abide by the terms and 
conditions and conservation recommendations described in the 2017 U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service (USFWS) Statewide Programmatic Biological Opinion. 
 
Hydraulic pipeline dredging within the proposed corridor will be assessed for 
environmental effects since this is considered a new area of dredging; however, pipeline 
dredging could possibly be limited to the16 November – 31 March timeframe depending 
on material quality and based on placement restrictions protecting sea turtle and bird 
nesting areas. The environmental effects from the placement of dredged material from a 
cutter suction suction/hydraulic pipeline dredge will not be analyzed in this EA as these 
impacts have been addressed in past NEPA documents.   
 
Special purpose hopper dredging transits material to an approved nearshore area for 
placement or places in deep water scour holes. Sidecast dredging sprays the dredged 
material adjacent to the channel redistributing it into the environment, atop existing 
sandy sediments. Material is cast 100 feet from the center of the vessel into waters 
flowing away from the channel being dredged. Since dredging may occur up to the edge 
of the corridor, sidecasting up to 80 feet outside of the proposed corridor may result. All 
areas that will be maintained consist of ≥90% sand (grain-size between 0.075 mm and 
4.75mm); which settles out quickly, limiting effects outside of the placement area from 
water quality effects such as increased turbidity or sedimentation effects, such as the 
burial of nearby resources. The dredged material spray results in a thin layer of material 
placement that is not expected to permanently affect these areas adjacent to the 
channel, as benthic species will either survive the placement or repopulate the areas 
quickly. 
 
The impacts of these activities will be addressed for the three alternatives, described 
above as 1) No Action (maintain historic route); 2) (Proposed Action) Establish a large 
navigation corridor within Manteo-Shallowbag Bay (Oregon Inlet); and 3) Establish a 
small navigation corridor in the vicinity of the current western alternate route (small 
corridor).   
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5.1 Sediments  
 
Oregon Inlet opened in 1846 from a hurricane and has since remained opened 
providing access from the Pamlico Sound to the Atlantic Ocean. Oregon Inlet is a high-
energy depositional environment which is generally characterized by the accumulation 
and bedload movement of sand, silt, and gravel. Finer particles such as silts and clays 
often remain in hydraulic suspension until being deposited in more distal, lower energy 
environments. As a result, clastic sediments within and near the inlet typically consist of 
poorly to well graded quartz sand, occasionally interspersed with finer-sized particles.  
 
Subsurface information within Oregon Inlet was first collected from 1978-1980. During 
this time most of the subsurface information was collected within the ebb-tidal delta and 
along the northern spit of Oregon Inlet. Most of the borings were concentrated in the 
ebb-tidal delta to identify shoaled material to be dredged for safe maritime passage. 
Only two vibracores during that same span were collected within the flood-tidal delta 
with only one vibracore collected in the area of the western alternate route. Several 
decades elapsed before additional vibracores were collected in 2007 north of proposed 
navigation corridor within the channel associated with access to the USCG at Bodie 
Island located on Cape Hatteras National Seashore. The subsurface information 
collected in these bore holes indicate mostly a poorly graded sand with occasional silt 
and clay layers. Since the collection of the data from 1978-2007 most of the 
investigated areas have been altered by dredging or by the natural movement of ebb 
and flood-tidal channels (Figure 6). From 2007-2021 no subsurface information was 
collected. 
 
USACE began to initiate a vibracore drilling plan to collect subsurface information 
throughout the western alternate route to determine sediments. USACE utilized their 
government drilling vessel the SNELL to collect 9 vibracores. Following this collection, 
USACE analyzed the vibracores and found material <90% sand (low plasticity silt) 
within the 8 feet plus 2 feet of over-depth for one sample, specifically at ORI-22-V-009 
(Figure 7). This initiated a second vibracore investigation shortly after to identify the 
extents of the non-beach quality material vertically and laterally within the western 
alternate route. 
 
During the second investigation a total of 24 vibracores were drilled to identify the 
extents of sediment <90% sand around sample ORI-22-V-009. Following the collection, 
all subsurface data gradation analyses were performed on the collected sediments to 
determine if the subsurface within the western alternate route contained sediments 
≥90% sand. 
 
Following the collection of vibracores within the western alternate route, grain size 
statistics were performed on samples within each stratigraphic change within each core. 
The primary focus was analyzing the weighted average of percent fines (passing the 
No. 200 sieve) within each vibracore to -14 feet MLLW (Table 2). The sediments 
passing the No. 200 sieve are deemed <90% sand. An overview map was then created 
to show the distribution of sediments <90% sand within and in the vicinity of the western 
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alternate route (Figure 8). It was determined that there was no area that consisted of 
≥90% sands adjacent to the western alternate route. The only possible navigation 
routes consisting of ≥90% sand were found in the outer array of vibracores (samples 
025-029; 033-036). Thereafter, additional weighted averages were calculated for mean, 
median, and sorting to determine the size and distribution of each vibracore. 
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Figure 6. Subsurface Collection Map: Subsurface information collected in the vicinity of Oregon Inlet. Subsurface 
information collected in study area contains SPTs and vibracores from 1978 and 1980 and vibracores from 2022-2023. 
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Figure 7. Subsurface Investigations Map: Geotechnical investigations from July 2022 to January 2023.  Vibracores were 
collected by the SNELL in July 2022 and October 2022. Following the SNELL’s collection sample ORI-22-V-009 (red 
circle) contained sediments <90% sand (low plasticity silt) within project depths. A contract to collect additional samples to 
better define the extents of non-beach quality sediments around ORI-22-V-009 was executed on November 2022 to 
January 2023. Refer to Table 2 for grain size information. 
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Figure 8. Percentage Fines Map: The weighted average percent fines (<90% sand) at the time of collection are shown for 
each vibracore down to -14 feet. Refer to Appendix A for additional details. 
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Table 2. Vibracores taken within Oregon Inlet 
Vibracore Clays and Silts 

(%) Sand (%) Mean (mm) Median (mm) Sorting 
(phi) 

ORI-22-V-001 0.88 99.13 0.20 0.20 0.44 
ORI-22-V-002 1.31 98.69 0.22 0.22 0.48 
ORI-22-V-003 1.00 99.00 0.23 0.21 0.73 
ORI-22-V-004 0.87 99.13 0.43 0.36 1.11 
ORI-22-V-005 0.89 99.11 0.31 0.27 0.80 
ORI-22-V-006 0.89 99.11 0.27 0.23 0.75 
ORI-22-V-007 2.82 97.18 0.36 0.27 1.18 
ORI-22-V-008 1.04 98.96 0.34 0.26 0.87 
ORI-22-V-009 22.56 77.44 0.16 0.14 0.46 
ORI-22-V-010 5.44 94.56 0.79 0.35 1.24 
ORI-22-V-011 25.05 74.95 0.20 0.19 0.57 
ORI-22-V-012 7.06 92.94 0.24 0.23 0.57 
ORI-22-V-013 4.70 95.30 0.25 2.24 0.82 
ORI-22-V-014 4.45 95.55 0.25 2.25 0.90 
ORI-22-V-015 12.63 87.37 0.26 1.50 0.55 
ORI-22-V-016 19.85 80.15 0.17 0.16 0.49 
ORI-22-V-017 7.84 92.16 0.19 0.18 0.53 
ORI-22-V-018 1.40 98.60 0.25 0.23 0.77 
ORI-22-V-019 10.79 89.21 0.23 0.20 0.64 
ORI-22-V-020 0.83 99.17 0.36 0.29 0.91 
ORI-22-V-021 0.74 99.26 0.21 0.20 0.50 
ORI-22-V-022 11.92 88.08 0.24 0.22 0.67 
ORI-22-V-023 8.15 91.85 0.20 0.19 0.48 
ORI-22-V-024 23.26 76.74 0.23 0.22 0.64 
ORI-22-V-025 6.69 93.31 0.19 0.18 0.47 
ORI-22-V-026 0.90 99.10 0.23 0.22 0.47 
ORI-22-V-027 3.33 96.67 0.22 0.21 0.60 
ORI-22-V-028 1.34 98.66 0.21 0.20 0.53 
ORI-22-V-029 0.81 99.19 0.25 0.23 0.75 
ORI-22-V-030 1.72 98.28 0.22 0.19 0.67 
ORI-22-V-031 18.25 81.75 0.34 0.32 0.92 
ORI-22-V-032 1.01 98.99 0.27 0.24 0.80 
ORI-22-V-033 1.16 98.84 0.49 0.45 1.07 
ORI-22-V-034 5.17 94.83 0.18 0.17 0.47 
ORI-22-V-035 4.70 95.30 0.22 0.19 0.56 
ORI-22-V-036 0.71 99.29 0.23 0.21 0.63 

Table depicts the vibracores collected in the vicinity of the western alternate route. Bolded vibracores were collected in the western 
alternate route. The red bolded are vibracores containing <90% sand down to -14 feet MLLW. The weighted averages for each 
grain size statistic are captured at the time of sampling.   
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Figures 9-11 depict the thicknesses of sediments <90% sand within the western 
alternate route at various depths: -10 feet MLLW, -12 feet MLLW, and -14 feet MLLW. 
Each vibracore was assigned a thickness of <90% sand within the various potential 
dredging depths. For example, if a vibracore had <90% sand from elevation -8.7 to -
14.5 feet the vibracore would be assigned to the following thicknesses: 1.3 feet if 
dredging would be for -10 feet MLLW; 3.3 feet for dredging to -12 feet MLLW; 5.3 feet 
for dredging to -14 feet MLLW. 
 
A triangular irregular network (TIN) was created for each potential dredging depth to 
show the thicknesses of <90% sand throughout the project area. Once the TIN was 
created for each proposed dredging depth, box-cut volumes were calculated for <90% 
sand thicknesses in the western alternate route. After volumes were determined for 
<90% sand, total dredge volumes were calculated using the June 14, 2023, survey for 
the various proposed dredge depths. Table 3 below shows the volume summaries 
within the western alternate route at the time of survey and vibracore sampling. 
Additional subsurface information, dredging, and adjustment of the western alternate 
route may alter the quantities of ≥90% and <90% sand. The column “Weighted Avg. 
Percent Clay/Silts” is discussed in the next paragraph.  
 
Table 3. Volume Table: showing the breakout between material within the western 
alternate route containing <90% sand and ≥90% sand.  

Quantities: Western Alternate Route (route dated as of Dec 21, 2022; survey June 14, 
2023) 

Project 
Depth 

Weighted 
Avg. 

Percent 
Silt/Clay 

<90 % Sand 
(cy) 

<90% Sand 
Quantity % 

≥90% 
Sand (cy) 

≥90% Sand 
Quantity % 

Total 
Dredge 
Volume 

-10 FT 
MLLW 

2.6% 
740 5% 15,295 95% 16,101 

-12 FT 
MLLW 

4.8% 
6,021 10% 55,582 90% 61,758 

-14 FT 
MLLW 

7.4% 
19,923 16% 104,467 84% 124,366 

 
*Volumes are subject to change based on dredging events, additional sampling, 
hydrographic surveys, or movement of the western alternate route. 
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Figure 9. Thickness of Fines at -10’ Map: Thicknesses for<90% sand to -10 feet MLLW in the vicinity of the western 
alternate route. 
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Figure 10. Thickness of Fines at -12’ Map: Thicknesses for <90% sand to -12 feet MLLW in the vicinity of the western 
alternate route. 
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Figure 11. Thickness of Fines at -14’ Map: Thicknesses for <90% sand to -14 feet MLLW in the vicinity of the western 
alternate route.
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Following this analysis, another calculation was performed to determine a weighted 
percent fines for the entire western alternate route at the various proposed dredging 
depths. This was done using the following formula:  
 

Vibracore 1 Volume ≥90% Sand* Fines Content1 +Vibracore 1 Volume <90% 
Sand*Fines Content + Vibracore 2 Volume ≥90% Sand* Fines Content2 +Vibracore 2 

Volume <90% Sand*Fines Content2 + Vibracore 3 Volume ≥90% Sand* Fines Content3 
+Vibracore 3 Volume <90% Sand*Fines Content3… 

 
Vibracore 1 Volume ≥90% Sand + Vibracore 1 Volume <90% Sand + Vibracore 2 

Volume ≥90% Sand + Vibracore 2 Volume <90% Sand + Vibracore 3 Volume ≥90% 
Sand + Vibracore 3 Volume <90% Sand … 

 
The weighted average of fines for the entire western alternate route was determined by 
using a June 14, 2023 bathymetric survey, the isopachs of non-beach quality material 
from (Figure 9 through Figure 11), and the weighted averages of vibracores within or 
adjacent to the western alternate route. First, 15 dredge boxes were drawn throughout 
the western alternate route representing an area of dredged material assigned to a 
specific fines content (Figure 12). In the formula above this is known as “Vibracore # 
Volume.” 
 
Next, volumes were run for each box using the June 14, 2023, bathymetric data at -10 
feet MLLW, -12 feet MLLW, and -14 feet MLLW to determine each dredge boxe’s total 
volume. Following this the volumes were run for each box using the isopach of fines for 
the proposed dredging depths at -10 feet MLLW, -12 feet MLLW, and -14 feet MLLW 
(Figures 9 through Figure 11). Table 4 shows the breakdown of <90% and ≥90% sand 
quantities per box. Following these volume calculations, <90% and ≥90% sand was 
assigned a fines content based on the analysis discussed in the above text and in 
Appendix A. The fines content consisted of weighted averages of <90% and ≥90% sand 
within their respective stratigraphic layers. Once these values were associated with 
boxes found in Table 4, a weighted average of fines content per volume of <90% and 
≥90% sand was performed. Thus, the weighted average of fines content was 
determined for the entire western alternate route at -10 feet MLLW, -12 feet MLLW, and 
-14 ft MLLW.  
 
As expected, the weighted average of fines throughout the western alternate route 
increases in fines content as the dredging depths increase. The weighted average of 
fines content at-10 feet MLLW is 2.6%, at -12 feet MLLW is 4.8%, and -14 feet MLLW 
7.4%. These volumes and weighted averages provided in Table 4 are subject to change 
based on new subsurface information, surveys, dredging, and adjustment of the 
western alternate route to follow natural deep water.  
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Table 4. Volumes/Content/Average Table: Volumes, fines content, and weighted average of fines for each dredge box 
within the current western alternate route. 

 
 

BOX

% 
Passing 
No. 200 

Sieve @ -
10 feet

Volume 
<90% 

Sand @ -
10 ft

Volume 
>90% 

Sand @ -
10 ft

Total 
Volume 
@ -10 ft

Weighted 
Avg. Fines 

Content

Fines 
Content 
"WAR"

BOX

% 
Passing 
No. 200 

Sieve @ -
10 feet

Volume 
<90% 

Sand @ -
12 ft

Volume 
>90% 

Sand @ -
12 ft

Total 
Volume 
@ -12 ft

Weighted 
Avg. 
Fines 

Content

Fines 
Content 
"WAR"

BOX

% 
Passing 
No. 200 

Sieve @ -
10 feet

Volume 
<90% 

Sand @ -
14 ft

Volume 
>90% 

Sand @ -
14 ft

Total 
Volume 
@ -14 ft

Weighted 
Avg. Fines 

Content

Fines 
Content 
"WAR"

1a 0.88 -        339       0.02        1a 0.88 -        2,670    0.04       1a 0.88 -        6,055    0.04
1b - -        -        - 1b -        -        -        1b -        -        -        
3a 0.84 -        324       0.02        3a 0.9 -        3,186    0.05       3a 0.9 -        6,344    0.05
3b - -        -        - 3b -        -        -        3b -        -        -        
4a 0.64 -        617       0.02        4a 0.94 -        4,310    0.07       4a 0.87 -        8,378    0.06
4b - -        -        - 4b -        -        -        4b -        -        -        
5a 0.66 -        1,339    0.05        5a 0.75 -        3,864    0.05       5a 0.89 -        7,460    0.05
5b - -        -        - 5b -        -        -        5b -        -        -        
6a 0.59 -        402       0.01        6a 25.6 4           -        0.00       6a 25.3 24         -        0.00
6b - -        -        - 6b 0.85 -        1,901    0.03       6b 0.89 -        6,570    0.05
7a 0.91 -        724       0.04        7a 25.6 388       -        0.16       7a 31.0 1,430    -        0.36
7b - -        -        - 7b 1.14 -        4,201    0.08       7b 1.14 -        10,127  0.09
8a 1.26 -        376       0.03        8a 25.6 303       -        0.13       8a 25.6 917       -        0.19
8b - -        -        - 8b 1.03 -        2,139    0.04       8b 1.03 -        5,378    0.04

10a 0.19 -        1,400    0.02        10a 24.3 181       -        0.07       10a 32.2 1,354    -        0.35
10b - -        -        - 10b 0.44 -        3,060    0.02       10b 0.44 -        4,883    0.02
11a 0.82 -        2,270    0.12        11a 79.9 1,390    -        1.80       11a 79.9 3,906    -        2.51
11b - -        -        - 11b 0.75 -        3,603    0.04       11b 0.75 -        4,190    0.03
9a 38.09 341       0.81        9a 13.8 1,800    -        0.40       9a 29.3 4,433    -        1.04
9b 2.26 449       -        0.06        9b 2.26 -        2,303    0.08       9b 2.26 -        2,817    0.05

19a 35.88 400       528       0.89        19a 43.1 1,741    -        1.22       19a 43.1 2,988    -        1.04
19b 0.56 528       -        0.04        19b 1.23 -        2,485    0.05       19b 1.23 -        4,151    0.04
20a 0.56 -        1,369    0.05        20a 43.1 206       -        0.14       20a 43.1 574       -        0.20
20b - -        -        - 20b 0.70 -        3,783    0.04       20b 0.70 -        6,172    0.03
13a 0.90 -        1,000    0.06        13a 18.7 10         -        0.00       13a 19.7 1,134    -        0.18
13b - -        -        - 13b 1.11 -        3,142    0.06       13b 1.11 -        5,224    0.05
14a 1.29 -        4,174    0.33        14a 1.29 -        10,189  0.21       14a 19.2 2,420    -        0.37
14b - -        -        - 14b -        -        -        14b 1.29 -        14,704  0.15
15a 0.32 -        50         0.00        15a 0.32 -        4,901    0.03       15a 68.0 744       -        0.41
15b - -        - 15b -        -        -        15b 0.32 -        11,990  0.03

2.57% 4.79% 7.43%

50         4,901    12,734  

1,000    3,152    6,358    

4,174    10,189  17,124  

928       4,226    7,139    

1,369    3,989    6,746    

2,270    4,993    8,096    

790       4,103    7,250    

376       2,442    6,295    

1,400    3,242    6,237    

402       1,905    6,594    

724       4,589    11,558  

617       4,310    8,378    

1,339    3,864    7,460    

339       2,670    6,055    

324       3,186    6,344    
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Much of the project area lacks subsurface information. If a new route were to open 
where vibracores have not been collected, dredging the new route would require 
additional vibracore sampling. If the current route were to stay in the vicinity of the 
collected subsurface information, then the route would not require additional sampling.  
 
As expected, the quantity of <90% sand increases with project depths within the 
investigated area. The thickest deposits of <90% sand exist on the southwest side of 
the western alternate route. Dredging a route farther to the southwest would encounter 
larger quantities of <90% sand as compared to the northeast side. The thickness of 
fines is 2-4 feet compared to 1-3 feet within the current western alternate route.   
 
Once the initial dredging takes place, future shoaled material will likely yield ≥90% sand. 
Vibracores taken immediately after dredging under the emergency declaration followed 
by additional vibracores taken months later, indicated that shoaled material consisted of 
≥90% sand (Figure 13). In addition, the water velocities from tidal exchange within 
Oregon Inlet make it very difficult for silts and clays to accumulate in measurable 
quantities given its proximity to the open ocean. A current velocity study was performed 
in Oregon Inlet and found the average velocities exceed 90 cm/s (Nichols and 
Pietrafesa, 1997). According to the Hjulström diagram clay and silt are deposited when 
current velocities are <1 cm/s (Sundborg, 1956; Figure 13. Therefore, deposition of 
material <90% sand is unlikely once an area is dredged. The <90% sand found in the 
western alternate route is likely remnants of a relict marsh prior to Oregon Inlet opening 
in 1846 and not recently deposited sediments.  
 
As shown in Table 3, the weighted percent fines for the entire channel are 7.4% at -14 
MLLW. Although this is within the ≥90% sand threshold, the stretch of non-beach quality 
material within western alternate route contains 800 linear feet of continuous clayey/silty 
sand and high plasticity silt. Dredging the entire route to -14 feet MLLW could remove 
up to 20,000 CY of <90% sand. For this reason, it’s proposed that initial dredging of the 
western alternate route will place this material in deep scour holes next to the old 
Bonner Bridge. Evaluating the other dredge depths shows a decrease in fines content 
as dredge depths decrease. Additional geotechnical information and analysis can be 
found in Appendix A.  
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Figure 12. Weighted Average of Fines Map: The 15 dredge boxes throughout the western alternate route used to determine the 
weighted average of fines. Each box corresponds to a weighted percent fines based on the vibracore collected within or adjacent to 
the box. 
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Figure 13. Soils Cross Section: Cross section within non-beach quality area of the western alternate route. The two 
surveys (black; 28 SEP 2022 and red; 21 NOV 2022) on the cross section show different depths indicative of shoaling. 
Based on the vibracores collected following the 28 SEP 2022 survey shoaled material is ≥90% sand at vibracores as 
suggested by 009, 011, and 019. Refer to geotechnical appendix for location of cross-section.  
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Figure 14. Hjulström Diagram: shows when particles are eroded, transported, and deposited relative to grain size and flow 
velocity (Hjulström, 1935, modified S. Earle, 2015)
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It is believed that the current dredging by the Dare County permitted MISS KATIE has 
already removed all non-beach compatible sediments down to -10 foot MLLW depths. 
As a result, the dredging of <90% sand is much less than originally anticipated.  
 
Environmental Consequences  
 
Alternative 1 – No Action (maintain historic route): 
 
Under the No Action alternative, USACE would attempt to maintain the historic route, 
which would require almost continuous dredging, 12 hours per day, 300 days per year, 
with the Government Plant and/or 24 hours per day with contracted pipeline dredge or 
hopper dredge to keep the channel navigable. Doing so would result in constant 
manipulation of sediments within a very dynamic area; however, impacts would be 
minor since this is such a dynamic area where sediments are constantly moving. 
 
Alternative 2 – (Proposed Action) – Establish a large navigation corridor within Manteo-
Shallowbag Bay (Oregon Inlet):  
 
Dredging would remove shoaled material to the emergency dimensions of 8 feet (+2 
feet overdepth) in the western alternate route pursuant to the emergency declaration, 
and for maintenance dredging to the authorized project width and depths in the western 
alternative route and anywhere within the large corridor if deep water should move, 
although, the USACE will attempt to maintain the channel in the vicinity of the western 
alternate route. The dredged material would be sidecast into adjacent waters, placed in 
the nearshore areas by commercial pipeline, or hopper dredge, placed on adjacent 
beaches and bird islands, or placed in deep water areas at -14 feet MLLW or deeper. If 
the western alternate route remains in its current location, initial dredging to the 
authorized depth may encounter <90% sand but thereafter would likely result in 
sediments ≥90% sand. Any non-beach quality material encountered would be placed in 
deep water scour holes, only.  
 
Periodic maintenance dredging would remove shoaled sediments, which is not 
expected to adversely impact the project area’s sediments, since most of the material to 
be dredged is continually being redistributed by normal tidal processes and storm 
events. If the area of deep water for the western alternate route were to shift to an area 
that had not been previously sampled, then additional sediment sampling would take 
place in order to determine the appropriate placement location. Any non-beach quality 
material (<90% sand) would be placed in deep water placement areas and volumes 
would be comparable to current volumes discussed in Section 5.1. 
 
Alternative 3 – Establish a small navigation corridor in the vicinity of the current western 
alternate route (small corridor): 
 
Alternative 3 would result in an attempt to maintain the channel in a smaller corridor 
regardless of shoaling or deep water. Sediments encountered as well as dredging and 
placement options for Alternative 3 would be the same as the proposed action. Periodic 
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future maintenance dredging would remove shoaled sediments within the small 
navigation corridor, which is not expected to adversely impact the project area’s 
sediments. If the area of deep water for the western alternate route were to shift to an 
area that was not previously subjected to sediment samples, then additional sediment 
sampling would take place in order to confirm the sediment is suitable for nearshore, 
beach, or bird island placement. Any non-beach quality material would be placed in 
deep water placement areas next to the old Bonner Bridge, only. 
 
5.2 Water Resources 
 
5.2.1 Hydrology 
 
Tides in the project area are semidiurnal and the mean tidal range (difference between 
mean high water and mean low water) is approximately 0.91 feet (Station ID: 8652587) 
(NOAA,2022).  The sea surface salinity of the area is typical of standard ocean water for 
North Carolina with averages around 36 ppt according to NASA's Soil Moisture Active 
Passive (SMAP) Sea Surface Salinity Data Mapping available online at: 
https://salinity.oceansciences.org/smap-salinity.htm#northern.  
 
Environmental Consequences 
 
Alternative 1 – No Action (maintain historic route): 
 
Under the No Action alternative, the USACE would continually dredge the historic route 
as needed, by Government plant or using a commercial cutter suction dredge or hopper 
dredge every 3-5 years. Dredging would take place throughout the year, as needed, 
and impacts on hydrology (changes to salinity, tides, etc.) within the inlet would be 
minor and localized to the historic route. Due to the dynamic nature of the inlet, these 
changes would not be expected to be detectable. 
 
Alternative 2 – (Proposed Action) – Establish a large navigation corridor within Manteo-
Shallowbag Bay (Oregon Inlet):  
 
Although Alternative 2 includes a large navigation corridor within the Manteo 
Shallowbag Bay project area, the size of the area to be dredged at any given time would 
be similar to the area disturbed during maintenance of the historic route; however, 
impacts could occur anywhere within the large corridor. The impact area within the 
western alternate route is approximately 20 acres within the 5,053-acre navigation 
corridor. Dredging-related impacts on hydrology (changes to salinity, tides, etc.) within 
the inlet complex would be minor and localized to the immediate area being disturbed 
by dredging and dredged material placement. Due to the dynamic nature of the inlet, it’s 
not expected that these changes would be detectable.  
 
Alternative 3 – Establish a small navigation corridor in the vicinity of the current western 
alternate route (small corridor):  
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Impacts associated with Alternative 3 would be similar to Alternative 2; however 
dredging would be limited to the small corridor area of approximately 163 acres. 
Dredging-related impacts on hydrology within the inlet complex would be minor and 
localized to the immediate area being disturbed by the dredging and dredged material 
placement. Changes to hydrology would not be expected to be detectable. 
 
5.2.2 Water Quality and Characteristics 
 
The project area is in North Carolina Division of Water Resources (NCDWR) 
Pasquotank River basin and U.S. Geologic Survey (USGS) Hydrologic Unit 
0301020515. This project is located within the Croatan Sound watershed which is 
approximately 398 square miles in area (NCDWR, 2021). 
 
The Clean Water Act (CWA) of 1972 requires that the surface waters of each state be 
classified according to designated uses. North Carolina’s tidal salt waters are classified 
with the following categories: 

• Class SC: Secondary Recreation (i.e., fishing, boating) and Aquatic Life 
Propagation 

• Class SB: Primary Recreation (swimming) plus SC uses 
• Class SA: Commercial Shellfish Harvesting plus SC/SB uses  
• HQW: High Quality Waters (all SA waters; excellent quality) 
• OWR: Outstanding Resource Waters (all HQWs; outstanding fish 

habitat/fisheries)  
 
NCDWR classifies Oregon Inlet (index # 30-22-1) at the project site as SA and HQW. 
SA waters are protected for commercial shell fishing along with all designated SB and 
SC uses. Class SA commercial shell fishing waters are assigned a Shellfish Growing 
Area Status of Approved, Conditional, or Prohibited based on North Carolina Division of 
Marine Fisheries (NCDMF) Shellfish Sanitation fecal coliform criteria. The HQW 
designation is for the high-quality water located in the area. Ocean waters beyond the 
Oregon Inlet mouth are classified as SB which are tidal waters designated suitable for 
recreation such as swimming and skin diving (15 NC Administrative Code 2B, NCDWR, 
2022 a).  
 
If a waterbody does not meet the state designated use standards, it is considered 
impaired and is placed on the 303(d) list. There are no designated 303(d) waters within 
the project area (NCDWR, 2022 b).  
 
The potential water quality impacts of dredging include minor and short-term suspended 
sediment plumes and the release of soluble trace constituents from the sediment. 
Suspended sediments also affect turbidity, an optical property of water (measured in 
nephelometric turbidity units, or NTUs) that affects light penetration into the water 
column. During dredging, turbidity increases outside the dredging area should be less 
than 25 NTUs to be considered insignificant. In cases when government owned hopper 
dredges need to overflow in order to obtain an economic load, sediment that is ≥90% 
sand is not likely to produce significant turbidity or other water quality impacts since 
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material is expected to dissipate from the water column relatively rapidly (USACE 
1997). 
 
North Carolina Division of Water Resources (NCDWR) Section 401 Water Quality 
Certifications (WQC) under the Clean Water Act of 1977 (PL 95-217) are issued for 
projects that result in a regulated discharge of material. Prior to implementing the 
proposed plan, the USACE would obtain an individual WQC to cover several of the 
proposed dredged material placement options, including sidecasting, nearshore 
placement and deep water placement. Any placement on NCWRC or NPS bird islands 
or beaches will require the managing agency to acquire the needed WQC for the action.  
 
Pursuant to 33 C.F.R. § 335.7, and meeting the environmental standards established by 
the Clean Water Act Section 404(b)(1) evaluation process, a 404(b)(1) guidelines 
analysis is included as Appendix B. 
 
Environmental Consequences 
 
Alternative 1 – No Action (maintain historic route): 
 
Under the No Action alternative, the USACE would continually maintenance dredge the 
historic route. Work would occur any time of year, but dredging would only occur 
typically during daylight hours for approximately 12-hour durations at a time 
approximately 300 days per year. However, during contracted dredging, events every 3-
5 years by commercial cutter suction or hopper dredging would occur 24 hours a day. 
Dredging-related impacts on water quality within the inlet would be minor and localized 
to the historic route. It is expected while maintenance dredging events occur with 
government plants that water quality within the vicinity of the project area would stay 
within the 25 NTU criteria since the material is ≥90% sand and sediments would settle 
out completely every night. This however may not be true during larger commercial 
dredge operations every 3-5 years.   
 
Alternative 2 – (Proposed Action) – Establish a large navigation corridor within Manteo-
Shallowbag Bay (Oregon Inlet):  
 
For Alternative 2 (proposed action), dredging with the large corridor would be 
accomplished by government dredge on an as-needed basis, or by commercial cutter 
suction or hopper dredge 3-5 years, as needed. Work would occur any time of year 
when sidecasting or placing material in the nearshore or in deep water areas; if 
placement occurs on a beach or bird island then a beach placement window may be 
required. Work would occur for government plant during daylight hours for 
approximately 12-hour durations at a time approximately 6 times per year at 21 days 
per event. For commercial dredging which would occur every 3-5 years the dredges 
would operate 24 hours a day for a 30–60-day project duration. Sediments within the 
corridor have been sampled and tested and although there may be some sediment 
that’s <90% sand with the initial dredging event, subsequent dredging events are 
expected to encounter only material ≥90% sand and therefore are not likely to produce 
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significant turbidity. Material <90% would be placed in a designated deep water 
placement area. Dredging related impacts on water quality within the inlet would be 
minor and localized areas in the vicinity of dredging and placement. Due to the dynamic 
nature of the inlet, these changes are not expected to be detectable outside of the inlet 
complex. There could be temporary and minor impacts to water quality while the dredge 
is actively side casting material or placing material in nearshore or scour hole placement 
areas. These effects to water quality would be increased turbidity in a localized area 
around the placement zone. It is expected that water quality within the vicinity of the 
project area would stay within the 25 NTU criteria since the material is ≥90% sand and 
sediments would settle out completely every night. If placed on a beach or bird island 
any increases to turbidity would be expected to stay localized to near the outfall of the 
pipeline at the placement area and impacts would be temporary. Overall impact for this 
alternative would be temporary and limited in location. 
 
Alternative 3 – Establish a small navigation corridor in the vicinity of the current western 
alternate route (small corridor): 
 
Implementation of Alternative 3 would result in similar impacts as Alternative 2 but 
would occur within the 163 acres encompassed by the smaller corridor as compared to 
the impacts occurring within the 5,053-acre larger corridor. Overall impact for this 
alternative would be temporary and limited in location. 
 
5.2.3 Wetlands and Floodplains 
 
Coastal wetlands within the vicinity include tidal salt marshes that occur along the 
shorelines and the island fringes of the area. These marshes are comprised mainly of 
smooth cordgrass (Spartina alterniflora), black needlerush (Juncus roemerianus), salt 
meadow hay (Spartina patens), and salt reed (Spartina cynosuroides); and are 
generally more extensive where they are protected from wind and wave action. Intertidal 
wetlands of the area are very important ecologically due to their high primary 
productivity, their role as nursery areas for larvae and juveniles of many marine species, 
and their refuge/forage value to wildlife. In addition, they provide esthetically valuable 
natural areas. 
 
Executive Order 11988 (Floodplain Management) states that federal agencies shall 
avoid, to the extent possible, the long and short term adverse impacts associated with 
the occupancy and modification of floodplains. Additionally, they must avoid direct or 
indirect support of floodplain development wherever there is a practicable alternative. 
Federal agencies also shall take action to reduce the risk of flood loss, and minimize the 
impact of floods on human safety, health and welfare, and to restore and preserve the 
natural and beneficial values served by floodplains.   
 
Under Executive Order 11990 (Protection of Wetlands), Federal policy recognizes that 
wetlands have unique and significant public values and calls for the protections of 
wetlands. Policy directives set forth in Executive Order 11990 are (a) avoid long and 
short-term adverse impacts associated with the destruction or modification of wetlands; 
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(b) avoid direct or indirect support of new construction in wetlands; (c) minimize the 
destruction, loss, or degradation of wetlands; (d) preserve and enhance the natural and 
beneficial values served by wetlands; and (e) involve the public throughout the wetlands 
protection decision-making process. 
 
Wetlands and floodplains are not found within the proposed areas to be dredged. 
Placement areas where wetlands may be present would be coordinated with resource 
agencies appropriately prior to dredged material placement. There may be fringing 
wetlands within the pipeline alignment from the dredge to a placement area, and any 
wetlands would be identified and avoided to the maximum extent practicable. 
Placement of beach quality sand within these areas would reduce risks to shorelines 
from erosion and sea level rise. Uplands created by sand placement would not be 
subject to development. 
 
NPS defines the marine intertidal zone area between extreme high and extreme low 
water of spring tide elevations as a wetland under NPS policy which could become a 
factor requiring further evaluation by NPS if NPS land is used as a for placement areas. 
According to NPS policy any project that proposes placement of fill in the intertidal zone 
on NPS managed lands will be evaluated on a case by case basis and a determination 
will be made on whether the project can be considered an excepted action according to 
NPS Policy: Section 4.2.1.9 of Procedural Manual #77-1. 
 
Environmental Consequences 
 
Due to the lack of wetlands or floodplains in the proposed dredging and placement 
areas, no alternatives considered would adversely affect wetlands or floodplains or alter 
their function; and work would be in full compliance with Executive Orders 11990 and 
11988 following completion of the NEPA process. Likewise, no alternatives considered 
would result in placement of fill in wetlands or result in hydrologic or salinity changes 
affecting wetlands.   
 
5.3 Air Quality  
 
Section 176(c)(1) of the Clean Air Act (CAA) (42 U.S.C. 7506 (c)(1)) requires Federal 
Agencies to assure that their actions conform to applicable implementations plans for 
achieving and maintaining the National Ambient Air Quality Standards and the 
Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) of Air Quality Program for criteria 
pollutants. Cape Hatteras National Seashore is located in an area classified by the US 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as being in attainment for all six criteria air 
pollutants under the Clean Air Act (CAA).   
 
The Washington Regional Office of the North Carolina Department of Environmental 
Quality (NCDEQ) has air quality jurisdiction for the project area located in Dare County. 
The ambient air quality for Dare County has been determined to be in compliance with 
the National Ambient Air Quality Standards and is designated an attainment area for 
Ozone (O3), Particulates (PM2.5), Carbon Monoxide (CO), and Sulfur Dioxide (SO2) 
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(N.C. Division of Air Quality, 2016); therefore, a conformity determination is not 
required. 
 
Environmental Consequences 
 
Alternative 1 - No Action (Historically Authorized Route): 
 
The No Action alternative would result some possible additional ongoing maintenance 
dredging activity due to shoaling activity and could have an additional effect on the local 
or regional air quality long term. Additional effects analysis of the emissions is 
discussed in the Green House Gas Analysis in Section 5.9.1. 
 
Alternative 2 – (Proposed Action) – Establish a large navigation corridor within Manteo-
Shallowbag Bay (Oregon Inlet):  
 
Dredging the proposed project is not expected to result in adverse effects on air quality 
within the project area or beyond. The volume removed per event would be 25,000-
40,000 Cubic Yards (CY) for government plant and 100,000 to 250,000 CY per event for 
commercial dredge. Initial dredging is estimated to take approximately 30-60 days with 
a pipeline or hopper dredge operating 24 hours per day. Maintenance dredging in 
between regular pipeline or hopper events would be expected to be of shorter duration 
than the commercial dredge events since less material is anticipated. Government Plant 
dredging events would last from approximately 21 days and only occur during daylight 
hours, thus avoiding air emissions at night. Dredging and placement operations would 
result in short-term, localized minor increases in air emissions and would be similar to 
impacts occurring during routine maintenance dredging in the authorized Manteo 
Shallowbag Bay project. Accordingly, there would not be any long-term air quality 
effects and air quality conditions expected since less dredging time would be needed for 
channel maintenance. 
 
Alternative 3 – Establish a small navigation corridor in the vicinity of the current western 
alternate route (small corridor): 
 
Changes in air quality related to Alternative 3 are expected to be the same as 
Alternative 2, as dredging durations would not differ substantially.  
 
5.4 Noise 
 
Noise levels below the water surface within the project area vary throughout the year 
and often include federal, state, commercial and recreational boat traffic, particular uses 
by commercial fishing vessels of various size. Therefore, marine species within the 
project area are already accustomed to varying levels of motorized noise year-round. 
 
Noise levels associated with dredging and placement activities are expected to comply 
with Title IX: General Regulations, Chapter 97 Noise Control for Dare County, NC Code 
of Ordinances. North Carolina does not set noise regulations for vessels or boats. 
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Dredging operations generally produce low levels of low-frequency sound energy that, 
although audible over considerable distances from the source, are of short duration 
(Michel 2013). Sound from a dredge is generated from the drag arm sliding along the 
bottom, the pumps moving the material, horns, and operation of the ship 
engine/propeller. The significance of the noise generated by the equipment dissipates 
with increasing distance from the noise source. The effects of noise from dredging have 
been determined to have no lethal or injurious effects; behavioral effects on marine 
species may occur which may disturb feeding, mating, and spawning especially during 
warmer months. 
 
The impacts of underwater sound on fish populations from dredging are expected to be 
minor and temporary because duration of exposure to dredging noise would be short-
term and species could easily flee from the area. Migrating and spawning fish species 
are expected to pass the dredge unharmed, as had occurred in the James River, 
Virginia during a pipeline dredge event while Atlantic sturgeon were migrating. (Balazik, 
2020). Sound from dredging within the Oregon Inlet area is not expected to impact 
marine mammals in the area. The critically endangered North Atlantic right whale 
migrates offshore during the winter months, far enough from the source of dredging to 
avoid any behavioral effects.  
 
Environmental Consequences  
 
Alternative 1 – No Action (maintain historic route): 
 
Under the No Action alternative, the USACE would continually dredge the historic route 
by government dredge, or commercial cutter suction or hopper dredge 3-5 years, as 
needed. The noise from the government plant would be limited to daylight hours and 12-
hour timeframes while the dredge operates, approximately 300 days per year. 
Commercial cutter suction and hopper operations which would be expected every 3-5 
years would operate on a 24-hour a day schedule. Dredging-related impacts from noise 
would be minor and localized to the inlet complex area.  
 
Alternative 2 – (Proposed Action) – Establish a large navigation corridor within Manteo-
Shallowbag Bay (Oregon Inlet):  
 
Impacts from Alternative 2 are expected to less than the No Action alternative. Work 
can occur any time of year, but dredging by the government plant would only occur 
typically during daylight hours for approximately 12-hour durations at a time 
approximately 126 days per year. Commercial cutter suction and hopper operations 
which would be expected every 3-5 years would operate on a 24-hour a day schedule 
for a short duration. Dredging-related impacts from noise within the inlet would be 
minor, temporary, and localized to the inlet complex area. 
 
Alternative 3 – Establish a small navigation corridor in the vicinity of the current western 
alternate route (small corridor):  
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Impacts from Alternative 3 are expected to be similar to Alternative 2, but dredging 
could occur anywhere in the vicinity of the small corridor. Dredging-related impacts from 
noise within the inlet would be minor, temporary, and localized to the inlet complex area. 
The channel size would remain the same for Alternative 2 or 3. 
 
5.5 Marine and Estuarine Resources  
 
5.5.1 Nekton 
 
Nekton collectively refers to aquatic organisms capable of controlling their location 
through active movement rather than depending upon water currents or gravity for 
passive movement. Nekton of the nearshore Atlantic Ocean along the northeastern 
North Carolina coast can be grouped into three categories: estuarine dependent 
species; permanent resident species; and seasonal migrant species. The most 
abundant nekton of these waters are the estuarine dependent species that inhabit the 
estuary as larvae and the ocean as juveniles or adults. This group includes species 
which spawn offshore, such as the Atlantic croaker (Micropogon undulatus), spot 
(Leiostomus xanthurus), Atlantic menhaden (Brevoortia tyrannus), flounders 
(Paralichthys spp.), mullets (Mugil spp.), anchovies (Anchoa spp.), blue crab 
(Callinectes sapidus), and penaeid shrimp (Penaeus spp.), as well as species that 
spawn in the estuary, such as red drum (Sciaenops ocellatus) and weakfish (Cynoscion 
regalis). Species that are permanent residents of the nearshore marine waters include 
the black sea bass (Centropristis striata), white grunt (Haemulon plumierii), northern 
puffer (Sphoeroides maculatus), inshore lizardfish (Synodus foetens), and searobins 
(Prionotus spp.). Common warm water migrant species include the bluefish 
(Pomatomus saltatrix), Spanish mackerel (Scomberomorus maculatus), king mackerel 
(Scomberomorus cavalla), cobia (Rachycentron canadum), and spiny dogfish (Squalus 
acanthias). 
 
Oregon Inlet is a passageway for the larvae of many species of commercially and 
ecologically important fish. Spawning grounds for many marine fishes are believed to 
occur on the continental shelf with immigration to estuaries, including Pamlico Sound, 
during the juvenile stage. The shelter provided by the marshes and shallow water 
habitats within the project area’s estuarine waters serves as nursery habitat where 
young fish undergo rapid growth before returning to the offshore environment. 
 
Marine mammals also occur in North Carolina's coastal waters. The federally listed 
North Atlantic right whale (Eubaleana glacialis) is a winter migrant off the coast. Other 
Whales are also often spotted swimming off the outer banks, including: humpback 
whales (Megaptera novaeangliae), pilot whales (Globicephala sp.), sperm whales 
(Physeter catodon) and fin whales (Balaenoptera physalus). Inshore and offshore, there 
are also several various dolphin species found near the project area including, the 
bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) and the Atlantic spotted dolphin (Stenella 
frontalis). The bottlenose dolphin is the most common in the project area. The federally 
endangered West Indian manatee (Trichechus manatus) is also a rare but are 
occasional visitors to the northeastern North Carolina coast. 
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Five species of federally listed sea turtles are known to occur within the waters of the 
Cape Hatteras National Seashore and/or occasionally enter Oregon Inlet. These are the 
green (Chelonia mydas), loggerhead (Caretta caretta), hawksbill (Eretmochelys 
imbricata), Kemp's ridley (Lepidochelys kempii), and leatherback (Dermochelys 
coriacea) sea turtles. It is also common for the Green and Loggerhead sea turtles to 
utilize beaches along Pea Island NWR and Bodie Island for nesting during summer 
months.  
 
Environmental Consequences  
 
Alternative 1 – No Action (maintain historic route): 
 
Under the No Action alternative, the USACE would continually dredge the historic route 
by government dredge, or commercial cutter suction or hopper dredge 3-5 years. 
Dredging may occur anytime of year, but dredging would only occur typically during 
daylight hours for approximately 12-hour durations at a time approximately 300 days per 
year with the government plant and 24 hours a day with commercial dredge. Dredging 
related impacts on marine species would be limited to the areas of dredging and 
placement areas. The larger species, such as the mobile fish, mammal, and reptile 
species located in the immediate area should be able to avoid much of the impact from 
the dredging by swimming out of the affected areas. Since the dredging is temporary 
these affected species would be expected to be able to return soon after dredging has 
ceased. Some of the much smaller species of fish, crab, shrimp, and other species may 
not be able to relocate fast enough to avoid being impacted by the immediate suction of 
the dredge if they are in the immediate footprint of the dredge or placement location, so 
some of these small species may perish. This alternative could directly, adversely 
impact a higher quantity of marine species due to the need to continually dredge 
extensively to maintain the historic route corridor.  
 
Alternative 2 – (Proposed Action) – Establish a large navigation corridor within Manteo-
Shallowbag Bay (Oregon Inlet):  
 
Impacts from Alternative 2, the Proposed Action, would be less than the No Action 
Alternative with the number of days needed to dredge decreased from ~300 days a year 
to ~126 days. Impacts from the dredge events could occur anywhere in the vicinity of 
the large corridor. This alternative would require less dredging since it would follow 
natural deep water and there would be less dredging needed. Therefore, less adverse 
impacts to marine species. 
 
Alternative 3 – Establish a small navigation corridor in the vicinity of the current western 
alternate route (small corridor):  
 
Impacts from Alternative 3, would be similar to Alternative 2, but dredging impacts could 
occur anywhere in the vicinity of the small corridor.   
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5.5.2 Benthos 
 
Aquatic organisms that live in close association with the bottom, or substrate, of a body 
of water, are collectively called benthos. Given the susceptibility of the proposed project 
area to currents and water movement and the subsequent shoaling, the sandy 
sediments would not be expected to support significant numbers of organisms within 
benthic communities. Common benthic organisms in these sediments would likely 
include polychaetes, amphipods, decapods, and mollusks. 
 
Overall, initial dredging (new construction) results in more impacts on benthos than 
maintenance of existing channels. The biggest impact occurs on the sea floor and 
results in the removal of upper layers of substrate and the placement of large amount of 
material (smothering, benthos in the placement area). However, removal of benthos and 
benthic habitat represents a minor resource loss since the channel bottom and dredged 
material placement areas will become recolonized by benthic organisms within a matter 
of months (but never fully recover due to the regular maintenance of the channels). 
Benthic invertebrates exhibit strong seasonality in reproduction, meaning that the 
seasonal timing of dredging can influence recovery rates within the limited dredging 
footprint. However, not all benthic taxa reproduce most intensively during the same 
season, so timing of dredging can select for dominance of different taxa during the 
recovery process (Michel 2013). In addition, effects to benthos outside the area of 
dredging and placement are not expected, allowing for the continued presence of these 
species in the surrounding areas throughout the inlet, sound, and estuary. 
 
Environmental Consequences  
 
Alternative 1 – No Action (maintain historic route): 
 
Under the No Action alternative, the USACE would continually dredge the historic route 
by government dredge, or commercial cutter suction or hopper dredge 3-5 years, as 
needed. Work can occur any time of year, but dredging would only occur typically during 
daylight hours for approximately 12-hour durations at a time approximately 300 days per 
year or 24 hours a day with the commercial dredges. Dredging related impacts on 
benthic species would likely be permanent within the historically authorized route. 
Sidecast material would scatter and is not likely to smother benthos. However, material 
placed by a special purpose modified hopper (government plant) and cutter suction or 
hopper dredge would potentially smother benthos with nearshore placement, deep-
water placement, beach placement, or bird island placement. These impacts would 
likely be permanent to the area where the placement occurs, but are going to be 
localized to that placement area and not expected to affect benthos outside of the 
placement area. Benthos within shallow water high wave and current energy areas 
would be expected to recover faster typically after 6-9 months (Wilbur, 2007). It is 
expected that the impact would be greater for areas with repeated dredging events.  
 
Alternative 2 – (Proposed Action) – Establish a large navigation corridor within Manteo-
Shallowbag Bay (Oregon Inlet):  
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Since the proposed corridor provides the greatest flexibility to follow deep water, 
channel maintenance will be limited to the locations where shoaling occurs. Effects to 
benthos could occur anywhere within the large corridor over the life of the project but 
would be limited to the areas of dredging within the proposed corridor and placement 
areas, allowing benthos to survive throughout the rest of the estuary and continue to 
provide feeding opportunities for bottom feeding fish. The affected area would be very 
small relative to the amount of benthic habitat present on the seafloor; therefore, the 
ecological significance of temporary benthic losses is considered minor. Impacts from 
Alternative 2, the Proposed Action, would be similar to the No Action Alternative but is 
expected to require fewer maintenance dredging events of shorter duration, since the 
channel will follow natural deep water.  
 
Alternative 3 – Establish a small navigation corridor in the vicinity of the current western 
alternate route (small corridor): 
 
Impacts from Alternative 3, would be similar to the Proposed Action, but would be 
concentrated within a smaller area (small corridor).  
 
5.6 Essential Fish Habitat 
 
The 1996 Congressional amendments to the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation 
and Management Act (MSFCMA) (Public Law 94-265) set forth new requirements for 
the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), regional fishery management councils 
(FMC), and other federal agencies to identify and protect important marine and 
anadromous fish habitat. These amendments established procedures for the 
identification of Essential Fish Habitat (EFH) and a requirement for interagency 
coordination to further the conservation of federally managed fisheries. The EFH 
assessment is included in the body of this EA and will be coordinated with NMFS 
Habitat Conservation Division (HCD) upon its circulation. 
 
The EFH assessment includes fish species, Atlantic Highly Migratory, and Habitat Areas 
of Particular Concern (HAPC) species managed under MSFCMA that may occur in the 
vicinity of the project. Categories of EFH and HAPC for managed species are identified 
as potentially occurring in southeastern states in the Fishery Management Plan 
Amendments of the South Atlantic, the Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council, 
Snapper/Grouper Complex, as well as Atlantic Highly Migratory Species (HMS).  
 
Table 5 shows the categories of EFH habitat located in the project vicinity of Pamlico 
Sound, Oregon Inlet, and Pea Island NWR beach and nearshore placement areas 
(www.habitat.noaa.gov/apps/efhmapper). The species include Coastal Migratory 
Pelagics, Snapper Grouper, and Spiny Lobster EFH species of the South Atlantic; Mid-
Atlantic Fisheries species; Atlantic HMS; Coastal Migratory Pelagics. These are 
described below along with HAPCs and other designated managed fishery habitats 
within the project area. 
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Table 5. EFH within Oregon Inlet Project Area  
 

Species/Management 
Unit 

Life stage(s) Found 
at Location 

Management 
Council FMP 

Atlantic Herring Juvenile/Adult New England Amendment 3 to the Atlantic Herring FMP 
Monkfish Adult/Eggs/Larvae New England Amendment 4 to the Monkfish FMP 
Clearnose Skate Adult New England Amendment 2 to the Northeast Skate Complex FMP 

Coastal Migratory 
Pelagics ALL 

South 
Atlantic Coastal Migratory Pelagics 

Spiny Lobster (2 
Species): Spiny 
lobster (Panulirus 
argus), Slipper lobster 
(Scyllarides nodifer) ALL 

South 
Atlantic Spiny Lobster 

Snapper Grouper ALL 
South 
Atlantic Amendment 45 to Snapper Grouper FMP  

Bluefin Tuna Spawning/Eggs/Larvae Secretarial 

Amendment 10 to the 2006 Consolidated HMS 
FMP: EFH 

Dusky Shark Neonate Secretarial 
Amendment 10 to the 2006 Consolidated HMS 
FMP: EFH 

Tiger Shark 
Juvenile/Adult/ 
Neonate Secretarial 

Amendment 10 to the 2006 Consolidated HMS 
FMP: EFH 

Blacktip Shark 
(Atlantic Stock) Juvenile/Adult Secretarial 

Amendment 10 to the 2006 Consolidated HMS 
FMP: EFH 

Smoothhound Shark 
Complex (Atlantic 
Stock) ALL Secretarial 

Amendment 10 to the 2006 Consolidated HMS 
FMP: EFH 

Atlantic Sharpnose 
Shark (Atlantic Stock) Adult Secretarial 

Amendment 10 to the 2006 Consolidated HMS 
FMP: EFH 
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Species/Management 
Unit 

Life stage(s) Found 
at Location 

Management 
Council FMP 

Sand Tiger Shark Neonate/Juvenile Secretarial 
Amendment 10 to the 2006 Consolidated HMS 
FMP: EFH 

Bluefish Adult/Juvenile Mid-Atlantic Bluefish 

Atlantic Butterfish Adult/Juvenile Mid-Atlantic 
Atlantic Mackerel, Squid and Butterfish Amendment 
11 

Spiny Dogfish 
Sub-Adult 
Female/Adult Female 

New 
England/Mid-
Atlantic, 
Southeast Amendment 5 to the Spiny Dogfish FMP 

Scup Juvenile Mid-Atlantic Summer Flounder, Scup, Black Sea Bass 
Summer Flounder Larvae/Juvenile/Adult Mid-Atlantic Summer Flounder, Scup, Black Sea Bass 

Bigeye, Albacore, 
Yellowfin, and 
Skipjack Tuna ALL 

New 
England/Mid-
Atlantic, 
Southeast 

Amendment 10 to the 2006 Consolidated HMS 
FMP: EFH 

Dolphin/Wahoo ALL 
South 
Atlantic Amendment 11 to Dolphin/Wahoo FMP  

South Atlantic Penaeid 
Shrimp EFH (Brown 
Shrimp/Pink 
Shrimp/Rock 
Shrimp/White Shrimp) ALL 

South 
Atlantic 

1993 FMP for the Shrimp Fishery of the South 
Atlantic Region 

Sargassum ALL 
South 
Atlantic 

Amendment 1 for FMP for Pelagic Sargassum 
Habitat 

Golden Crab ALL 
South 
Atlantic Amendment 11 to Golden Crab FMP  
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5.6.1 Coastal Migratory Pelagics 
  
Essential fish habitat for coastal migratory pelagic species includes sandy shoals of 
capes and offshore bars, high profile rocky bottom, and barrier island ocean-side waters 
from the surf to the shelf break zone. In addition, all coastal inlets, all state-designated 
nursery habitats of particular importance to coastal migratory pelagics (for example, in 
North Carolina this would include all Primary Nursery Areas (PNA) and all Secondary 
Nursery Areas). For cobia, essential fish habitat also includes high salinity bays, 
estuaries, and seagrass habitat. In addition, the Gulf Stream is an essential fish habitat, 
because it provides a mechanism to disperse coastal migratory pelagic larvae. For king 
and Spanish mackerel and cobia, essential fish habitat occurs in the South Atlantic and 
Mid-Atlantic Bights. 
 
5.6.2 Snapper-Grouper 
 
Essential fish habitat for snapper-grouper species includes coral reefs, live/hard bottom, 
submerged aquatic vegetation, artificial reefs, and medium to high profile outcroppings 
on and around the shelf break zone from shore to at least 600 feet (at least 2,000 feet 
for wreckfish) where the annual water temperature range is sufficiently warm to maintain 
adult populations of members of this largely tropical complex. EFH includes the 
spawning area in the water column above the adult habitat and the additional pelagic 
environment, including Sargassum, required for larval survival and growth up to and 
including settlement. In addition, the Gulf Stream is an essential fish habitat, because it 
provides a mechanism to disperse snapper grouper larvae. For specific life stages of 
estuarine dependent and nearshore snapper-grouper species, essential fish habitat 
includes areas inshore of the 100-foot contour, such as attached macroalgae; 
submerged rooted vascular plants (seagrasses); estuarine emergent vegetated 
wetlands (saltmarshes, brackish marsh); tidal creeks; estuarine scrub/shrub (mangrove 
fringe); oyster reefs and shell banks; unconsolidated bottom (soft sediments); artificial 
reefs; and coral reefs and live/hard bottom. 
 
5.6.3 Spiny Lobster 
 
Essential fish habitat for spiny lobster includes nearshore shelf/oceanic waters; shallow 
subtidal bottom; seagrass habitat; unconsolidated bottom (soft sediments); coral and 
live/hard bottom habitat; sponges; algal communities (Laurencia); and mangrove habitat 
(prop roots). In addition, the Gulf Stream is an essential fish habitat, because it provides 
a mechanism to disperse spiny lobster larvae. EFH for the spiny lobster fishery in the 
U.S. Caribbean consists of all waters from mean high water to the outer boundary of the 
EEZ – habitats used by phyllosome larvae –and seagrass, benthic algae, mangrove, 
coral, and live/hard bottom substrates from mean high water to 100 fathoms depth. 
 
5.6.4 Penaeid Shrimp  
 
Within the project area and all of Pamlico Sound, penaeid shrimp are an important 
species for commercial fishing and as an integral part of the local food web for various 
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species of fish, birds, crustations, and mammals. There are four primary species of 
penaeid shrimp and EFH found within the project area: Brown Shrimp (Farfantepenaeus 
aztecus ), Pink Shrimp (Farfantepenaeus duorarum), Rock Shrimp (Sicyonia 
brevirostris), and White Shrimp (Litopenaeus setiferus). These shrimps are similar in 
that they have a short life span, usually less than 2 years. Off North Carolina shrimp 
typically spawn during the warming water summer months, May through July. Shrimp 
larvae and younger life stages of the shrimp utilize the shallower waters of the estuaries 
and later move out to deeper water as they mature (NOAA Fisheries, 2023).   
 
5.6.5 Coastal Inlet HAPC 
 
Additionally, Habitat Areas of Particular Concern (HAPC) were reviewed using the EFH 
Mapper to identify any HAPC located within the vicinity of the project areas. The HAPC 
are special habitat areas designated by NMFS to further the conservation and 
enhancement of EFH. The NMFS Mapper shows HAPC present within the inshore 
areas of Pamlico Sound and Oregon Inlet (EFH Mapper 2023). HAPC include species 
of penaeid shrimp, within all coastal inlets, all state-designated nursery habitats of 
particular importance to shrimp (for example, in North Carolina this would include all 
PNA and all Secondary Nursery Areas). 
 
5.6.6 Submerged Aquatic Vegetation (SAV) and Shellfish Beds 
 
SAV are prolific in estuaries of Pamlico Sound and near some of the islands outside the 
inlet complex and outside the project area behind Pea Island NWR and Bodie Island 
(Figure 15). SAV provide food and shelter for multiple species important to the overall 
system ecology; commercial and recreational fisheries; and other species including 
shellfish, manatees, and sea turtles. Although SAV can quickly populate shallow bottom 
when conditions are conducive, the currents, sand movement, and turbid water in the 
project area can minimize or eliminate the presence of SAV. The closest SAV to the 
western alternate route is located in an area of shallow water southwest ~2,200 feet 
from the route (Figure 16). 
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Figure 15. Oregon Inlet SAV Map (NC DMF GIS Mapper) 
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Figure 16. SAV Locations closest to Oregon Inlet western alternate route 
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5.6.7 Crab Spawning Sanctuary 
 
The Atlantic blue crab spawns in high salinity soft-bottom inlet habitat such as that of 
Oregon Inlet. According to An Assessment of Fisheries Species to Inform Time-of-Year 
Restrictions for North Carolina and South Carolina (Wickliffe, 2019), spawning occurs 
during the months of April through September, so female blue crabs are present in the 
inlet during these months. New Crab Spawning Sanctuaries were established in April 
2020 under the Blue Crab Fishery Management Plan, Amendment 3. During March 1 – 
October 31, inlets, including Oregon Inlet, are closed to use of trawls, pots, fishing 
equipment and mechanical methods for oysters and clams to protect female blue crabs 
that congregate in inlet systems to spawn. 
 
Figure 17 shows the designated Oregon Inlet Area Crab Spawning Sanctuary (CSS) 
with its described boundaries detailed in 15A NCAC 03R .0110.    
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Figure 17. Oregon Inlet Area Crab Spawning Sanctuary (CSS) 15A NCAC 03R .0110 
(https://www.deq.nc.gov/water-quality/coalition-program/maps/crab-spawning-sanctuaries/css-map01/download) 
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5.6.8 Primary Nursery Areas 
 
The State of North Carolina defines Primary Nursery Areas (PNAs) as tidal saltwater, 
which provides essential habitat for the early development of commercially important 
fish and shellfish (15 NCAC 03R .0103). It is in these estuarine areas that many fish 
species undergo initial post-larval development. PNAs are designated by the North 
Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission (NCMFC). The NCMFC does not classify any of 
the project area as PNA. 
 
5.6.9 Anadromous Fish Spawning Areas 
 
Anadromous Fish Spawning Areas (AFSA) are designated and regulated by the NC 
Division of Marine Fisheries and the NC Resources Commission. Oregon Inlet provides 
anadromous fishes access to the Neuse River, Tar/Pamlico River and Roanoke River 
AFSAs, which contain spawning areas upstream for species, such as Atlantic sturgeon, 
American shad, blueback herring, alewife, hickory shad and striped bass. All inshore 
areas of Pamlico Sound are designated as a Striped Bass Management Area (15A 
NCAC 03R .0201). 
 
5.6.10 Striped Bass Management Area 
 
Pamlico Sound and Oregon Inlet are part of the State of North Carolina’s Albemarle 
Sound Striped Bass Management Area (15A NCAC 03R .0201). NC Division of Marine 
Fisheries and NC Wildlife Resources Commission jointly manage fishing for the striped 
bass within the various management areas. Within the Albemarle Sound Management 
Area (ASMA) management measures include:  
-Slot limit for striped bass caught within the ASMA: 18 – 25-inch total length and no 
harvest of fish greater than 25-inches. 
-Pound for pound accountability from fisheries which exceed their individual Total 
Allowable Landings (TAL). 
-Adaptive management available to modify TAL, bag, season, and gear.  
(https://www.deq.nc.gov/about/divisions/marine-fisheries/stripedbass-amendment2) 
 
Environmental Consequences  
 
Alternative 1 – No Action (maintain historic route): 
 
Under the No Action alternative, the USACE would continually dredge the historic route 
by government dredge, as needed, and with commercial cutter suction or hopper 
dredge every 3-5 years. Work can occur any time of year, but dredging would only 
occur typically during daylight hours for approximately 12-hour durations at a time 
approximately 300 days per year and 24 hours. a day with the commercial dredges for 
30-60 days per event. There is not expected to be any effect to known sea grasses 
which are located well outside of the historic channel. There could be a limited or 
localized negative effect within the direct footprint of the historic channel being dredged 

https://www.deq.nc.gov/about/divisions/marine-fisheries/stripedbass-amendment2
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to crabs utilizing Oregon Inlet during spawning season, but these impacts would be 
limited to the operational period while the dredge is physically working.   
 
Alternative 2 – (Proposed Action) – Establish a large navigation corridor within Manteo-
Shallowbag Bay (Oregon Inlet):  
 
Since the proposed corridor provides the greatest flexibility to follow deep water, 
channel maintenance will be limited to the locations where shoaling occurs. Effects to 
EFH could occur anywhere within the large corridor over the life of the project but would 
be limited to the areas of dredging within the proposed corridor and placement areas, 
allowing EFH and associated habitat to survive throughout the rest of the estuary and 
inlet complex. The affected area would be very small relative to the amount of EFH and 
associate habitat is in the area; therefore, the ecological significance of temporary loss 
of us is considered minor. Impacts from Alternative 2, the Proposed Action, would be 
similar to the No Action Alternative but is expected to require fewer maintenance 
dredging events of shorter duration, since the channel will follow natural deep water.  
 
Alternative 3 – Establish a small navigation corridor in the vicinity of the current western 
alternate route (small corridor): 
 
Impacts from Alternative 3, would be similar to the Proposed Action, but would be 
concentrated within a smaller area (small corridor).  
 
5.7 Endangered and Threatened Species  
 
The Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973, as amended (16 U.S.C. 1531–1543), 
provides a program for the conservation of threatened and endangered (T&E) plants 
and animals and the habitats in which they are found. In accordance with section 7 
(a)(2) of the ESA, USACE has coordinated with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
(USFWS) and National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) to ensure that effects of the 
proposed project would not jeopardize the continued existence of listed species or result 
in the destruction or adverse modification of designated critical habitat of such species. 
 
Federally listed threatened and endangered species (aquatic and terrestrial) and critical 
habitat with the potential to occur in the vicinity of the project area are listed in Table 6.  
This list includes species and critical habitat that could be present in the area based 
upon their historical occurrence or potential geographic range. However, the actual 
occurrence of a species in the area depends upon the availability of suitable habitat, the 
season of the year relative to a species’ temperature tolerance, migratory habits, and 
other factors.  
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Table 6. Endangered and Threatened Species 
 

Species Status 
(T/E) 

USFWS/NMFS Present? 

Green sea turtle (Chelonia mydas) T Both Yes 
Loggerhead sea turtle (Caretta 
caretta) 

T Both Yes 

Leatherback sea turtle (Dermochelys 
coriacea) 

E Both Rare 

Hawksbill sea turtle (Eretmochelys 
imbricata) 

E Both Rare 

Kemp’s ridley sea turtle (Lepidochelys 
kempii) 

E Both Yes 

Red knot (Calidris canutus rufa) T USFWS Yes 
Piping plover (Charadrius melodus) E USFWS Yes 
Roseate tern (Sterna dougallii 
dougallii) 

E USFWS Yes 

Eastern Black Rail (Laterallus 
jamaicensis) 

T USFWS Rare 

West Indian manatee (Trichechus 
manatus) 

E USFWS Rare 

Red-cockaded Woodpecker (Picoides 
borealis) 

E USFWS No 

Seabeach amaranth (Amaranthus 
pumilus) 

T USFWS Rare 

North Atlantic right whale (Eubalaena 
glacialis) 

E NMFS Yes 

Shortnose sturgeon (Acipenser 
brevirostrum) 

E NMFS Rare 

Atlantic sturgeon (Acipenser 
oxyrinchus oxyrinchus) 

E NMFS Yes 

Giant manta ray (Manta birostris) T NMFS Yes 
Tricolor bat (Perimyotis subflavus) PE USFWS No 
Northern Long-eared bat (Myotis 
septenrionalis) 

E USFWS No 

Red Wolf (Canis rufus) Exp. Pop USFWS No 
Monarch Butterfly (Danaus plexippus) C USFWS No 
American Alligator (Alligator 
mississippiensis) 

T USFWS Rare 

Critical Habitats  Status 
(P/F) 

USFWS/NMFS Present? 

Piping Plover (Charadrius melodus) F USFWS Y 
Red Knot (Calidris canutus rufa) P USFWS Y 
Green sea turtle (Chelonia mydas) P NMFS Y 

(T= Threatened Species, E=Endangered Species, PE=Proposed Endangered, C=Candidate, 
F=Final, P=Propose) 
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USFWS 
 
A list of T&E species for the project area within Dare County, North Carolina was 
obtained from the USFWS Information, Planning and Conservation System (IPAC) 
website (http://ecos.fws.gov/ipac/) (Appendix C). The list of species is shown in Table 6, 
which includes T&E species that could be present in the area based on their historical 
occurrence or potential geographic range. The species and critical habitats under the 
purview of the USFWS, which could be expected within the project area, are:   
 

Sea turtles: [green (Chelonia mydas), loggerhead (Caretta caretta), leatherback 
(Dermochelys coriacea), Hawksbill (Eretmochelys imbricate), and Kemp’s ridley 
(Lepidochelys kempii)]; red knot (Calidris canutus rufa); piping plover (Charadrius 
melodus); roseate tern (Sterna dougallii dougallii); eastern black rail (Laterallus 
jamaicensis); West Indian manatee (Trichechus manatus); and Seabeach 
Amaranth (Amaranthus pumilus).      

 
Designated critical habitat (DCH) Unit NC-1 (Oregon Inlet) for piping plover is present 
within the project area. The unit is comprised of a 196 ha (485 acres) in Dare County, 
North Carolina (Figure 18). This unit extends from the southern portion of Bodie Island 
through Oregon Inlet to the northern portion of Pea Island. The unit begins at Ramp 4 
near the Oregon Inlet Fishing Center on Bodie Island and extends approximately 4.7 mi 
(7.6 km) south to the intersection of NC Highway 12 and Salt Flats Wildlife Trail (near 
Mile Marker 30, NC Highway 12), approximately 2.9 mi (4.8 km) from the groin, on Pea 
Island. The unit is bounded by the Atlantic Ocean on the east and Pamlico Sound on 
the west and includes lands from the MLLW on the Atlantic Ocean shoreline to the line 
of stable, densely vegetated dune habitat (which is not used by piping plovers and 
where PCEs do not occur) and from the MLLW on the Pamlico Sound side to the line of 
stable, densely vegetated habitat, or (where a line of stable, densely vegetated dune 
habitat does not exist) lands from MLLW on the Atlantic Ocean shoreline to the MLLW 
on the Pamlico Sound side. Any emergent sandbars south and west of Oregon Inlet, 
including Green Island, within Cape Hatteras National Seashore, and lands owned by 
the State of North Carolina, such as island DR-005-05 [Island B] and DR-005-06 [Island 
C], are included. This unit does not include the Oregon inlet fishing Center, NC Highway 
12 and the Bonner Bridge Pier or its associated structures, the terminal groin, or the 
historic Pea Island Life-Saving Station, or any of their ancillary facilities (e.g., parking 
lots, out buildings).  
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Figure 18. Piping Plover Critical Habitat NC Unit: 1 
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Piping Plover CH would also be inclusive of other emergent sandbars and shoals above 
the MLLW within the Oregon Inlet complex or west of the inlet which could support 
piping plover activity.  
 
On 13 April 2023, the USFWS proposed to designate a total of approximately 683,405 
acres as critical habitat for the rufa red knot across 127 units (18 of which are further 
subdivided into 46 subunits) in Massachusetts, New York, New Jersey, Delaware, 
Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, 
Louisiana, and Texas. One of these units is adjacent to the project area (Figure 19).  
This includes Outer Banks Unit NC-1A and encompasses essentially the same lands as 
the piping plover DCH. 
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Figure 19. Red Knot Critical Habitat NC-1A 
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NMFS 
 
Regarding threatened and endangered species under the purview of NMFS Protected 
Resources Division (PRD), the proposed project activities are maintenance dredging 
and material placement activities that are covered by the South Atlantic Regional 
Biological Opinion (SARBO) issued by the NMFS on March 27, 2020, as revised on July 
30, 2020 (NMFS 2020).  The 2020 SARBO can be located at 
https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/content/endangered-species-act-section-7-biological-
opinions-southeast. 
 
The species and critical habitats under the purview of the NMFS are the following: 
  

Sea turtles [green (Chelonia mydas), loggerhead (Caretta caretta), leatherback 
(Dermochelys coriacea), Hawksbill (Eretmochelys imbricate), and Kemp’s ridley 
(Lepidochelys kempii)]; Sei Whale (Balaenoptera Borealis); Sperm whale 
(Physeter Macrocephalus); Fin whale (Balaenoptera physalus); North Atlantic 
right whale (Eubalaena glacialis); shortnose sturgeon (Acipenser brevirostrum); 
Atlantic sturgeon (Acipenser oxyrinchus oxyrinchus); and Giant Manta Ray 
(Manta birostris). 

 
The project will comply with all relevant SARBO project design criteria (PDC) 
requirements. PDC requirements include training and education of on-site personnel 
(vessel captain, crew, etc.) of project requirements, and completing work in a manner 
that will minimize effects to species. This includes, but is not limited to, the list provided 
above. All work, including equipment, staging areas, and placement of materials, will be 
done in a manner that does not block access of ESA-listed species from moving around 
or past construction. Equipment will be staged, placed, and moved in areas and ways 
that minimize effects to species and resources in the area, to the maximum extent 
possible. All work that may generate turbidity will be completed in a way that minimizes 
the risk of turbidity and sedimentation to the maximum extent practicable. Beach 
placement will be conducted in a manner that minimizes turbidity in nearshore waters by 
using methods that promote settlement before water returns to the water body (i.e., 
shore parallel dikes). Turbidity and marine sedimentation will be further controlled using 
land-based erosion and sediment control measures to the maximum extent practicable.  
Land-based erosion and sediment control measures will (1) be inspected regularly to 
remove excess material that could be an entanglement risk, (2) be removed promptly 
upon project completion, (3) and will not block entry to or exit from designated critical 
habitat for ESA-listed species. Lighting associated with beach placement activities will 
be minimized through reduction, shielding, lowering, and/or use of turtle friendly lights, 
to the extent practicable without compromising safety, to reduce potential disorientation 
effects on female sea turtles approaching the nesting beaches and sea turtle hatchlings 
making their way seaward from their natal beaches. The conservation measures will be 
revaluated annually and project changes, including time and/or equipment, may be 
altered, based on new information and experience. 
 

https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/content/endangered-species-act-section-7-biological-opinions-southeast
https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/content/endangered-species-act-section-7-biological-opinions-southeast
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The focus of this EA are the identified corridors and placement areas to include routes 
taken to transport dredged material (either by moving the dredge or pipeline route). The 
USACE acknowledges the presence of sea turtles within adjacent waters of the Atlantic 
Ocean and Pamlico Sound year-round. Atlantic Sturgeon may also be present 
throughout the year, feeding along nearshore areas and migrating through Oregon Inlet 
during spawning migrations. Whale species are not expected to be within the project 
area, as water depths would be too shallow. However, crew onboard the special 
purpose hopper dredges will be required to watch for possible whales during transit to 
the nearshore placement area if used during migration months of November – March.  
 
Since this project fits within the parameters of the NMFS 2020 SARBO individual formal 
consultation with NMFS PRD is not required for this project. 
 
Environmental Consequences  
 
Alternative 1 – No Action (maintain historic route): 
 
Under the No Action alternative, the USACE would continually dredge the historic route 
by government dredge plant (~300 days per year), commercial cutter suction or hopper 
dredge 3-5 years, as needed. Dredging-related impacts on endangered species located 
within the inlet would be minor and localized to the historic route. Due to the dynamic 
nature of the inlet, these changes are not expected to be detectable. 
 
Alternative 2 – (Proposed Action) – Establish a large navigation corridor within Manteo-
Shallowbag Bay (Oregon Inlet):  
 
Alternative 2 would establish a large navigation corridor within the Manteo Shallowbag 
Bay project area, however, the size of the area to actually be dredged at any given time 
would remain relatively similar to what was previously being maintained with the 
previous historical route just in a location along the western route based on shoaling 
and access to deeper water. Dredging-related impacts on ESA within the inlet would be 
minor and localized to the immediate area being dredged for the selected route within 
the navigation corridor. All dredging would adhere to all the relevant PDCs of the 2020 
SARBO. Where beach placement or bird island placement occurs, the project would 
follow the reasonable and prudent measures, and terms and conditions of the 2017 
USFWS Statewide Programmatic BO for all dredging and placement activities. 
Specifically, an environmental window of 16 November to 30 April would be observed 
for all sand placement activities above the Mean High Water per the Reasonable and 
Prudent Measure A.3 of the 2017 USFWS Statewide Programmatic BO. Incidental 
takes are not anticipated, lethal or non-lethal, as risk of entrainment, ship strikes, etc. 
with pipeline and Government Plant dredges is very low. For commercial hopper 
dredges, Protected Species Observers (PSOs) will be required to monitor for any 
protected species while vessel is under operation. Dredging during winter months when 
the North Atlantic right whale (NARW) is migrating is not anticipated to negatively 
impact the NARW physically or behaviorally.  
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The placement of beach quality dredged material and associated placement activities 
may have minor and temporary impacts on piping plover and red knot foraging, 
sheltering, and roosting habitat. Sand placement and quality may impact the basic 
elements for piping plover nesting and wintering habitat. Bird island placement of 
dredged material onto existing bird islands already in use may occur as part of 
Alternative 2, which would enhance nesting habitat for piping plovers. All placement 
activities will follow the terms and conditions and conservation recommendations of the 
2017 USFWS Statewide Programmatic BO and the PDCs of the 2020 SARBO. 
Additionally, all dredging related work would also follow the 2017 USFWS Manatee 
Guidelines.  
  
Alternative 2 dredging may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect, sea turtles, 
sturgeon, manta rays, West Indian manatee, and whales under NMFS purview. 
However, as stated in the 2017 USFWS Statewide Programmatic BO, dredged material 
placement activities may affect and would likely adversely affect sea turtles, piping 
plover, red knot, and seabeach amaranth. 
 
Alternative 3 – Establish a small navigation corridor in the vicinity of the current western 
alternate route (small corridor): 
 
Impacts from Alternative 3, would be similar to the Proposed Action. However, there 
could be a potential for a slight increase in dredging events if the smaller corridor shoals 
quicker and requires more frequency to maintain. Impacts to T&E species would still 
remain the same as Alternative 2 with all the same measures being used during 
dredging to avoid impacts to species.  
 
5.8 Cultural Resources  
 
The North Carolina Outer Banks are one of the most dynamic environments on the 
United States’ Atlantic seaboard. Inlets that bisect the Outer Banks, including Oregon 
Inlet, are constantly in flux due to the effects of tides, currents, and associated sand 
movement (i.e., erosion and accretion). For example, Figure 20 depicts the area of 
potential effect (APE) associated a 2023-conducted archaeological survey in relation to 
Oregon Inlet migration from 1899-2022. The inlet’s location and width has varied 
significantly over time. 
 
The environment of the Outer Banks does not commonly provide the necessary stability 
for archaeological preservation, although notable exceptions exist. The constant sand 
movement proves highly destructive and can preclude finding Archaic or earlier sites. In 
more recent times, the migratory processes associated with Outer Banks inlets can be 
equally destructive. Oregon Inlet was formed in 1846 due to storm effects. Since its 
formation, the coastline framing Oregon Inlet continues to transform. Inlets, waterways, 
and infrastructure in the project area must be maintained to provide protection from 
naturally occurring disruptions. 
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Pamlico Sound was and is an area with an active maritime history. Approximately 100 
vessel wrecks have been documented in and near the project area (Krivor 2003; Watts 
1991). The types of wrecked vessels are varied and include those involved in pursuits 
such as trade, warfare, and fishing. The majority of the documented wrecked vessels 
are schooners (i.e., sailing ships with two or more masts). Other sunken vessel types in 
the area include barques, brigs, and steamers. Chronologically, known wrecks in the 
project vicinity span the entire period of historical activity along the North Carolina coast, 
from the late 16th century to present. 
 
Although the project area is inherently dynamic, research in other North Carolina inlets 
has found that both shipwreck vessel structure and an associated archaeological record 
warranting National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) eligibility can survive in such an 
environment. For example, the Queen Anne’s Revenge, a sloop made famous by the 
infamous pirate Edward Teach (also known as Blackbeard), rests near Beaufort Inlet in 
Morehead City, NC (Angley 1982). The entirety of the proposed project area near 
Oregon Inlet had not been surveyed until recently. 
 
The area defined by the proposed action has been partially surveyed in the past over 
several survey events. Past surveys conducted in, and within one mile of, the proposed 
action’s footprint are described in Table 7 and depicted in Figure 22. Most recently, 
between March 16th and May 5th, 2023, a thorough archaeological survey was 
conducted in a dynamic area west of the Marc Basnight bridge which contains the 
western alternate route. The APE associated with this survey is depicted in Figures 20-
22. To accommodate surveys in areas of shallow depth, where boat access wasn’t 
possible, two methodologies were employed. The navigable portions of the APE 
received a comprehensive remote sensing survey using a magnetometer, side-scan 
sonar, and a subbottom profiler, all integrated with a Differential Global Positioning 
System (DGPS) capable of real-time, sub-meter accuracy and inertial compensation. 
Areas too shallow to use these methods were surveyed using a drone-mounted aerial 
magnetometer. The survey discovered a total of 98 magnetic anomalies, 11 side-scan 
sonar contacts, and 75 subbottom profiler reflectors (Figure 22). One potentially 
significant target (M.031) was identified; however, upon further investigation and 
research, this target was determined to be comprised of abandoned/sunken mooring 
chains and sinkers associated with a U.S Coast Guard federal aids to navigation 
(ATON) buoy and was not historically significant. Survey results are further described in 
the August 2023 report titled Oregon Inlet Submerged Cultural Resources Survey, Dare 
County, North Carolina (Appendix E). The report’s principal investigator was William 
Wilson, M.A., RPA. A draft of this report was provided to the NC State Historic 
Preservation Office (SHPO) for review and comment on July 5, 2023. By letter dated 
August 1, 2023, the SHPO concurred with determinations presented in the draft report; 
principally, that no potentially eligible submerged cultural resources were present within 
surveyed APE and that no further investigations are necessary within the APE 
(Appendix E). Additionally, this environmental assessment will be coordinated with the 
SHPO to ensure project compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act (NHPA). 
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Table 7. Previous Investigations within one mile of the APE 

Title Description Reference 
Underwater Archaeological Remote Sensing 
Survey, Oregon Inlet Jetties, Manteo 
(Shallowbag) Bay Project, Dare County, North 
Carolina 

Remote sensing 
survey Panamerican 1992 

Historical and Cartographic Research to 
Identify and Assess the Potential for Cultural 
Resources in the Proposed Corridor for a 
Replacement Bridge on N.C. 12 Across 
Oregon Inlet, Dare County, North Carolina 

Archival review Watts 1991 

Underwater Archaeological Survey of Three 
Segments of Proposed Preferred Corridor 
Replacement of Bonner Bridge Oregon Inlet, 
North Carolina 

Remote sensing 
survey Panamerican 1993 

Historical Background Investigation Bonner 
Bridge Corridor Study Area Alternative 4, 
Dare County, North Carolina 

Archival review Krivor 2003 

Bonner Bridge Cultural Resources Survey 
and Diver Assessment of Submerged 
Targets, Dare County, North Carolina 

Remote sensing 
survey and diver 
investigation 

Krivor 2004 
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Figure 20. Coastal shift of Bodie Island (north) and Pea Island (south) from 1899 to 2022. 
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Figure 21. Magnetic anomalies and side-scan sonar contact locations within the APE.  
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Figure 22. Previous remote sensing surveys conducted within one mile of the APE.
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Environmental Consequences 
 
Alternative 1 – No Action (historically authorized route): 
Under the No Action alternative, the USACE would continue to dredge the historic route 
~ 300 days a year using the Government plant and would utilize a commercial cutter 
suction or hopper dredge every 3-5 years, as needed. Dredging would be accomplished 
by Government dredge plant, by commercial cutter suction or hopper dredge. Dredging 
may be done any time of year, but Government plant work would occur primary during 
daylight hours for 12-hour durations. There would be no effect to historic properties or 
cultural resources associated with the No Action alternative. 
 
Alternative 2 – (Proposed Action) – Establish a large navigation corridor within Manteo-
Shallowbag Bay (Oregon Inlet):  
 
Maintenance dredging under the Proposed Action would adhere to the authorized 
channel dimensions of 100 feet wide by 12 feet deep (plus 2 feet of overdepth) west of 
the Marc Basnight Bridge and 400 feet wide by 14 feet deep (plus 3 feet of overdepth) 
east of the bridge and would provide the USACE with flexibility to follow natural, deep 
water, within the limits of the corridor to ensure safe passage to the inlet. The APE has 
been professionally surveyed and no historic properties have been identified. There 
would be no effect to historic properties or cultural resources associated with the 
Proposed Action alternative. This EA will be provided to the N.C. SHPO for review and 
comment, to ensure concurrence with this effect determination and compliance with 
Section 106 of the NHPA. 
 
Alternative 3 – Establish a small navigation corridor in the vicinity of the current western 
alternate route (small corridor):  
 
Effects to historic properties and cultural resources associated with Alternative 3, would 
be similar to those associated with the Proposed Action. 
 
5.9 Climate Change and Sea Level Change   
 
Based on literature review, project area temperatures are forecasted to increase in the 
future with more extreme rain events; however, there is less consensus on future 
annual precipitation totals. The changing climate is projected to lead to more extreme 
drought events.   
 
Within the Pamlico Sound watershed, the USACE Climate Hydrology Assessment Tool 
(CHAT) tool predicts increasing annual maximum temperatures, annual mean 
temperatures, and annual precipitation in the simulated future period for both emissions 
scenarios (RCP 4.5 and 8.5).  
 
An analysis of watershed climate vulnerability using the USACE Civil Works 
Vulnerability Assessment (VA) Tool shows the area to be relatively less vulnerable for 
the navigation and flood rise reduction business lines compared to the entire USACE 
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portfolio. The variables used to compute the watershed vulnerability score for the 
navigation business line include increased low flow reduction, decreased cumulative 
90% exceedance flows, increased cumulative flood magnification, and increased 
sedimentation. The variables used to compute the watershed vulnerability for the flood 
risk reduction business line include increased cumulative flood magnification, changes 
to percentage of urban area in the 500-year floodplain and increased local flood 
magnification.  
  
The potential for an increase in extreme drought events coupled with increased extreme 
rain events could lead to more sedimentation within the Oregon Inlet navigation 
channels, leading to the need for more frequent dredging. The more frequent dredging 
events could lead to the placement sites (such as bird islands/ deep water locations) 
reaching capacity sooner than they would at current sedimentation rates. However, after 
the initial dredging most of the material >90% sand and should be of quality for beach 
placement.  
 
Increasing sea level trends have been observed at the Beaufort Duke Marine Lab and 
Duck, NC stations. Over the next 50 years the sea level is expected to rise up to 3.196 
feet in this area. Increasing sea levels will reduce the need to maintenance dredge by 
increasing the water depths. Climate change and sea level rise are discussed further in 
Appendix F. 
 
Environmental Consequences  
 
The three alternatives will not increase the effects of climate change or sea level rise in 
the project area; however, all alternatives are likely to be affected by climate change in 
the future due to the project area being on the coast where effects of climate change, 
such as increased storm events and sea level rise, will likely be more dramatic than 
inland portions of the State. For all three alternatives considered, rising sea levels may 
increase water depths in the coming years, which could reduce required dredging 
volumes and frequency. cutter suction 
 
5.9.1 Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions Analysis 
 
On January 9, 2023, the Council of Environmental Quality (CEQ) released Executive 
Order 12866 National Environmental Policy Act Guidance on Consideration of 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Climate Change to disclose possible effects of 
greenhouse gas (GHG) from federal proposed actions and identify alternatives and 
mitigation measures to avoid or reduce GHG emissions in the NEPA process. In 
accordance with this EO, USACE has considered: (1) the potential effects of the 
proposed action on climate change, including by assessing both GHG emissions and 
reductions from the proposed action; and (2) the effects of climate change on a 
proposed action and its environmental impacts. 
 
GHG absorb infrared radiation, thereby trapping heat and making the planet warmer. 
The most important greenhouse gases directly emitted by humans include carbon 
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dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), and several other fluorine-containing 
halogenated substances. Although CO2, CH4, and N2O occur naturally in the 
atmosphere, human activities have changed their atmospheric concentrations. From the 
pre-industrial era (i.e., ending about 1750) to 2017, concentrations of these greenhouse 
gases have increased globally by 45, 164, and 22 percent, respectively.  
 
Gases in the atmosphere can contribute to climate change both directly and indirectly. 
Direct effects occur when the gas itself absorbs radiation. Indirect radiative forcing 
occurs when chemical transformations of the substance produce other greenhouse 
gases, when a gas influences the atmospheric lifetimes of other gases, and/or when a 
gas affects atmospheric processes that alter the radiative balance of the earth. 
In 2017, total gross U.S. greenhouse gas emissions were 6,472.3 MMT (million metric 
tons) carbon dioxide. Total U.S. emissions have increased by 1.6 percent from 1990 to 
2017, and emissions decreased from 2016 to 2017 by 0.3 percent (Draft Inventory of 
US Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks: 1990-2017). 
 
The following section describes the equipment that would be used for the 
alternatives, including construction and maintenance, the duration that equipment 
would be operating and how often equipment would be operating during a ten-year 
period. Tools and methods for quantifying GHG emissions for dredging and dredged 
material placement are limited, thus making it difficult to quantifiably compare GHG 
across alternatives. For this reason, a predominantly qualitative GHG analysis is 
provided below. 
 
Analysis 
 
The potential for an increase in extreme drought events coupled with increased extreme 
rain events could lead to more sedimentation within the channel, increasing the need 
for more frequent dredging. The increased frequency of dredging events could lead to 
the placement sites reaching capacity sooner than they would at current sedimentation 
rates, which could lead to the increased cost of channel maintenance. Having the ability 
to follow deep water within the large corridor (Proposed plan) would increase the 
resilience of the area’s navigability versus the No Action plan or Alternative 3 
(Relatively fixed alignment within a small corridor).  
 
GHG emissions are expected from the dredging and placement actions proposed for all 
three alternatives. The about of time dredging-related equipment operates, based on 
equipment type, is summarized in Table 8. A small (18-20 inch) cutter suction pipeline 
dredge would be used to maintain the channel approximately every three to five years, 
an average of three times over the ten-year period. The dredge’s horsepower (HP) is 
approximately 2,000 HP and is tended to by two tugboats (each averaging 1,000 HP). A 
booster barge may or may not be needed, depending on the distance from the dredge to 
the placement area. It is not considered in this analysis. A small bulldozer needed to 
manage material placement averages 100 HP. 
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Table 8. Estimated Hours of GHG Emissions Over 10-years of Maintenance Dredging 
by Dredge Type and Other Associated Equipment 

 Equipment Type Engine 
Size (HP) 

Hours of 
Use Per 

Year (avg) 

Equipment 
Events Over 10 

Years (avg)* 

Total Hours of 
Emissions Over 

10 Years 

Mechanical (Clamshell) 
Dredge 3,500 2,160 1 2,160 

 
 18 to 24-inch Pipeline 

Dredge (Cutter suction) 2,000 1,000 3 3,000 

Tugboat 1 1,000 1,000 3 3,000 
Tugboat 2 1,000 1,000 3 3,000 
Bulldozer 100 1,000 3 3,000 

TOTAL 3,100 4,000 N/A 12,000 
 

Sidecast or Special 
Purpose Dredge** 1,220 3,600 10 36,000 

Hopper  3,000 1,080 3 3,240 
*N/A = not applicable. **Government-owned dredge 
 
Environmental Consequences  
 
A factor that is considered for greenhouse gas emissions produced during the 10-
year period is the dredge type used. Table 8 shows that the sidecast and special 
purpose dredges would produce far more emissions, based on operation hours, 
than a hopper dredge. This would indicate that a hopper dredge is the preferred 
equipment to use. However, hopper dredge use would depend on its availability, 
which is not guaranteed, for each dredging effort. If it is available, it could be used 
for any of the three alternatives. 
 
Alternative 1 - No Action (maintain historic route): 
 
Under the No Action alternative, the USACE would continually dredge the historic route 
as needed, by government-owned dredge, commercial cutter suction dredge or hopper 
dredge every 3-5 years. USACE uses many of the same dredges over the years and 
that is expected to continue.  
 
Alternative 1 represents the worst-case scenario as dredges of different horsepower 
may be continuously operated throughout the year. This action would produce the 
greatest amount of greenhouse gasses during a 10-year period, where the channel 
would continually be filled via shoaling. No other alternative proposes year-round 
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dredging operations. It is presumed, no matter the equipment emissions amount, that 
Alternative 1 will produce the greatest amount of greenhouse gas emissions of the 
alternatives. Consequently, this makes the No Action Alternative the least viable 
alternative regarding greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
Alternative 2 – (Proposed Action) – Establish a large navigation corridor within Manteo-
Shallowbag Bay (Oregon Inlet):  
 
Alternative 2 would establish a large navigation corridor within the Manteo Shallowbag 
Bay project area. The dredge area would retain similar dimensions to the maintained 
historic channel but would be in a different location along the western alternate route. 
The channel alignment (i.e., location) would be based on existing shoaling conditions 
and the available access to deeper water.  
 
Alternative 2 would use natural bathymetric changes to minimize dredging efforts 
over ten years. This action is expected to produce the least amount of greenhouse 
gases compared to the other alternatives. It is also presumed that all emissions 
represent an insignificant fraction of global or domestic GHG emissions. Therefore, 
this alternative should not increase climate change-related effects relative to the No 
Action Alternative, which represents the current operations and maintenance 
schedule, Alternative 2 would result in a lowering of greenhouse gas emissions (Table 
9). This understanding is also applicable to Alternative 3. 
 
Alternative 3 – Establish a small navigation corridor in the vicinity of the current western 
alternate route (small corridor): 
 
Alternative 3 would establish a small navigation corridor proximal to the western 
alternate route, which would maintain the same location regardless of shoaling 
conditions or water depth.  
 
Alternative 3 is estimated to produce similar amounts of GHG during this same period 
as Alternative 2 but is predicted to produce slightly more emissions. This is because 
maintaining a fixed channel may require more dredge operation time when compared 
to Alternative 2. Alternative 2 would rely on changing bathymetric conditions as taking 
advantage of the naturally formed channel would minimize dredge operation time. 
However, this difference is only assessed qualitatively as estimating quantitatively 
would require known data, such as how often and to what degree would the channel 
fill in from shoaling. As with the Alternative 2 analysis, the No Action Alternative is 
expected to produce more greenhouse gas emissions than Alternative 3. (Table 9). 
Final ten-year totals per alternative, were derived from values in Table 8. 
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Table 9. Greenhouse Gas Emissions Alternatives Comparison 

Proposed 
Alternative 

Type 

Engine 
Operation 
(Days Per 

Year) 

Engine 
Operation 

(Hours Per Day) 
Equipment Type 

Total Engines 
Operation Time Per Ten 

Years (Hours) 

Alternative 1 (No 
Action) 

126 12 Dredge 15,120 

Alternative 2 30 24 Dredge, Tugboats 
(2) and Bulldozer  

9,760 

Alternative 3 60 24 Dredge, Tugboats 
(2) and Bulldozer  

14,400 

*Hopper dredges may be used for Alternatives 2 and 3 
 
5.10 Socioeconomics 
 
Dare County is situated in the outer banks within the coastal plains of eastern North 
Carolina. The county seat of Dare County is Manteo, located approximately 200 miles 
east of the state capital of Raleigh, NC. The most recent data available for the area was 
the 2020 Census which reported a population of 36,698 with a median age of 47.5. The 
principal top five industries are hospitality/tourism, retail, construction, real estate, and 
healthcare. Agriculture (including commercial fishing) is also a strong industry in Dare 
County making up approximately 2.1% of the local economy. Additionally, the 2020 
Census calculated the median household earning within Dare County as $65,420 and 
median property value $297,200.   
 
Tourism in the area is generated by the expansive areas of beaches, recreational 
fishing, birding, camping, with unique opportunities, such as, Cape Hatteras National 
Seashore, the Wright Brothers National Memorial, the Pea Island National Wildlife 
Refuge, the North Carolina Aquarium, the Alligator River National Wildlife Refuge, 
Jockey’s Ridge State Park, Roanoke Island Festival Park, Fort Raleigh National Historic 
Site, and the Nags Head Woods Nature Preserve. Tourism drives a large increase in 
the average daily population to the area during the months from June through August 
with an increase in the population increasing from a standard 37,000 to upwards of 
300,000 in the summer (https://www.darenc.gov/about). In 2022, visitors to Dare County 
spent S1.83 billion within the area which has provided $67.6-79.2 million in state and 
local tax revenue from tourism according to the 2022 State of Dare County Tourism 
annual report (State_of_Dare_County_Tourism_2022_W_fa318790-2adc-4bb9-a601-
65f96f76a77c.pdf (simpleviewinc.com). 
 
Environmental Consequences 
 
Alternative 1 – No Action (maintain historic route): 
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Under the No Action alternative, keeping the inlet safely navigable may not be possible 
even with continual dredging of the historic. If the inlet is not navigable or safe for 
boaters and sport/commercial fisherman, this could have a negative effect on tourism 
especially during the peak summer months for tourism. Additionally, increased dredging 
events could be seen as a negative aesthetic to the area.  
 
Alternative 2 – (Proposed Action) – Establish a large navigation corridor within Manteo-
Shallowbag Bay (Oregon Inlet):  
 
The large navigation corridor would likely result in the least amount of dredging of the 
three alternatives considered and would also allow the most flexibility in keeping the 
channel open and safely navigable to the benefit of boaters and sport/commercial 
fisherman in the area. This option would also be the best option for US Coast Guard 
access to a deep channel through the inlet to the ocean year-round.  
 
Alternative 3 – Establish a small navigation corridor in the vicinity of the current western 
alternate route (small corridor): 
 
Alternative 3 would have similar impacts as Alternative 2 only with less flexibility with 
smaller navigation corridor it could potentially be more difficult to maintain the channel 
for boaters, fishermen, and the USCG. 
 
5.11 Environmental Impact Comparison of Alternatives 
 
Table 10 below provides a summary and comparison of impacts for the alternatives 
considered.  
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Table 10. Summary and Comparison of Impacts 

Project Area Resource 
Alternative 1- 

No Action 
Maintain Historic Route 

Alternative 2 – 
(Proposed Action) – 

Establish a large 
navigation corridor 

within Manteo-
Shallowbag Bay 
(Oregon Inlet): 

Alternative 3 – Establish 
a small navigation 

corridor in the vicinity of 
the current western 

alternate route (small 
corridor) 

Sediments Minor effects as a result of 
constant dredging 

Minor effects, but less 
than the No Action due to 
less dredge events  

Minor effects similar to 
Alternative 2 but within 
smaller corridor 

Hydrology 
Minor and localized 
effects during dredging 
events. 

Minor and localized 
effects during dredging 
events. 

Minor and localized 
effects during dredging 
events. 

Water Quality 

Temporary and minor 
effects via turbidity 
increases at dredging and 
placement locations. 
Dredging could be as 
much as ~300 days a year 
with Gov’t plant. 

Temporary and minor 
effects via turbidity 
increases at dredging and 
placement locations. 
Impacts would be less 
than No Action with ~ 126 
dredging days a year 
expected with Gov’t plant 

Temporary and minor 
effects via turbidity 
increases at dredging and 
placement locations. 
Impacts could be similar 
to Alternative 2 but would 
be restricted to a smaller 
corridor. 

Wetlands & Floodplains No effects. No effects. No effects. 

Air Quality 

Minor effects due to more 
frequent dredging. Could 
have additional negative 
effect on the local or 
regional air quality long 
term 

Short-term, localized 
minor increases in air 
emissions while 
maintenance dredging 
operations are underway. 
Impacts would be less 
than No Action. 

Short-term, localized 
minor increases in air 
emissions while 
maintenance dredging 
operations are underway. 
Impacts would be less 
than No Action. 

Noise 

Temporary, minor, and 
localized effects during 
dredging. Impacts 
expected up to 300 days 
during daylight hours. 

Temporary, minor, and 
localized effects during 
dredging. Impacts would 
be of shorter in duration 
than the No Action; 126 
days of dredging per year 
expected. 

Temporary, minor, and 
localized effects during 
dredging. Impacts would 
be of shorter duration than 
the No Action, and similar 
to Alternative 2. 

Nekton 

Adversely impact a higher 
quantity of marine species 
due to the need to 
continually dredge 
extensively to maintain 
the historic route corridor. 

Less adverse impacts to 
marine species with less 
dredging days. 

Less adverse impacts to 
marine species with less 
dredging days. 

Benthos 

Temporary, minor, and 
localized effects near 
dredging and placement 
areas. 

Temporary, minor, and 
localized effects near 
dredging and placement 
areas. Impacts would be 
less than No Action since 
less dredging days would 
be needed. 

Temporary, minor, and 
localized effects near 
dredging and placement 
areas. Impacts would be 
less than No Action since 
less dredging days would 
be needed. 

Fisheries & Fish Habitat 
(EFH) 

Limited or localized 
negative effect within the 
direct footprint of the 
historic channel being 
dredged to crabs utilizing 
Oregon Inlet during 
spawning season, but 
these impacts would be 
limited to the operational 
period while the dredge is 
physically working.   

Impacts would be similar 
to the No Action, but 
would be expected to be a 
shorter duration of time. 

Impacts would be similar 
to the No Action, but 
would be expected to be a 
shorter duration of time. 
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Project Area Resource 
Alternative 1- 

No Action 
Maintain Historic Route 

Alternative 2 – 
(Proposed Action) – 

Establish a large 
navigation corridor 

within Manteo-
Shallowbag Bay 
(Oregon Inlet): 

Alternative 3 – Establish 
a small navigation 

corridor in the vicinity of 
the current western 

alternate route (small 
corridor) 

T&E Species  
(under NMFS purview) 

May affect, not likely to 
adversely affect species 
within the historic route. 

May affect, not likely to 
adversely affect species 
within the western 
alternate route. 

May affect, not likely to 
adversely affect species 
within the fixed channel 
western route. 

T&E Species  
(under USFWS purview) 

May affect, likely to 
adversely affect species 
via dredged material 
placement; MANLAA for 
manatee under 2017 
Guidelines 

May affect, likely to 
adversely affect species 
via dredged material 
placement; MANLAA for 
manatee under 2017 
Guidelines 

May affect, likely to 
adversely affect species 
via dredged material 
placement; MANLAA for 
manatee under 2017 
Guidelines 

Cultural Resources  
 
No effect. 

 
No effect. 

 
No effect. 

Climate Change/ Sea 
Level Rise (SLR)  No effect. No effect.   No effect.   

Greenhouse Gas (GHG) 

Will produce the greatest 
amount of emissions due 
to higher amount of 
dredging activity. 

No increase to climate 
change-related effects 

relative to the No Action 
Alternative, which 

represents the current 
operations and 

maintenance schedule, 
Alternative 2 would result 

in a lowering of 
greenhouse gas 

emissions 

Alternative 3 is estimated 
to produce similar 

amounts of GHG during 
this same period as 
Alternative 2 but is 

predicted to produce 
slightly more emissions. 

Socioeconomics 

Could have a temporary 
negative effect on tourism 
and fishing if inlet is not 
able to be kept open and 
becomes non-navigable. 

Possible benefit for 
tourism and fishing from a 
consistent more reliable 

channel being maintained. 

Less flexibility with smaller 
navigation corridor it could 

potentially be more 
difficult to maintain the 

channel.  
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6.0 STATUS OF ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE 
 
6.1 National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 
 
This EA has been prepared in accordance with the NEPA, the Council on 
Environmental Quality regulations (40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) parts 1500- 
1508,1515-1518) updated in 2020, and Engineering Regulation (ER) 200-2-2. To 
ensure the EA included an assessment of impacts on all significant resources in the 
project area, the Wilmington District circulated a scoping letter by email dated 26 August 
2022 to state and federal resource agencies and members of the public for a 30-day 
comment period. A formal scoping meeting was conducted virtually on 28 July 2022 and 
attended by USEPA, USFWS, NMFS, NPS, NCDCM, NCDMF, NCWRC, USCG, 
NCDWR, NCDOT, and Dare County representatives. Concerns expressed by the 
resource agencies included providing information for evaluation of dredging events 
within the western alternate route using bathymetric information for pre and post 
dredging events; implementation of best management practices during maintenance 
dredging; identification of project boundary on maps (specifically within NPS): request 
for the NPS to be a cooperating agency in the development of the EA; critical habitat 
identification within project area. 
 
6.2 North Carolina Coastal Zone Management Program 
 
The actions addressed in this EA for the proposed action will take place in the 
designated coastal zone of the State of North Carolina.  Pursuant to the Federal Coastal 
Zone Management Act (CZMA) of 1972, as amended (P.L. 92-583), federal activities 
are required to be consistent to the maximum extent practicable with the federally 
approved coastal management program of the state in which their activities would be 
occurring. 
 
A Federal Consistency Determination will be submitted to the NCDCM in accordance 
with Section 307 (c)(1) of the Federal Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, as 
amended (16 U.S.C. 1456(c)(1)(C)) for their review.  
 
6.2.1 Areas of Environmental Concern (AECs) 
 
The proposed action would take place in or near areas designated under the NC 
Coastal Management Program as AECs (15A NCAC 7H .0100). Specifically, the 
activities will occur in three AECs, Estuarine Waters, Ocean Hazard, and Public Trust 
Area. The following determinations have been made regarding the consistency of the 
proposed action with the State’s management objective for the AECs that may be 
affected:  
 
Estuarine Waters: Estuarine Waters are the state’s oceans, sounds, tidal rivers, and 
their tributaries, which stretch across coastal North Carolina and link to the other parts 
of the estuarine system: public trust areas, coastal wetlands, and coastal shorelines. 
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For regulatory purposes, the inland, or upstream, boundary of estuarine waters is the 
same line used to separate the jurisdictions of the NC Division of Marine Fisheries 
(NCDMF) and the NC Wildlife Resources Commission (NCWRC). However, many of 
the fish and shellfish that spend part of their lives in estuaries move between the 
“official” estuarine and inland waters.  
 
The proposed action would not adversely impact estuarine waters, since dredging and 
placement would be temporary, and effects would be minor. 
 
Ocean Hazard: The Ocean Hazard System is made up of oceanfront lands and the 
inlets that connect the ocean to the sounds. Oregon Inlet is within the designated Ocean 
Hazard System.   
 
The proposed action would not adversely affect oceanfront lands or inlets since the 
project involves maintenance of a previously authorized federal channel, following 
natural deep water within the Ocean Hazard area.   
 
Public Trust Areas: These areas include waters of the Atlantic Ocean and the lands 
there under from the mean high-water mark to the 3-mile limit of state jurisdiction. The 
nearshore placement areas located off Pea Islands are within these Public Trust Areas. 
Acceptable uses include those that are consistent with protection of the public rights for 
navigation and recreation, as well as conservation and management to safeguard and 
perpetuate the biological, economic, and aesthetic value of these areas. The activities 
that comprise the proposed action would not adversely impact public rights for 
navigation and recreation and are consistent with conservation of the biological, 
physical, and aesthetic values of public trust areas. 
 
6.2.2 Other State Policies  
 
The following state policies found in the NC Coastal Management Program document 
are also applicable to the proposed action in terms of nearshore and beach placement 
of sand.  
 
Shoreline Erosion Response Policies: NC Administrative Code 7M - Section .0200 
addresses beneficial use of dredged material as feasible alternatives to the loss or 
massive relocation of oceanfront development when public beaches and public or 
private properties are threatened by erosion; when beneficial use is determined to be 
socially and economically feasible and causes no significant adverse environmental 
impacts; and the project is consistent with state policies for shoreline erosion response 
and state use standards for Ocean Hazard and Public Trust Areas AECs. 
 
Policies on Beneficial Use of Materials from the Excavation or Maintenance of 
Navigation Channels: NC Administrative Code 7M - Section .1101 states that it is the 
policy of the state that material resulting from the excavation or maintenance of 
navigation channels be used in a beneficial way wherever practicable. Policy statement 
.1102 (a) indicates that "clean, beach quality material dredged from navigation channels 
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within the active nearshore, beach, or inlet shoal systems must not be removed 
permanently from the active nearshore, beach, or inlet shoal system unless no  
practicable alternative exists. Preferably, this dredged material will be placed on the 
ocean beach or shallow active nearshore area where environmentally acceptable and 
compatible with other uses of the beach."   
 
6.3 Clean Water Act 
 
Pursuant to Section 401 of the Clean Water Act, the proposed action requires a water 
quality certification issued by NCDWR for the dredging and dredged material 
placement. Dredged material placed in the authorized beachfront and nearshore 
placement areas is covered under WQC #4500. The USACE will obtain an Individual 
401 WQC for in-water placement options, such as sidecast, deep water placement, and 
nearshore placement. Additionally, any placement on NCWRC or NPS bird islands or 
beaches will require the managing agency to acquire the needed WQC for the action.  
 
The proposed action has been evaluated under Section 404(b)(1) (P.L. 95-2017) 
(Appendix B).   
 
The proposed project is expected to be compliance with Sections 404 and 401 of the 
Clean Water Act once all permits and certifications for dredging and placement activity 
have been obtained.  
 
6.4 Endangered Species Act 
 
The Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973, as amended (16 U.S.C. 1531–1543), 
provides a program for the conservation of threatened and endangered plants and 
animals and the habitats in which they are found. In accordance with section 7 (a)(2) of 
the ESA, and under the purview of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and 
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), USACE will ensure that effects of the 
proposed project would not jeopardize the continued existence of listed species or result 
in the destruction or adverse modification of designated critical habitat of such species. 
USACE dredging and placement will operate under the 2017 USFWS NC Statewide 
Programmatic Biological Opinion (BO) which lays out the terms and conditions and 
conservation recommendations for beach placement activities for the protection of sea 
turtles, manatee, piping plover, red knot, and seabeach amaranth. This BO is expected 
to be updated for Red Knot Critical Habitat in the near future.   
 
The 2020 SARBO includes requirements for yearly reporting to NMFS for agency 
review and evaluation of all projects to make sure no threatened and endangered 
species are being negatively impacted. Also, monthly calls between agencies (USACE 
SAD/ BOEM/ NMFS) are ongoing to discuss the progress of existing projects, 
completed projects, new work, and risk to threatened and endangered species and the 
environment associated with all known dredging work covered by the 2020 SARBO. 
While the effects to species populations from maintenance dredging and material 
placement activities were evaluated under the 2020 SARBO, a risk-based adaptive 
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project management process is also required and used by USACE when considering 
the appropriate project components, timing, and risk minimization measures to apply to 
each activity. For example, project timing requirements are included the North Atlantic 
Right Whale Conservation Plan (2020 SARBO Appendix F) and are considered for 
projects when and where North Atlantic Right Whales may be present. The risk-based 
adaptive project management process includes a review of current available information 
on species use in the area, lessons learned from prior work completed in the area, 
information provided by various federal and state resource agencies, and other relevant 
information.  
 
All work done for the proposed project will comply with the 2020 SARBO 
https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/content/endangered-species-act-section-7-biological-
opinions-southeast. No additional risk-minimization measures beyond those considered 
in this EA are deemed warranted due to the low risk of harm from the dredge equipment 
proposed, sediments to be dredged, placement areas, and species likely to be present, 
regardless of time of year when work occurs.    
 
6.5 Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act 
 
The 1996 Congressional amendments to the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation 
and Management Act (MSFCMA) (PL 94-265) set forth requirements for the National 
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), regional fishery management councils (FMC), and 
other federal agencies to identify and protect important marine and anadromous fish 
habitat. These amendments established procedures for the identification of Essential 
Fish Habitat (EFH) and a requirement for interagency coordination to further the 
conservation of Federally managed fisheries.   
 
USACE EFH coordination began in May 2023 with NMFS Habitat Conservation Division 
(HCD)on the EFH effects section for this EA. It is expected that final EFH coordination 
will be completed prior to completion of the NEPA process. 
 
6.6 Environmental Justice 
 
Executive Order 12898 requires federal agencies to address environmental justice in 
relation to proposed actions.  Environmental justice is defined as the fair treatment and 
meaningful involvement of all people, regardless of race, color, national origin, or 
income, with respect to the development, implementation, and enforcement of 
environmental laws, regulations, and policies. EPA further defines fair treatment to 
mean that no group of people should bear a disproportionate share of the negative 
environmental consequences of industrial, governmental, or commercial operations or 
policies. Furthermore, Executive Order 13045 Federal agencies identify and assess 
environmental health and safety risks that may disproportionately affect children as a 
result of the implementation of federal policies, programs, activities, and standards. 
 
Data from the EPA’s EJSCREEN (https://www.epa.gov/ejscreen) mapping tool primarily 
shows consistency between the demographics of resident populations and the larger 

blockedhttps://www.epa.gov/ejscreen
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Census Block Groups and local municipalities. Of note is statistically significant local 
population of residents over 64 years of age. A large area surrounding the project area 
is also identified as medically underserved. It does not appear that significant minority 
populations, low-income populations, or children under age 5 are present. 
 
None of the alternatives, including the no action will adversely affect environmental 
justice in minority populations and/or low-incomes populations, or disproportionately 
affect children and will be in full compliance with Executive Orders 12898 and 13045 
following completion of the NEPA process. 
 
The no action alternative may result in adverse effects to socioeconomics resources; 
failure to maintain a navigable channel in the future could result in more frequent 
navigability difficulties in frequently shoaled areas, which has the potential to impact the 
local economy. 
 
It has been determined that the action complies with Environmental Justice executive 
orders. The USACE ensures that protected populations are not disproportionately or 
adversely impacted by the proposed project. 
 
6.7 Public Laws and Executive Orders 
 
Table 11 lists the compliance status of all applicable public laws and executive orders 
considered for the proposed action. Further descriptions of proposed project compliance 
with executive orders are below. 
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Table 11. The Relationship of the Proposed Action to Federal Laws and Policies  

 

*Full compliance once the NEPA process is complete. 

Title of Public Law  US CODE  *Compliance 
Status 

Abandoned Shipwreck Act of 1987  43 
 USC 2101  

Full Compliance 

Anadromous Fish Conservation Act of 1965, As 
Amended  

16 USC 757 et 
seq.  

Full Compliance 

Antiquities Act of 1906, As Amended  16 USC 431  Full Compliance 
Archeological and Historic Preservation Act of 1974, As 
Amended  

16 USC 469  Full Compliance 

Archeological Resources Protection Act of 1979, As 
Amended  

16 USC 470  Full Compliance 

Clean Air Act of 1972, As Amended  42 USC 7401 et 
seq.  

Full Compliance 

Clean Water Act of 1972, As Amended  33 USC 1251 et 
seq.  

Full Compliance 

Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, As Amended  16 USC 1451 et 
seq.  

Full Compliance 

Endangered Species Act of 1973  16 USC 1531  Full Compliance 
Estuary Program Act of 1968  16 USC 1221 et 

seq.  
Full Compliance 

Equal Opportunity  42 USC 2000d  Full Compliance 
Farmland Protection Policy Act  7 USC 4201 et 

seq.  
Full Compliance 

Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act of 1958, As 
Amended  

16 USC 661  Full Compliance 

Historic and Archeological Data Preservation  16 USC 469  Full Compliance 
Historic Sites Act of 1935  16 USC 461  Full Compliance 
Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act 
– Essential Fish Habitat 

16 USC 1801  Full Compliance 

*National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, As 
Amended  

42 USC 4321 et 
seq.  

Full Compliance 

National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, As 
Amended  

54 USC 306108  Full Compliance 

Native American Religious Freedom Act of 1978  42 USC 1996  Full Compliance 

Executive Orders  
Protection and Enhancement of Environmental Quality 11514/11991 Full Compliance 
Protection and Enhancement of the Cultural 
Environment 

11593 Full Compliance 

Environmental Justice 12808 Full Compliance 
Floodplain Management 11988 Full Compliance 
Protection of Wetlands  11990 Full Compliance 
Federal Actions to Address Environmental  
Justice and Minority and Low-Income Populations 

12898 Full Compliance 

Implementation of the North American Free Trade 
Agreement 

12889 Full Compliance 

Invasive Species 13112 Full Compliance 
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6.8 National Park Service Wetlands Statement of Findings 
 
NPS defines the marine intertidal zone area between extreme high and extreme low 
water of spring tide elevations as a wetland under NPS policy which could come into 
play on NPS land for placement areas, Any project that proposes placement of fill in the 
intertidal zone on NPS managed lands will be evaluated on a case by case basis and a 
determination will be made on whether the project can be considered an excepted 
action according to NPS Policy: Section 4.2.1.9 of Procedural Manual #77-1 or if a 
wetlands statement of findings may be required.  
 
6.9 NPS Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)  
 
A Memorandum of Understanding was signed between the National Parks Service and 
the US Army Corps of Engineers on 10 July 2023. The purpose of the MOU is to 
establish a cooperating agency relationship in preparation for the EA in compliance with 
all applicable statutes, regulations, and polices, including the National Environmental 
Policy Act (NEPA) (42 U.S.C. §4331) and the Council on Environmental Quality’s 
implementing regulations; the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) (54 U.S.C. § 
300101) and the Endangered Species Act (ESA) (16 U.S.C. § 1531) and describe how 
both agencies will develop the EA for the Establishment and Maintenance of the 
western alternate route, Manteo (Shallowbag Bay) Federal Navigation project, Dare 
County, North Carolina including Oregon Inlet. 
 
6.10 Coordination of this Document 
 
Prior to the release of the Draft EA, several meetings took place with state and federal 
resource agencies. These meetings included: 
 
-Initial Virtual Scoping Presentation and Emergency Dredging Request: Date: 28 July 
2022.  
-Virtual Agency Meeting to Discuss New Sediment Conditions: Date: 3 November 2022. 
-Virtual Agency Meeting to Discuss Findings from Sediment Sampling: 5 April 2022 
 
The proposed action and the environmental impacts of the proposed action are 
thoroughly addressed in this EA. This Draft EA was made available to an extensive list 
of Tribes, local, State, and federal regulatory agencies, elected officials, and members 
of the public for a 30-day review and comment period. A list of recipients has been 
included as Appendix D of this document.  
 
The Draft EA is also accessible on the Wilmington District Website at:  

http://www.saw.usace.army.mil/Missions/Navigation/Dredging/ 
 
 
 

 

http://www.saw.usace.army.mil/Missions/Navigation/Dredging/
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7.0 ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENTS 
 
To proceed with the proposed alternative of dredging and placement with Government 
Plant, contract cutter suction, hopper, or mechanical dredge, without seasonal 
restrictions, the USACE will follow the environmental commitments listed below:   
 

• The USACE will abide by the NMFS 2020 SARBO and relevant PDCs. 
 

• The USACE will abide by the USFWS 2017 Statewide Programmatic Beach 
Placement BO and 2017 Manatee Guidelines. 
 

• Beach placement and bird island placement will only occur during the appropriate 
timeframes for the protection of nesting sea turtles and birds. 
 

• Any changes in the proposed plan will be coordinated in advance with resources 
agencies. 
 

Due to shared interests by USACE and Dare County to maintain the Manteo 
Shallowbag Bay (Oregon Inlet) project, following completion of the NEPA process, the 
USACE will develop and coordinate a single Oregon Inlet Management Plan. The 
USACE and Dare County would follow the Plan in maintaining the Western Alternate 
Route or any future deep-water route within the proposed corridor and would also be 
used to track dredging activities and report to the resource agencies annually on work 
completed. 
 
8.0 CONCLUSION 
 
Based on findings described in this EA, it is the federal interest to implement the 
proposed alternative This alternative would address the authorized emergency dredging 
as well as long-term maintenance of the federal channel. The long-term plan is 
proposed to include a corridor that encompasses areas both east and west of the Marc 
Basnight Bridge. This large corridor will extend west to include Old House Ranges 1 
and 2, north near Island C and east through the official bridge navigation span and will 
include the ocean bar (Figure 2). Maintenance dredging would adhere to the authorized 
dimensions channel dimensions of 100 feet wide by 12 feet deep (plus 2 feet of 
overdepth) west of the Marc Basnight Bridge and 400 feet wide by 14 feet deep (plus 3 
feet of overdepth) east of the bridge and would provide the USACE with flexibility to 
follow natural, deep water, within the limits of the corridor to ensure safe passage 
through the inlet. Strong and sustained southwest winds in summer are common, as are 
strong and frequent Nor’easters in the winter months, resulting in shifting sands and 
narrowing channels. Therefore, the proposed action of maintenance any time of year 
with government plant is in the best interest of the project. 
 
The methods of dredging that were considered for accomplishing the work include: 
commercial cutter suction dredge, mechanical (clamshell) dredge, sidecast dredge, a 
special purpose hopper dredge, and contract hopper dredge. The proposed placement 
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areas for dredged material include sidecasting, where material is typically sidecasted 
about 100 feet from the center of the dredge, resulting in dredged material placement in 
open water within or outside the corridor, depending on the location of natural deep 
water. Other options include placement on Bird Islands, nearshore placement off the 
north end of Pea Island NWR, beach placement on the north end of Pea Island NWR, 
and in deep water placement areas such as the deep scour hole adjacent to the Bonner 
Bridge Pier. Additionally, future options for material placement could include upland 
placement islands if they become available as a viable option. 
 
This proposed action was analyzed and within the federal channel no long-term adverse 
effects to environmental or cultural resources are expected. The overall benefit of the 
proposed action is that it will allow flexibility for Government Plant, commercial cutter 
suction, hopper, or mechanical dredge to accomplish maintenance dredging following 
deep water along the western alternate route in a proactive manner and provide a safer, 
more navigable channel for the USCG, fisherman, and area boaters.  
 
9.0 POINT OF CONTACT 
 
Ms. Teresa R. Young, CESAW-ECP-PE, U.S. Army Engineer District-Wilmington, 69 
Darlington Avenue, Wilmington, North Carolina 28403-1343.  Telephone: (910) 251-
4725, email: Teresa.R.Young@usace.army.mil.  
  

mailto:Teresa.R.Young@usace.army.mil
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1) General  
 
The purpose of this appendix is to provide additional geotechnical details describing the 

subsurface sediments within Oregon Inlet, specifically within and adjacent to the 

western alternate route. Vibracores were collected within the project area in late 2022 

and early 2023 to determine if sediments within this channel contain ≥90 %1. 

Environmental regulations prohibit in-water, bird island, or beach placement of dredged 

sediments containing <90% sand. Any sediments <90% sand would require upland 

placement. This appendix goes into more detail regarding the distribution of <90% and 

>90% sands within and adjacent to the western alternate route.  

2) Project Overview 
 

The Wilmington District would like to maintain a new route at -12 feet Mean Lower Low 

Water (MLLW2) with 2 feet of over depth for Oregon Inlet (Figure 1). Maintaining these 
depths would be done through either hopper, cutterhead, or mechanical dredging which 

would include in-water, bird island, beach placement of dredged sediments, and, if 

necessary, upland placement. The Environmental Assessment (EA) requires 

geotechnical sampling for any new areas that are being proposed for dredging. 

Currently, a 100 ft wide navigation channel, known as the western alternate route, is 

being maintained by Dare County to 8 feet plus 2 feet of over depth. Dredging below the 

current depths requires additional subsurface information to be collected throughout this 

route to determine appropriate placement. Therefore, vibracores were collected and the 
respective sediments were analyzed within the western alternate route to confirm a 

≥90% sand dredging route.  

 

 

 
1Greater than 90 percent sand criteria are sediments coarser than the No. 200 sieve (0.075 mm) and finer 
than the No. 4 sieve (4.76 mm) per the Unif ied Soils Classif ication System (USCS).  
2 All depths will be referenced to MLLW unless specif ied dif ferently.  



 
Figure 1. The purple boundary indicates the extent of the proposed navigation corridor for this EA. The yellow boundary is 
the current western alternate route being maintained by Dare County to 8 feet plus 2 feet of over depth. The blue 
polygons are areas of naturally deep water, depths greater than 12 feet, which were inferred from survey data collected in 
June and November 2022.  



3) Project History 
 
Oregon Inlet opened in 1846 from a hurricane and has since remained opened 

providing access from the Pamlico Sound to the Atlantic Ocean. The inlet is a high-

energy depositional environment which is generally characterized by the accumulation 

and bedload movement of sand and gravel.  Finer particles, such as silts and clays 

often remain in hydraulic suspension until being deposited in more distal, lower energy 

environments. As a result, clastic sediments within and near the inlet typically consist of 

poorly to well graded quartz sand, occasionally interspersed with finer-sized particles.  

 
Historically, this inlet has been dredged on an as needed basis. Because of the 

frequency of dredging over the years, Dare County purchased a hopper dredge in 2022, 

known as the MISS KATIE, to help with maintaining a navigation route for mariners and 

the United States Coast Guard (USCG). The MISS KATIE received a permit to dredge 

the western alternate route to -8 feet plus 2 feet of over-depth to allow for commercial 

fisherman and the USCG access to the Atlantic Ocean (Figure 2). Dredged material has 

previously been placed in a designated nearshore area, bird island, beach, or side-

casted adjacent to the channel. However, recent subsurface information has indicated 
<90% sand is present within this navigation corridor. This has resulted in further 

delineation of fine-grained material within the navigation corridor, which is described in 

detail throughout this appendix.  

 



 
Figure 2. Before and after-dredge hydrographic surveys following the MISS KATIE maintaining the western alternate route 
to 8 feet plus 2 feet of over-depth.  



4) Geotechnical Investigations 
 

Subsurface information within Oregon Inlet was first collected from 1978-1980 (Figure 

3). During this time most of the subsurface information was collected within the ebb-tidal 

delta and along the northern spit of Oregon Inlet. The boring layout during this time 

span suggested areas in the ebb-tidal delta were targeted to dredge shoals that 

prohibited safe maritime passage. Only two vibracores during that same span were 

collected within the flood-tidal delta with only one vibracore collected in the western 
alternate route. Several decades elapsed before additional vibracores were collected in 

2007 within the channel associated with access to the USCG at Bodie Island.  

From 2007-2021 no subsurface information was collected. Maintenance dredging within 

the respective flood and ebb channels of Oregon Inlet was occurring regularly with no 

definitive navigation channel other than following historically deep-water. Historically, 

mariners would follow deep-water located in the north (Figure 1) but recently shoaled 

material has restricted access to and from the Atlantic Ocean and the western alternate 

route was beginning to form to the south. As this new route began to form commercial 
fisherman and USCG were beginning to use this new route regularly to navigate Oregon 

Inlet. Dare County then received a permit to dredge this new route to 8 feet plus 2 feet 

of over-depth despite sufficient subsurface information. 

In conjunction with the emergency dredging approval process to maintain this route at 8 

feet, USACE began to initiate a vibracore drilling plan to collect subsurface information 

throughout the western alternate route to confirm that the proposed dredged material 

consists of ≥90% sand. USACE utilized their government drilling vessel the SNELL to 

collect 9 vibracores (Figure 4). Following this collection, USACE analyzed the 
vibracores and found material was <90% sand within the 8 feet plus 2 feet of over-

depth. Due to the SNELL’s lack of availability, a vibracore services contract had to be 

developed to identify the extents of the unsuitable material vertically and laterally within 

the navigation corridor. Following the discovery of unsuitable material, a total of 24 

vibracores were proposed to identify the extents of this material and possibly develop a 

new route containing suitable material (Figure 4). Following the collection, gradation 



analyses were performed on the collected sediments to determine which areas in the 

subsurface contain ≥90% sand within the western alternate route area. 



 
Figure 3. Subsurface information collected within the vicinity of Oregon Inlet. Subsurface information collected within the 
proposed navigation corridor contains SPTs and vibracores from 1978 and 1980 and vibracores from 2022-2023. 



 
Figure 4. Geotechnical investigations from July 2022 to January 2023 with the western alternate route. Vibracores were 
collected by the SNELL in July 2022 and October 2022. The SNELL’s collection ORI-22-V-009 (red circle) contained 
sediments <90% sand (with fines consisting of low plasticity silt) within project depths. Due to the lack of availability of the 
SNELL a service contract was awarded to better define the extents of sediments around 009. 



5) Grain Size Compatibility 
 

The EA addresses the effects of dredging a navigation route within the navigation 

corridor shown on Figure 1. The sand criteria established is based on material being 

coarser than the No. 200 sieve (0.075 mm) and finer than the No. 4 sieve (4.76 mm). 

Before determining whether dredged material contains ≥90% sand, it is important to 

understand the differences between field classification and laboratory classification. 

Field classification of a sample consists of estimating grain sizes in hand, in addition to 
qualitatively recording sample moisture, plasticity, and other attributes such as 

mineralogy, cementation, or the presence of shells in accordance with ASTM (American 

Society for Testing and Materials) D2488-17, Standard Practice for Description and 

Identification of Soils (Visual Manual Procedures.).  

Laboratory classification is performed according to ASTM Standards, D-421 and D-422, 

to identify the range of grain sizes and weight percentage of each grain size relative to 

the entire sample. In this process, the sample is physically broken up twice in a mortar 

using a rubber-tipped pestle, after which the sample is processed through a stack of 
sieves used to separate the different grain sizes. The stack of sieves is shaken vertically 

and horizontally for several minutes.  

 

While the laboratory data is used for performing compatibility analysis, it would be 

irresponsible to presumptively value these data over that which is gathered with field 

classifications. The field classifications more closely represent the condition of the 

material in-situ, the same condition in which the material will ultimately be dredged. 

Particle-size analysis was conducted on vibracore samples in accordance with ASTM 
Standard D 422, “Standard Test Method for Particle-Size Analysis of Soils” using the 

following U.S. Standard sieve sizes: 3/4-inch”, 3/8-inch”, No. 4, No. 7, No. 10, No. 14, 

No. 18, No. 25, No. 35, No. 45, No. 60, No. 80, No. 120, No. 170, No. 200, and No. 230. 

In addition to the particle-size analysis, all samples were classified using visual 

engineering soil classification in accordance with ASTM Standard D 2487, 

“Classification of Soils for Engineering Purposes” (Table 1), as required in Engineering 

Manual 1110 1 1804. 



The first step determining whether dredged material contains ≥90% sand is to look at 

the USCS visual classification, field notes, and photographs of each vibracore. A portion 

of material considered to have ≥90% sand may be visually classified as Poorly Graded 

Sand (SP), Poorly Graded Sand with Silt (SP-SM), Silty Sand (SM), Poorly Graded 
Sand with Clay (SP-SC), and Clayey Sand (SC) per the USCS. A portion of material to 

have <90% sand may consist of SP-SM3 , SM, SP-SC, or SC not meeting the criteria 

listed above, as well as, Low Plasticity Silt (ML), High Plasticity Silt (MH), Low Plasticity 

Clay (CL), and High Plasticity Clay (CH) per the USCS.  

 

Following review of the visually classified sediments vibracores were then further 

analyzed by calculating grain size statistics such as percent passing the No. 200 sieve, 

mean, median, and standard deviation within each stratigraphic change from the cores 
collected. From there weighted averages of median, mean, percent fines, standard 

deviation were carried out for each vibracore and then summed to provide each 

vibracore’s total percent fines, median, mean, and standard deviation. Although 

statistics such as median, mean, and standard deviation are valuable for sediment 

compatibility, the primary focus of the geotechnical analysis was to determine which 

vibracores contained ≥90% and <90% sand. If ≥90% sand is not present in a specified 

route within the navigation corridor, then altering the navigation channel may be 

required, such as limiting the dredge depths in certain areas. However, if a navigation 
route contains ≥90% sand to the desired 12 feet plus 2 foot over-depth then dredged 

material may be placed in areas specified in the EA. 

  

 
 



Table 1. USCS definitions (based on ASTM-2487). 

Major Division 
Group 
Symbol Group Name Criteria 

F200<50 Gravel 

R4/R200>0.5 
GP 

Poorly graded 

gravel 
F200<5; Cu≥4, 1≤Cz≤3 

Sands 

R4/R200≤0.5 

SW Well-graded sand F200<5; Cu≥6, 1≤Cz≤3 

SP Poorly graded sand 
F200<5, Does not meet the SW 

criteria of Cu and Cz 

SM Silty Sand F200>12, PI<4 

SC Clayey sand F200>12, PI>7 

SW-SM 
Well-graded sand 

with silt 
5≤F200≤12, satisfies Cu and Cz 
criteria of SW and PI>7 

SP-SM 
Poorly graded sand 

with silt 

5≤F200≤12, does not satisfy Cu 

and Cz criteria of SW and PI<4 

SP-SC 
Poorly graded sand 

with clay 

5≤F200≤12, does not satisfy Cu 

and Cz criteria of SW and PI>7 

F200>50 

Silts and 

Clays 

LL≥50 

MH Sandy silt 
≥30% plus No. 200, % sand ≥ % 

gravel 

CH 

Fat clay 
<30% plus No. 200, <15% plus 

No. 200 

Fat clay with sand 
<30% plus No. 200, 15-29% plus 

No. 200, % sand ≥ % gravel 

Note: Cu = uniformity coefficient 

Cz = coefficient of gradation 

LL = liquid limit 
PI = plasticity index  

F200 = percentage finer than the No.200 

sieve  

R4 = percentage retained on the 

No.4 sieve 

R200 = percentage retained on the 
No.200 sieve 

 

 



6) Grain Size Results 
 

Following the collection of vibracores within the western alternate route, grain size 

statistics were performed on samples within each stratigraphic change. The primary 

focus was analyzing the weighted average of percent fines (material passing the No. 

200 sieve) within each vibracore to -14 feet (Table 2). An overview map was then 

created to show the fines distribution within and in the vicinity of the western alternate 

route. It was discovered that immediately and just outside the western alternate route 
that a navigation route consisting of ≥90% sands was not present and the only possible 

navigation routes consisting of ≥90% sand can be found in the outer array of vibracores 

(025-029; 033-036;13). Thereafter, additional weighted averages were calculated for 

mean, median, and sorting to determine the size and distribution of each vibracore 

(Table 2).  

Following the grain size analysis of the collected vibracores the MISS KATIE removed 

≥90% sediments above the unsuitable layer thus altering the weighted average of fines 

within vibracores in the western alternate route. Following the dredging events of the 
MISS KATIE, vibracores 009, 010, and 011 have shown changes in their weighted 

fines. Vibracore 009 went from 22.56% to 15.93% fines; vibracore 010 went from 5.44% 

to 32.17% fines; and vibracore 011 went from 25.05% to 79.96% fines. Additional 

details describing these changes can be found in Section 7 Cross Sections.  

  



Table 2. Vibracores collected within and in vicinity of the western alternate route. 
Bolded vibracores were collected within the western alternate route. The red bolded 
are vibracores containing <90% sand down to -14 feet MLLW within the western 
alternate route. The weighted averages for each vibracore are captured at the time 
of sampling.  

Vibracore 
Clays and 
Silts (%) 

Sand 
(%) 

Mean 
(mm) 

Median 
(mm) 

Sorting 
(phi) 

ORI-22-V-
001 0.88 99.13 0.20 0.20 0.44 
ORI-22-V-
002 1.31 98.69 0.22 0.22 0.48 
ORI-22-V-
003 1.00 99.00 0.23 0.21 0.73 
ORI-22-V-
004 0.87 99.13 0.43 0.36 1.11 
ORI-22-V-
005 0.89 99.11 0.31 0.27 0.80 
ORI-22-V-
006 0.89 99.11 0.27 0.23 0.75 
ORI-22-V-
007 2.82 97.18 0.36 0.27 1.18 
ORI-22-V-
008 1.04 98.96 0.34 0.26 0.87 
ORI-22-V-
009 22.56 77.44 0.16 0.14 0.46 
ORI-22-V-
010 5.44 94.56 0.79 0.35 1.24 
ORI-22-V-
011 25.05 74.95 0.20 0.19 0.57 
ORI-22-V-
012 7.06 92.94 0.24 0.23 0.57 
ORI-22-V-
013 4.70 95.30 0.25 2.24 0.82 
ORI-22-V-
014 4.45 95.55 0.25 2.25 0.90 
ORI-22-V-
015 12.63 87.37 0.26 1.50 0.55 
ORI-22-V-
016 19.85 80.15 0.17 0.16 0.49 
ORI-22-V-
017 7.84 92.16 0.19 0.18 0.53 
ORI-22-V-
018 1.40 98.60 0.25 0.23 0.77 
ORI-22-V-
019 10.79 89.21 0.23 0.20 0.64 



Vibracore 
Clays and 
Silts (%) 

Sand 
(%) 

Mean 
(mm) 

Median 
(mm) 

Sorting 
(phi) 

ORI-22-V-
020 0.83 99.17 0.36 0.29 0.91 
ORI-22-V-
021 0.74 99.26 0.21 0.20 0.50 
ORI-22-V-
022 11.92 88.08 0.24 0.22 0.67 
ORI-22-V-
023 8.15 91.85 0.20 0.19 0.48 
ORI-22-V-
024 23.26 76.74 0.23 0.22 0.64 
ORI-22-V-
025 6.69 93.31 0.19 0.18 0.47 
ORI-22-V-
026 0.90 99.10 0.23 0.22 0.47 
ORI-22-V-
027 3.33 96.67 0.22 0.21 0.60 
ORI-22-V-
028 1.34 98.66 0.21 0.20 0.53 
ORI-22-V-
029 0.81 99.19 0.25 0.23 0.75 
ORI-22-V-
030 1.72 98.28 0.22 0.19 0.67 
ORI-22-V-
031 18.25 81.75 0.34 0.32 0.92 
ORI-22-V-
032 1.01 98.99 0.27 0.24 0.80 
ORI-22-V-
033 1.16 98.84 0.49 0.45 1.07 
ORI-22-V-
034 5.17 94.83 0.18 0.17 0.47 
ORI-22-V-
035 4.70 95.30 0.22 0.19 0.56 
ORI-22-V-
036 0.71 99.29 0.23 0.21 0.63 

 



 
Figure 5. The weighted average for percent fines was given for each vibracore down to -14 feet. The weighted averages 
for percent fines for each vibracore are represented at the time of collection. 



7) Cross Sections 
 

Several cross sections were developed to provide a two-dimensional view of the 

stratigraphic layers within the area of the western alternate route (Figure 6. through 

Figure 11). Cross sections A through C encompass two-dimensional views of the 

northern, central, and southern areas of the western alternate route (Figure 6 through 

Figure 9). Cross section D overlaps with cross section B but overlays an after-dredge 

survey indicating material removed from previously collected vibracores (Figure 10 and 
Figure 11). 

Each of the three cross sections (A through C) show <90% sand being present down to 

-14 feet with the percent of fines decreasing away from the currently proposed western 

alternate route. The northern cross section (Figure 7) shows the mostly poorly graded 

sands before encountering clayey sand and low plasticity silt below -10.5 feet in 

vibracores 007, 014, 025 and 027. The thicknesses of <90% sand within these 

vibracores ranges from 0.3 feet to 3 feet. Although <90% sand is present within the 

northern cross section, the weighted average of percent fines is ≥90% sand.  

The central cross section (Figure 8) has the least amount of sand with fines content 

ranging from 13% to 80%. The material within this cross section is the finest and 

contains silty/clayey sands to high plasticity clays at various depths from -7.7 feet to -

11.0 feet. Although the central cross section would yield the least amount of ≥90% sand 

dredged the overlaid hydrographic surveys confirm shoaled material is ≥90% sand 

(Figure 8). In addition, the likelihood of shoaled material being <90% sand would be rare 

due to the current velocities due tidal exchange. For grain sizes smaller than sand (silt 

or clay) to be deposited current velocities would have to be near stagnant and remain 
stagnant for silt and/or clay accumulation. Therefore, if this area is initially dredged the 

shoaled material is likely to be ≥90% sand thereafter.  

The southern cross section has the thinnest sequence of fines down to -14 feet. In 

addition, material contains mostly silty/clayey sand with no silts or clays. Although each 

of the vibracores contain <90% sand, the weighted averages indicate ≥90% sand if 



dredged to -14 feet. Also, the southern portion has the lowest weighted averages of 

percent fines within this cross section.  

Cross section D shows similar data vibracores plotted in cross section B but overlays an 

after-dredge survey from February 2023. The after-dredge survey shows that the MISS 
KATIE has achieved 8 feet plus 2 feet of over-depth and in some cases greater than the 

over-depth. This has resulted in some of the <90% sand to be removed that was 

shallower than -8 feet (Figure 11). Most of the poorly graded sand has been removed 

down to where there is now <90% sand at the surface. Removing the shoaled material 

above the <90% sand entirely has increased the values of <90% sand dramatically 

(Figure 10 and Figure 11). Reason being is that the ≥90% sand was bringing the 

weighted average percent fines closer to ≥90% sand, but by removing that material the 

new weighted averages fall well below the 90% sand threshold. Specifically, in 
vibracores 010 and 011 before dredging down to -10 feet fine values were 5% at 010 

and 25% at 011. Following the removal of material down to -10 feet the weighted 

percent fines down to -14 feet for 010 went from 5% to 32% and for 011 went from 25% 

to 79% (Figure 10).  

Cross sections A through D show variability in the depth and thickness of <90% sand. 

There is no available route within the vibracores collected that have ≥90% sand 

throughout the entire vibracore. Most of the vibracores contain a 0.5 foot to 3 foot layer 

of <90% sand within the proposed -14 feet deepening. Dredging the current route down 
to -14 feet would encounter high plasticity clay and silt, which is not suitable for in-water, 

bird island, nearshore or beach placement. An upland placement site would need to be 

utilized to place this material appropriately.  

 



 
Figure 6.Three plotted cross sections: A to A’, B to B’ and C to C’. The two-dimensional cross sections can be found in the 
following figures, below.  



 
Figure 7. A to A’ cross section within northern section. 



 
Figure 8. B to B’ cross section within middle section. The two surveys on the cross section indicate shoaling of material at 
vibracore 009, 011, and 019.  



 
Figure 9. C to C’ cross section within southern section. 



 
Figure 10. D to D’ cross section within middle section. The percent fines changed within vibracores: 009, 010, and 011 
following the dredging events of the MISS KATIE. Refer to Figure 5 for percent fines comparison.  



 
Figure 11. D to D’ cross section within the center of the navigation channel. The MISS KATIE was authorized to maintain 
the western alternate route to a maximum of 10 feet. The after-dredge survey plotted in this section shows the MISS 
KATIE has removed most of the sand ≥90% leaving only the <90% sand to be dredged during future maintenance events. 



8) Dredged Volumes and Weighted Average Analysis 
 

The preceding figures show the thicknesses of <90% sand within the western alternate 

route at various dredge depths: -10 feet MLLW, -12 feet MLLW, and -14 feet MLLW 

(Figure 13 through Figure 15). Each vibracore was assigned a thickness of <90% sand 

within the various dredging alternatives. For example, if a vibracore had <90% sand 

from elevation -8.7 to -14.5 feet the vibracore would be assigned to the following 

thicknesses: 1.3 feet would be for -10 feet MLLW; 3.3 feet would be for -12 feet MLLW; 
5.3 feet would be for -14 feet MLLW. 

A triangular irregular network (TIN) was created for each dredging alternative to show 

the thicknesses of <90% sand throughout the project area. Once the TIN was created 

for each dredging alternative, box-cut volumes were calculated for <90% sand 

thicknesses in the western alternate route. After volumes were determined for <90% 

sand, total dredge volumes were calculated using the July 21, 2023, survey for the 

various dredging depth alternatives. Table 3 shows the volume summaries within the 

western alternate route at the time of survey and vibracore sampling. Additional 
subsurface information, dredging, and adjustment of the western alternate route may 

alter the quantities of ≥90% and <90% sand. 

Table 3. Volumes within the current western alternate route containing <90% sand and 
≥90% sand. In addition, the weighted average of percent fines for the entire western 
alternate route.  

Quantities: Western Alternate Route (route dated as of Dec 21, 2022; survey July 21, 2023) 

Project 
Depth 

Weighted Avg. 
Percent 
Silt/Clay 

<90 % Sand 
(cy) 

<90% Sand 
Quantity % ≥90% Sand (cy) ≥90% Sand 

Quantity % 
Total Dredge 

Volume 

-10 FT MLLW 0.9% 04 0% 6,681 100% 6,681 
-12 FT MLLW 4.1% 1,927 6% 27,640 94% 29,567 
-14 FT MLLW 6.2% 11,298 13% 73,370 87% 84,668 

  

 
4 Although this value represents “0” it does not guarantee <90% sand will not be encountered.   



Following this analysis another calculation was performed to determine a weighted 

percent fines for the entire western alternate route. This was done using the following 

formula:  

Vibracore 1 Volume >90% Sand* Fines Content1 +Vibracore 1 Volume <90% Sand*Fines 
Content + Vibracore 2 Volume >90% Sand* Fines Content2 +Vibracore 2 Volume <90% 

Sand*Fines Content2 + Vibracore 3 Volume >90% Sand* Fines Content3 +Vibracore 3 Volume 
<90% Sand*Fines Content3… 

 
Vibracore 1 Volume >90% Sand + Vibracore 1 Volume <90% Sand + Vibracore 2 

Volume >90% Sand + Vibracore 2 Volume <90% Sand + Vibracore 3 Volume >90% 
Sand + Vibracore 3 Volume <90% Sand … 

 
The weighted average of fines for the entire western alternate route was determined by 

using a July 21, 2023 bathymetric survey, the isopachs of unsuitable material from 
(Figure 13 through Figure 15), and the weighted averages of vibracores within or 

adjacent to the western alternate route. First, 15 boxes were drawn throughout the 

western alternate route representing an area of dredge material assigned to a specific 

fines content. In the formula above this is known as “Vibracore # Volume” (Figure 12).  

 

Next, volumes were run for each box using the July 21, 2023, bathymetric at -10 feet 

MLLW, -12 feet MLLW, and -14 feet MLLW to determine each boxes’ total volume 

(Figure 12). Following this the volumes were run for each box using the isopach of fines 
at -10 ft, -12 ft, and -14 ft MLLW (Figure 13 through Figure 15). In addition, the 

bathymetric survey dated July 21, 2023, indicated some depths were deeper than the 

top of the <90% sand layer captured by the vibracores in 2022-23. The thickness of 

fines throughout the western alternate route were adjusted to reflect this latest survey 

thus affecting the volume of <90% sand. Table 4 shows the breakdown of <90% and 

≥90% sand quantities per box. Following the volume calculations, <90% and ≥90% sand 

were assigned a fines content based on the analysis discussed in the “Grain Size 

Analysis Section.” The fines content consisted of weighted averages of <90% and ≥90% 
sand within their respective stratigraphic layers. Once these values were associated 

with boxes from Figure 12 a weighted average of fines content per volume of <90% and 

≥90% sand was performed (Table 4). The weighted average of fines content was 

determined for the entire western alternate route at -10 feet MLLW, -12 feet MLLW, and 



-14 feet MLLW.  

As expected, the weighted average of fines throughout the western alternate route 

increases in fines content as the dredge depths increase. The fines content if dredged 

to -10 feet MLLW is 0.9%, -12 feet MLLW is 4.1%, and -14 feet MLLW 6.2%. These 

volumes and weighted averages provided in Table 3 are subject to change based on 

new subsurface information, survey, dredging, and adjustment of the western alternate 

route to follow natural deep water.  

 



Table 4. Shows the fines content compared the <90% and ≥90% sand quantities for the western alternate route5. 

 

 

 
5 Values containing zero volume of <90% sand does not guarantee <90% will not be encountered. Volumes computed using a July 21, 2023, and 
are subject to change.  

BOX

% 
Passing 
No. 200 

Sieve @ -
10 feet

Volume 
<90% 

Sand @ -
10 ft

Volume 
>90% 

Sand @ -
10 ft

Total 
Volume 
@ -10 ft

Weighte
d Avg. 
Fines 

Content

Fines 
Content 
"WAR"

BOX

% 
Passing 
No. 200 

Sieve @ -
10 feet

Volume 
<90% 

Sand @ -
12 ft

Volume 
>90% 

Sand @ -
12 ft

Total 
Volume 
@ -12 ft

Weighted 
Avg. Fines 

Content

Fines 
Content 
"WAR"

BOX

% 
Passing 
No. 200 

Sieve @ -
10 feet

Volume 
<90% 

Sand @ -
14 ft

Volume 
>90% 

Sand @ -
14 ft

Total 
Volume 
@ -14 ft

Weighte
d Avg. 
Fines 

Content

Fines 
Content 
"WAR"

1a -        1a -        -        -        1a -        
1b 0.88 -        1,169    1b 0.88 -        3,169    1b 0.88 -        6,446    
3a -        3a -        -        -        3a -        
3b 0.84 -        346       3b 0.9 -        2,106    3b 0.9 -        5,257    
4a -        4a -        -        -        4a -        
4b 0.64 -        100       4b 0.94 -        1,619    4b 0.87 -        5,572    
5a -        5a -        -        -        5a -        
5b 0.66 -        588       5b 0.75 -        2,091    5b 0.89 -        5,226    
6a -        6a -        -        -        6a -        
6b 0.59 -        190       6b 0.85 -        845       6b 0.89 -        3,556    
7a -        7a -        -        -        7a 31.0 1,002    -        0.37
7b 0.91 -        300       7b 1.14 -        1,429    7b 1.14 -        5,627    0.08
8a -        8a -        8a 25.6 917       -        0.28
8b 1.26 -        210       8b 1.03 -        1,166    8b 1.03 -        3,372    0.04

10a -        10a -        10a 32.2 546       -        0.21
10b 0.19 -        279       10b 0.44 -        1,189    10b 0.44 -        2,694    0.01
11a -        11a 79.9 630       -        1.70        11a 79.9 1,902    -        1.80
11b 0.82 -        668       11b 0.75 -        1,469    0.04        11b 0.75 -        3,199    0.03
9a -        9a 13.8 406       -        0.19        9a 29.3 2,412    -        0.83
9b 2.26      -        90         9b 2.26 -        1,083    0.08        9b 2.26 -        2,149    0.06

19a -        19a 43.1 799       -        1.17        19a 43.1 1,141    -        0.58
19b 0.56      -        46         19b 1.23 -        431       0.02        19b 1.23 -        2,979    0.04
20a -        20a 43.1 92         -        0.13        20a 43.1 574       -        0.29
20b 0.56 -        382       20b 0.70 -        1,791    0.04        20b 0.70 -        3,930    0.03
13a -        13a -        -        -        13a 19.7 497       -        0.12
13b 0.90 -        658       13b 1.11 -        1,548    13b 1.11 -        3,059    0.04
14a -        14a -        -        -        14a 19.2 1,682    -        0.38
14b 1.29 -        1,641    14b 1.29 -        4,929    14b 1.29 -        10,226  0.16
15a -        15a -        -        -        15a 68.0 625       -        0.50
15b 0.32 -        14         15b 0.32      -        2,775    15b 0.32 -        10,079  0.04

6.15%

5,257    346       2,106    

0.01677

0.05806

0.00961

0.04345

0.15403

0.00066

0.31679
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0.00387
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0.92
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4.08%

6,446    

0.00794

0.03955

0.04081

100       1,619    5,572    

588       2,091    5,226    

190       845       3,556    

300       1,429    6,629    

210       1,166    4,288    0.04        

0.06        

0.02        

279       1,189    3,240    

668       2,099    5,101    

0.02        

3,556    

1,641    4,929    11,908  

90         1,489    4,561    

46         1,230    4,120    

0.07

0.05        

0.05        

0.06        

0.09        

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.06

0.03        

0.22        

0.06        

382       1,884    4,504    

14         2,775    10,704  

658       1,548    



 

Figure 12. Showing the 15 boxes throughout the western alternate route used to determine the weighted average of fines. 
Each box corresponds to a weighted percent fines based on the vibracore collected within or adjacent to the box. 



9) Conclusion 
 

Although the proposed navigation corridor includes a large area, subsurface information 

is limited to the current western alternate route (Figure 4). Most of the identified 

proposed navigation corridor lacks subsurface information. If a new route were to open 

where vibracores have not been collected, dredging the new route would require 

additional vibracore sampling. If the current route were to stay in the vicinity of the 

collected subsurface information, then the route would not require additional sampling.  

As expected, the quantity of <90% sand increases with project depths within the 

investigated area. The thickest deposits of <90% sand exist on the southwest side of 

the western alternate route. Dredging a route farther to the southwest would encounter 

larger quantities of <90% sand compared to the northeast side. The thickness of fines 

are 2-4 feet compared to 1-3 feet within the current western alternate route. Those 

quantities are unable to be determined at this time due to lack of hydrographic survey 

information and the proposed navigation corridor does not intersect this area. 

Once the initial dredging takes place, future shoaled material will likely yield ≥90% sand. 
Vibracores taken immediately after dredging followed by additional vibracores taken 

months later indicate the shoaled material ≥90% sand (Figure 8). In addition, the water 

velocities from tidal exchange within Oregon Inlet make it very difficult for silts and clays 

to accumulate in measurable quantities given its proximity to the open ocean. A current 

velocity study was performed in Oregon Inlet and found the average velocities exceed 

90 cm/s (Nichols and Pietrafesa, 1997). According to the Hjulström diagram clay and silt 

are deposited when current velocities are <1 cm/s (Sundborg, 1956; Figure 16). 

Therefore, deposition of material <90% sand is unlikely once an area is dredged. The 
<90% sand found in the western alternate route are likely remnants of a relict marsh 

prior to Oregon Inlet opening in 1846 and are not recently deposited sediments.  

 

As shown in Table 3, the weighted percent fines for the entire channel is 6.2% at -14 

feet MLLW.  Although this is within the ≥90% sand threshold the stretch of unsuitable 

material within western alternate route contains 800 linear feet of continuous clayey/silty 



sand and high plasticity silt. Dredging the entire route to -14 feet MLLW could place 

11,298 cy of <90% sand in a designated placement requiring >90% sand according to 

the fines isopachs.  Evaluating the other dredge depths shows a decrease in fines 

content as dredge depths decrease. 

 



 
Figure 13. Showing <90% sand thicknesses throughout the western alternate route within -10 feet.  



 
Figure 14. Showing <90% sand thicknesses throughout the western alternate route within -12 feet.  



 

Figure 15. Showing <90% sand thicknesses throughout the western alternate route within -14 feet 



 
Figure 16, Hjulström diagram showing when particles are eroded, transported, and deposited relative to grain size and 
flow velocity (Hjulström, 1935, modified S. Earle, 2015). 
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Appendix B 
 

Section 404 (b) (1) Guidelines 40 CFR 230 



Manteo-Shallow Bay (Oregon Inlet) Navigation Corridor Dredging
Dare County, NC 

Preliminary Evaluation of Section 404 (b) (1) Guidelines 40 CFR 230 

Section 404 Public Notice No. CESAW-ECP-PE 

1. Review of Compliance (230.10(a)-(d)) Preliminary 1/ Final 2/ 
A review of the NEPA Document
indicates that:

a. The discharge represents the least
environmentally damaging practicable
alternative and if in a special aquatic
site, the activity associated with the
discharge must have direct access or
proximity to, or be located in the aquatic
ecosystem to fulfill its basic purpose
(if no, see section 2 and NEPA document); YES NO YES NO

b. The activity does not:
1) violate applicable State water quality
standards or effluent standards prohibited
under Section 307 of the CWA; 2) jeopardize
the existence of federally listed endangered
or threatened species or their habitat; and
3) violate requirements of any federally
designated marine sanctuary (if no, see section
2b and check responses from resource and
water quality certifying agencies); YES NO YES NO

c. The activity will not cause or contribute
to significant degradation of waters of the
U.S. including adverse effects on human
health, life stages of organism’s dependent
on the aquatic ecosystem, ecosystem diversity,
productivity and stability, and recreational,
aesthetic, and economic values (if no,
see section 2); YES  NO YES    NO

d. Appropriate and practicable steps have
been taken to minimize potential adverse
impacts of the discharge on the aquatic
ecosystem (if no, see section 3.03). YES NO * YES    NO



2. Technical Evaluation Factors (Subparts C-F)  N/A Not Significant Significant
a. Physical and Chemical Characteristics

of the Aquatic Ecosystem (Subpart C)
(1) Substrate impacts. X 
(2) Suspended particulates/turbidity
impacts X 

(3) Water column impacts. X 
(4) Alteration of current patterns and

water circulation. X 

(5) Alteration of normal water
fluctuations/hydroperiod. NA 

(6) Alteration of salinity gradients. NA 

b. Biological Characteristics of the
Aquatic Ecosystem (Subpart D)
(1) Effect on threatened/endangered

species and their habitat. X 

(2) Effect on the aquatic food web. X 
(3) Effect on other wildlife (mammals

birds, reptiles, and amphibians). X 

c  Special Aquatic Sites (Subpart E) 
(1) Sanctuaries and refuges. NA 
(2) Wetlands. NA 
(3) Mud flats. NA 
(4) Vegetated shallows. NA 
(5) Coral reefs. NA 
(6) Riffle and pool complexes. NA 

d. Human Use Characteristics (Subpart F)
(1)  Effects on municipal and private water

supplies. NA 

(2)  Recreational and commercial fisheries
impacts X 

(3) Effects on water-related recreation. X 
(4) Aesthetic impacts. X 
(5)  Effects on parks, national and

historical monuments, national
seashores, wilderness areas,
research sites, and similar preserves.

X 



3. Evaluation of Dredged or Fill Material (Subpart G) 3/

a. The following information has been
considered in evaluating the biological
availability of possible contaminants in
dredged or fill material.  (Check only
those appropriate.)

(1) Physical characteristics
(2) Hydrography in relation to

known or anticipated
sources of contaminants

(3) Results from previous
testing of the material
or similar material in
the vicinity of the project

(4) Known, significant sources of
persistent pesticides from
land runoff or percolation

(5) Spill records for petroleum
products or designated
(Section 311 of CWA)
hazardous substances

(6) Other public records of
significant introduction of
contaminants from industries,
municipalities, or other sources

(7) Known existence of substantial
material deposits of
substances, which could be
released in harmful quantities
to the aquatic environment by
man-induced discharge activities

(8) Other sources (specify).

References: 
1: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Envirofacts. (2022). Retrieved from  

<http://www.epa.gov/enviro/>. 

2: NMFS (National Marine Fisheries Service). 2020. South Atlantic Regional Biological 
Opinion for Dredging and Material Placement Activities in the Southeast United States. 
U.S. Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, St. 
Petersburg, Florida. 



b. An evaluation of the appropriate information in 3a
above indicates that there is reason to believe the
proposed dredge or fill material is not a carrier of
contaminants, or that levels of contaminants are sub- 

 stantively similar at extraction and disposal sites and  
not likely to result in degradation of the disposal site.  YES  NO * 

4. Disposal Site Determinations (230.11(f)).

a. The following factors as appropriate,
have been considered in evaluating the
disposal site.

(1) Depth of water at disposal site

(2) Current velocity, direction, and
variability at disposal site

(3) Degree of turbulence

(4) Water column stratification

(5) Discharge vessel speed and direction

(6) Rate of discharge

(7) Dredged material characteristics
(constituents, amount and type
of material, settling velocities).

(8) Number of discharges per unit of time

(9) Other factors affecting rates and patterns of mixing (specify)

References: 
1: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Envirofacts. (2022). Retrieved from  

<http://www.epa.gov/enviro/>. 

2: NMFS (National Marine Fisheries Service). 2020. South Atlantic Regional Biological 
Opinion for Dredging and Material Placement Activities in the Southeast United States. 
U.S. Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, St. 
Petersburg, Florida. 

b. An evaluation of the appropriate factors in
4a above indicates that the disposal site
and/or size of mixing zone are acceptable. YES   NO *



5. Actions to Minimize Adverse Effects (Subpart H).

All appropriate and practicable steps have been taken,
through application of recommendations of 230.70-230.77, 
to ensure minimal adverse effects of the proposed 
discharge.  YES   NO * 

6. Factual Determinations (230.11).

A review of appropriate information as identified in 
items 2-5 above indicates that there is minimal 
potential for short- or long-term environmental 
effects of the proposed discharge as related to: 

a. Physical substrate at the disposal site
(review sections 2a, 3, 4, and 5). YES   NO * 

b. Water circulation, fluctuation, and salinity
(review sections 2a, 3, 4, and 5). YES   NO * 

c. Suspended particulates/turbidity
(review sections 2a, 3, 4, and 5). YES   NO * 

d Contaminant availability 
(review sections 2a, 3, and 4). YES   NO * 

e. Aquatic ecosystem structure and function
(review sections 2b and c, 3, and 5). YES   NO * 

f. Disposal site (review sections 2, 4, and 5). YES   NO * 

g. Cumulative impact on the aquatic ecosystem. YES   NO * 

h. Secondary impacts on the aquatic ecosystem. YES   NO * 

7. Findings.

a. The proposed disposal site for discharge of dredged or fill material
complies with the Section 404(b)(1) guidelines

b. The proposed disposal site for discharge of dredged or fill material
complies with the Section 404(b)(1) guidelines with the inclusion of the
following conditions:



(1) There is a less damaging practicable alternative.

(2) The proposed discharge will result in significant degradation of the aquatic ecosystem

(3) The proposed discharge does not include all practicable and appropriate measures to
minimize potential harm to the aquatic ecosystem.

__________________________ ________________________ 
Brad A. Morgan
Colonel, U.S. Army 
District Commander 

Date ______________________ 

*A negative, significant, or unknown response indicates that the permit application may not be in
compliance with the Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines.

1/ Negative responses to three or more of the compliance criteria at this stage indicate that the 
proposed projects may not be evaluated using this "short form procedure."  Care should be used 
in assessing pertinent portions of the technical information of items 2 a-d, before completing the 
final review of compliance. 

2/ Negative response to one of the compliance criteria at this stage indicates that the proposed 
project does not comply with the guidelines.  If the economics of navigation and anchorage of 
Section 404(b)(2) are to be evaluated in the decision-making process, the "short form evaluation 
process is inappropriate." 

3/ If the dredged or fill material cannot be excluded from individual testing, the "short-form" 
evaluation process is inappropriate. 

Date

c.The proposed disposal site for discharge of dredged or fill material does not comply with the Section
404(b)(1)guidelines for the following reasons(s):

Bret Walters
Chief, Planning  
and Environmental Branch 

28 September 2023

K7TSPTER
Highlight

K7TSPTER
Highlight



 

 

 

Appendix C 
 

USFWS IPAC Sec. 7 Species List 



September 07, 2023

United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
Raleigh Ecological Services Field Office

Post Office Box 33726
Raleigh, NC 27636-3726

Phone: (919) 856-4520 Fax: (919) 856-4556

In Reply Refer To: 
Project Code: 2023-0026323 
Project Name: Manteo-Shallowbag Bay (Oregon Inlet) navigation corridor
 
Subject: List of threatened and endangered species that may occur in your proposed project 

location or may be affected by your proposed project

To Whom It May Concern:

The enclosed species list identifies threatened, endangered, proposed and candidate species, as 
well as proposed and final designated critical habitat, that may occur within the boundary of your 
proposed project and/or may be affected by your proposed project. The species list fulfills the 
requirements of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) under section 7(c) of the 
Endangered Species Act (Act) of 1973, as amended (16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.). If your project area 
contains suitable habitat for any of the federally-listed species on this species list, the proposed 
action has the potential to adversely affect those species.  If suitable habitat is present, surveys 
should be conducted to determine the species’ presence or absence within the project area. The 
use of this species list and/or North Carolina Natural Heritage program data should not be 
substituted for actual field surveys.  

New information based on updated surveys, changes in the abundance and distribution of 
species, changed habitat conditions, or other factors could change this list. Please feel free to 
contact us if you need more current information or assistance regarding the potential impacts to 
federally proposed, listed, and candidate species and federally designated and proposed critical 
habitat. Please note that under 50 CFR 402.12(e) of the regulations implementing section 7 of the 
Act, the accuracy of this species list should be verified after 90 days. This verification can be 
completed formally or informally as desired. The Service recommends that verification be 
completed by visiting the IPaC website at regular intervals during project planning and 
implementation for updates to species lists and information. An updated list may be requested 
through the IPaC system by completing the same process used to receive the enclosed list.

The purpose of the Act is to provide a means whereby threatened and endangered species and the 
ecosystems upon which they depend may be conserved. Under sections 7(a)(1) and 7(a)(2) of the 
Act and its implementing regulations (50 CFR 402 et seq.), Federal agencies are required to 
utilize their authorities to carry out programs for the conservation of threatened and endangered 
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species and to determine whether projects may affect threatened and endangered species and/or 
designated critical habitat.

A Biological Assessment is required for construction projects (or other undertakings having 
similar physical impacts) that are major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the 
human environment as defined in the National Environmental Policy Act (42 U.S.C. 4332(2) 
(c)). For projects other than major construction activities, the Service suggests that a biological 
evaluation similar to a Biological Assessment be prepared to determine whether the project may 
affect listed or proposed species and/or designated or proposed critical habitat. Recommended 
contents of a Biological Assessment are described at 50 CFR 402.12.

If a Federal agency determines, based on the Biological Assessment or biological evaluation, that 
listed species and/or designated critical habitat may be affected by the proposed project, the 
agency is required to consult with the Service pursuant to 50 CFR 402. In addition, the Service 
recommends that candidate species, proposed species and proposed critical habitat be addressed 
within the consultation. More information on the regulations and procedures for section 7 
consultation, including the role of permit or license applicants, can be found in the "Endangered 
Species Consultation Handbook" at:

https://www.fws.gov/sites/default/files/documents/endangered-species-consultation- 
handbook.pdf

Migratory Birds: In addition to responsibilities to protect threatened and endangered species 
under the Endangered Species Act (ESA), there are additional responsibilities under the 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA) to 
protect native birds from project-related impacts. Any activity, intentional or unintentional, 
resulting in take of migratory birds, including eagles, is prohibited unless otherwise permitted by 
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (50 C.F.R. Sec. 10.12 and 16 U.S.C. Sec. 668(a)). For more 
information regarding these Acts, see https://www.fws.gov/program/migratory-bird-permit/what- 
we-do.

The MBTA has no provision for allowing take of migratory birds that may be unintentionally 
killed or injured by otherwise lawful activities. It is the responsibility of the project proponent to 
comply with these Acts by identifying potential impacts to migratory birds and eagles within 
applicable NEPA documents (when there is a federal nexus) or a Bird/Eagle Conservation Plan 
(when there is no federal nexus). Proponents should implement conservation measures to avoid 
or minimize the production of project-related stressors or minimize the exposure of birds and 
their resources to the project-related stressors. For more information on avian stressors and 
recommended conservation measures, see https://www.fws.gov/library/collections/threats-birds.

In addition to MBTA and BGEPA, Executive Order 13186: Responsibilities of Federal Agencies 
to Protect Migratory Birds, obligates all Federal agencies that engage in or authorize activities 
that might affect migratory birds, to minimize those effects and encourage conservation measures 
that will improve bird populations. Executive Order 13186 provides for the protection of both 
migratory birds and migratory bird habitat. For information regarding the implementation of 
Executive Order 13186, please visit https://www.fws.gov/partner/council-conservation- 
migratory-birds.
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▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

We appreciate your concern for threatened and endangered species. The Service encourages 
Federal agencies to include conservation of threatened and endangered species into their project 
planning to further the purposes of the Act. Please include the Consultation Code in the header of 
this letter with any request for consultation or correspondence about your project that you submit 
to our office.

Attachment(s):

Official Species List
USFWS National Wildlife Refuges and Fish Hatcheries
Migratory Birds
Marine Mammals
Coastal Barriers

OFFICIAL SPECIES LIST
This list is provided pursuant to Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act, and fulfills the 
requirement for Federal agencies to "request of the Secretary of the Interior information whether 
any species which is listed or proposed to be listed may be present in the area of a proposed 
action".

This species list is provided by:

Raleigh Ecological Services Field Office
Post Office Box 33726
Raleigh, NC 27636-3726
(919) 856-4520
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PROJECT SUMMARY
Project Code: 2023-0026323
Project Name: Manteo-Shallowbag Bay (Oregon Inlet) navigation corridor
Project Type: Navigation Channel Improvement
Project Description: The project will look to establish a navigation corridor within the existing 

federally authorized navigation channel for the Manteo-Shallowbag Bay 
(Oregon Inlet) area. The purpose of considering realignment of the current 
Manteo-Shallowbag Bay (Oregon Inlet) federal navigation channel is (1) 
to provide a safe, reliable navigation channel for the US Coast Guard 
(USCG) and commercial and recreational fishermen to access the ocean 
via Oregon Inlet. The long-term plan will include a corridor that 
encompasses areas both east and west of the Marc Basnight Bridge. The 
corridor will extend west to include Old House Ranges 1 and 2, north near 
Island C and east through the official bridge navigation span and will 
include the ocean bar (Figure 2). Maintenance dredging would adhere to 
the authorized dimensions channel dimensions of 100 feet wide by 12 feet 
deep (plus 2 feet of overdepth) west of the Marc Basnight Bridge and 400 
feet wide by 14 feet deep (plus 3 feet of overdepth) east of the bridge and 
would provide the USACE with flexibility to follow natural, deep water, 
within the limits of the corridor to ensure safe passage to the inlet. Areas 
where material may not meet the >90% sand criteria will only be dredged 
to 100 feet wide by 8 feet deep (plus 2 feet of overdepth) to avoid 
unsuitable material.

Project Location:
The approximate location of the project can be viewed in Google Maps: https:// 
www.google.com/maps/@35.766664649999996,-75.54610899066697,14z

Counties: Dare County, North Carolina

https://www.google.com/maps/@35.766664649999996,-75.54610899066697,14z
https://www.google.com/maps/@35.766664649999996,-75.54610899066697,14z
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1.

ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT SPECIES
There is a total of 17 threatened, endangered, or candidate species on this species list.

Species on this list should be considered in an effects analysis for your project and could include 
species that exist in another geographic area. For example, certain fish may appear on the species 
list because a project could affect downstream species.

IPaC does not display listed species or critical habitats under the sole jurisdiction of NOAA 
Fisheries , as USFWS does not have the authority to speak on behalf of NOAA and the 
Department of Commerce.

See the "Critical habitats" section below for those critical habitats that lie wholly or partially 
within your project area under this office's jurisdiction. Please contact the designated FWS office 
if you have questions.

NOAA Fisheries, also known as the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), is an 
office of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration within the Department of 
Commerce.

MAMMALS
NAME STATUS

Northern Long-eared Bat Myotis septentrionalis
No critical habitat has been designated for this species.
Species profile: https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/9045

Endangered

Red Wolf Canis rufus
Population: U.S.A. (portions of NC and TN)
No critical habitat has been designated for this species.
Species profile: https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/37

Experimental 
Population, 
Non- 
Essential

Tricolored Bat Perimyotis subflavus
No critical habitat has been designated for this species.
Species profile: https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/10515

Proposed 
Endangered

West Indian Manatee Trichechus manatus
There is final critical habitat for this species. Your location does not overlap the critical habitat.
This species is also protected by the Marine Mammal Protection Act, and may have additional 
consultation requirements.
Species profile: https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/4469

Threatened

1

https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/9045
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/37
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/10515
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/4469
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BIRDS
NAME STATUS

Eastern Black Rail Laterallus jamaicensis ssp. jamaicensis
No critical habitat has been designated for this species.
Species profile: https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/10477

Threatened

Piping Plover Charadrius melodus
Population: [Atlantic Coast and Northern Great Plains populations] - Wherever found, except 
those areas where listed as endangered.
There is final critical habitat for this species. Your location overlaps the critical habitat.
Species profile: https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/6039

Threatened

Red Knot Calidris canutus rufa
There is proposed critical habitat for this species.
Species profile: https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/1864

Threatened

Red-cockaded Woodpecker Picoides borealis
No critical habitat has been designated for this species.
Species profile: https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/7614

Endangered

Roseate Tern Sterna dougallii dougallii
Population: Northeast U.S. nesting population
No critical habitat has been designated for this species.
Species profile: https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/2083

Endangered

https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/10477
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/6039
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/1864
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/7614
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/2083
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REPTILES
NAME STATUS

American Alligator Alligator mississippiensis
No critical habitat has been designated for this species.
Species profile: https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/776

Similarity of 
Appearance 
(Threatened)

Green Sea Turtle Chelonia mydas
Population: North Atlantic DPS
There is final critical habitat for this species. Your location does not overlap the critical habitat.
Species profile: https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/6199

Threatened

Hawksbill Sea Turtle Eretmochelys imbricata
There is final critical habitat for this species. Your location does not overlap the critical habitat.
Species profile: https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/3656

Endangered

Kemp's Ridley Sea Turtle Lepidochelys kempii
There is proposed critical habitat for this species.
Species profile: https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/5523

Endangered

Leatherback Sea Turtle Dermochelys coriacea
There is final critical habitat for this species. Your location does not overlap the critical habitat.
Species profile: https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/1493

Endangered

Loggerhead Sea Turtle Caretta caretta
Population: Northwest Atlantic Ocean DPS
There is final critical habitat for this species. Your location does not overlap the critical habitat.
Species profile: https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/1110

Threatened

INSECTS
NAME STATUS

Monarch Butterfly Danaus plexippus
No critical habitat has been designated for this species.
Species profile: https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/9743

Candidate

FLOWERING PLANTS
NAME STATUS

Seabeach Amaranth Amaranthus pumilus
No critical habitat has been designated for this species.
Species profile: https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/8549

Threatened

CRITICAL HABITATS
There is 1 critical habitat wholly or partially within your project area under this office's 
jurisdiction.

NAME STATUS

Piping Plover Charadrius melodus
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/6039#crithab

Final

https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/776
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/6199
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/3656
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/5523
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/1493
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/1110
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/9743
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/8549
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/6039#crithab
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1.
2.
3.

USFWS NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE LANDS 
AND FISH HATCHERIES
Any activity proposed on lands managed by the National Wildlife Refuge system must undergo a 
'Compatibility Determination' conducted by the Refuge. Please contact the individual Refuges to 
discuss any questions or concerns.

The following FWS National Wildlife Refuge Lands and Fish Hatcheries lie fully or partially 
within your project area:

FACILITY NAME ACRES

PEA ISLAND NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE
https://www.fws.gov/our-facilities? 
$keywords="%5C%22PEA+ISLAND+NATIONAL+WILDLIFE+REFUGE%5C%22"

4,988.51

MIGRATORY BIRDS
Certain birds are protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act  and the Bald and Golden Eagle 
Protection Act .

Any person or organization who plans or conducts activities that may result in impacts to 
migratory birds, eagles, and their habitats should follow appropriate regulations and consider 
implementing appropriate conservation measures, as described below.

The Migratory Birds Treaty Act of 1918.
The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act of 1940.
50 C.F.R. Sec. 10.12 and 16 U.S.C. Sec. 668(a)

The birds listed below are birds of particular concern either because they occur on the 
USFWS Birds of Conservation Concern (BCC) list or warrant special attention in your 
project location. To learn more about the levels of concern for birds on your list and how this 
list is generated, see the FAQ below. This is not a list of every bird you may find in this location, 
nor a guarantee that every bird on this list will be found in your project area. To see exact 
locations of where birders and the general public have sighted birds in and around your project 
area, visit the E-bird data mapping tool (Tip: enter your location, desired date range and a species 
on your list). For projects that occur off the Atlantic Coast, additional maps and models detailing 
the relative occurrence and abundance of bird species on your list are available. Links to 
additional information about Atlantic Coast birds, and other important information about your 
migratory bird list, including how to properly interpret and use your migratory bird report, can be 
found below.

For guidance on when to schedule activities or implement avoidance and minimization measures 
to reduce impacts to migratory birds on your list, click on the PROBABILITY OF PRESENCE 

1
2

http://www.fws.gov/refuges/
https://www.fws.gov/our-facilities?$keywords="%5C%22PEA+ISLAND+NATIONAL+WILDLIFE+REFUGE%5C%22"
https://www.fws.gov/our-facilities?$keywords="%5C%22PEA+ISLAND+NATIONAL+WILDLIFE+REFUGE%5C%22"
https://www.fws.gov/birds/policies-and-regulations/laws-legislations/migratory-bird-treaty-act.php
https://www.fws.gov/birds/policies-and-regulations/laws-legislations/bald-and-golden-eagle-protection-act.php
https://www.fws.gov/program/migratory-birds/species
http://ebird.org/ebird/map/
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SUMMARY at the top of your list to see when these birds are most likely to be present and 
breeding in your project area.

NAME
BREEDING 
SEASON

American Kestrel Falco sparverius paulus
This is a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) only in particular Bird Conservation Regions 
(BCRs) in the continental USA
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/9587

Breeds Apr 1 to 
Aug 31

American Oystercatcher Haematopus palliatus
This is a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) throughout its range in the continental USA 
and Alaska.
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/8935

Breeds Apr 15 
to Aug 31

Bald Eagle Haliaeetus leucocephalus
This is not a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) in this area, but warrants attention 
because of the Eagle Act or for potential susceptibilities in offshore areas from certain types 
of development or activities.

Breeds Sep 1 to 
Jul 31

Black Scoter Melanitta nigra
This is not a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) in this area, but warrants attention 
because of the Eagle Act or for potential susceptibilities in offshore areas from certain types 
of development or activities.

Breeds 
elsewhere

Black Skimmer Rynchops niger
This is a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) throughout its range in the continental USA 
and Alaska.
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/5234

Breeds May 20 
to Sep 15

Brown Pelican Pelecanus occidentalis
This is not a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) in this area, but warrants attention 
because of the Eagle Act or for potential susceptibilities in offshore areas from certain types 
of development or activities.

Breeds Jan 15 
to Sep 30

Brown-headed Nuthatch Sitta pusilla
This is a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) only in particular Bird Conservation Regions 
(BCRs) in the continental USA

Breeds Mar 1 to 
Jul 15

Chimney Swift Chaetura pelagica
This is a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) throughout its range in the continental USA 
and Alaska.

Breeds Mar 15 
to Aug 25

Common Eider Somateria mollissima
This is not a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) in this area, but warrants attention 
because of the Eagle Act or for potential susceptibilities in offshore areas from certain types 
of development or activities.

Breeds Jun 1 to 
Sep 30

Common Loon gavia immer
This is not a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) in this area, but warrants attention 
because of the Eagle Act or for potential susceptibilities in offshore areas from certain types 
of development or activities.
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/4464

Breeds Apr 15 
to Oct 31

https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/9587
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/8935
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/5234
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/4464
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NAME
BREEDING 
SEASON

Cory's Shearwater Calonectris diomedea
This is a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) throughout its range in the continental USA 
and Alaska.

Breeds 
elsewhere

Dovekie Alle alle
This is not a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) in this area, but warrants attention 
because of the Eagle Act or for potential susceptibilities in offshore areas from certain types 
of development or activities.
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/6041

Breeds 
elsewhere

Great Shearwater Puffinus gravis
This is not a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) in this area, but warrants attention 
because of the Eagle Act or for potential susceptibilities in offshore areas from certain types 
of development or activities.

Breeds 
elsewhere

Gull-billed Tern Gelochelidon nilotica
This is a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) throughout its range in the continental USA 
and Alaska.
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/9501

Breeds May 1 
to Jul 31

King Rail Rallus elegans
This is a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) throughout its range in the continental USA 
and Alaska.
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/8936

Breeds May 1 
to Sep 5

Lesser Yellowlegs Tringa flavipes
This is a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) throughout its range in the continental USA 
and Alaska.
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/9679

Breeds 
elsewhere

Long-tailed Duck Clangula hyemalis
This is not a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) in this area, but warrants attention 
because of the Eagle Act or for potential susceptibilities in offshore areas from certain types 
of development or activities.
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/7238

Breeds 
elsewhere

Manx Shearwater Puffinus puffinus
This is a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) throughout its range in the continental USA 
and Alaska.

Breeds Apr 15 
to Oct 31

Marbled Godwit Limosa fedoa
This is a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) throughout its range in the continental USA 
and Alaska.
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/9481

Breeds 
elsewhere

Painted Bunting Passerina ciris
This is a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) only in particular Bird Conservation Regions 
(BCRs) in the continental USA

Breeds Apr 25 
to Aug 15

https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/6041
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/9501
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/8936
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/9679
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/7238
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/9481
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NAME
BREEDING 
SEASON

Pomarine Jaeger Stercorarius pomarinus
This is not a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) in this area, but warrants attention 
because of the Eagle Act or for potential susceptibilities in offshore areas from certain types 
of development or activities.

Breeds 
elsewhere

Prairie Warbler Dendroica discolor
This is a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) throughout its range in the continental USA 
and Alaska.

Breeds May 1 
to Jul 31

Prothonotary Warbler Protonotaria citrea
This is a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) throughout its range in the continental USA 
and Alaska.

Breeds Apr 1 to 
Jul 31

Purple Sandpiper Calidris maritima
This is a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) throughout its range in the continental USA 
and Alaska.

Breeds 
elsewhere

Razorbill Alca torda
This is not a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) in this area, but warrants attention 
because of the Eagle Act or for potential susceptibilities in offshore areas from certain types 
of development or activities.

Breeds Jun 15 
to Sep 10

Red-breasted Merganser Mergus serrator
This is not a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) in this area, but warrants attention 
because of the Eagle Act or for potential susceptibilities in offshore areas from certain types 
of development or activities.

Breeds 
elsewhere

Red-necked Phalarope Phalaropus lobatus
This is not a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) in this area, but warrants attention 
because of the Eagle Act or for potential susceptibilities in offshore areas from certain types 
of development or activities.

Breeds 
elsewhere

Red-throated Loon Gavia stellata
This is not a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) in this area, but warrants attention 
because of the Eagle Act or for potential susceptibilities in offshore areas from certain types 
of development or activities.

Breeds 
elsewhere

Ring-billed Gull Larus delawarensis
This is not a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) in this area, but warrants attention 
because of the Eagle Act or for potential susceptibilities in offshore areas from certain types 
of development or activities.

Breeds 
elsewhere

Roseate Tern Sterna dougallii
This is not a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) in this area, but warrants attention 
because of the Eagle Act or for potential susceptibilities in offshore areas from certain types 
of development or activities.

Breeds May 10 
to Aug 31

Royal Tern Thalasseus maximus
This is not a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) in this area, but warrants attention 
because of the Eagle Act or for potential susceptibilities in offshore areas from certain types 
of development or activities.

Breeds Apr 15 
to Aug 31
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NAME
BREEDING 
SEASON

Ruddy Turnstone Arenaria interpres morinella
This is a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) only in particular Bird Conservation Regions 
(BCRs) in the continental USA

Breeds 
elsewhere

Rusty Blackbird Euphagus carolinus
This is a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) only in particular Bird Conservation Regions 
(BCRs) in the continental USA

Breeds 
elsewhere

Saltmarsh Sparrow Ammodramus caudacutus
This is a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) throughout its range in the continental USA 
and Alaska.
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/9719

Breeds May 15 
to Sep 5

Short-billed Dowitcher Limnodromus griseus
This is a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) throughout its range in the continental USA 
and Alaska.
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/9480

Breeds 
elsewhere

Sooty Tern Onychoprion fuscatus
This is not a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) in this area, but warrants attention 
because of the Eagle Act or for potential susceptibilities in offshore areas from certain types 
of development or activities.

Breeds Mar 10 
to Jul 31

Surf Scoter Melanitta perspicillata
This is not a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) in this area, but warrants attention 
because of the Eagle Act or for potential susceptibilities in offshore areas from certain types 
of development or activities.

Breeds 
elsewhere

Swallow-tailed Kite Elanoides forficatus
This is a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) throughout its range in the continental USA 
and Alaska.
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/8938

Breeds Mar 10 
to Jun 30

Thick-billed Murre Uria lomvia
This is not a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) in this area, but warrants attention 
because of the Eagle Act or for potential susceptibilities in offshore areas from certain types 
of development or activities.

Breeds Apr 15 
to Aug 15

White-winged Scoter Melanitta fusca
This is not a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) in this area, but warrants attention 
because of the Eagle Act or for potential susceptibilities in offshore areas from certain types 
of development or activities.

Breeds 
elsewhere

Willet Tringa semipalmata
This is a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) throughout its range in the continental USA 
and Alaska.

Breeds Apr 20 
to Aug 5

Wilson's Plover Charadrius wilsonia
This is a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) throughout its range in the continental USA 
and Alaska.

Breeds Apr 1 to 
Aug 20

https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/9719
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/9480
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/8938
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1.

2.

3.

NAME
BREEDING 
SEASON

Wilson's Storm-petrel Oceanites oceanicus
This is not a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) in this area, but warrants attention 
because of the Eagle Act or for potential susceptibilities in offshore areas from certain types 
of development or activities.

Breeds 
elsewhere

Wood Thrush Hylocichla mustelina
This is a Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) throughout its range in the continental USA 
and Alaska.

Breeds May 10 
to Aug 31

PROBABILITY OF PRESENCE SUMMARY
The graphs below provide our best understanding of when birds of concern are most likely to be 
present in your project area. This information can be used to tailor and schedule your project 
activities to avoid or minimize impacts to birds. Please make sure you read and understand the 
FAQ "Proper Interpretation and Use of Your Migratory Bird Report" before using or attempting 
to interpret this report.

Probability of Presence ( )

Each green bar represents the bird's relative probability of presence in the 10km grid cell(s) your 
project overlaps during a particular week of the year. (A year is represented as 12 4-week 
months.) A taller bar indicates a higher probability of species presence. The survey effort (see 
below) can be used to establish a level of confidence in the presence score. One can have higher 
confidence in the presence score if the corresponding survey effort is also high.

How is the probability of presence score calculated? The calculation is done in three steps:

The probability of presence for each week is calculated as the number of survey events in 
the week where the species was detected divided by the total number of survey events for 
that week. For example, if in week 12 there were 20 survey events and the Spotted Towhee 
was found in 5 of them, the probability of presence of the Spotted Towhee in week 12 is 
0.25.
To properly present the pattern of presence across the year, the relative probability of 
presence is calculated. This is the probability of presence divided by the maximum 
probability of presence across all weeks. For example, imagine the probability of presence 
in week 20 for the Spotted Towhee is 0.05, and that the probability of presence at week 12 
(0.25) is the maximum of any week of the year. The relative probability of presence on 
week 12 is 0.25/0.25 = 1; at week 20 it is 0.05/0.25 = 0.2.
The relative probability of presence calculated in the previous step undergoes a statistical 
conversion so that all possible values fall between 0 and 10, inclusive. This is the 
probability of presence score.

Breeding Season ( )
Yellow bars denote a very liberal estimate of the time-frame inside which the bird breeds across 
its entire range. If there are no yellow bars shown for a bird, it does not breed in your project 
area.
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Survey Effort ( )
Vertical black lines superimposed on probability of presence bars indicate the number of surveys 
performed for that species in the 10km grid cell(s) your project area overlaps. The number of 
surveys is expressed as a range, for example, 33 to 64 surveys.

No Data ( )
A week is marked as having no data if there were no survey events for that week.

Survey Timeframe
Surveys from only the last 10 years are used in order to ensure delivery of currently relevant 
information. The exception to this is areas off the Atlantic coast, where bird returns are based on 
all years of available data, since data in these areas is currently much more sparse.

SPECIES JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

American Kestrel
BCC - BCR

American 
Oystercatcher
BCC Rangewide 
(CON)

Bald Eagle
Non-BCC 
Vulnerable

Black Scoter
Non-BCC 
Vulnerable

Black Skimmer
BCC Rangewide 
(CON)

Brown Pelican
Non-BCC 
Vulnerable

Brown-headed 
Nuthatch
BCC - BCR

Chimney Swift
BCC Rangewide 
(CON)

Common Eider
Non-BCC 
Vulnerable

Common Loon
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Non-BCC 
Vulnerable

Cory's Shearwater
BCC Rangewide 
(CON)

Dovekie
Non-BCC 
Vulnerable

SPECIES JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
Great Shearwater
Non-BCC 
Vulnerable

Gull-billed Tern
BCC Rangewide 
(CON)

King Rail
BCC Rangewide 
(CON)

Lesser Yellowlegs
BCC Rangewide 
(CON)

Long-tailed Duck
Non-BCC 
Vulnerable

Manx Shearwater
BCC Rangewide 
(CON)

Marbled Godwit
BCC Rangewide 
(CON)

Painted Bunting
BCC - BCR

Pomarine Jaeger
Non-BCC 
Vulnerable

Prairie Warbler
BCC Rangewide 
(CON)

Prothonotary 
Warbler
BCC Rangewide 
(CON)

Purple Sandpiper
BCC Rangewide 
(CON)

SPECIES JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
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Razorbill
Non-BCC 
Vulnerable

Red-breasted 
Merganser
Non-BCC 
Vulnerable

Red-necked 
Phalarope
Non-BCC 
Vulnerable

Red-throated Loon
Non-BCC 
Vulnerable

Ring-billed Gull
Non-BCC 
Vulnerable

Roseate Tern
Non-BCC 
Vulnerable

Royal Tern
Non-BCC 
Vulnerable

Ruddy Turnstone
BCC - BCR

Rusty Blackbird
BCC - BCR

Saltmarsh Sparrow
BCC Rangewide 
(CON)

Short-billed 
Dowitcher
BCC Rangewide 
(CON)

Sooty Tern
Non-BCC 
Vulnerable

SPECIES JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
Surf Scoter
Non-BCC 
Vulnerable

Swallow-tailed Kite
BCC Rangewide 
(CON)

Thick-billed Murre
Non-BCC 
Vulnerable
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▪
▪

▪

White-winged 
Scoter
Non-BCC 
Vulnerable

Willet
BCC Rangewide 
(CON)

Wilson's Plover
BCC Rangewide 
(CON)

Wilson's Storm- 
petrel
Non-BCC 
Vulnerable

Wood Thrush
BCC Rangewide 
(CON)

Additional information can be found using the following links:

Birds of Conservation Concern https://www.fws.gov/program/migratory-birds/species
Measures for avoiding and minimizing impacts to birds https://www.fws.gov/library/ 
collections/avoiding-and-minimizing-incidental-take-migratory-birds
Nationwide conservation measures for birds https://www.fws.gov/sites/default/files/ 
documents/nationwide-standard-conservation-measures.pdf

MIGRATORY BIRDS FAQ
Tell me more about conservation measures I can implement to avoid or minimize impacts 
to migratory birds. 
Nationwide Conservation Measures describes measures that can help avoid and minimize 
impacts to all birds at any location year round. Implementation of these measures is particularly 
important when birds are most likely to occur in the project area. When birds may be breeding in 
the area, identifying the locations of any active nests and avoiding their destruction is a very 
helpful impact minimization measure. To see when birds are most likely to occur and be breeding 
in your project area, view the Probability of Presence Summary. Additional measures or permits 
may be advisable depending on the type of activity you are conducting and the type of 
infrastructure or bird species present on your project site.

What does IPaC use to generate the list of migratory birds that potentially occur in my 
specified location? 
The Migratory Bird Resource List is comprised of USFWS Birds of Conservation Concern 
(BCC) and other species that may warrant special attention in your project location.

The migratory bird list generated for your project is derived from data provided by the Avian 
Knowledge Network (AKN). The AKN data is based on a growing collection of survey, banding, 
and citizen science datasets and is queried and filtered to return a list of those birds reported as 
occurring in the 10km grid cell(s) which your project intersects, and that have been identified as 

https://www.fws.gov/program/migratory-birds/species
https://www.fws.gov/library/collections/avoiding-and-minimizing-incidental-take-migratory-birds
https://www.fws.gov/library/collections/avoiding-and-minimizing-incidental-take-migratory-birds
https://www.fws.gov/sites/default/files/documents/nationwide-standard-conservation-measures.pdf
https://www.fws.gov/sites/default/files/documents/nationwide-standard-conservation-measures.pdf
https://www.fws.gov/sites/default/files/documents/nationwide-standard-conservation-measures.pdf
https://avianknowledge.net/index.php/beneficial-practices/
https://www.fws.gov/birds/policies-and-regulations/permits.php
https://www.fws.gov/program/migratory-birds/species
https://www.fws.gov/program/migratory-birds/species
http://www.avianknowledge.net/
http://www.avianknowledge.net/
https://data.pointblue.org/api/v3/annual-summaries-about-data-types.html
https://data.pointblue.org/api/v3/annual-summaries-about-data-types.html
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1.

2.

3.

warranting special attention because they are a BCC species in that area, an eagle (Eagle Act 
requirements may apply), or a species that has a particular vulnerability to offshore activities or 
development.

Again, the Migratory Bird Resource list includes only a subset of birds that may occur in your 
project area. It is not representative of all birds that may occur in your project area. To get a list 
of all birds potentially present in your project area, please visit the Rapid Avian Information 
Locator (RAIL) Tool.

What does IPaC use to generate the probability of presence graphs for the migratory birds 
potentially occurring in my specified location? 
The probability of presence graphs associated with your migratory bird list are based on data 
provided by the Avian Knowledge Network (AKN). This data is derived from a growing 
collection of survey, banding, and citizen science datasets.

Probability of presence data is continuously being updated as new and better information 
becomes available. To learn more about how the probability of presence graphs are produced and 
how to interpret them, go the Probability of Presence Summary and then click on the "Tell me 
about these graphs" link.

How do I know if a bird is breeding, wintering or migrating in my area? 
To see what part of a particular bird's range your project area falls within (i.e. breeding, 
wintering, migrating or year-round), you may query your location using the RAIL Tool and look 
at the range maps provided for birds in your area at the bottom of the profiles provided for each 
bird in your results. If a bird on your migratory bird species list has a breeding season associated 
with it, if that bird does occur in your project area, there may be nests present at some point 
within the timeframe specified. If "Breeds elsewhere" is indicated, then the bird likely does not 
breed in your project area.

What are the levels of concern for migratory birds? 
Migratory birds delivered through IPaC fall into the following distinct categories of concern:

"BCC Rangewide" birds are Birds of Conservation Concern (BCC) that are of concern 
throughout their range anywhere within the USA (including Hawaii, the Pacific Islands, 
Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands);
"BCC - BCR" birds are BCCs that are of concern only in particular Bird Conservation 
Regions (BCRs) in the continental USA; and
"Non-BCC - Vulnerable" birds are not BCC species in your project area, but appear on 
your list either because of the Eagle Act requirements (for eagles) or (for non-eagles) 
potential susceptibilities in offshore areas from certain types of development or activities 
(e.g. offshore energy development or longline fishing).

Although it is important to try to avoid and minimize impacts to all birds, efforts should be made, 
in particular, to avoid and minimize impacts to the birds on this list, especially eagles and BCC 
species of rangewide concern. For more information on conservation measures you can 
implement to help avoid and minimize migratory bird impacts and requirements for eagles, 
please see the FAQs for these topics.

https://www.fws.gov/program/eagle-management
https://data.pointblue.org/apps/rail/
https://data.pointblue.org/apps/rail/
https://avianknowledge.net/
https://data.pointblue.org/api/v3/annual-summaries-about-data-types.html
https://data.pointblue.org/apps/rail/
https://www.fws.gov/program/migratory-birds/species
https://www.fws.gov/birds/management/managed-species/bald-and-golden-eagle-information.php
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Details about birds that are potentially affected by offshore projects 
For additional details about the relative occurrence and abundance of both individual bird species 
and groups of bird species within your project area off the Atlantic Coast, please visit the 
Northeast Ocean Data Portal. The Portal also offers data and information about other taxa besides 
birds that may be helpful to you in your project review. Alternately, you may download the bird 
model results files underlying the portal maps through the NOAA NCCOS Integrative Statistical 
Modeling and Predictive Mapping of Marine Bird Distributions and Abundance on the Atlantic 
Outer Continental Shelf project webpage.

Bird tracking data can also provide additional details about occurrence and habitat use 
throughout the year, including migration. Models relying on survey data may not include this 
information. For additional information on marine bird tracking data, see the Diving Bird Study 
and the nanotag studies or contact Caleb Spiegel or Pam Loring.

What if I have eagles on my list? 
If your project has the potential to disturb or kill eagles, you may need to obtain a permit to avoid 
violating the Eagle Act should such impacts occur.

Proper Interpretation and Use of Your Migratory Bird Report 
The migratory bird list generated is not a list of all birds in your project area, only a subset of 
birds of priority concern. To learn more about how your list is generated, and see options for 
identifying what other birds may be in your project area, please see the FAQ "What does IPaC 
use to generate the migratory birds potentially occurring in my specified location". Please be 
aware this report provides the "probability of presence" of birds within the 10 km grid cell(s) that 
overlap your project; not your exact project footprint. On the graphs provided, please also look 
carefully at the survey effort (indicated by the black vertical bar) and for the existence of the "no 
data" indicator (a red horizontal bar). A high survey effort is the key component. If the survey 
effort is high, then the probability of presence score can be viewed as more dependable. In 
contrast, a low survey effort bar or no data bar means a lack of data and, therefore, a lack of 
certainty about presence of the species. This list is not perfect; it is simply a starting point for 
identifying what birds of concern have the potential to be in your project area, when they might 
be there, and if they might be breeding (which means nests might be present). The list helps you 
know what to look for to confirm presence, and helps guide you in knowing when to implement 
conservation measures to avoid or minimize potential impacts from your project activities, 
should presence be confirmed. To learn more about conservation measures, visit the FAQ "Tell 
me about conservation measures I can implement to avoid or minimize impacts to migratory 
birds" at the bottom of your migratory bird trust resources page.

COASTAL BARRIERS
Projects within the John H. Chafee Coastal Barrier Resources System (CBRS) may be subject to 
the restrictions on Federal expenditures and financial assistance and the consultation 
requirements of the Coastal Barrier Resources Act (CBRA) (16 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.). For more 
information, please contact the local Ecological Services Field Office or visit the CBRA 
Consultations website. The CBRA website provides tools such as a flow chart to help determine 
whether consultation is required and a template to facilitate the consultation process.

http://www.northeastoceandata.org/data-explorer/?birds
https://coastalscience.noaa.gov/project/statistical-modeling-marine-bird-distributions/
https://coastalscience.noaa.gov/project/statistical-modeling-marine-bird-distributions/
https://coastalscience.noaa.gov/project/statistical-modeling-marine-bird-distributions/
http://www.boem.gov/AT-12-02/
http://www.boem.gov/AT-13-01/
mailto:Caleb_Spiegel@fws.gov
mailto:Pamela_Loring@fws.gov
https://fwsepermits.servicenowservices.com/fws
https://www.fws.gov/cbra/
https://www.fws.gov/node/267216
https://www.fws.gov/service/coastal-barrier-resources-act-project-consultation
https://www.fws.gov/service/coastal-barrier-resources-act-project-consultation
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2.

3.

UNIT NAME TYPE
SYSTEM UNIT 
ESTABLISHMENT DATE

FLOOD INSURANCE 
PROHIBITION DATE

NC-03P Cape Hatteras UNKNOWN N/A 11/16/1991

MARINE MAMMALS
Marine mammals are protected under the Marine Mammal Protection Act. Some are also 
protected under the Endangered Species Act  and the Convention on International Trade in 
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora .

The responsibilities for the protection, conservation, and management of marine mammals are 
shared by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service [responsible for otters, walruses, polar bears, 
manatees, and dugongs] and NOAA Fisheries  [responsible for seals, sea lions, whales, dolphins, 
and porpoises]. Marine mammals under the responsibility of NOAA Fisheries are not shown on 
this list; for additional information on those species please visit the Marine Mammals page of the 
NOAA Fisheries website.

The Marine Mammal Protection Act prohibits the take of marine mammals and further 
coordination may be necessary for project evaluation. Please contact the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service Field Office shown.

The Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973.
The Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora 
(CITES) is a treaty to ensure that international trade in plants and animals does not 
threaten their survival in the wild.
NOAA Fisheries, also known as the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), is an 
office of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration within the Department of 
Commerce.

NAME

West Indian Manatee Trichechus manatus
Species profile: https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/4469

1
2

3

https://www.fws.gov/international/laws-treaties-agreements/us-conservation-laws/marine-mammal-protection-act.html
http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/species/mammals
https://www.fws.gov/law/endangered-species-act
https://www.fws.gov/program/cites
https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/4469
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IPAC USER CONTACT INFORMATION
Agency: Army Corps of Engineers
Name: Teresa Young
Address: 69 Darlington Ave
City: Wilmington
State: NC
Zip: 28405
Email teresa.r.young@usace.army.mil
Phone: 9102514725
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Final Supplement to the Final Environmental Impact Statement 
Manteo (Shallo\.,;bag) Bay Project, Dare County, North Carolina:
SCIlII [-81-5076

The State has completed its review of the U.S. Corps of Engineers,
Wilmington' District~ Final Supplement to the Final EnvirooDlental imp~ct

Statement on the tl3nteo (Shalll)wbag) Bay Project. The project is
described in the final supplement, dated August, 1980, and in a
determination by the District Engineer, dated October 7, 1980 that the
proposed project is COllsLstellt ....·Lth the Coastal ~lanagement ProgrCJI1l of the
State of North CaroLna.

We have been notified by tile Deputy State Histori-c Preservation
Officer that the di sagreement between his office and the Wilmington
District over the adequacy of the cultural resources surveys for this
project has ~een resolved (memorandum frolll John J. Little to Chrys
Baggett, Directoc,'! State Clearinghollse and Daniel Small, Office of
Coastal ~lanagf'ment, dated October 15, 1981). The Deputy State Historic
f.reservation OUicer has agreed with the Jetermin::ltion carri.ed in the
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation letter of Septembec 18,1981
that further investigation to identify underwater cultural resources in
the project are:l i.s 1l1lW;}rraClteu. Easell on this deterrnin3tion, he has no
fuct!ler comments on the project.

Therefore, since this disagreement has been resolved and no formal
State objections now exist, the State agrees with the determination by the
Wilmington District Engineer that the proposal is consistent with the
North Carolina Coastal Ual1agement Program.

'We have four general COIlUllents on the project.

The Wilmington District i~j already cognizant of the fact that
although the Advisory Council on Hi.stOClC· Preservation has determined
that no further CJrdlJ.eologi.cal sllrveys are necessacy, the Council did not
release them from their cesponsib-i.lities under federal regulations for
the protection of culturid t'eSOllrces. If any potentiall)' significant
resources <lre bcougllt to tIle \hlmingtvn District's attention or

i' O.do,,27Uj7 HJi~i'ln.N.C?7Gll·76a7
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?~~........

discovered during cons'tni'ction activities,
evaluated,~nd treated in.accordance with the
AJvisory Council's regulations (33 CFR Part
respectively).

these. resources must be
U.S. Corps of Engineers and
305 and 36 CFR Part 800,

The decision by the Wilmington District to use the controlled
effluent disposal method in areas wheLe the nature of the spoil material
does not warrant dike disposal is a departure from the State's normal
position of requiring upland diked disposal in all cases. In this case
this is justified by the need to enhanc~ habitat for colonial nesting
birds. While in most situations upland diked disposal of spoil materials
should be made, we will consider any future pLoposals for alternate
disposal techniques such as proposed here on a case by case basis.

A serious concern was expLessed during the review regarding a lack of
adequate documentation of the potential effects of jetty construction on
shellfish and larval fish movement through the inlet. Given the economic
benefits that will accrue to the State's commercial fishing industry and
the potential reduction of inlet navigation hazards, this concern has not
led to an objection to the project. However, we do strongly endorse the

. efforts that aLe und~rway by the Wilmington District, with assistance from
the Office of Coastal ~lanagemellt and Division of Marine Fisheries I to
assess the impact of jetty constr.llction on these fisheries. --

Final)..y the State has been i.nformed by the Division of Environmental
.l'1anag-ement that a 401 water qll<llity certificate (No. 1337-R) has been

issued for the project. h'e are confident th.:lt the Wilmington District
will meet the conditions of the certificate.

Should there be any questions on the pos.ition of the State or the
related comments, please let me know.

CC: Deputy State lhs'toric Preservati~nOfficer
Office of Coastal Management
Division of Marine Fisheries
Division of Environmental ~lanagement

Office of Regulatory Relat.iolls



APPENDIX C

cnNSISTENCY DETERMINATION
MANTEO (SHALLOHHAG) BAY PROJECT

DARE COUNTY, NORTH CAROLINA

section 3.00
the project
the Coastal

See s~ction 1.00 of the fi.nal EIS, and
and 4 of this final Supplement for

proposed activities are consistent with
of the State of North Car'.Jlina.

Proj~ct Description:
and plates 2, 3,
de~crlption. The
Management Prop-ram

In late lQ76, the State of North Carolina requested permission to initiate
constructi,)n of the ~Janchese Harbor enlargement portion of the Manteo
(Sha1Iowbag) Bay project. Subcommittf>es on Publ ic Works in both the Senate
and House of Representatives had no ohiectlon to the Stat~ entering into a
Section 215 agreement (reimbursement for dredging of Wanchese Harhor only,
pursuant to Section 21') of P.L. QO-483) with the Chief of Engineers. The
~ectlon 21'1 agreement was signed and appr:)ved on 25 May lQ77. A separate
Section 404 evaluation report, publ.ic notice, and Final. Environmental
Impact Statement (filed with CEO 2"; /\pril. lq77) wer~ issued and circulated
prior to the issuance oE a Corps and State permit for the Wanchese Harbor
enlargement. Construction ',,,as st"1r i:ed bv the State on 21 August IQ]8.
Therefore, the ltlanchese Harbor Devel\lpment project is not In<.:luded in this
contilstency determination.

A sis.rniFicant issue with reg;lrd tu LLJl1sistency of -this project with
appr,)ved Coastal Mana,g,.>m,;>nt Plan of the ~3t3.t2 of North Cd,,~1 in,'] is the
of dredged mateI:'ial disposal to he> used on disposal islands along
Manteo-Oregon Inle.t Channel dod Old HOllSf> Channel.

the
type
the

The dredged material disposal plan pres.~nted in the draft Supplement was
not consistent with th':' wishes of the State of North Carolina (see letter
frt.>m the N.C. St.1tl~ r:L~,1rin\dlOUSC dilled q November 197'-1, appendix r,). The
conflict over dred\H~d material disposal methods stemmed from the desire to
maintai.n hif!h ouality habi.ta.t for Ct)]ol1ial nesting wat,~r birds on the one
han d , and the des ire tom in i. mi z e t h ~ a rno u n t 0 f est u -3. r in e bot tom t 0 be
covered \vith drerlge<"l material on the other hand. Tne State of North
r.arolina reassessed their nredJ);eti m!ltpri.al disposal plllicies relative to
the proiect and by letter dated 22 ,].:3nuarv lqSO informed the Corps of
En1ineers that a. task force would be established with the charge to reach a
CL)nSenSUs on I"hich i.slands ,,,ill reL:el'v'e dredged material vi.a contrlJlleci
efflllPllt. A meeting of the task force, which included representatives from
vari,)us State and Federal agencies, wa~ held 22 April lQRO. Final plans
for dredged material disposal adjacent to proiect channels reflect the
"ie',.!) of the Statt;> as ~xpr~ssed in the 2R ~1ay 1Q80 l~tt~r from John Morri.s,
Director, Office of Water Resources (see appendi~ H), and are discussed in
secEions 3.01.5, l.03, and 3.04 of th~ final Supplement.

A consistency determination for maint~nance of the Old House Channel
o<Jrtion of the prolt;>ct \~as furnished for State review separately.

The folJ_owing inf,)t"llation supports t:hl~ consistencv det'~l"minntion.

c-- i



A. AEC IS:

oc~,qn hazard
Tne proi~ct will take place in the estuarine system and the
system. The following AEC's wi.il be affected hy the pro;ect:

Estuarine Waters: The proposed act ion LS defined as a second priority
use of this AEC and meets the mana~ement objective.

PlIbl ie Trust Area: TheproDoseci act ion is an acceotable use of this
AEC and has been coordinated with State and Federal agencies to insure that
the construction. and rJrerlging operati.ons \,;ill not he detrimental to the
biological and physicaL functions of the estuary.

waters.

The proposed act ion will orobably minimally
The development Ivill [lot have a significant
resources. The development will on balance

Estuarine Shorelin~s:

a ffeet th is AEC cate~!Orv.

adverse effect on estuarine
prumote the UBe of navigable

Coastal Wetland:;: The proposed action will not significantly affect
this AEC. With the exception l)f Little Tim Island, all of the islands
along project channels with wetland fri.nges have previuusly been used for
dredgerl material disposal to maintain the prolect. If used, Little TiIl'l
Island will be rlikerl to avoid its wetland fringe.

Ocean Hazard A,"'Cl,c,: Natural protectivl" features of thi.s AEC will not
he rlamaged as a result of the proposl~rl activity. The proposed action IS

cumpatihle with the management ohjective of ocean hazard areas.

Anitt>mized list of i'lffectt>,j AEC's FoJ 1<-)W5.

,-, .")

\~ - ..



CW Elv PTW ES OEA T-IHFA IRAFeatllre

AFFECTED AEC I s

Estuarine
System

Ocean Hazara
Svstem

x X X

X X X
X X ;{

X X X

X X X
X X X
X X X

X
X

x v
"

X X
X X

X X X
X X X X

1. DREDGING
Oc ean Ra r Ch anne 1
Manteo-Ore~on Inlet Channel
Sine Channel to Wanchese
Walter Slough Access Channel

<l nd Ba sin
Accretion Fillets

2. DISPOSAL
Radie Island (including

p ipp.l ine route)
Pea Island (including
pipeline route)

Islands B-H
Little Tim Island
Access Basin Bulkhead

3. NORTH JETTY
Je tty
Of fload ing Area
Materials Stora~e Area
Jet t y Ac c e s s Ro a d
Auxiliary Access Point (pier)

4. SOITTH JETTY
Jet ty
Rulkhead and Pier
Stone Revetment
Offloading and Materials

Storage Area
Jetty Access Road

x X X

X X X
X X X X

X X X
X 'T X./'I.

X X X
X

jC X
X X X

X ;C X
X X X
X X X

x

X

X

x

x

x

x

NOT~: CW - Coastal Wetlands; FW - Estuarine Waters: PTW - Public Trust
Waters; ES - Estuarine Shorelines; OEA - Ocean Erodihle Area;
HrTFA - High Hazard Flood Area; IHA - Inlet Hazard Area.

With respect to general and specific use standards for estuarine system
AEC's (15 NCAC 7H .0208):

1. The proj.,~ct is water dependent. (a)(1)

2. The need LS well documented 1n the final EIS filed with EPA on
20 April. 1979. (a) (2) (A)

3. There are no suitable alternative sites or locations outside of the
AEC's for the Manteo (Shallowbag) Bav, N.C. project. The project design
will have minimum adverse impacts en important natural resources. (a)(2)(B)

4. TI1e proiect will not "101.',t2 ',",-'1ter and au: quality standards.
(a) (2) (e)

C-3



5 . Th e d eve 10 pm t' n t will not c a use ma i 0 r a r i r rever sib 1e d a rna gest 0

valuable dOCl.nllo=nterl an.:ho=ological or historic resources. (a)(2)(D)

n. The
$ i ltat ion.

development
(a) (2) (F.)

not OVer the lon~-term measurably lncrease

7. The develoD!l1"flt will not create stagnant water bodit!s.

R. The develor.;~r,-'nt shall be timed to have:, minimum adverse significant
effects on life cydes of estuarine rt'SOllcces. Soecifically, dreetging will
take pl;lce after I September and be comoleted prior to 15 April, except in
Orep.:on Inlet, mileO to mile 1.') of the Manteo to Oregon Inlet Channel, and
the sand nypassing. (a)(2)«(:)

q. Development wi.ll oromote navigation and use of public trust or
estuarine waters. (a)(2)(H)

lO. The development is consistent with the standards for ocean hazard
system AEC's. (a)(Z)([)

It. The navigat ton channels and the
hi,l?;hly productive shellfish heds, beds
regularly flooded marshes. (b)(l)

construction access basin avoid
of submergent vegetation, and

l2. The terminal ti!nd of the rlredge pipeline I"ill be positioned at least
SO feet from dikes and maximum distance practicable from spillways to allow
anCQ'18le settlement of sllsl),~nd"~d solids, (b)(:7)(A)

l'. The proposed metho<ls of cuntrolled efflul"nt rltsnosal, heach
nispnsal, and open water disposal from mile 0.0 to 1.5 of the Manteo to
Oregon Inlet Channel are inconsistent with standard (b)(Z)(B). (b)(Z)(B)

]I,. Oredgerl m:l[t'rial CI)nfint:d on htgh vround ,>0 island B, island H, and
Little Tim Island (or isl8flcl n) w1l1 be confined landwarrl of regularly and
trregularl~ flonded marshland. (h)(2)(C)

l5. r~ffluent frolll dil<ed uplallcl displlsal areas will he cnntained to a
point waterward of emergent vegetation. (h)(2)(D)

lA. Effluent frolT' <liked upland disposal areas wilt he returned to the
adjacent navigation channel. (b)(2)(E)

17. l.rater control structures will be installed at the intake ends of
the effluent Di~e at the diked upland rlisposal areas. (b)(2)(F)

18. The prooosed met:lods of controlled effluent disposal, beach
disposal, and onen w<Jter disposal from illiLe o.n to 1.5 of the Manteo to
Ort!gon Inlet Channel are incQnsist~nt \vith standard (b)(7)(R), but
r eoresent compromise among compe t inl! i.n teres t s in improv tog navigat ion,
manill!ing colonial nestin2: water bird habitat, and minimizing impacts to
aqu,1tic resources (see letter dated 2~ Mav l0,qO from N.C. Deoartment of
Natura,l Resnur...:es and Community Development in appendix HI. The project 18

T"lblicly funded and ch.~ State (,f Noeth CaroLii13 La the local 5ponso!'.
(h)())(C)

r'-L..



19. Drerlged material from the side channel to Wanchese Harbor and from
mile 7.5 of the i\1anteo to Oreg-on Inlt:!t Channel to the side channel to
Wanchese (closed shellfish waters) will be placed in a diked upland
disposal area on island H. Effluent from the disposal aLea on island H
will he returned to closed shellfish waters. No adverse impacts to
shellfish areas are anticipated as a result of the proposed action.
(b)(7)Ut).

With respect to general use standards for ocean hazard areas (15 NCAC 7M
.0306):

1. The proposed action is inconsistent with standard (a). However,
rule 15 NCAC 7M .0307 (a) permits exception from rule 15 NCAC 7H .0306 (a).
The Oregon Inlet jetties and associated sand bypassing are 100 !,ercent
Federal costs and will not reduce the amount of sand held in stora~e in
heaches and frontal dunes, will not cause accelerated erosion along the
shore, and will not otherwise increase the risk of 10s6 or damage presented
to life or propertv. (a)

2. No primar'! or
removed or relocated.

frontal
(b)

dune sand or vegetation thereon will be

1. The proposed action is for the purpose of navigation and is in
National and State interest and provides public benefit, will
exacerbate exist i.ng hazards or damage natural buffers. and ~.. ill be
frolT' flood anrl erosion-related damage, The proposen action witl
promote growth and development in ocean hazard areas. (c)(1-4)

the
[\0 t

sa fe
not

4.
v.31uah Ie
( d)

The propnsed ae t ion lolU 1 not cause major or irreversib le damages to
documented historic, architectural, or archeological resources.

5. 15 W:AC 7H .0306 (e) and (0: Not applicable. (e) and (0

6. The proposed action is consistent with the mana~ement objective for
ocean hazarn areas. (fZ.)

7. The proposed act ion will not create undue interference with legal
access to or use o.f public resources. (h)

~. The proposed act ion includes
mitigate or minimize adverse impacts.

all reasonable means and methods
(i)

to

B. Lann IJse Plans: The proiect is located entirely in Dare Count~,. North
~arolina. Local land classification maps indicate that the entire proiect
1$ loca"ted in conservation areas (includes surface ,.raters). Land use,
accordin~ to the Dare Count'! Land Use Plan by proiect feature, 15 as
f 0110ws:



LAND USE

Government
and Undeveloped

Fea tlln~ Institutional Barren Water Land

l. ORE!)\, ING
r.hannels X
flasin X
Accretion FiLlets " XA

2. OISPOSAL
Rodi~ Is land <inc 1ud in!-t

pipe 1ine route) U' X 'U'.'. "
Pea Island <including
piD~li.ne rout~) X X X

Is land s B-H X
Little Tim Is land X
Access Basin Bulkhead X X

J. NORTH JETTY
Jetty X X ,e
Of f load inj! Area X

Materials Storage Area X
Jetty Access Road X
AliX ii iacy Ac c~s s Po int (pi.ed X .,{\

I~ . SOUTH JFTTY
Jetty X X X
Rulkhead and Pier y X
S t l)ne Revetment X X

Oflloading and i\1aterials
St()ra~e Area ',1

/\

Jetty Access Road '.'"

Adverse impacts on conservation areas, Government and institutional lands.
barren lands, water, &nrl undeveloped lands are expected to he mini~al.

C. State Guidelines:

1. For AEC's: See paragraph A.

2. For Land Use Plans: See paragraph B.

3. General Poli.cv (15 NCAC lM):

a. Shorel ine
he conducted in such
amenities, and will
(.0101)

erosion polici.es C.(200): The proposed action •... ill
a manner as to avoid loss of life, property, or

assure continued recr2Rtional use of shorelines.
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h. Shorerront: ACL:~SS Policies (.()JOO): The proposed action will
not interfere with public or private access to beaches. (.n30l)

n. Other State PoliL:ies. Review of the State policies found in Chapter 3
of th~ Coa~tal Managem~nt Proll;ram document indicates the project to be in
accord with pulicies on Ports (p. 14'»), Navigation (P. 146), Water and Ai.r
(pr. 1')7 and 153), ann Federal Consistency anci ~ational Interest (p. 161).
The maior policies and laws of the State that were reviewed were:

1. The Coa~tal Area Management Act of LQ74.

2. The Dredge and Fill Law (s~~ paragraohs A-C of this determina-
tion),

" The N.C. S.>dimentation Pollution Control Act. With respect to
control of sedimentatioll and ~rosion, the project is designed to promote
seriimentation and r,~dllce erOSion. The proi~ct has been coordinated as
reqllireci by the memorandum of a~reement between the Corps of Enginee~8 and
the N.C:. Seriimentation Control Commission.

4. Water Ouality Regulations. l..}ater Quality certification No. 1337
was issued 2~ June lQ7Q for maintenance of part of the project. Diked
rii.spn!:\.'ll, underw<lter sand-filled bag retenti.on works, and beach disposal on
Rodie anrl Pea Isl~nds at the Manteo (Shallowbag) Bay project are covered by
the Section 404(h) evaluat ion completp.d L7 December t Q 77, prior to passa~e

uf the Clean Water Act of lQ71; therefore, a Section 401 Welter quality
c~rt ~ficate is not renuired for those actions. A S~ction 401 water quality
certificate was requested 11 July 19RO for all discharges not covered by
t he a hove.

E. Condusion. 11le rel?ulat ions of the Dredge and Fi.ll Law lA/ould ar~ue for
the confinement of dred~ecl material un hi)!h ground (appenclix C, Coastal
~~an;Jgell1ent Program ducument, PP. 1 1 Land 132) and other cond it ions
compar'lhle to th<Jse Founr! in CAM AFC guidelines. Neverthel-ass, upon
cn,)rdin"tion of this proieL:t with Stat~ agencies, it was deter-mined that
without dikes, a Jl10re l1iltllral environment is p~rmitted for nestinp; colonial
wCltprhirds on existing dreflp:ed material disposal islands where controlled
,~fftl\.~nt disDosal will he Ilsed. FrDm mile 0 to fIlile 1.5 of the Manteo
Or",gl)n Inlet Channel, the material ,,,,ill be disposed of in open water by
either sici,'cast or pipeline dred?!e. 5i.nce this area of the L:hannel is one
\)f high ener~y because \)f its proximity to Or~gon Inlet, there should not
be significant impacts upon the enviroOl'1ent. -

I have determinerl that the proposerl Manteo (Sbaliowbag) Bay, N.C. project
i.s cnnsistent with the Coastal Mana,Q'.~ment Program of the State of North
(;arolin".

Qf-:TJ.:~
R0BERT ;(. HUGHES

~oloneL, Corps of EnRine~rs

District En~ineer
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State of Non.rCorollnc 
Department of Environment,
Health and Natural Resources 
Division of Coastal Management 

James B. Hunt, Jr., Governor 
Jonathan B. Howes, Secretary 
Roger N. Schecter, Director 

August 27, 1993 

Colonel George L. Cajigal 
District Engineer 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Wilmington District 
P.O. Box 1890 
Wilmington, NC 28402-1890 

REFERENCE:	 DCM93-16: Construct New Sandbag Dredge Material Disposal Area, Old House 
Channel, Dare County, North Carolina 

Dear Colonel Cajigal: 

The State of North Carolina has completed its review pursuant to 15 CFR 930 Subpart C 
Consistency for Federal Activities, of the subject proposal to construct a second sandbag dredge 
material disposal area in Old House Channel. In September 1980 the state reviewed Public Notice 
SAWCO-ND-80-29-008, for maintenance dredging and construction of two sandbag disposal areas 
adjacent to the channel. The project was found consistent with the North Carolina Coastal 
Management Program. One of the two areas has been constructed to date. The present proposal was 
received in May of 1993. The current proposal locates the second disposal area in a different location 
than originally proposed and therefore, as a project modification, subjects the project to a reevaluation 
for consistency. Based upon our review, have determined that the project as now proposed is 
consistent with the enforceable policies and standards of the North Carolina Coastal Management 
Program, provided the following conditions are met: 

1. A 401 Water Quality Certification is received from the NC Division of Environmental 
Management. 

2. The Corps of Engineers is to work closely with the NC Division of Marine Fisheries in the 
project mitigation. Mr. Mike Marshall, Chief of the Development Section, should be contacted 
regarding the implementation and monitoring of the mitigation work. 

3. There will be strict adherence to the mitigation plan. If it is determined by the state that 
the plan is not successful, further measures will be required to assure mitigation for project 
impacts. Failure to do so will result in the project being inconsistent with resource protection 
policies of the Dare County Land Use Plan and in turn inconsistent with the North Carolina 
Coastal Management Program. 

P.O. Box 27687, Raleigh, North Carolina 27611-7687 Telephone 919-733-2293 FAX 919-733-1495
 
An Equal Opportunrty Affirmative Action Employer 50% recycled/ 10% post-consumer paper
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3. An erosion and sedimentation plan is required for this project. This plan must be 
submitted to the NC Division of Land Resources. 

At your request we agree to waiver the 90 day waiting period per 15 CFR 930.41(c). If you 
have any questions regarding our finding, conditions, please contact Steve Benton or Caroline Bellis, 
Division of Coastal Management, at (919)733-2293. 

Sincerely, 

~/~~ 
fir Roger N. Schecter 

cc:	 David Griffin, NC Division of Coastal Management, Elizabeth City 
Dan Small, US Army Corps of Engineers, Wilmington District 
Floyd Williams, NC Division of Land Resources 
John Dorney, NC Division of Environmental Management 
Sara Winslow, NC Division of Marine Fisheries, Morehead City 
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North Carolina Department of Natural and Cultural Resources 
State Historic Preservation Office 

Ramona M. Bartos, Administrator 
Governor Roy Cooper                            Office of Archives and History  
Secretary D. Reid Wilson                                        Deputy Secretary, Darin J. Waters, Ph.D. 
 

Location: 109 East Jones Street, Raleigh NC 27601     Mailing Address: 4617 Mail Service Center, Raleigh NC 27699-4617   Telephone/Fax: (919) 814-6570/814-6898 

August 1, 2023 
 
Brian R. Seymour        Brian.R.Seymour@usace.army.mil  
Department of the Army 
Corps of Engineers, Jacksonville District 
701 San Marco Boulevard 
Jacksonville, FL 32207 
 
Re: Submerged Cultural Resource Assessment Survey of the Oregon Inlet Federal Navigation Channel, 

Dare County, North Carolina. ER 08-0881 
 
Dear Mr. Seymour: 
 
Thank you for the correspondence received July 5, 2023, submitting the draft entitled Oregon Inlet 
Submerged Cultural Resources Survey, Dare County, North Carolina, prepared by Panamerican 
Consultants, Inc. We have reviewed the submittal and offer the following comments. 
 
We concur with the determination by Panamerican Consultants, that no potentially eligible submerged 
cultural resources were present within the surveyed area of potential effect for the proposed maintenance 
dredging and realignment of the Oregon Inlet Federal Navigation Channel. No further investigations are 
necessary and the proposed action within the APE should pose no adverse effect to historic properties. 
 
The above comments are made pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act and the 
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation’s Regulations for Compliance with Section 106 codified at 36 
CFR Part 800.  
  
Thank you for your cooperation and consideration. If you have questions concerning the above comment, 
contact Renee Gledhill-Earley, environmental review coordinator, at 919-814-6579 
or environmental.review@dncr.nc.gov. In all future communication concerning this project, please cite the 
above referenced tracking number.  
 
Sincerely,  
  
 
Ramona Bartos, Deputy  
State Historic Preservation Officer  
 
 

mailto:Brian.R.Seymour@usace.army.mil
mailto:environmental.review@dncr.nc.gov
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ABSTRACT 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Wilmington District (Corps) is proposing to remove shoaled 
material recently accreted in Oregon Inlet, located in Dare County, North Carolina.  To comply 
with their responsibilities towards cultural resources within the current Area of Potential Effects 
(APE), Panamerican Consultants, Inc. (Panamerican) of Pensacola, Florida, was contracted by the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Jacksonville District, to conduct a comprehensive remote sensing 
survey of the APE under Contract No. W912EP-20-A-0017 and Delivery Order No. W912EP-23-
F-0051.  Comprised of a marine magnetometer, side-scan sonar, subbottom profiler, and an aerial 
drone magnetometer survey, Panamerican completed the survey on May 5, 2023.  A total of 98 
magnetic anomalies, 11 side-scan sonar contacts, and 75 subbottom profiler reflectors were 
recorded during the current investigation.  Comprehensive analysis of the data indicated no 
potentially significant submerged cultural resources were present in the APE.  Therefore, no 
further investigation or avoidance is recommended.   
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Wilmington District (Corps) is proposing to remove shoaled 
material recently accreted in Oregon Inlet in Dare County, North Carolina.  The Oregon Inlet Area 
of Potential Effects (APE) consists of 693 acres that had not been investigated for submerged 
cultural resources that are potentially eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places 
(NRHP) (Figure 1-01).   
 
As a Federal agency, the Corps has certain responsibilities for the identification of significant 
cultural resources that may be located within the APE and for determining if any of the potentially 
significant anomalies are eligible for listing on the NRHP prior to the implementation of any 
project activities.  The federal statutes regarding these responsibilities include Section 106 of the 
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended (PL 89-665), the National Environmental 
Policy Act of 1969, the Archaeological Resources Protection Act of 1987, the Advisory Council 
on Historic Preservation’s Procedures for the Protection of Historic and Cultural Properties (36 
CFR Part 800), and the Abandoned Shipwreck Act of 1987.   
 
To comply with the Corps’ responsibilities towards cultural resources, Panamerican Consultants, 
Inc. of Pensacola, Florida (Panamerican) was contracted by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
Jacksonville District, to conduct a comprehensive remote sensing survey of the APE designed to 
determine the presence or absence of potentially significant cultural resources.  In response to the 
Corps’ Performance Work Statement (PWS) entitled Oregon Inlet Submerged Cultural Resources 
Survey, Dare County, North Carolina, Panamerican conducted the remote sensing survey under 
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Jacksonville District’s Contract No. W912EP-20-A-0017 and 
Delivery Order No. W912EP-23-F-0051.   
 
Including a conventional magnetometer, side-scan sonar, a subbottom profiler survey of navigable 
portions of the APE, and a drone-mounted aerial magnetometer survey of the non-navigable 
portion, the maritime remote sensing survey was conducted from March 16 through March 18, 
2023, and the aerial drone magnetometer survey was conducted from April 27 through May 5, 
2023.  A total of 98 magnetic anomalies, 11 side-scan sonar contacts, and 75 subbottom profiler 
reflectors were recorded within the APE.  Comprehensive analysis of the data indicated no 
potentially significant submerged cultural resources were present in the APE. Therefore, no further 
investigation or avoidance is recommended. 
 
Divided into chapters on Historical Background, Methods, Investigative Findings, and 
Conclusions and Recommendations, the following report presents the results of the investigation. 
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Figure 1-01.  Oregon Inlet submerged cultural resources survey (SCRS) APE. 
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II.  HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

The historical background chapter provides information about the environmental and geological 
setting, precontact cultural history relevant to modeling for submerged precontact sites, and 
historic narratives to predict the range of historic resources potentially located in the APE.  The 
APE is located in Oregon Inlet, which is in the Outer Banks of North Carolina on the Atlantic 
Coast.  Oregon Inlet serves as an entryway from the Atlantic Ocean to Pamlico Sound.  Oregon 
Inlet is framed to the north by Bodie Island, and by Pea Island to the south.   

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 
The state of North Carolina, located on the mid-Atlantic Coast, is divided into five ecoregions: 
mountains, piedmont, sandhills, and coastal plain.  The coastal plain region is further subdivided 
into two regions, the tidewater, and the interior.  The tidewater area, or the lower Coastal Plain, 
is a flat and swampy portion of the coastal plain.  The interior area, or the upper Coastal Plain, is 
the well-drained and gently sloping portion of the coastal plain.  The upper Coastal Plain 
includes portions of the Sandhills ecoregion and has an average elevation of 200 feet (ft), sloping 
to an elevation of 50 ft or less across the lower Coastal Plain.  The elevation of North Carolina’s 
barrier islands, such as Bodie Island and Pea Island, which frame Oregon Inlet, are generally 
close to sea level (North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission 2023).   
 
Forested and agricultural lands dominate North Carolina’s landscape, with extensive wetlands in 
the eastern region (USGS 1995).  Eastern North Carolina is home to longleaf pine ecosystems, 
wetlands, maritime forests, and other habitats that are crucial to terrestrial and aquatic species 
(North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission 2023).  The topographic makeup of the Outer 
Banks generally consists of four components: foredune-beach, shrub, maritime forest, and marsh 
zones (Tant 1992:3).  The beach generally does not have vegetation as it is undergoing constant 
change, although clumps of sea oats, seashore elder, and sea rocket can sporadically grow above 
high tide level.  Foredunes are built adjacent to beaches as grasses such as beachgrass, sea oats, 
bitter panicum, and seashore elder trap the windblown sand.  Directly behind the foredune beach 
zone is the shrub zone consisting of grasses and scattered shrubs grading into a shrub thicket as 
the distance from the ocean increases.  Beyond the shrub zone is the maritime forest, found at a 
greater distance from the ocean where the effects of the salt spray decrease.  This zone is 
dominated by live oaks, loblolly pine, yaupon holly, and red bay.  The soils here are also better 
developed (Tant 1992:3).  Maritime forests developed in the barrier flats in the lee of protective 
foredunes.  They are not present on narrow, unstable islands and are restricted to the wide and 
more protected portions of the islands.  The colonial settlement of the Outer Banks was in the 
maritime forests because they were the highest and most protected areas (Leatherman 1988:32).  
Finally, the marsh zone is on the sound side and usually is comprised of freshwater (Tant 
1992:3).   
 
The climate of the Outer Banks is generally hot and humid in the summer, with a sea breeze 
occurring often.  Winters are generally cool, but mild with brief, occasional cold spells (Tant 
1992:2).  The Albemarle and Pamlico Sounds are fed by four major rivers, the Chowan, 
Roanoke, Tar, and Neuse.  The Albemarle-Pamlico Drainage Basin, which extends from North 
Carolina to Virginia, encompasses an area of approximately 28,000 square miles (mi). Average 
annual rainfall ranges from 36 inches (in) in the western portion of the Albemarle-Pamlico 
Drainage Basin to 52 inches in the eastern portion of the drainage basin.  Rainfall exits the 
drainage basin though streams and groundwater.  Groundwater accounts for more than half of the 
water entering the Albemarle and Pamlico Sounds (USGS 1995).   
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GEOLOGICAL SUMMARY  
North Carolina’s geological history is a result of plate tectonics and weather. Colliding tectonic 
plates formed three orogenies, resulting in the creation of the Appalachian Mountain range, 
reaching peaks of nearly 30,000 ft (Vocci and Templeton 2006).  Evidence suggests that the 
western Blue Ridge Mountains were once at the boundary of the North American tectonic plate.  
Today, due to the creation of crust in the Atlantic Ocean, North Carolina is in the center of the 
North American plate (Vocci and Templeton 2006).  Effects from weather, overtime, have worn 
the Appalachian Mountains.  Rain and melting snow carried eroded materials from western 
North Carolina into streams and rivers, which then traveled to the coastal plain in eastern North 
Carolina.  The accumulation of the eroded materials formed the state's barrier islands (Vocci and 
Templeton 2006).   
 
The state is divided into three geologic regions: the narrow mountain region in the west, the 
central piedmont plateau, and the coastal plain in the east which accounts for 45% of the state.  
The APE is described as an area of low elevation consisting of relatively unconsolidated beds of 
terrestrially and marine deposited sediments underlain by undivided Quaternary Surficial 
Deposits (North Carolina Geological Society [NCGS] 1985).  These deposits consist of sand, 
clay, gravel, and peat deposited in marine, fluvial, aeolian, and lacustrine environments and 
generally do not occur at elevations greater than 25 ft (Fenneman 1938:25; Thornbury 1965:31).  
At first, these deposits were defined as simple terrace formations caused by the fluctuation of the 
sea level (NCGS 1988).  Over the years, advances in geologic research have further defined 
these deposits, recognizing the Suffolk and Surry Scarps, or divisions between marine surficial 
deposits and landward-lying fluvial surficial deposits.  Unfortunately, there is a lack of detailed 
mapping of these deposits (NCGS 1988).   

SEA LEVELS 
To understand past landscape configurations in the Pamlico Sound and the connected inland 
waterways, it is helpful to know the local sea level rise chronology and magnitude from the latest 
Pleistocene through the Holocene.  By local, we are indicating that the local apparent sea-level 
curve is the desired indicator for paleolandscape reconstruction rather than a strict eustatic sea-
level curve (global ice melted sea level).  Local sea level is known as Relative Sea Level (RSL), 
which considers three factors: Global Sea Level (GSL), Vertical Land Movement (VLM), and 
Oceanographic Effects (OE).  Over the past hundreds of thousands of years, oscillating periods 
of cold and warm climates resulted in the uptake of seawater into glacial ice during cold stages, 
and the release of this water during warm phases (North Carolina Coastal Resources 
Commission Science Panel 2015).  This cycle is used to demarcate Quaternary geological 
periods, including the Pleistocene and Holocene Epochs (North Carolina Coastal Resources 
Commission Science Panel 2015).   
 
The latest Holocene fluctuations are of most importance to this investigation.  In general, and on 
average, global eustatic sea levels were about 20 meters (m) below the present sea level due to 
the third pulse of glacial melting, around 8000 BP.  This sea level rise, which slowed between 
6,000 and 7,000 years ago, resulted in sea levels being somewhat lower than today (Siddall et al. 
2003; Hoyt 1990; Faught and Donoghue 1997; DePratter and Howard 1981).  Currently, we are 
in a warm phase that was first marked by the de-glaciation that represents the boundary of the 
Pleistocene-Holocene Epochs.  Over the past 5,000 years, climate and sea levels have plateaued, 
and sea level rise is estimated to have increased by 3 ft during this period.  The model depicted in 
Figure 2-01 shows the current sea level stability and allows for the prediction of the time of 
inundation of the APE.  Highlighted in green is the depth of the APE which is approximately 5 m 
and intersects with the sea level roughly 6,000 to 7,000 years ago.  This also indicates that 
populations of the Paleoindian (>10,000 years before present [YBP]), the Early Archaic (10,000-
8,000 YBP), and the Middle Archaic (8,000-5,000 YBP) cultural periods potentially inhabited 
the area encompassing the APE.   
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Figure 2-01.  Sea Level curve since the last glacial maximum (Donoghue 2011 and North Carolina Coastal 
Resources Commission Science Panel 2015). Depth of the APE is highlighted in green. 
 

BARRIER ISLANDS 
The Outer Banks, a chain of barrier islands that were probably formed approximately 4,000 years 
ago, are a classic example of microtidal transgressive barrier islands (Leatherman 1988:13; 
Riggs and O’Connor 1974).  Transgressive barrier islands are generally believed to have formed 
by either the landward advance of the shoreline during the slow rise of sea level or a relatively 
sudden jump of the shoreline during rapidly rising sea level (Boggs 2001).  In the case of the 
Outer Banks barrier islands, it was likely the slow rise in sea level since the end of the last ice 
age, shifting the shoreline 30 to 50 mi west to its present location, which led to their formation 
(Riggs and O’Connor 1974).   
 
The Outer Banks islands are low and frequently susceptible to overwash activity.  Microtidal 
barriers are quite long, with few inlets.  This lack of inlets often results in the breaching of new 
areas during storms.  Most storm-generated inlets are ephemeral, typically closing soon 
afterward (Leatherman 1988:58).  Oregon Inlet, a storm-generated inlet, was formed in 1846.  
Since its formation, the coastline framing Oregon Inlet has been subject to dynamic forces.  
Strong currents, storms, and unconsolidated sediments (sand) yielded the transformation of 
transgressive barrier islands and the evolution of Oregon Inlet.  Figure 2-02 presents the 
shorelines of Bodie Island and Pea Island from 1899 to 2022.  Over this span of time, Oregon 
Inlet has shifted west and south.  This data is valuable in the consideration of identified 
submerged cultural resources and the determination of their associated historic period.   
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Figure 2-01.  Coastal shift of Bodie Island (north) and Pea Island (south) from 1899 to 2022.  

PRECONTACT BACKGROUND 

PALEOINDIAN (BEFORE CA. 10,000 YBP) 
Despite recent claims of finds of pre-Paleoindian deposits along the Savannah River dating to 
50,000 YBP (Walton and Coren 2004), the earliest evidence of human settlement in the North 
American Southeast dates from the Paleoindian period.  The Paleoindian period in the Southeast 
has been defined through isolated finds of fluted projectile points and associated hearths or 
ephemeral features.  Models of Paleoindian culture, adaptations, and subsistence are typically 
based on more substantial data from a series of archaeological sites in western North America, 
and modern anthropological studies of existing gatherer-hunter groups.  Paleoindians are viewed 
as primarily nomadic hunters, focusing on large game; although evidence is sparse, it is doubtful 
that the hunting of large Pleistocene mammals was the exclusive focus of Paleoindian 
populations.  As in modern gatherer/hunter populations, the exploitation of wild plant foods and 
smaller game likely comprised a significant portion of Paleoindian subsistence.  Populations 
were sparse across most of the Southeast.  There are, however, some areas with concentrations of 
Late Paleoindian sites indicating a denser population or repeated seasonal use of local resources.   
 
Over most of North America, a distinctive tool assemblage marks Paleoindian period sites.  Most 
characteristic of this period are fluted lanceolate projectile points.  These tools average 7.5 
centimeters (cm) (3 in) in length and exhibit parallel or slightly convex sides, concave bases, and 
a distinctive narrow, vertical flake (or flute) removed from each face of the blade.  Other less 
distinctive features of Paleoindian lithic assemblages include bifacially flaked knives, end 
scrapers, burins, and gravers (Griffin 1967; Kelly 1938, 1950; O’Steen et al. 1986).   
 
The climate during the Paleoindian period was colder and drier than at present.  Typical 
vegetation patterns likely consisted of spruce-pine forests before the arrival of Paleoindians to 
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southeastern North America (Davis 1976; Watts 1971; Wright 1971), but had changed to mixed 
deciduous forests (oak, hickory, walnut, elm, willow, and maple) by 10,000 YBP (Anderson et al. 
1996; Delcourt and Delcourt 1981, 1983; Ward and Davis 1999).  Additionally, the coast was 
located 220 to 300 mi (355–480 kilometers [km]) to the east of its present-day location, and any 
sites that may have been occupied are now inundated (Phelps 1983).  With that said, two fluted 
points have been reported in Camden County, indicative of a Paleoindian occupation, while the 
Currituck County site files list two Paleoindian component sites (Novick 1995).   

EARLY ARCHAIC (10,000–8,000 YBP) 
The Archaic period represents a time of adaptation to the early Holocene environment.  At this 
time, intervals of hot dry weather were punctuated by periods of increased precipitation and 
cooler temperatures.  The oak-hickory forest was firmly established by the end of the 
Paleoindian period (Watts 1971; Whitehead 1973).  Archaic populations’ subsistence strategies 
were focused on seasonally available floral and faunal resources, including hickory nuts, acorns, 
and mammalian resources like deer (Anderson and Hanson 1988; Ledbetter 1992).  The Early 
Archaic is generally believed to end with the onset of the Hypsithermal interval (8,000 to 4,000 
YBP), a warming period marked by an advance of pine forests on the Coastal Plains and the 
creation of extensive riverine swamps and wetlands (Anderson et al. 1996; Delcourt and 
Delcourt 1981, 1983).   
 
The Early Archaic subperiod is distinguished from the preceding Paleoindian period based on the 
technological change from large fluted projectile points to simpler, smaller, and more diverse 
tools.  Characteristic lithic artifacts associated with Early Archaic sites include ovate, stemmed, 
notched, and beveled quartz bifaces.  Diagnostic point types identified by Coe (1964) are found 
throughout the Carolinas and other areas of the Southeast as well.   
 
Other scholarship has produced different models to explain the movements of Early Archaic 
settlements.  One model put forth by Anderson and Hanson (1988) suggests small bands of Early 
Archaic people (50 to 150 individuals per band) focused on river drainages, moving their 
settlements seasonally to take advantage of readily available resources.  Daniel (1998) proposes a 
different model, suggesting these populations were “tethered” to good-quality lithic sources and 
moved their settlements relative to a few major outcroppings of rhyolite and chert.  Both models 
are based on modern hunter-gatherer studies and may not be accurate if the environment was 
resource-rich, relative to modern conditions, as other researchers have suggested (Ward 1983).   
 
Surface scatters located near water sources typify Early Archaic sites from the Coast and Coastal 
Plain.  Base camps and temporary procurement camps make up the range of known site types for 
the Archaic period on the coast, reflecting the exploitation of various resources in diverse 
environments (Ward and Davis 1999).  Resource procurement sites outnumber base camps 
nearly 10 to 1 (Phelps 1983).   

MIDDLE ARCHAIC (8,000–5,000 YBP) 
During the Middle Archaic subperiod, the post-glacial Altithermal brought warmer temperatures 
and a drier climate.  The favorably temperate climate is thought to have influenced settlement 
patterns, subsistence strategies, and technological innovations (Dragoo 1975).  The Middle 
Archaic appears to show an increase in more permanent settlements, particularly in the large 
river valleys. Band-level organization likely prevailed, and that gathering and hunting on a 
seasonal schedule continued.  Major traits seen among Middle Archaic sites in North Carolina 
include their large numbers, the location of sites in nearly all topographic settings, and the low 
artifact frequency and diversity of assemblages from these sites. Characteristic artifacts of the 
Middle Archaic include stemmed and lanceolate projectile points.  The Middle Archaic is also 
known for the earliest extensive use of ground stone technology (i.e., grooved and polished 
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axes).  Local lithic sources became the preferred material for flaked stone tool production 
(Johnson 1989; Ledbetter et al. 1981), suggestive of limited mobility of populations.   

LATE ARCHAIC (5,000–3,000 YBP) 
The Late Archaic subperiod is seen as a time of major technological shifts, diversification in 
settlement types, and increased sedentism.  In the Piedmont and Coastal Plain regions of the 
Carolinas and Georgia, the primary development that distinguishes the Late Archaic from 
preceding subperiods is pottery manufacture.  Stallings Island pottery is tempered with Spanish 
moss that would be carbonized upon firing, resulting in a rather porous vessel (Ward and Davis 
1999).  This earliest pottery type is sometimes decorated with punctations, incising, and 
pinching.  The roughly contemporaneous sand-tempered Thom’s Creek ceramic series is found 
as a minority type in southern Coastal Plain assemblages but does not appear to have extended 
into the northern Coastal Plain of North Carolina.  A third ceramic type, Hamp’s Landing, is a 
crushed limestone- or marl-tempered ware with surface treatments including thong-marked, 
cord-marked, net-impressed, fabric-impressed, and simple-stamped.  Three radiocarbon dates 
associated with Hamp’s Landing sherds place the type in the Late Archaic subperiod (Jones et al. 
1997; Sanborn and Abbott 1999), although other researchers continue to suggest Hamp’s 
Landing dates to the Early and Middle Woodland subperiods due to stratigraphic evidence 
(Herbert 1999; Jones et al. 1997; Mathis 1999; Ward and Davis 1999).  Lastly, excavations at 
31CB114 recovered a New River sherd with a cremation yielding a radiocarbon date firmly at 
the beginning of the Late Archaic subperiod, which suggests that coarse-sand tempering may 
have had earlier beginnings than previously thought (Sanborn and Abbott 1999).  The use of 
non-fiber tempering so relatively early may have been a functional response by populations 
living in areas where Spanish moss is not as readily available.   
 
Large, residential base camps or villages are present for this period (Anderson and Joseph 1988), 
and these settlements are focused along both major rivers and their tributaries.  Smaller, less-
intensively occupied sites include terrace and upland hunting and gathering camps and quarries.  
The subsistence systems did not change substantially between subperiods, although there is 
evidence of emergent horticulture at Late Archaic sites in the Southeast and Midwest (Chomko 
and Crawford 1978; Cowan 1985).  There was also an increase in reliance on riverine resources. 
 
One Archaic site has been recorded north of Aydlett on the western shore of Currituck Sound.  
Site 31CK40 has Early through Late Archaic components, but because of a lack of integrity due 
to erosion, is not recommended as eligible for listing on the NRHP.   

WOODLAND PERIOD (3,000–350 YBP) 
As noted by Ward and Davis (1999), archaeological research along the North Carolina coast has 
long supported the notion of studying the northern and southern coastal regions as distinct, 
separate areas.  This is as apparent and useful a designation in the Woodland period as it is in the 
later Historic period.  Part of the reason for this divide between the northern and southern regions 
can be explained by environmental factors (Gunn 2002; Ward and Davis 1999).  Barrier islands 
(the Outer Banks) along the embayed, northern coastal region are located farther from the coast 
than in the south, providing greater access to estuarine resources but little protection from wind 
and cold.  Conversely, the southern coastal region is limited in the quantity of estuarine resources 
due to the nearness of sea islands to the mainland.  Inlets of the New, White Oak, and Cape Fear 
rivers, among others, bisect islands along the southern coast, but do not form the large bays and 
sounds found to the north; however, the southern coast, though “unembayed,” is more protected 
from wind and cold than the northern coastal region.   
 
These environmental differences are caused, in part, by the underlying geology of the area (Gunn 
2002).  Sediments piled against Piedmont bedrock formations were in place by 100,000,000 YBP 
(Upper Cretaceous), to be acted upon by riverine and oceanic currents; however, an episode of 
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geologic uplift centered on the southern Coastal Plain began around 50,000,000 YBP (Cenozoic), 
lifting this region and resulting in a somewhat drier, drought-prone climate.   

EARLY WOODLAND (3,000–2,300 YBP) 
During the Early Woodland, horticultural activities focused on the exploitation of domesticated 
plants, such as squashes, gourds, chenopodium, sunflower, and amaranth.  Foraging activities 
continued to exploit wild plant foods, with a variety of nuts being heavily relied upon (Fritz 
1988).  Storage and cooking pits began to be used (Caldwell 1958), and large collections of 
acorn, hickory, and walnut remains have been recovered from such pits (Bowen 1982).  The 
domestication of plant foods is believed to be associated with a more sedentary settlement 
system (Ward and Davis 1999; Wood and Ledbetter 1990).  Villages with semi-permanent 
domestic structures were located along rivers and creeks.  Small, short-duration sites in upland 
areas, rock shelters in the uplands, and isolated circular structures in the flood plains are also 
commonly identified as Early Woodland habitation sites.   
 
The Early Woodland subperiod on the northern Coastal Plain has been designated the Deep 
Creek phase (Loftfield 1976), a cultural identification useful in separating it from the New River 
phase common to the southern Coastal Plain (Phelps 1983).  Both phases have undergone 
considerable refinement, particularly in terms of the ceramic series identified with each (as is the 
case with the entirety of the ceramic sequencing on the North Carolina coast).  New River phase 
ceramics include a predominance of Deep Creek ceramics that correspond to the Thom’s Creek 
fine sand-tempered ceramics and Deptford wares of South Carolina.  Common surface 
treatments include plain, cord-marked, net-impressed, and fabric-impressed.   

MIDDLE WOODLAND (2,300–1,200 YBP) 
The Middle Woodland subperiod represents a time of continued population growth and increased 
cultural complexity; however, evidence of dense middens, refuse/storage pits, and permanent 
structures are rare for the Middle Woodland subperiod in the study area.  Sites are located in 
more diverse locations and are more dispersed than during the Early Woodland subperiod, and 
suggest populations focused on a variety of estuarine and riverine resources.  Many of these were 
shell-collecting locations, as evidenced by the quantities of shell present at these sites.  Ward and 
Davis (1999:205) note, however, that it seems unlikely that Middle Woodland populations did 
not also target mammalian resources, particularly deer, for hides (clothing), sinew and other 
tissues, as well as bones and antlers (tools, fishhooks).   
 
The Middle Woodland subperiod along the northern Coastal Plain is identified with the Mount 
Pleasant phase ceramics that are composed of sand and grit in a clay body with surface 
treatments of net- and fabric-impressed, cord-marked, and plain.  The triangular Roanoke 
projectile point/knife (PP/K) is common to this subperiod, and burials include flexed and semi-
flexed, as well as cremations.  This subperiod is marked elsewhere in the Southeast by exotic 
artifacts, such as copper panpipes, earspools, cut mica, and platform pipes (Butler 1979; 
Chapman and Keel 1979; Jefferies 1976; Ward and Davis 1999).   

LATE WOODLAND (1,200–350 YBP) 
Described as a transitional subperiod elsewhere in the precontact Southeast, the Late Woodland 
represents a continuing expansion of agricultural subsistence patterns.  Late Woodland artifact 
assemblages are marked by ground stone tools recovered with increasing regularity, reflecting 
the ever-increasing dependence on plant food processing.  This is contrary to what the 
archaeological record contains for much of the North Carolina Piedmont, Coastal Plain, and 
Coastal regions, where Late Woodland cultural practices lasted until European contact.   
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Late Woodland cultural traditions on the northern North Carolina coast begin with the Collington 
phase.  Representative of the Carolina Algonquians, which would be potentially present within 
the geographic swath of the Project Area, cultural markers include shell-tempered ceramics.  
Settlement patterns for the Late Woodland include widely spaced villages consisting of several 
longhouses each (Mathis 1995).  While these structures may be evidence of year-round 
occupation of the coast, seasonal exploitation of gathered, hunted, and fished resources (rather 
than a reliance on domesticated plants) were still elements of the preferred subsistence strategy, 
at least until the end of the fifteenth century.   
 
Group-oriented ceremonialism was an aspect of Late Woodland life along the North Carolina 
coast, as evidenced by the construction of sand mounds and communal ossuaries.  Sand mounds 
dot the southern Sandhill region and Coastal Plain and contain primary tightly flexed burials and 
secondary interments of bundle burials, scattered loose bones, and cremations (Irwin et al. 1999).  
Some individual interments are associated with burial goods, while other artifacts have been 
recovered in the mound fill but with no direct association with any burial.   
 
Examinations of historic accounts and careful excavation of numerous ossuaries and burials 
along the North Carolina coast have resulted in a working hypothesis to explain the sequence of 
events between death and burial (Mathis 1993a, 1995; Ward and Davis 1999).  Historic accounts 
from the seventeenth century record the “Feast of the Dead” as conducted by the Huron in the 
Great Lakes region.  While using these accounts as a direct analogy for Algonquian or 
Algonquian-related groups on the northern North Carolina coast may be a bit of a stretch, the 
similar use of mass graves by both groups may imply similar cultural practices.  Following 
death, a body may have been placed upon a scaffold or buried in a temporary pit for de-fleshing.  
Pits containing a few small human bones or bone fragments and little else may be evidence of 
these temporary pits.  Scaffolding may be harder to identify in the archaeological record, but the 
incompleteness of secondary burials in the ossuaries is strong evidence that the bodies were de-
fleshed in a place or way that resulted in the loss of smaller skeletal elements.   
 
According to historic accounts, after a certain number of years (8 to 12), all the community 
members who had died since the last ceremony were interred in mass graves following several 
days of ritual preparations.  “Cemeteries” were emptied of their remains, bones were cleaned 
(adhering flesh removed), and the bundles of bones were wrapped in skins or robes.  The 
recently deceased were similarly dressed but left “in the flesh” (as it were).  If the remains were 
those of commoners or lower-status individuals they were placed into one or more large, open 
pits.  Ossuary pits on the North Carolina coast have been recorded as being 1.5 to 3 m across 
(Mathis 1993b).  If the person was of a higher status in the community, the body may have been 
interred separately and been accompanied by grave goods (e.g., ceramic vessels, shell cups, and 
beads, etc.).  Mathis (1993b) speculates that the completeness of the skeleton may also be an 
indication of higher status, suggesting the bodies were better cared for during de-fleshing.  
Lastly, accounts of the Huron ritual mention that food offerings were placed above the pit.  This 
may have also occurred along the North Carolina coast, as evidenced by quantities of shell 
sometimes found capping the interments (Mathis 1993b).   
 
Three linguistic groups interacted across the North Carolina Coastal Plain region in the Late 
Woodland and Historic periods, although only two of these may have directly impacted the study 
area.  At the time of European contact, Iroquoian-speaking groups occupied the northern inner 
Coastal Plain, their territory ending at approximately the Neuse River.  These Iroquoian sites are 
commonly identified with the Cashie phase (1,200–350 YBP), with distinctive pebble-tempered 
ceramic wares.  Algonquian-speaking groups dominated the coast, with recent research 
suggesting this territory extended as far south as the Cape Fear River (Loftfield 1987; Mathis 
1995).  This southern expression of Algonquian culture seems to date to at least 1,100 YBP and is 
differentiated from the historically better-known Algonquian groups in Virginia with the 
moniker “Carolina Algonquian” (Mathis 1995).  Early English exploration of the Carolina and 
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Virginia coasts (A.D. 1500–1584) may coincide with a “retraction” of Carolina Algonquian 
groups from the southern North Carolina coast, although Mathis (1995) speculates that they may 
have begun earlier.  In any case, Carolina Algonquian groups were abandoning their villages 
south of the Neuse River, or were assimilating to expanding Iroquoian and Siouan cultures, or 
both, to the extent that later sites are not distinctly “Carolina Algonquian.”   

HISTORIC INDIAN PERIOD 
While a review of the Historic period for the Southeast typically begins with Spanish exploration 
and settlement, the Historic period for the Project Area begins somewhat later than the rest of 
North Carolina.  For instance, early exploration by Hernando De Soto (A.D. 1540; Hudson 1997) 
and later incursions by Juan Pardo (A.D. 1566 to 1568; Hudson 1990) were limited in their 
contact to only those native groups occupying the Piedmont, western Appalachian, and Blue 
Ridge regions of the state.  Direct contact between native coastal groups and Europeans did not 
occur until numerous English settlement attempts in the late 1580s.  Following the abandonment 
of the “Lost Colony” in 1589, sustained contact between Indians and Europeans along the North 
Carolina coast was halted until Virginia settlers began moving southward in the middle of the 
seventeenth century (Ward and Davis 1999).  Settlements along the southern Coast were short-
lived, including attempts by Puritans from Massachusetts and English colonists from Barbados to 
settle at the mouth of the Cape Fear River.   
 
Conflict between Europeans and Indians along the coast came to a head in the early 1700s, but 
the roots of these disputes reached back into the late 1600s (Ward and Davis 1999).  Settlements 
from Virginia sprung up around Albemarle Sound, and traders and colonists beat back native 
groups into the northern Coastal Plain.  Land appropriations for settlements and farms, combined 
with a brisk and illegal Indian slave trade, pushed the Tuscarora populations to request 
permission to move to Pennsylvania.  This deal soured, however, when the North Carolina 
colonial government refused to testify to the past good behavior of the Tuscarora.  The Indians 
rose in September 1711, killing 130 colonists on the first day of fighting; however, after three 
years the Indians had suffered over 1,000 casualties to the colonists’ 200, and nearly 1,000 other 
Indians were sold into slavery.  The remaining native groups were forced to abandon their 
homes, and many moved to Pennsylvania and New York.  The Carolina Algonquian language 
was essentially silenced from coastal Carolina at this time (Mathis 1995).   

HISTORIC BACKGROUND 

EARLY EXPLORATIONS 
In response to the strong hold Spain held over Florida, England pursued the idea of creating a 
foothold in the New World that would allow England to profit from its riches. In 1584, Sir 
Walter Raleigh was granted a charter from England’s Queen Elizabeth to explore and locate a 
suitable place to colonize north of Spanish Florida (Joy 1994:11).  Other explorers would soon 
follow Raleigh’s initial forays into the New World.   
 
On 4 July 1584, Captains Philip Amadas and Arthur Barlowe arrived off the Outer Banks of 
North Carolina in two English barks.  The expedition was sent out by Sir Walter Raleigh to 
explore the coastline of America in hopes of finding an appropriate place to establish an English 
colony (Stick 1958:14).  Both Amadas and Barlowe made detailed observations of the area and 
the Natives.  After hearing the reports from Amadas and Barlowe, Raleigh immediately planned 
a second expedition consisting of seven vessels and approximately 600 men.  The expedition left 
England on 9 April 1585 to establish the English settlement (Stick 1958:17).   
 
Under the command of Sir Richard Grenville, the expedition arrived off the Outer Banks at 
Ocracoke and proceeded north until they reached Roanoke Island.  It was here that Grenville 
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decided to establish a settlement and a fort.  Grenville, however, soon after departed the 
settlement along with many of his soldiers.  Grenville left behind 107 soldiers under the 
command of Ralph Lane (Stick 1958:17-18).   
 
By June, the conditions at Roanoke Island had become despondent.  Lane and his men had 
attacked an Algonquian village and relations between Lane and the Natives deteriorated quickly.  
Soon after, Sir Francis Drake arrived off the settlement after a series of successful raids in the 
Caribbean and Florida (Stick 1958:18).  Although Drake was willing to supply Lane with any 
provisions he might require, Lane decided to abandon the settlement and return to England.   
 
One week after Lane had deserted the settlement, a relief vessel arrived to find the settlement 
abandoned.  Soon after another fleet arrived under the command of Grenville.  Grenville left 
behind 15 men to remain at the fort during the winter of 1586/1587 (Joy 1994:11).  During this 
time Raleigh was planning yet another expedition to Virginia to be headed by John White.  
White was an artist whose drawings today are still among the best and most detailed North 
American scenes during the early Colonization period (Stick 1958:19).  White produced one of 
the earlier maps detailing the Outer Banks (Figure 2-03) and two inlets (Port Ferdinando and 
Port Lane), which are immediately north of today’s Oregon Inlet.  White planned to stop at 
Roanoke Island to pick up the 15 colonists and head further north to Chesapeake Bay; however, 
upon arriving at Roanoke Island, they found the fort demolished and the 15 men gone.  The 
captain of the vessel refused to continue north to Chesapeake Bay so White and the colonists 
decided to stay on Roanoke Island (Hartzer 1983:4).  White immediately began to repair the fort 
and the buildings in anticipation of a permanent settlement (Joy 1994:11).   
 

 
Figure 2-03.  Map by John White in 1585 showing the Pamlico Sound and the Outer Banks (as presented in 
Watts 1992:16). 
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White and a number of colonists decided to return to England to secure additional provisions and 
recruit more colonists.  On 27 August 1587, White and the other colonists departed Roanoke 
Island, leaving behind 112 colonists (including his daughter and granddaughter).  By the time 
White was ready to return to Roanoke Island, Spain was preparing the Spanish Armada for an 
attack on England.  Because many of the larger vessels were needed to defend England, White 
was only given a 30-ton bark and a 25-ton pinnace as transportation back to Roanoke Island 
(Stick 1958:20).  White was captured by the Spanish on his way back to the settlement and was 
again detained in his efforts to return to Roanoke Island.   
 
It was not until 1590 that White was able to return to the Outer Banks.  After finally arriving at 
Roanoke Island, White, and his party found all the colonists gone, including his daughter and 
granddaughter.  No one has ever discovered what happened to the lost colony.  Some speculate 
that they were attacked by Natives or simply moved the colony elsewhere.  In another attempt to 
establish a foothold in the New World, England abandoned Roanoke Island and began to 
concentrate on Chesapeake Bay, further to the north.  Roanoke Island and the Outer Banks were 
left behind to the Natives for another 75 years (Stick 1958:21).   
 
The permanent settlement of the Outer Banks area was slow in development.  The inaccessibility 
of the islands, the varied surf conditions, and the consistent shifting of underwater shoals 
hindered the development of the area.  The first land grant issued in the area was to Sir John 
Collenton on 8 September 1663.  Thereafter, a number of other large land grants were issued to 
prominent proprietors who had their lands managed by agents or caretakers (Stick 1958:23).   
 
The primary means of subsistence in the Outer Banks was subsistence farming.  The majority of 
exports initially consisted of crops (e.g., corn, tobacco, wheat) and livestock (e.g., cattle, pigs, 
sheep, horses).  Initial attempts to raise other commercial crops such as rice, indigo, and flax 
were unsuccessful.  Other means of subsistence relied on animal skins and furs that then 
progressed into more lucrative resources like wood products (staves and shingles) and naval 
stores (Merrens 1964:85-86).  Other sources of income for residents of the Outer Banks included 
the extraction of blubber, bone, oil, and ambergris from beached whales (Stick 1958:23-24).   
 
The settlement of the Outer Banks continued to expand.  Roanoke Inlet (opposite Roanoke 
Island) was a major entry point to accessible areas of coastal North Carolina, and it was thought 
that a suitable port town could be established on Roanoke Island.  The proximity of Roanoke 
Island to the Inlet made it an ideal location for pilots, customs officers, and various government 
officials stationed for vessels entering the colony (Stick 1958:25).   
 
Unfortunately, a number of developments hindered the island’s opportunity as a port town.  First, 
many inhabitants of the Outer Banks and the interior were living south of the Albemarle Sound 
in areas such as Hatteras, Kinnakeet, and Chicamacomico banks (modern-day Rodanthe).  The 
second problem at hand was that in 1665, the depth of Roanoke Inlet was recorded at 11 to 15 ft 
in depth.  By 1700, the depth of the channel was only 10 ft.  The Inlet was shoaling up and would 
eventually close.  Many of the captains of the larger vessels during the time felt it was more 
expeditious to enter the sounds through Ocracoke Inlet located south of Roanoke Inlet (Stick 
1958:25-26).  Eventually, Ocracoke Inlet became the most widely used inlet in North Carolina 
for all vessel traffic.   

THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY: PIRACY AND PROGRESS 
During the early eighteenth century, the coast of North Carolina became the cruising ground for 
some of the more infamous pirates of the period.  The large number of vessels passing Cape 
Hatteras made it an ideal location for piracy.  Such pirates included Christopher Moody, “Calico 
Jack” Rackam, Anne Bonny, and Blackbeard (Edward Teach).  Blackbeard made Bath, North 
Carolina his home after receiving a pardon from then Governor Eden.  In return, Blackbeard 
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divided his prizes with Eden and Government Secretary Tobias Knight (Stick 1958:30).  
Blackbeard was killed on 22 November 1718 by Lieutenant Robert Maynard of the British Navy, 
signaling the end of piracy around the Outer Banks.  With much of the pirating dispelled from 
the area, the population began to grow in the Outer Banks (Stick 1958:32).   
 
The original charter for North Carolina was obtained from King Charles I in 1629 and named 
“Carolana,” although no permanent colony was established.  By 1663, Charles II issued a second 
grant of the land south of Virginia and it was renamed “Carolina.” The grant was issued to eight 
proprietors who established two centers of settlement, Albemarle, and Cape Fear. Each of the 
areas grew slowly throughout most of the seventeenth century, mostly due to the geography of 
eastern North Carolina and problems with Natives and pirates in the Cape Fear region. North 
Carolina was surrendered in 1729 and thus became a royal colony (Hartzer 1983:4-5).   
 
The Outer Banks continued to grow during the early eighteenth century.  The primary areas of 
growth during this period included raising livestock as well as the whaling industry.  By the early 
eighteenth century, much of the Outer Banks had been granted out in large parcels.  These large 
land grants provided private owners the ability to raise substantial numbers of livestock.  By the 
end of the colonial period, large herds of livestock were common in North Carolina (Merrens 
1964:134-136). The Lords Proprietors began to push the value of the whaling industry in North 
Carolina to New England whalers.  The large number of whales off the coast of North Carolina 
prompted the New England whalers and the shore-based whalers to establish their headquarters 
at Cape Lookout (Stick 1958:33-34).   
 
The first permanent white settlement near Oregon Inlet was established during the first quarter of 
the eighteenth century.  Matthew Midgett obtained the title to Bodie Island in the 1720s, which 
he passed on to his four sons after his death in 1734.  Descendants of Midgett still lived on the 
island after the opening of Oregon Inlet in 1846 (Watts 1991:22).  In the 1730s, New Inlet (also 
called Chicamacomico Inlet) opened on Hatteras Island and appeared on a chart in 1738 (Stick 
1958:283).  Oregon Inlet periodically opened and closed until remaining a permanent waterway 
in the late nineteenth century.   
 
The Outer Banks remained relatively quiet during the second quarter of the eighteenth century.  
The majority of inhabitants lived near Ocracoke Inlet where much of the trade was centered.  It 
was not until 1741 that the coast of North Carolina was again subjected to the ravages of war.  
Starting with the beginning of Jenkin’s War and followed by King George’s War, England was 
at war with Spain once again (Stick 1958:35).  During the war, two Spanish privateers appeared 
off the Outer Banks in hopes of taking some prizes.  Within ten days, the two vessels were 
successful in capturing six vessels.  The Spanish appeared to like the success of the Outer Banks 
and for the next few months reported taking a number of unsuspecting vessels along the coast.  
Attacks from the Spanish continued for a number of years along the Outer Banks.   
 
By the late 1740s, the inhabitants of the Outer Banks were fed up with the sporadic attacks by 
the Spanish and appealed to the Governor for assistance.  Locals wanted a number of forts built 
to help protect against the ravages of the Spaniards.  Governor Johnson, noting the lack of 
funding for such an undertaking, was reticent to provide the funding needed to build four 
fortifications (Ocracoke, Cape Fear, Beaufort Inlet, and Bear Inlet); however, a special act of the 
Assembly passed a bill to issue new currency to provide for the cost of the forts (Stick 1958:37). 
The appropriated funds were not spent for over five years and were never used to build all four 
forts.  Soon after, however, the threat of the Spanish off the Outer Banks diminished, much to the 
relief of the local inhabitants.   
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THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR AND POST-WAR NAVIGATION IMPROVEMENTS 
With the start of the American Revolution, the coast of North Carolina played a key role in 
keeping necessary shipping routes open to the American rebels.  The British were successful in 
blockading all ports and harbors that had sufficient water depth for their large warships; 
however, the Outer Banks proved to be nearly impossible to blockade due to the shallow inlets 
and extreme conditions off the coastline.  The inability to effectively blockade the inlets of North 
Carolina allowed the American rebels to keep necessary shipping routes open.  With the 
advantage of the shallow waterways and extensive river systems within the Outer Banks, 
necessary provisions and supplies were shipped to troops throughout North Carolina and into 
Virginia with a high degree of success (Stick 1958:44-45).   
 
After the American Revolution, the Outer Banks began a period of continued growth with an 
increase in shipping.  With this increase in shipping and shipbuilding in the area came a desire to 
see improvements to the inland sounds to keep them open to vessels traveling between Virginia, 
South Carolina, and the Atlantic Ocean.  Archibald D. Murphey was one who envisioned such 
improvements to the inland waterways.  Murphey was expressly interested in finding a way to 
open shipping between Albemarle Sound and the Atlantic Ocean.  Murphey reviewed old maps 
of the area and found that the closing of Roanoke Inlet occurred at the same time Croatan Sound 
became wider and deeper (Stick 1958:85).  Murphey reasoned that if the water diverted through 
Croatan Sound could be blocked and a canal opened near the old Roanoke Inlet, it would once 
again be possible for waters from Albemarle Sound to pass directly out to the Atlantic Ocean.   
 
In 1820, Hamilton Fulton was hired to study the feasibility of Murphey’s plan.  Fulton concluded 
that the plan was feasible if embankments were built across both Croatan and Roanoke sounds.  
The embankment across Croatan Sound was to extend from Pork Point (just below the present 
airport on Roanoke Island) to Fleetwood’s Fishery on Fleetwood Point.  Fulton’s cost for the 
project was $2,300,000, much to the chagrin of the state and federal governments (Stick 
1958:85-86).  Other options and surveys were completed with little success.   
 
Efforts to improve coastal navigation along the Outer Banks continued in 1837 when Lieutenant 
Napoleon L. Coste was sent by the federal government to access the coastline for potential 
lighthouse sites.  Coste’s assessment named Bodie Island as a necessary location for a 
navigational aid for south bound vessels to aid in the navigation of Cape Hatteras.  Congress 
appropriated he construction of a lighthouse on Bodie Island the same year, however, 
construction did not begin until a decade later, south of Oregon Inlet.  The construction of the 
first lighthouse was unsound, and the 54-ft tower began to lean two years after its completion 
and was ultimately abandoned in 1859.  A second lighthouse was erected at a nearby location the 
same year but succumbed to confederate forces in 1861.  Ten years later, in 1871, a third Bodie 
Island lighthouse was constructed on a 15-acre site north of Oregon Inlet, and its light was 
illuminated for the first time on October 1, 1872.  Throughout the lighthouse’s history, keepers’ 
quarters were constructed on-site, the light became electrified in 1932, and the site was 
transferred to the National Park Service in 1953.  Today, the tower continued to function as a 
navigational aid and is open to public tours seasonally (NPS 2022).   

 
New Inlet was the northernmost inlet on the North Carolina coast from 1828 to 1846 when a 
hurricane opened two new inlets through the Outer Banks (Dunbar 1958:138).  The first to open, 
Hatteras Inlet, was halfway between Old Hatteras Inlet and Hatteras Village; the second, Oregon 
Inlet, opened on Bodie Island.  C.O. Boutelle, who was employed with the United States Survey, 
was on Bodie Island when the hurricane hit and made the following observations: 

 
“On the morning of the September gale the sound waters were all piled up to the southeast, from 
the effects of the northeast blow of the previous days. The weather was clear, nearly calm, until 
about 11 a.m., when a sudden squall came up from the southwest, and the waters came upon the 
beach with such fury that Mr. Midgett, within three quarters of a mile of his house when the storm 
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began, was unable to reach it until four in the afternoon. He sat upon his horse on a small sand 
knoll, for five hours, and witnessed the destruction of his property and (as he then supposed) of his 
family also, without the power to move a foot to their rescue, and, for two hours, expecting every 
moment to be swept to sea himself. 
The force of the water coming in so suddenly, and having a head of two or three feet, broke 
through the small portion of sea beach which had formed since the March gale, and created the 
inlets. They were insignificant at first – not more than twenty feet wide – and the northern one 
much the deepest and the widest. In the westerly winds which prevailed in September, the current 
from the sound gradually widened them; and then in the October gale, they came about as wide as 
they are now. The northern one has since been gradually filling, and is now a mere hole at the low 
water…[but the southern one] between high water marks, measured on the line is 202 yards [wide 
and] between low water marks, 107 yards” [as presented in Watts 1991:28]. 

 
Named “Oregon” Inlet after the first steamboat to pass through the new opening, Oregon Inlet 
became an important passage for vessels heading into Pamlico and Albemarle Sound (Angley 
1985:6; Watts 1991:28); however, due to the shallow bar and shifting shoals within the inlet only 
shallow-draft vessels frequented the opening.  A map of Bodie Island produced by the U.S. Coast 
Survey shows the location of three wrecked vessels within Oregon Inlet, attesting to the hazards 
of the inlet.  By 1909, it was reported that the inlet had moved 1+ mile south of its 1849 location.   
 
With the opening of Oregon Inlet, New Inlet (Chicamacomico Inlet) began to close but still 
occasionally remained open until 1922.  While the inlet was widely used before the Oregon Inlet 
opened, a smaller inlet occurred just south of the New Inlet.  The Loggerhead Inlet was never 
used commercially.  The smaller inlet opened before 1851 and closed by 1881.  Little 
information is known about Loggerhead Inlet, as it was found near New Inlet and was underused 
by fishing boats that preferred New Inlet’s channel (Dunbar 1958:139).  Historian Gary Dunbar 
noted, “Because Loggerhead Inlet…was so close to the latter, it cannot be considered apart from 
New Inlet.  Suffice it to say that Loggerhead existed in the New Inlet inlet zone” (Dunbar 
1958:216).   
 
By the early nineteenth century, the Outer Banks began to be a major excursion spot for tourists.  
With the influx of tourists came a continued increase in shipping, in addition to the heavy 
shipping traffic that already passed within site of the Outer Banks.  Increased traffic and notably 
treacherous conditions off the Outer Banks proved too much for some vessels.  The number of 
shipwrecks off the Outer Banks increased in proportion to the elevated traffic.   

THE CIVIL WAR ERA 
The Outer Banks played an important role during the Civil War.  Hatteras Inlet was the deepest 
access through the banks and the Confederates established two fortifications on the northern side 
of the inlet.  The strategic location of Roanoke Island established it as the key to all rear defenses 
to Norfolk (Joy 1994:15).  Control over Roanoke Island meant control over Albemarle and 
Currituck sounds, eight rivers (North, West, Pasquotank, Perquimans, Little, Chowan, Roanoke, 
and Alligator), five canals (Albemarle, Chesapeake, Dismal Swamp, Northwest, and Suffolk), 
and two railroads (the Petersburg and the Norfolk; Iobst n.d.).   
 
To protect Roanoke Island the Confederates constructed a number of fortifications on and around 
the island.  The Confederates constructed three forts (Huger, Blanchard, and Bartow) on the 
northern end of the island to overlook Croatan Sound.  They also constructed a line of sunken 
obstructions across the Croatan Sound and a number of small defensive works in the middle of 
the island and on the eastern shoreline also aided in protecting the island from Union 
advancements (Joy 1994:18).  A small fort was constructed on Pea Island, named Fort Oregon, to 
aid in protecting the Outer Banks.  Due to the migration of Oregon Inlet to the south, this fort has 
long since eroded away (Stick 1958:118).   
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Union troops began to encroach upon the area by 1861.  The Union's objective was to gain 
control over the numerous sounds before moving onto the mainland.  In the fall of 1861, the two 
Confederate forts at Hatteras were taken.  With success at Hatteras Inlet, the Union’s Twentieth 
Indiana Regiment headed north on 29 September to establish a base in Chicamacomico to protect 
sympathizers of the Outer Banks (Carbone 2001:18).  The steamboat Fanny (Figure 2-04) 
headed to supply the regiment on 1 October 1861; however, 

 
“…at the same time, 150 Confederates of the Third Regiment Georgia Volunteer Infantry from 
Roanoke Island, aboard the steamers CSS Junaluska, CSS Raleigh, and CSS Curlew, were headed 
for Chicamacomico to investigate the rumors of a Federal base there.  Unexpectedly, those 
steamers intercepted the Fanny as it was leaving, ran it aground, and after a brief struggle, 
captured the ship intact… The Confederates on Roanoke Island, heartened by the capture of the 
Fanny, decided to attack the forces at Chicamacomico before they [Union troops] could be 
reinforced or withdrawn” [Carbone 2001:19]. 

 
Figure 2-02.  In Pamlico Sound, the steamboat Fanny runs aground and is captured intact by three 
Confederate steamers while sending men and supplies to Union troops in Chicamacomico (Carbone 2001:18). 
 
Steamers were gathered at Roanoke to take Confederate troops to Chicamacomico and they 
attacked the morning of 4 October 1861 (Carbone 2001:20).  On the way, two barges 
transporting the Eighth North Carolina regiment grounded on the shoals and the Union forces 
were able to withdraw south back to Hatteras while under attack of the Third Georgia.  The event 
has been referred to as “The Chicamacomico Races” (Carbone 2001:20; Stick 1958:258).  Union 
reinforcements arrived the next day “and the Confederates fled back up the Banks again, 
embarking on boats at Chicamacomico for their base at Roanoke Island” (Stick 1958: 284-285).  
Chicamacomico residents fled south to Hatteras before the attack began and returned shortly 
after the skirmish ended.  It was not until January 1862 that the first attack on Roanoke Island 
was planned; however, the weather intervened, and the attack was postponed.   
 
On 7 February 1862, Union troops were ready to attack the fortifications on Roanoke Island 
(Barrett 1963:76).  Union troops advanced on Roanoke Island with a number of gunboats that 
had sailed from Hatteras Inlet.  The Union fleet, consisting of gunboats, naval vessels, and 
transports, made their way from Pamlico Sound toward the south end of Croatan Sound.  The 
Union vessels advanced without incident all the way into Croatan Sound.  Several Confederate 
gunboats lined up behind the blockade and prepared to fire on the advancing Union boats.   
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As the battle began, the Confederate weaknesses became evident.  Only Fort Bartow was in 
range of firing upon the Union vessels.  The other two forts, Huger and Blanchard, on the 
northern end of Roanoke Island, were out of range of the Union attack.  The Confederate 
gunboats attempted to lure Union vessels past the line of obstructions toward the northern end of 
the island with little success.  During the battle, the Union flagship Southfield fired a shot that 
struck the hurricane deck of the Confederate vessel Curlew.  Commander Thomas T. Hunter, 
seeing that the Curlew was sinking, made his way toward Fort Forrest on the mainland shore 
(Barrett 1963:76-77).  The Union, capitalizing on the weakness of the Confederate strategy, 
began bringing in transport vessels to land troops on Roanoke Island.  By midnight, 
approximately 10,000 Union troops had landed at Ashby’s Harbor on Roanoke Island and 
eventually overwhelmed the Confederate troops.  Losses were not bad for either side and 2,500+ 
Confederate troops were captured (Barrett 1963:83-84).  Soon after this victory, the Union 
gained control over northeastern North Carolina.   
 
After the Battle of Roanoke Island, a number of slaves established a community near the site of 
Fort Raleigh.  Called the Freedmen’s Colony, its residents became involved in boat building, the 
production of turpentine, shingle splitting and shaving, and barrel production.  The Freedmen’s 
Colony on Roanoke Island was one of two such colonies in North Carolina and at one time 
boasted a population of 3,000 residents (Joy 1994:18).   
 
So many of the able-bodied men were drafted by the Union army that the colony’s inhabitants 
consisted mainly of women, children, and those unable to fight.  The Freedmen colony was 
eventually broken up after caring for its inhabitants became unmanageable.  The lands the former 
slaves had occupied were eventually returned to their original owners (Stick 1970:26).   

THE NINETEENTH AND TWENTIETH CENTURIES: EXPANSION AND IMPROVEMENTS 
Efforts to improve navigation through Oregon Inlet were proposed during the early 1870s.  
While a government survey deemed dredging of the inlet impractical, measures were taken to 
improve the safety of Oregon Inlet.  A third lighthouse, constructed on Bodie Island, began in 
1872 at a total cost of $14,000 (U.S. Congress 1883:2; Watts 1991:33).  During construction of 
the lighthouse, five vessels wrecked off Bodie Island, attesting to the hazards of the inlet.   
 
The U.S. Lifesaving Service (LSS) built seven new stations along the Outer Banks from 1873 to 
1874. Located at Little Kinnakeet, Chicamacomico, Bodie Island (actually located on Pea Island 
but was named Bodie Island LSS), Kitty Hawk Beach, Nag’s Head, Jones’ Hill, and Caffery’s 
Inlet, these stations were established to aid mariners in distress along the U.S.’s shores (Hill 
1999:45).  Eleven more stations were constructed from 1878 to 1879, including a station on 
Bodie Island, as the Outer Banks continued to claim more vessels and lives.   
 
Two stations are found in the vicinity of the APE, the Bodie Island LSS and the Oregon Inlet 
LSS. (Figure 2-05).  The Bodie Island LSS, located north of Oregon Inlet, was first 
commissioned, and occupied in 1879. Today, the Bodie Island LSS, which was relocated to the 
entrance of the Bodie Island Lighthouse in 2013, serves as the visitor center and staffing 
headquarters for the Cape Hatteras National Park (NPS 2022).  The first Oregon Inlet LSS, 
located south of Oregon Inlet, was built in 1874 (U.S. Coast Guard 2016b, 2016c).   
 
The first Oregon Inlet LSS was named the Bodie Island LSS, a misnomer as the station was 
constructed on Pea Island.  The station was later named the Oregon Inlet LSS after the 
construction of the Bodie Island LSS north of Oregon Inlet in 1879.  The 1874 Oregon Inlet LSS 
was lost to the waters of the inlet as the northern point of Pea Island washed away, a result of the 
dynamic nature of the inlet.  The second Oregon Inlet LSS (Coast Guard Station 176) was 
constructed south of the original station, safe from the forces of an eroding shoreline, in 1897.  
This structure was remodeled in 1933 and again in 1970.  Today, the Oregon Inlet LSS is an 
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active Coast Guard Station, the oldest in North Carolina.  The structure was entered into the 
National Register of Historic Places in 1975.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2-05.  U.S. Lifesaving Stations found near the APE in 1899, Bodie Island LSS to the north and Oregon 
Inlet LSS to the south (NOAA Chart No. LC00142-09). 
 
In the years to follow, Dare County continued to expand.  The small beach town of 
Chicamacomico, south of Oregon Inlet, later became Rodanthe, which has developed into a 
small vacation town within the Outer Banks.  From the 1870s until WWII, the most profitable 
industry was commercial fisheries.  This industry included the harvesting of whales, porpoises, 
turtles, oysters, clams, shrimp, crabs, and varieties of fish.  The most successful commercial 
fishery in the sounds of coastal Carolina was the shad fishery (Figure 2-06).  Huge schools of 
shad passed through the inlets towards the spawning grounds in the Albemarle Sound and its 
tributaries.  Fishermen learned to catch the spawning shad by placing “pound nets” into the 
sandy bottom of the sounds, in effect funneling the fish into nets.  These nets were so widely 
used in Croatan Sound that a 1905 law rescinded the practice and called for all sounds to remain 
free of nets of all kinds (Stick 1970:42-44).   
 
In the early twentieth century, the fishing industry noticed a decline in shad and alewives, which 
locals attributed to the lessening depths of New Inlet (Dunbar 1958:51).  The shad industry had 
such a huge impact on the region that improvements were considered to New Inlet’s channel, but 
the inlet closed in 1922.  The North Carolina Fisheries Commission Board selected: 

 
“a Special Committee on Inlets to look into possibilities of cutting an inlet through the Banks 
where New Inlet was or at any other place agreeable to the majority of the fishermen.  Meetings 
were held in 1923 to ascertain the wishes of the fishermen, and as a result of their investigations 
the Fisheries Commission dredged an inlet at the site of the former New Inlet in 1924, but it closed 
almost immediately” [Dunbar 1958:51]. 
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The Committee investigated other areas considered feasible for opening a new inlet but did not 
commit to the operation.  New Inlet reopened again in 1932 until 1945 and has opened 
periodically ever since.   
 
While dredging a new inlet remained out of the picture, several Outer Banks villages had 
channels dredged during the 1930s and 1940s.  In 1936, the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) dredged a 
channel and “T”-shaped harbor to serve the USCG Station and residents of Rodanthe (Dunbar 
1958:52; Stick 1958:285).  The channel to Rodanthe was dredged to 7 ft, “but by 1945, it had 
shoaled to about 4.5 ft, and a project was adopted by the Engineers to dredge and maintain a 
channel 6 ft deep, but nothing has been done about this, probably because the present channel 
depth is adequate for the local need” (Dunbar 1958:52).  The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
would eventually return to dredge a new harbor and channel in 1965, as a “Small Authorized 
Project” (Swain Papers 1964-1965).  The Rodanthe Harbor and Channel were to be 100 ft wide, 
20 ft deep, and 1.1 mi long, and the 200,000 cubic yards of dredge spoil were to be removed for 
dune stabilization on Federally owned land on Hatteras Island.   
 

 
Figure 2-06.  Circa 1900 photograph of a Roanoke Island shad boat with local fishermen in Manteo preparing 
for work (Barfield 1995:186). 
 
Although most involved in the fishing industry started with small boat operations, many were 
replaced over the years by larger, commercial fishing activities.  Wanchese, located on the 
southern end of Roanoke Island, became one of the larger commercial fishing bases in the area, 
sending larger trawl boats as far away as New England to fish (Stick 1970:46-47).   

VESSEL TYPES IN PAMLICO SOUND 
From some of the earliest Native American watercraft to ships of exploration, to modern-day 
fishing vessels, Pamlico Sound has been exposed to a wide variety of vessel types throughout the 
years.  The location of Pamlico Sound in relationship to both the Albemarle and Croatan sounds, 
as well as its proximity to the Atlantic Ocean, provided ample opportunity for exposure of the 
area to a number of watercrafts.   
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Locating relatively small wooden watercraft from the early Colonial period of the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries is unlikely.  The presence of a sizable amount of ferrous material (iron) 
onboard from sources such as fasteners, anchors, artillery, etc. also is remote.  Small vessels 
rarely employed large amounts of ferrous material in construction and are therefore undetectable 
by remote sensing instruments.  Due to the relatively shallow waters of Pamlico Sound, only 
certain types of vessels were prevalent in the area.  These vessels were often small with little 
draft.  Early records from Port Roanoke (Edenton) show that the water in Roanoke Inlet was so 
shallow, and the shoals so hazardous, that for more than 20 years no vessel over 80 tons came 
through the Inlet into Albemarle Sound (Hawks 1858:270).  The record indicates that Roanoke 
Inlet probably sealed itself off around 1693 after a major storm hit the coast.  Afterward, 
Ocracoke Inlet became the main entrance into the sounds (Hawks 1858:270-271).   

DUGOUT CANOES 
The first “craft” used to navigate the inland waterways was probably a log (or logs) and primitive 
rafts used by the Native Americans.  At the time of European colonization, the Native American 
craft widely in use in this area was the dugout canoe (Figure 2-07).  The English quickly adopted 
this type of Aboriginal watercraft, which was constructed in various sizes.  Early colonists of 
North Carolina and Virginia recorded several accounts concerning how these vessels were 
fashioned.  One account by Bartowe states the following: 

“They burne down some great tree, or take such as are winde fallen, and putting gumme and rosen 
upon one side thereof, they set fire to it, and when it hath burnt hollow, they cut out the coale with 
their shels, and everywhere they would burn it deeper or wider they lay on gummes, which burn 
away the timber, and by this means they fashion very fine boates...” [Pittman 1970:38]. 

Early settlers adopted the use of the Aboriginal canoes but soon found the need to expand upon 
the primitive watercraft.  Using their European boat-building skills and steel tools, settlers began 
producing canoes that were larger and more embellished.  Using cypress trees, dugouts were 
formed and then split down the middle.  Timbers were then added to the center of the vessel, 
giving the dugout a wider beam and thus an increased capacity and stability.  Locals called these 
split dugouts “kunners” (Alford 1990:29-30).  These vessels could be rigged with a small sail but 
could also be maneuvered with oars or a pole.  The introduction of the “shad boat” and the 
“sharpie” to the Carolina coast later replaced the kunner.   
 
Although the use of the Aboriginal canoe was prevalent throughout the South, very few have 
survived through time (Bass 1988; Fuller 1992). Therefore, it was unlikely that their remains 
would be encountered within the Project Area; however, in 1985, the remains of a pre-contact 
Aboriginal canoe were brought up after being caught in a fishing net (Site 0001 CTS).  The 
canoe was 8 ft in length and likely belonged to the Algonquian Indians (Alford 1985).  Although 
the canoe was recovered from Croatan Sound, the exact location of where it was removed could 
not be determined (Richard Lawrence, personal communication, September 1997).   
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Figure 2-03.  A sixteenth-century engraving of Native Americans building a dugout canoe (Bass 1988:18). 

PERIAUGERS 
Another type of early watercraft that plied the waters of North Carolina was the periauger 
(Figure 2-08).  The periauger was one of the most common types of watercrafts in the south 
during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (Pecorelli et al. 1996:22).  Periaugers seem to 
have been an improvement over the traditional dugout canoe by expanding upon its cargo 
carrying capacity. Periaugers were usually larger than kunners and smaller than the coastal sloop 
(Alford 1990:31).   
 
The basic description of a periauger is a cypress log dugout and split down the middle with a 
plank keel inserted.  On occasion, a number of upper strakes were added to increase the 
freeboard of the vessel.  Oars and sails, the latter of which could be stepped when not rowing, 
propelled the vessels.  It has been indicated that some periaugers could have been partially 
decked (Pecorelli et al. 1996:26-27).  Periaugers were capable of transporting livestock (horses 
and cattle) and as much as 50 barrels of tar and pitch (Watson 1974:250).   
 

 
Figure 2-08.  Cutaway view of a periauger (as presented in Pecorelli et al. 1996:26). 
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SLOOPS 
A vessel used extensively throughout coastal Carolina was the sloop (Figure 2-09).  Sloops 
ranged from 5 to 70 tons and were well suited for short coastal voyages, as well as sailing within 
the open sounds.  A single mast with a gaff mainsail characterized sloops and a number of 
headsails set off a bowsprit.  The more manageable schooner-rigged vessels eventually replaced 
sloops.  Schooner-rigged vessels needed smaller crews due to the division of sails between two 
masts rather than one large sail that the sloop-rigged vessels employed (Alford 1990:32-33).   

COASTING SCHOONERS 
By the nineteenth century a common type of vessel in coastal North Carolina was the coasting 
schooner (Figure 2-09).  The success of the vessel type was attributable to its design 
characteristics.  The coasting schooner’s flat-bottom design and shallow draught allowed it to 
operate efficiently in the shallow waterways, and the addition of the centerboard design made the 
vessel suitable for offshore conditions (Merriman 1996:8).  As North Carolina’s commercial and 
agrarian base expanded so did the need for vessels suitable for the transportation of such goods.  
By the nineteenth century, coasting schooners had filled this role (Merriman 1996:8).   
 
The schooner rig consisted of a two-or-more-masted vessel, fore-and-aft rigged.  The rigging 
arrangement of a schooner-rigged vessel is two fore-and-aft sails and a headsail (jib).  The 
schooner became the most important of any American sailing watercraft.  As schooner lines were 
refined, their popularity grew and the vessels were employed in all aspects of sea faring, from 
privateering to the slave trade, to use as naval vessels (Bloomster 1940:179-180).   
 

 
Figure 2-09.  Traditional schooner (two masts) and sloop (one mast; as presented in Alford 1990:33). 

SHAD BOATS 
The shad boat was another vessel type that was popular in the vicinity of Pamlico Sound (Figure 
2-10).  The shad boat was a traditional type of workboat, and these boats were commonly named 
after the sounds where they were built (Pamlico, Albemarle, Croatan).  Many of the shad boats 
were built on Roanoke Island and around Pamlico Sound.  The vessels were caravel-planked and 
ranged in length from 18 to 30 feet (Chapelle 1951:257).  Shad boats were mostly constructed 
from local juniper wood and were known to last for extended periods of time.  The boats had a 
spritsail-and-jib rig combined with a topsail. The shad boats in North Carolina were the only 
small workboat in North America known to carry a topsail (Chapelle 1951:257).  Shad boats 
were traditionally round-bottomed and were introduced into the area after the Civil War.  Chapelle 
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(1951:260) states that the origin of the vessel type may have come from the “ubiquitous yawl-
boat.”  The boats were commonly ballasted with 15 to 30 sandbags that could be shifted to the 
windward under heavy winds.  By the 1880s, the shad boat was gradually being replaced in the 
North Carolina sounds by other workboats such as the “sharpie” and the “skipjack.”   
 
George Washington Creef constructed the first shad boat in the area.  Creef designed his vessel 
to have a wide and full mid-body, capable of carrying large quantities of fish, combined with fine 
ends, allowing the vessel to handle well near inlets where seas tended to be rough (Alford 
1990:19).  The shad boat of North Carolina is perhaps the most famous coastal watercraft of the 
region.  The vessel was long regarded as one of the safest and most comfortable of the local 
vessels.  Well suited for the pound-net fishery, and its ability as a quick sailboat, the shad boat 
was named the official “state boat of North Carolina” in 1987 by the North Carolina General 
Assembly (Alford 1990:19).   
 
This vessel type became expensive to build by the 1920s due to its round-bottom construction.  It 
also became increasingly difficult to locate the appropriate materials for their construction (large 
Atlantic white cedar trees).  By the early twentieth century, many of the vessels were being 
converted from sail to gasoline power (Alford 1990:20-21).   
 

 
Figure 2-10.  Example of an early shad boat (as presented in Chapelle 1951:257). 

SHARPIES 
The sharpie was another vessel well suited for the coastal Carolina waterways, areas where the 
water tends to shoal, mostly in tidal areas, and not in the open ocean (Chapelle 1936:15).  The 
vessel type was initially designed for the oyster business in Long Island Sound; it then spread in 
popularity to Chesapeake Bay, then to the Carolina sounds, and south to Florida.  Sharpies have 
also been recorded in the West Indies and the Great Lakes region.  No other vessel type has been 
known to spread so quickly and as far as the sharpie (Chapelle 1936:6).   
 
Sharpie designs originated from the ordinary flat-bottomed skiff fitted out with a centerboard and 
single sail (Figure 2-11).  By the mid-nineteenth century, the sharpie had developed into a 
distinctive class of vessel, employing the sailing skiff hull design complemented with a two-
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masted rig (Chapelle 1936:4).  Sharpies averaged 35 ft in length but were known to have been as 
long as 60 ft with three masts.  Sharpies were known as speedy, cheap, easy-handling vessels 
(Chapelle 1936:16).  The distinguishing traits of the sharpies were a flat-bottomed vessel 
employing a rather narrow beam.  The stem was upright, and the stern was noticeably rounded.  
The traditional rig was the two-masted, leg-o-mutton style (Alford 1990:5).  As the sharpie’s 
success continued so did the variations in the rigging.  Modifications in rigging were attributed to 
the variations in the use of the vessel.   
 
By the 1930s, many of the sharpies powered by sail were being converted to powerboats.  
Although the sailing sharpies no longer ply the waters of coastal Carolina, they will long be 
remembered as sizable vessels that were easy and inexpensive to build.  Operation of the vessels 
was simple and appealed to many rural inhabitants of the Outer Bank areas (Alford 1990:8).   
 

 
Figure 2-11.  Example of a sharpie (as presented in Chapelle 1951:106). 

SKIPJACKS 
Another popular design of vessels on the inland waterways of coastal Carolina was the skipjack, 
also known as a “bateau” (Figure 2-12).  The skipjack was similar in design to the sharpie except 
for the “V”-shaped bottom hull that allowed for greater displacement.  Two advantages that the 
skipjack had over the sharpie were the elimination of pounding while at anchor (sitting upright) 
and greater displacement.  Although developed as an evolution of the traditional sharpie in Long 
Island Sound, the skipjack was most popular in Chesapeake Bay.  The vessel type was known for 
being able to handle weather and for its speed.  The Chesapeake Bay area necessitated a type of 
vessel with a shallow draught, due to the large amounts of shoals within the bay, and the skipjack 
was also well suited for longer passages over rough waters (Chapelle 1936:19).   
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Figure 2-12.  Line drawing of a traditional skipjack (as presented in Chapelle 1951:307). 
 
The success of the skipjack in Chesapeake Bay spilled over into the sounds of North Carolina.  
The vessel type was prevalent throughout the sounds of North Carolina and was regarded as a 
boat appropriate for the shallows and shoals of the sounds.  Skipjacks often employed simple 
rigging that allowed for a small crew.  The vessels were often handled by a two-man crew but 
could be sailed with only one (Chapelle 1936:24).   
 
The vessel type was successful because they were inexpensive and easy to build.  Skipjacks were 
usually constructed of yellow pine and construction was often rough; despite their roughness, 
skipjacks were strong and were favored over other small workboats of the time (Chapelle 
1936:28).  The V-bottom construction of the skipjacks later allowed for the addition of an 
engine, thus converting the vessel into a powerboat.  Powerboats of this style eventually replaced 
the sailing skipjacks and shad boats.  The V-bottom powerboats employed rounded, deep sterns 
much like those found on New Haven sharpies (Chapelle 1951:261).   

FERRIES 
During the Colonial period, travel throughout the sounds of North Carolina was impeded by a 
lack of suitable roads and bridges.  The main avenue of transportation across many of the 
waterways was by ferry.  Although only a small number of ferries existed in 1700, by 1730 their 
number had improved greatly, and by 1760 a regular ferry service had been established in eastern 
North Carolina (Watson 1974:247-248).  Ferries in the area were important means of 
communication and often influenced many aspects of colonial life.  Private owners who were 
seeking a profitable business established many ferries.  The opportunity to open a ferry landing 
that would cut down on travel time and produce a profit prompted many landings to open.  
Ferries helped accommodate expanding travel routes and helped complete roadways (Watson 
1974:249).  Ferries also aided in crossing waterways that were too large of an expanse for 
bridges to span.   
 
The type of vessel used as a ferry depended upon the waterway the ferry was crossing.  The most 
common types of vessels used as ferries in North Carolina were “canoes, piraguas, flats, and 
scows” (Watson 1974:250).  Canoes were capable of transporting two to three men and up to two 
or three horses depending on the size of the canoe.  Periaugers were capable of carrying a good 
deal more due to the expanded size of the dugout.  The flat-bottomed scows and flats were 
effectively used in calm, shallow waters and were propelled by oars or poles.  Scows and flats 
were able to land close to shore and by using an apron or gangplank could offload passengers 
and cargo onto dry land (Watson 1974:250).  Reports of a ferry crossing at Oregon Inlet were 
first documented in 1924 and consisted of a small barge towed by a fishing vessel (operated by 
Captain Jack Nelson).  By the 1950s, the ferry service was taken over by the North Carolina 
Highway Department, which used several converted U.S. Navy landing craft as ferries (Stick 
1958:281).   
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STEAMBOATS 
Steamboats were prevalent in the sounds of North Carolina.  By the 1830s steamboats were a 
common sight in North Carolina and were used into the twentieth century (Figure 2-13).  These 
vessels, usually sternwheel steamers, were economical and commonly used to carry passengers, 
freight, and mail between various ports (Alford 1990:34).   
 

 
Figure 2-13.  Traditional sternwheel steamboat used on the sounds of North Carolina (Alford 1990:34). 
 
A variety of modern vessel types continue to operate in Pamlico Sound.  The smaller, dominant 
watercraft are mostly shrimp and crab boats.  Other vessel types that frequent the sound include 
pleasure craft, trawlers, and sailboats.   

PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS 
One of the best tools for accurately assessing the potential for unknown submerged cultural 
resources is to compare the APE with findings and results of previous investigations, including 
both remote sensing and cultural resources surveys that have been completed in or near the APE.  
Varying in degree of applicability to the current research, these studies allow for the 
identification of potentially significant resources, and the studies aid in the recognition of 
specific problems or aspects inherent in the assessment of the present survey data and the 
identification of potential resources.   
 
To ascertain the presence of submerged archaeological sites and investigations in or adjacent to 
the APE, the North Carolina Office of State Archaeology’s Underwater Archaeology Branch 
(UAB) Master Site Files, and Archaeological Reports were reviewed.  The review indicates that 
several historical and archaeological research studies have been conducted relative to the 
presence of shipwreck remains in the Oregon Inlet vicinity (Table 2-01; Figure 2-14).  These 
include a remote sensing survey conducted by Panamerican in 1991 (Panamerican Consultants, 
Inc. 1992); a review of archaeological, cartographic and historical resources conducted by 
Tidewater Atlantic Research, Inc. in 1991 (TAR; Watts 1991); a remote sensing survey 
conducted by Panamerican in 1993 (Panamerican Consultants, Inc. 1993); a review of 
archaeological, cartographic and historical resources conducted by Panamerican in 2003 (Krivor 
2003); and a remote sensing survey and diver investigation conducted by Panamerican in 2003 
(Krivor 2004).   
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Table 2-01.  Previous Investigations within one mile of the APE. 

Title Description Reference 

Underwater Archaeological Remote Sensing Survey, Oregon 
Inlet Jetties, Manteo (Shallowbag) Bay Project, Dare County, 
North Carolina 

Remote sensing survey Panamerican 1992 

Historical and Cartographic Research to Identify and Assess the 
Potential for Cultural Resources in the Proposed Corridor for a 
Replacement Bridge on N.C.  12 Across Oregon Inlet, Dare 
County, North Carolina 

Archival review Watts 1991 

Underwater Archaeological Survey of Three Segments of 
Proposed Preferred Corridor Replacement of Bonner Bridge 
Oregon Inlet, North Carolina. 

Remote sensing survey Panamerican 1993 

Historical Background Investigation Bonner Bridge Corridor 
Study Area Alternative 4, Dare County, North Carolina 

Archival review Krivor 2003 

Bonner Bridge Cultural Resources Survey and Diver Assessment 
of Submerged Targets, Dare County, North Carolina 

Remote sensing survey 
and diver investigation 

Krivor 2004 

 

 
Figure 2-14. Previous remote sensing surveys conducted within one mile of the APE. 
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During August of 1991, a remote sensing survey was conducted for a proposed jetty construction 
alignment and associated dredging at Oregon Inlet to the east of Bonner Bridge.  This survey was 
performed for the Corps by Panamerican Consultants, Inc. (Panamerican) and consisted of both a 
magnetometer and side-scan sonar survey.  The survey recorded three magnetic anomalies, 
which were subsequently identified through oral reports and past survey results as a lost drill rig 
(as reported by Kimmel 1983) and the recent wrecks of the fishing trawler Elizabeth Christine 
and the tug W.G. Townsend.  Given the recent time frame for all three targets, none were 
considered historically significant relative to NRHP criteria (Panamerican Consultants, Inc. 
1992).   
 
In anticipation of the replacement of Bonner Bridge, TAR was contracted by Parsons, 
Brinckerhoff, Quade, & Douglas, Inc. (PB) of Raleigh, North Carolina to perform “cartographic 
and historical investigations designed to identify known archaeological resources and to assess 
the potential for locating previously unidentified archaeological sites in the proposed 
construction corridor” (Watts 1991:1).  The TAR report is an extensive and comprehensive study 
of the inlet’s physical environment and history from the early precontact period to the present.  
The study examined state and university site files for references to known archaeological sites, 
examined secondary and primary sources, consulted with numerous appropriate agencies and 
archives, and examined relevant cartographic sources throughout the state and at the National 
Archives.  The investigation confirmed that Oregon Inlet has had a substantial history of 
maritime traffic relating to fishing, transportation, and trade.  While the study found that no 
wreck listed in archaeological site files were within Oregon Inlet, and, further, that no wreck then 
currently listed in the NRHP were within Oregon Inlet, the report documented more than 90 
wrecks recorded as having been lost in the vicinity of Oregon Inlet.   
 
It was also found that while the environment of Oregon Inlet is one of dynamic change, 
potentially significant shipwreck sites have been located within similar environments in North 
Carolina, and historical and cartographic data provide evidence suggesting the potential for the 
presence of shipwrecks within Oregon Inlet.  The report concluded that, “When taking into 
consideration the history of navigation in Oregon Inlet, the contemporary disturbance associated 
with dredging, and the submerged cultural resource criteria of the North Carolina Department of 
Archives and History’s Underwater Archaeological Unit [now the UAB], it can be concluded 
that the replacement corridor immediately west of the Bonner Bridge has a moderate potential 
for shipwreck resources” (Watts 1991:117).  The report further concluded that, although there 
was no known shipwreck site within the proposed bridge construction area, the major portion of 
that project area had never been covered by an archaeological survey, and that “until a survey 
has been carried out, it is impossible to accurately determine the impact of proposed construction 
on submerged cultural resources” (Watts 1991:118).   
 
Following the 1991 TAR research and assessment report, Panamerican was contracted by 
Parson, Brinckerhoff, Quade & Douglas, Inc. to conduct a remote sensing survey of three 
segments of the proposed construction corridor for the replacement of Bonner Bridge at Oregon 
Inlet (Panamerican Consultants, Inc. 1993).  This survey was performed in accordance with the 
scope-of-services agreement with PB and a research design approved by the NCDOT.  A 
magnetometer and side-scan sonar survey were performed in February 1993 to identify the 
presence or absence of magnetic anomalies and acoustic targets within the construction corridor 
that might represent historically significant submerged cultural resources.   
 
The 1993 Panamerican investigation determined that three anomaly clusters had characteristics 
indicating a high probability for representing submerged cultural resources.  The six anomalies 
comprising the northernmost cluster in Segment A were near one another, had magnetic 
signatures of substantial amplitude, and, both individually and as a group, covered a sizeable 
area.  The pair of anomalies that comprised the second cluster in Segment A similarly lay in 
proximity, had signatures of substantial amplitude, and recorded linear durations of substantial 
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size.  The anomalies comprising the cluster (or single-complex anomaly) in Segment C had 
magnetic signatures of massive amplitude and, as a group, covered a substantial area.  Finally, it 
was recommended in the Panamerican report that, due to the strong probability for representing 
significant cultural resources, the three anomaly clusters be avoided or, if avoidance were not 
possible, further investigated.   
 
In May 2003, Panamerican conducted an archaeological resources survey, in the form of a 
desktop historical background investigation, relative to the proposed “Bonner Bridge 
Replacement Corridor Study Area,” Alignment 4 (Krivor 2003).  The purpose of the 
investigation was to identify any known underwater archaeological sites and to assess the 
potential for the presence of unidentified underwater cultural resources in the proposed corridor 
shown in Figure 2-15.  A review of the state site files within the North Carolina Office of State 
Archaeology identified no known archaeological site within the project area corridor; however, 
based on criteria set forth by the North Carolina Department of Archives and History, the 
potential for unknown but significant submerged cultural resources within Oregon Inlet was 
likely to be moderate to high.  A review of the project area south of Oregon Inlet also suggested 
a moderate probability for historic vessel remains within the proposed Bonner Bridge Corridor 
Study Area, Alignment 4.   
 
Although Pamlico Sound has an extensive history of vessel usage, a lack of water depth in the 
project area (extending for a large portion of the proposed bridge alignment) would have limited 
any sizable vessels from traversing the Pamlico Sound.  A review of historic maps confirmed 
that the waters west of Pea Island, south of the current investigations APE, have always been 
relatively shallow, limiting the size of vessels traveling those waters.  The potential, however, 
does exist for smaller vernacular watercraft (i.e., local fishing vessels) and possibly the remains 
of shallow-drafted schooners to be located within this area.  Since smaller coastal vessels would 
have a smaller magnetic signature, it was recommended by Panamerican that during subsequent 
remote sensing surveys, any anomaly clusters with a small gamma deviation and duration be 
recommended for additional assessment in the form of diver investigations.   
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Figure 2-15.  Map illustrating the proposed Bonner Bridge Replacement Corridor Desktop Archival Review 
Study Area, Alignment 4, examined by Panamerican in 2003 (Krivor 2003) (NOAA Chart No. 12204). 
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From October to December 2003, Panamerican conducted a remote sensing survey and diver 
investigation of 14 targets relative to the proposed Bonner Bridge Replacement Corridor Study 
Area, Alternative 4, in Dare County (Krivor 2004).  The investigation, of which the northern 
extent falls within the current investigations APE, was conducted for the NCDOT, under 
subcontract to PB.  The purpose of the investigation was to identify any potentially significant 
submerged archaeological sites and to assess their significance relative to the NRHP eligibility 
requirements.  Approximately 18 mi long and 1,000 ft wide, the survey area was located within 
Pamlico Sound.  A total of 222 magnetic anomalies and 23 side-scan sonar targets were recorded 
within the preferred bridge replacement corridor.  Of these, 14 remote sensing targets were slated 
for additional investigation by archaeological divers to assess for potential significance.  Of the 
14 anomalies, only 11 could be reacquired.  The remaining three anomalies not reacquired were 
likely crab pots that were subsequently removed prior to diver investigations.  Seven of the 
remaining 11 magnetic anomalies were identified as modern debris (i.e., crab pot frames, iron 
debris, etc.) and were therefore not considered significant.  The remaining four anomalies were 
reacquired and tested by Panamerican during the 2004 investigation.  Using a hand-held metal 
detector and 10-ft hydroprobe, archaeologists were unable to identify the source of the 
anomalies.  A review of the contoured data suggests two of the clusters (located along the 
proposed centerline) were linear in appearance, suggesting they may represent modern debris 
such as wire cable or pipe from the previous Bonner Bridge construction activities.  These 
negative findings suggested either a burial depth of 10+ ft or that the source of the magnetic 
anomalies may be modern debris such as wire cable that is easy to miss with the hydro probe.   
 
Since the 2004 Panamerican survey and dive investigation, no other cultural resources work has 
since been performed in Pamlico Sound near Oregon Inlet.   

AUTOMATED WRECK AND OBSTRUCTION INFORMATION SYSTEM, HISTORIC SITES 
INVENTORY, AND OTHER SHIPWRECK SOURCES 
To help determine the potential for shipwrecks within the APE, a review of shipwreck losses and 
a compilation of shipwrecks that might be in the area is presented, as well as the types of vessels 
these wrecks represent.  Studies of ship losses have been conducted for the North Carolina coast 
and demonstrate that numerous vessels have been lost since the early seventeenth century.  The 
current online edition of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA’s) 
Automated Wreck and Obstruction Information System (AWOIS), the NC Underwater 
Archaeology Branch (UAB) Master Site Files, and NC Shipwreck Data Entry Files were queried 
for historic shipwreck sites in or adjacent to the APE.  In addition, the UAB Master Site Files 
were queried for archaeology sites in Dare County within the immediate APE.   

AUTOMATED WRECK AND OBSTRUCTION INFORMATION SYSTEM 
The most comprehensive and up-to-date list of shipwrecks for the U.S. is the NOAA’s AWOIS 
and NOAA’s Electronic Navigation Chart (ENC).  These databases were consulted relative to 
known wreck sites or obstructions within or near the current survey corridor.  The AWOIS 
database contains information on over 10,000 wreck sites and obstructions/hangs in the coastal 
waters of the United States.  Information within the database includes the latitude and longitude 
of each feature along with any known historic and/or descriptive details.  The AWOIS website 
allows researchers to search for wrecks based on Latitude/Longitude coordinates (AWOIS 2023).  
An Access database file has been projected here into Google Earth to allow the researcher to 
view what wrecks or obstructions are within a given area.   
 
For the purposes of this investigation, a review of the AWOIS database indicated two wrecks 
within one mile of the APE (Figure 2-16, Table 2-02).  While the AWOIS/ENC database lists 
both wreck sites as unknown shipwrecks, based on archival information, the first wreck, 
reference no. 1, has been identified as the Lois Joyce which wrecked in 1982.  It must be stated 
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that the position accuracy of AWOIS/ENC wrecks and/or obstructions is highly variable and 
usually poor.  It also appears the AWOIS program routinely includes wrecks, obstructions, and 
unknowns located outside the prescribed coordinates or chart.   
 

 
Figure 2-16.  AWOIS/ENC wrecks within one mile of the APE, projected on Bing Satellite image. Reference 
Table 2-02 for additional information. 

Table 2-02.  AWOIS/ENC Wrecks and Obstructions within one mile of the APE.* 
Reference 

No. Latitude  Longitude  Description Comment 

1 3028826 758961 Lois Joyce, 
1982 

Submerged, dangerous wreck. Unknown depth. 
Identified as the site of the Lois Joyce, 1982.  

2 3029256 754408 Unknown, 
Shipwreck Submerged, dangerous wreck. Unknown depth.  

*Data from NOAA’s AWOIS 

HISTORIC SITE INVENTORY 
Examination of the UAB Master Site Files revealed two shipwrecks within one mile of the APE 
(Figure 2-17).  One of the wreck sites, the Lois Joyce, is also identified in the AWOIS database.  
Both wrecks identified in the UAB Master Site Files are considered modern and therefore are not 
historically significant.  No other precontact or historic sites are within the APE.   
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Figure 2-17.  Map of shipwrecks identified in UAB Master Site Files. 
 
The North Carolina Shipwrecks Data Entry Files at the NC Underwater Archaeology Branch 
contain information pertaining to 49 vessels described as both lost and recovered in the Pamlico 
Sound.  Twenty-five North Carolina Shipwrecks Data Entry Files were identified as a total loss 
or unknown in the Pamlico Sound.  Only the “Pamlico Sound” body of water files with 
locational descriptions near the APE (i.e., Oregon Inlet) were considered relevant to this 
investigation.  The immense size of Pamlico Sound and the large number of vessels lost within 
that body of water precluded many vessels with the generic location of “Pamlico Sound” from 
being considered significant for this investigation.  The exact locations of these wrecks are not 
known, and all positions should be considered approximate.  It is likely that many of the vessels 
described in these files actually wrecked outside of Oregon Inlet or Pamlico Sound (i.e., in the 
Atlantic Ocean) and therefore have no relevance to this investigation.  While this locational 
information is general, it serves to illustrate the propensity for vessel losses in the vicinity of the 
APE.  One shipwreck’s location was noted in reference to Oregon Inlet, an unknown sailboat 
located 2.5 mi west of the inlet.  This shipwreck is not considered significant to this study due to 
its distance from the APE.  None of the shipwrecks included in the North Carolina Shipwrecks 
Data Entry Files are considered highly likely to be within one mile of the APE.   

OTHER SHIPWRECK SOURCES 
The National Center for Coastal Ocean Science (NCCOS) contains a database of 16 shipwrecks 
in North Carolina waters.  These shipwrecks, and the reef sites they have created, are used to 
study marine life.  The NCCOS provides public access to the Living Shipwrecks 3D database 
(https://3d-shipwreck-data-viewer-noaa.hub.arcgis.com), an interactive webpage that provides 
users with the name, location (latitude and longitude), and 3D remote sensing images of each of 
the 16 wreck sites.  None of the shipwrecks provided in the NCCOS Living Shipwrecks 3D 
database are located within one mile of the APE.   
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The National Park Service’s Archaeology Program published a list of shipwrecks that are listed 
or determined eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP).  The list 
contains 142 shipwrecks and provides detailed information for each wreck site, including the 
name of the vessel, type of vessel, date of construction, wreck date and location, owner, and 
level of historic significance.  Of the 142 shipwrecks, 54 of the NRHP-listed or eligible wrecks 
are in North Carolina waters.  However, none of the NRHP-listed or eligible wreck sites are 
located within one mile of the APE.   
 
A North Carolina SCUBA diving group, BFDC, organized and managed by Paul M. Hudy, 
provides a comprehensive list of North Carolina shipwrecks that are popular wreck diving sites 
for recreational SCUBA divers. BFDC’s wreck diving list contained 59 shipwrecks, 21 of which 
are in the Oregon Inlet area.  One of these shipwrecks, the Oriental, is in proximity to the inlet, 
however, its position is approximately 4 mi southeast of the APE and is therefore not considered 
significant to the current investigation.  None of the shipwrecks documented by the BFDC are 
located within one mile of the APE.   
 
Ships and Shipwrecks of the Americas, edited by Bass (1988), and Shipwrecks in the Americas, 
authored by Robert Marx (1987) are surveys of numerous shipwrecks that can enlighten us 
through archaeological study of our past cultural traditions.  The shipwrecks are organized by 
location and historical era.  When available, details pertaining to the vessel and the wrecking 
event are provided.  Ships and Shipwrecks of the Americas is limited to vessels of historic 
importance that have offered information concerning the past through archaeological 
investigation.  No maritime loss is listed in Bass’s work pertaining to the APE. Shipwrecks in the 
Americas provides a discussion on wrecks of archaeological significance and a review of vessels 
recorded as lost in the archival record.  Marx’s publication identifies a single wreck, the George, 
as lost near Oregon Inlet (Table 2-03).  The locational information provided is vague.  Therefore, 
determining the vessels’ location in relation to the APE is impossible.  However, the potential for 
encountering the wreck site of the George must be considered throughout the investigation.   
 

Table 2-03. Shipwrecks potentially located within one mile of the APE. 
Vessel 
Name  Year Lost Description Resource 

George 1743 American coastal trader sailing from Boston to North Carolina Marx 1987 

 

CARTOGRAPHIC REVIEW 
Another excellent tool for identifying shipwrecks is a review of historic navigation maps and 
charts for the area.  Often noting shipwrecks, obstructions, and other various hazards for the 
mariner, many of these maps can be accessed from NOAA’s Office of Coast Survey’s Historical 
Map and Chart Collection (www.historicalcharts.noaa.gov/historicals/search), while others are 
found in various repositories, publications, or websites.  The NOAA website allows the 
researcher to specify the area or region of interest and then review all available maps for that 
area.  Another valuable utility provided by this site is the virtual magnification feature, which 
allows the researcher to zoom in and out of specific areas.  Multiple nautical charts were 
examined regarding the Oregon Inlet APE, and the charts which best represented the area or 
contained valuable information are presented below in chronological order.   
 
The earliest navigational chart of the APE was published in 1855 (Chart No. 181NS). Illustrated 
in Figure 2-18, the chart provides toponyms for Oregon Inlet, the inlet containing the APE, and 
Bodies Island, the land encompassing Oregon Inlet.  The chart contains bathymetric data and 
depicts an unnamed island, or possibly an exposed shoal, within the inlet.  However, due to the 
large scale of the chart (8 mi = 1 in), the bathymetric data is sparse and the spatial orientation of 
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the shoal within the inlet cannot be interpreted as an exact representation.  The 1855 chart also 
displays a navigational aid in the form of a light, “Bodies I. Light,” north of Oregon Inlet, and 
two life-saving stations are charted in proximity to the inlet, one north and one south of the 
waterway.  No shipwrecks or obstructions were charted within the APE.   
 
Chart No. 414, published in 1862 (Figure 2-19), is the first chart of the APE in which the scale 
utilized, 1-20,000, provides detailed bathymetric data of Oregon Inlet.  The island that was 
previously charted within the inlet is not present on the 1862 chart, and a navigable channel is 
shown to extend through the inlet before tapering south around a large “Dry Shoal” as the 
channel enters the inland waterway.  The Bodies Island Light that was previously charted north 
of the inlet is no longer present; however, a light titled “Bodies I. Light” is charted south of the 
inlet.  Also south of the inlet, Fort Oregon is charted near the shoreline.  Due to the time of this 
chart's publication, Fort Oregon was likely erected as a result of the Civil War.  No shipwrecks 
or obstructions were charted within the APE.   
 
A series of charts published in 1887, 1888, and 1895 depict a cycle of morphological changes in 
Oregon Inlet.  In 1887, the island in the inlet reemerged before regressing again in 1888 and 
reemerging once again in 1895.  Likewise, the channel of the inland waterway follows a 
southerly trend in 1887 before dividing into a northerly and southerly channel in 1888, and then 
returning to only a southern navigable channel by 1895.  Lastly, Fort Oregon and the 
navigational aid light charted south of the inlet in 1862 are no longer present in 1887.  A light is 
instead charted north of the inlet as of 1887, where it remained permanently.  No shipwrecks or 
obstructions were charted within the APE.   
 
Figure 2-20 depicts Chart No. LC00142-09, published in 1899, continues to illustrate the fluidity 
of the morphology of Oregon Inlet.  The island charted in the inlet four years prior, is no longer 
present.  Additionally, the channel of the inland waterway once again divided into two channels 
that shouldered either side of a large shoal.  One of the channels continued to follow the 
previously documented southern channel and the other followed the northern boundary of the 
shoal, similar to the navigable waterways illustrated in 1888.  No shipwrecks or obstructions 
were charted within the APE.   
 
In 1905, the northerly channel that was present in 1899 is no longer depicted in 1905.  Likewise, 
the island in the inlet reemerged for a final time by 1905 before disappearing by 1911.  
Illustrated in Figure 2-21, Chart No. LC00142-08 depicts the navigational chart published in 
1911, showing the permanent disappearance of the island within Oregon Inlet, as well as the 
development of additional channels in the inland waterway.  The navigable channels present in 
1911 include the southerly channel and two northerly channels that shoulder either side of an 
exposed shoal.  The most apparent geographic change, however, is the drastic extension of the 
Bodie Island shoreline north of Oregon Inlet as an arm of land extends south into the waterway.  
No shipwrecks or obstructions were charted within the APE.   
 
Chart No. 1229-12, published in 1942, illustrates a transition of cartographic methodology, as 
well as various morphological changes in the Oregon Inlet waterway (Figure 2-22).  The arm of 
land that extended into the inlet from Bodie Island in 1911 was no longer present in 1942.  
Additionally, the shoreline of Bodie Island to the south of the inlet regressed, creating an overall 
widening of Oregon Inlet when held in comparison to the previous chart.  The 1942 chart is also 
the first chart to provide toponyms for the navigable channels in the inland waterway, the 
Pamlico Sound. The southerly channel is charted as “Davis Slough,” the northern channel is 
charted as “Old House Channel,” and a third channel, “Walter Slough,” extends north from the 
Old House Channel.  No shipwrecks or obstructions were charted within the APE.   
 
Figure 2-23 illustrates a navigational chart of Oregon Inlet dating to 1961 (Chart No. 1229-8).  
The portion of Bodie Island to the north of the inlet is given the toponym “North Pt.” and the 
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portion of Bodie Island to the south of the inlet is given the toponym “South Pt.” The shoreline 
of South Pt. continues to shift south, whereas the coastal (eastern) shoreline of North Pt. 
progressed south while the inland (western) shoreline of North Pt. regressed to the northeast.  
The 1961 chart is the first chart to illustrate a “Cable Area” extending north to south across 
Oregon Inlet, a portion of which falls within the southeast extent of the APE.  It is apparent that 
dredging practices were implemented in the area by 1961, as “Spoil Area[s]” are charted in the 
APE and a channel has been developed and demarcated using channel markers and navigational 
lights.  This dredged channel extends westward from Davis Slough, through the APE, and joins 
Old House Channel.  An exposed shoal is present north of the dredged channel in the APE, a 
result of dredging practices as the shoal is marked “Spoil.”  No shipwrecks or obstructions were 
charted within the APE.   
 
The navigational chart published in 1966 (Chart No. 1229-11) is the first to depict the 
construction of Bonner Bridge, which extends from North Pt. to South Pt. across Oregon Inlet 
and shoulders the eastern extent of the APE (Figure 2-24).  Between 1961 and 1966, the 
shoreline of North Pt. eroded extensively. Likewise, the shoreline of South Pt. contained a body 
of water that penetrated the land at its northern extent.  Small segments of exposed land, 
accompanied by shoals, are present in the inlet.  The eastern portion of the large spoil shoal that 
was present in the APE in 1961 regressed, and a small portion of this shoal was only present in 
the northwest extent of the APE by 1966.  The 1966 chart is the first to document shipwrecks in 
proximity to the APE.  One shipwreck is charted as submerged in the inlet, and a second 
shipwreck is charted as submerged east of the inlet.  By 1970, however, these wrecks are charted 
as exposed and dangerous. No shipwrecks or obstructions were charted within the APE.   
 
Chart No. 1229-1, dating to 1972, illustrates an extensive extension of North Pt. into the inlet, 
reaching Bonner Bridge (Figure 2-25).  By 1972, the northern portions of Davis Slough in the 
APE have shallowed and the shallow area was labeled as “Spoil.”  A large shoal is also present 
in the northern portion of the APE, north of the dredging-maintained channel that extended 
through the APE.  The shipwreck that was previously charted in the inlet is positioned on the 
shoreline of North Pt. and is demarcated as an exposed wreck.  Meanwhile, the wreck that was 
charted as exposed east of the inlet is charted as a submerged wreck in 1972.  No shipwrecks or 
obstructions were charted within the APE.   
 
A series of five charts published between 1977 and 2012 (1977, 1989, 2001, 2007, and 2012), 
continue to depict the fluidity of the morphology of Oregon Inlet.  By 1977, Old House Channel 
narrowed and shallowed extensively.  The wreck that was previously charted as exposed on the 
shoreline of North Pt. was not charted in 1977, however, the wreck east of the inlet continued to 
be charted as submerged.  Additionally, submerged pilings were charted in the APE for the first 
time. In 1989, the eastern shoreline of North Pt. shifted west.  This shift in the shoreline resulted 
in the wreck that was charted on the shoreline as exposed in 1972 to once again be charted as 
exposed, this time; however, the wreck is charted east of the shoreline and is listed as “PA” 
(position approximate).  Likewise, the submerged charted wreck east of the inlet is demarcated 
as “PA.”  Lastly, the chart published in 1989 shows the development of two additional channels, 
the Oregon Inlet Channel north of the APE, and the Davis Channel which extends east to west 
through the APE.  In 2001, the wreck that was previously charted as exposed east of the inlet was 
again charted on the shoreline because of the expansion of North Pt.  Two obstructions 
demarcated as “PA” were charted within the APE and continued to be charted until the most 
recent 2022 chart, and the previously recorded Oregon Inlet Channel was no longer present.  By 
2007, a third wreck was charted in proximity to the APE as submerged, positioned north of 
the previously charted wreck. The exposed wreck that was charted on the shoreline in 
2001 is now charted as exposed to the east of the shoreline. A fourth wreck is charted 
in proximity to the APE in 2012, demarcated as submerged and located in the inlet east of 
Bonner Bridge. Between 1977 and 2012, the position of Oregon Inlet shifts considerably 
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south as the shoreline of North Pt. extended south and the shoreline of South Pt. regressed 
south.   
 
The most recent navigational chart of the APE was published in 2022 (Chart No. 12204-11, 
Figure 2-26).  The 2022 chart does not illustrate a navigable channel within the APE. Two 
obstructions, charted as “PA” are present within the APE, along with a series of charted 
submerged pilings.  Four wrecks are charted in proximity to the APE, one submerged in the inlet 
east of Bonner Bridge, one exposed north of the inlet, and two submerged east of the inlet.  No 
shipwrecks or additional obstructions were charted within the APE.   
 

 
Figure 2-18.  1855 navigational chart of Oregon Inlet showing APE (red) (NOAA Chart No. 181NS). 
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Figure 2-19.  1862 navigational chart of Oregon Inlet showing APE (red) (NOAA Chart No. 414-00). 
 

 
Figure 2-20.  1899 navigational chart of Oregon Inlet showing APE (red) (NOAA Chart No. LC00142-09). 
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Figure 2-21.  1911 navigational chart of Oregon Inlet showing APE (red) (NOAA Chart No. LC00142-08). 
 

 
Figure 2-22.  1942 navigational chart of Oregon Inlet showing APE (red) (NOAA Chart No. 1229-12). 
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Figure 2-23.  1961 navigational chart of Oregon Inlet showing APE (red) (NOAA Chart No. 1229-8). 
 

 
Figure 2-24.  1966 navigational chart of Oregon Inlet showing APE (red) (NOAA Chart No. 1229-11). 
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Figure 2-25.  1972 navigational chart of Oregon Inlet showing APE (red) (NOAA Chart No. 1229-1). 
 

 
Figure 2-26.  2022 navigational chart of Oregon Inlet showing APE (red) (NOAA Chart No. 1229-11). 
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III.  METHODS 

REMOTE SENSING SURVEY AREA ENVIRONMENTS 
The Oregon Inlet APE consists of an area approximately 2.8 km east to west and 2 km north to 
south, situated immediately to the west of the Herbert C. Bonner Bridge and north of the Davis 
Channel within Oregon Inlet (Figure 3-01).  The APE, enclosing approximately 693 acres, is 
characterized by tidal sand flats, exposed at low tide, and interrupted by a northwest-to-southeast 
channel along its southwestern boundary.  The APE is bound to the southeast by the southern limit 
of the Davis Channel. Water depths within the APE ranged from 21 ft to less than 1 ft MLLW.   
 
The maritime survey was conducted from March 16 to March 18, 2023, with seasonal air 
temperatures in the 40s and 50s (degrees Fahrenheit).  Weather conditions were favorable 
throughout the survey (Figure 3-02).  The sea state varied from calm to mildly choppy, being 
dependent on the direction of the strong tidal currents within the inlet and the prevailing winds.   
 

 
Figure 3-01.  Map showing APE. 
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Figure 3-02.  Maritime survey conditions within the APE, direction looking southeast. 
 

The aerial drone magnetometer survey area consisted of four survey vectors (Figure 3-03).  These 
vectors covered those areas of the APE in which the depth of water was insufficient to permit 
Panamerican’s survey vessel (Figure 3-04).  The largest vector, comprising the sand flat north of 
the central channel enclosed approximately 336 acres.  A second elongated vector, bounded by the 
southwest side of the channel and the southwestern boundary of the APE enclosed 89 acres.  Two 
small vectors, situated at the northern and southern extremities of the APE, enclosed 10 and 13 
acres, respectively.   
 
The aerial drone magnetometer survey was conducted from April 27 through May 5, 2023, with 
seasonal air temperatures in the 50s to low 70s (degrees Fahrenheit).  Data collection during this 
phase of the investigation was limited to April 29, May 2, 3, and 5, due to unfavorable weather 
conditions, including high winds and intermittent rain squalls.  When remote sensing data 
collection was possible, drone survey was largely restricted to the mornings when the wind was 
calm enough to allow the safe launch and recovery of the drone from the survey vessel.  
Furthermore, high winds resulted in an appreciable decrease in battery life, reducing the survey 
coverage of each flight.  While the sea state did not present a problem for the maritime survey, it 
proved problematic during the drone survey, impeding the launch and recovery of the drone.   
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Figure 3-03.  Aerial drone survey borders (orange). 
 
 

 
Figure 3-04.  Exposed shoals at low tide to the east of the channel, direction looking south. 
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PERSONNEL 
All personnel involved with this survey had the requisite experience to complete the project 
effectively and safely as proposed (Appendix B: Project Personnel Vitae).  Mr. Stephen R. James, 
Jr. served as Project Manager.  Mr. William Wilson served as Principal Investigator.  Mr. Justin 
Milewski served as the Remote Sensing Specialist.  The additional maritime survey crew consisted 
of Mr. Kyle Brown acting as Remote Sensing Technician.  The aerial drone magnetometer crew 
consisted of Dr. Benjamin Ioset (Panamerican), Dr. Chester Walker, and Ms. Aundrea Thompson 
of Archaeo-Geophysical Associates, LLC.   

MARITIME REMOTE SENSING SURVEY EQUIPMENT 
The remote sensing survey equipment chosen for this investigation was the magnetometer (to 
detect ferrous materials), sides-can sonar (to create images of the bottom), and the subbottom 
profiler (to reconstruct the structure of the underlying sediment beds).  Locational control was 
conducted with Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) technology.  Analysis of the data 
was conducted with HYPACK 2021, SonarWiz 7, and MagPick.   

DIFFERENTIAL GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM 
A primary consideration in any remote sensing survey is positioning.  Accurate positioning is 
essential during the running of survey tracklines and returning to recorded locations for refinement 
or diver analyses.  Positioning was accomplished on this project using an SBG Systems Ellipse2-
D navigation and inertial compensator with dual-antenna Global Navigation Satellite System 
(GNSS), with high-speed binary data streams supplied to the navigation computer (Figure 3-05).   
 

 
Figure 3-05.  SBG Systems Ellipse2-D navigation and inertial compensator used during the investigation. 

 
The Ellipse2-D uses an enhanced Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) and contains a MEMS-based 
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU).  Thus, the unit can combine Global Navigation GNSS and 
inertial data and is perfect for conducting marine remote sensing surveys, which rely on these data 
streams for accurate positioning and orientation of survey instruments.  The unit achieves true 
heading by its dual antenna, eliminating magnetic calibration issues in areas with unreliable 
magnetic conditions.  The Ellipse2-D integrates real-time corrections from base stations (RTCM) 
and satellites (WAAS), allowing for sub-meter accuracy during the survey (SBG Systems North 
America 2018:2-3).   
 
The project was planned in NAD83 North Carolina State Plane, US Survey feet, using the 2011 
adjustment, and all side-scan, subbottom, and magnetometer target data were converted to this 
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grid.  The navigation data streams were in a geographic format, WGS84 (i.e., latitude, longitude).  
The raw data from the side-scan and subbottom devices are archived in this format, and the 
magnetic data are in the projected format.  Navigation was conducted with a Dell Latitude E6530, 
using HYPACK Max 2021 for navigation.  HYPACK was written specifically for marine survey 
applications.  The magnetometer data were acquired with this program as well.  All positioning 
coordinates are based on the position of the DGPS antennae relative to the sensor location.  Offsets 
from the antenna to tow point locations, in conjunction with the cable out, are input into 
HYPACK’s towed systems driver to determine layback on the fly (Figure 3-06).  This layback 
information is critical for the accurate positioning of targets in the data analysis phase and for 
relocating any targets for additional investigations.   

 

 
Figure 3-06.  Vessel schematic illustrating instrument positions relative to the tracking point.  SS=side-scan-
sonar, SBG=positioning system receiver, ANT-1=antenna one, ANT-2=antenna two, SB=subbottom profiler, 
Mag=Magnetometer. 

MAGNETOMETER 
Magnetometers measure the intensity of magnetic forces with a sensor that measures and records 
the ambient (background) magnetic strength and, if present, deviations from the ambient 
background (anomalies) caused by magnetic fields of ferrous objects and other sources such as 
high voltage cables (Breiner 1973).  These measurements are recorded in nanoteslas, the standard 
unit of magnetic intensity.   
 
The success of the magnetometer in detecting anomalies in local magnetic fields has resulted in 
the instrument being a principal remote sensing tool of maritime archaeologists because anomalies 
can represent components of shipwrecks and other historic debris or objects hazardous to dredging 
or navigation.  While it is not possible to identify specific ferrous objects from the magnetic field 
contours, it is occasionally possible to approximate the shape, mass, and alignment characteristics 
of wrecks or other structures based on complex magnetic field patterns.  In addition, other data 
(historic accounts, use patterns of the area, diver inspection), which overlap data from other remote 
sensing technologies, such as the side-scan sonar and prior knowledge of similar targets, can lead 
to accurate identification of potential targets.   
 
There are three types of commercially available marine magnetometers: proton precession, cesium 
vapor, and Overhauser.  During the maritime remote sensing survey, Panamerican employed a 
Geometrics 881 cesium vapor magnetometer (Figure 3-07).  Data were stored in the navigation 
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computer and archived.  The Geometrics 881 is capable of sub-second recordation for precise 
location control, and data were collected at 10 hertz, providing a record of both the ambient field 
as well as the character and amplitude of the anomalies encountered.  A 110-volt gasoline-powered 
generator powered all survey devices.  A Sensys MagDrone R4 V3.0 fluxgate magnetometer was 
employed for the aerial drone magnetometer survey within areas of the APE that were inaccessible 
to Panamerican’s survey vessel.   
 

 
Figure 3-07.  Survey instruments employed during the investigation included the magnetometer (top left), the 
side-scan sonar (bottom left), and the subbottom profiler (right). 

SIDE-SCAN SONAR 
The remote sensing instrument used to search for physical features on or above the ocean floor 
was an EdgeTech 4125 side-scan sonar system (Figure 3-07).  The side-scan sonar is an instrument 
that, through the transmission of dual fan-shaped pulses of sound and reception of reflected sound 
pulses, produces an acoustic image of the bottom.  Under ideal circumstances, the side-scan sonar 
can provide a near-photographic representation of the bottom on either side of the trackline of a 
survey vessel.   
 
The EdgeTech 4125 has the internal capability for removal of the water column from the 
instrument’s video printout, as well as correction for slant range distortion.  This side-scan sonar 
was utilized with the navigation system to provide manual positioning of fix or target points on 
the digital printout. Side-scan sonar data are useful in searching for the physical features indicative 
of submerged cultural resources.  Specifically, the record is examined for features showing 
characteristics such as height above the bottom, linearity, and structural form.  Additionally, 
potential acoustic targets are checked for any locational match with the data derived from the 
magnetometer and the subbottom profiler.   
 
The 4125 side-scan sonar was linked to a towfish that simultaneously employed both 600 and 
1600-kilohertz frequency settings and a variable side range of 30 m-per-channel (98.4 ft) on each 
of the survey lines.  The 30-m-per-channel setting was chosen to provide detail and, at minimum, 
200% overlapping coverage with the 15-m line spacing and ensure full coverage of the survey 
area.  Employing both frequencies ensured that both maximum detail (using the 1600-kilohertz 
transducers) and greater penetration (via the lower 600-kilohertz transducers) could be acquired 
for review throughout the acquired data.   

SUBBOTTOM PROFILER 
Employed to determine the character of near-surface geologic features over the survey area, 
subbottom profilers generate low-frequency (0.5 to 30 kilohertz) sound pulses capable of 
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penetrating the seabed and reflecting off sediment boundaries or larger objects below the surface.  
The data are then processed and reproduced as cross-sections based on two-way travel time (the 
time taken for the pulse to travel from the source to the reflector and back to the receiver).  This 
travel time is then interpolated to depth in the sediment column by calculating 1,500 m-per-second 
(the average speed of sound in water).   
 
Subbottom profilers have different ranges of sound wave frequency (sparkers, boomers, pingers, 
and chirp systems).  Sparkers and boomers operate at low frequencies (5 hertz to 2 kilohertz) and 
afford deep geologic penetration and low resolution, which is useful for deep geologic time.  
Pingers (3.5 and 7 kilohertz) are more useful for penetrating late Pleistocene and Holocene-aged 
deposits or paleolandscape features of interest to precontact archaeologists.  CHIRP systems sweep 
multiple frequency ranges and are the most precise and accurate of the subbottom profiler systems, 
and they operate at ranges of 3 to 40 kilohertz.  The resolution can be on the order of 10 cm (6 in) 
depending on sediment type and the quality of the acoustic return.  Panamerican employed an 
EdgeTech 3100 CHIRP subbottom profiler system with a topside power unit, laptop processor, 
and SB-424 tow fish (Figure 3-07).  The device was operated at a setting of 4 to 16 kilohertz for 
maximum penetration and resolution.   
 
Seismic cross sections reconstruct the shapes and extents of reflectors, such as facies in channel 
sediments, rock/sediment interfaces, marine sand bed cover, and so forth.  In addition to subbottom 
profiling, and depending on the density of data points, the first bottom return data can be used for 
high-resolution bathymetry.  Shipwrecks can be studied with subbottom profilers once their 
location is known.  Finding shipwrecks with a subbottom profiler survey is less useful.   
 
High and low amplitude reflectors (light and dark returns) distinguish differences in sediment 
characteristics such as particle size and consolidation (Stevenson et al. 2002).  Facies contacts can 
be identified by discontinuities in the extent, slope angle, or shape of the reflector returns.  This 
latter fact is important when identifying the sinusoidal shapes of drowned channel systems and 
other relict and buried fluvial system features (e.g., estuarine, tidal, lowland, and upland areas 
around drainage features).  Parabolic-shaped reflectors indicate individual objects of sufficient size 
and consolidation.  The parabolic shape is the result of sound propagating outwardly from the item.  
Five types of signals may cause misinterpretation in the two-dimensional records: direct arrivals 
from the sound source; water surface reflection; side echoes; reflection multiples; and point source 
reflections.  A judicious analysis is required to identify them.   

PROJECT VESSEL 
The remote sensing survey was conducted from Panamerican’s 25-ft 2520 Sport Cabin Parker, a 
modified V-hull motor vessel powered by a 250-horsepower Yamaha engine.  The vessel has a 
covered cabin and an ample, covered-deck area for the placement and operation of the necessary 
remote sensing equipment (Figure 3-08).  The vessel conformed to all U.S. Coast Guard 
specifications, according to class, and had a full complement of safety equipment.  It carried all 
appropriate emergency supplies, including, but not limited to, lifejackets, spare parts kit, tool kit, 
first-aid supplies, flare gun, and air horns.   
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Figure 3-08.  Panamerican’s 25-ft Parker employed for the remote sensing survey. 

MARITIME REMOTE SENSING SURVEY PROCEDURES 
Parallel survey lines, spaced at 15-m (49.2-ft) intervals, 119 survey lines covering approximately 
124 survey line miles were programmed into the navigation computer to effectively cover the 
maritime survey APE.  After reconnaissance of the APE, judgmental lines were programmed into 
the navigational computer to cover those areas accessible by the survey vessel (Figure 3-09).  Of 
the total 124 survey line miles only 53 line miles were able to be completed due to heavy shoaling. 
Before initiating the survey of targets, the magnetometer, side-scan, subbottom profiler, and DGPS 
were mobilized, tested, and found operational.  The helmsman viewed a video monitor linked to 
the DGPS and navigational computer to aid in directing the course of the vessel down the survey 
tracklines.  The monitor displayed the pre-plotted trackline, the real-time position of the survey 
vessel, and the path of the survey vessel.  The speed of the survey vessel was maintained at 
approximately 4.5 knots for the uniform acquisition of data.  As the survey vessel maneuvered 
down each trackline, the navigation system monitored the position of the survey vessel relative to 
the tracklines every second, each of which was recorded by the computer.  Event marks delineated 
the start and end of each trackline.  The positioning points along the traveled line were recorded 
on the computer hard drive, and the magnetic data was also stored digitally.   
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Figure 3-09.  Planned judgmental survey lines (blue) for the maritime survey. 

AERIAL DRONE MAGNETOMETER SURVEY EQUIPMENT 
The equipment selected for the aerial drone magnetometer survey was a DJI M300 sUAS carrying 
a Sensys MagDrone R4 V3.0 fluxgate magnetometer (Figures 3-10 and 3-11). The Sensys 
MagDrone R4 provides continuous, high-resolution data in a compact, lightweight system 
capable of being mounted to a drone.  Navigation was accomplished using the SPH Engineering 
Universal Ground Control Station (UgCS) software.  This system comprises three parts: a UgCS 
Android app loaded to the DJI M300 flight computer, the SPH Engineering Skyhub flight 
computer, and a field PC, all integrated via a local Wi-Fi network. Analysis of the magnetometer 
data was conducted with HYPACK 2021, MagPick, and Golden Software’s Surfer 15 
(Chester Walker, Personal Communication).   

AERIAL DRONE MAGNETOMETER SURVEY PROCEDURES 
Parallel survey lines, spaced at 15-m (49.2-ft) intervals were programmed into the navigational 
computer to effectively cover the drone survey area within the APE, resulting in 93 survey lines 
covering approximately 74 survey line miles (Figure 3-12).  During reconnaissance, three areas of 
vertical obstructions, in the form of pilings and abandoned channel markers, were noted (Figure 
3-13).  To avoid damage to the drone, avoidance areas were programmed into the drone’s pre-
flight plan.  Magnetometer data were recorded by sensors spaced at transverse intervals of 0.5 m 
(1.6 ft) with a sampling interval of 200Hz, providing a record of both the ambient field as well as 
the character and amplitude of the anomalies encountered.   
 
All drone survey flights were conducted in compliance with applicable FAA regulations regarding 
drone operations with visual contact being always maintained by the operators.  The drone was 
flown at a speed of 6 to 8 m per second (approximately 12 to 16 knots) at a height of 4 m (13.1 ft) 
above ground level for the uniform acquisition of data.  The drone is capable of surveying at this 
higher speed due to the higher sampling rate (200Hz).  In-flight navigation along the survey track 
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lines was automated through the UgCS software, being preprogrammed before each flight, with 
start and stopping points set in-flight by the drone operator (Chester Walker, Personal 
Communication).  Take off and recovery of the drone was manually controlled by the drone 
operator and was accomplished from a platform erected on the after deck, or alternately the 
foredeck, of Panamerican’s 25-ft Parker (Figure 3-14).   
 

 
Figure 3-10.  The DJI M300 sUAS drone and Sensys MagDrone R4 V3.0 magnetometer used for the aerial 
drone magnetometer survey. The magnetometer is the elongated pole fixed to the undercarriage of the drone. 
 

 
Figure 3-11.  The DJI 300 sUAS with the Sensys MagDrone R4 V3.0 mounted in flight within the APE. 
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Figure 3-12.  Planned survey lines (green) for aerial drone magnetometer survey.  Note the three circles 
denoting areas in which vertical obstructions were avoided. 

 

 
Figure 3-13.  Vertical obstruction impeding drone magnetometer survey.  Obstruction pictured was located on 
in the western portion of the APE. Direction looking east. 
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Figure 3-14.  Drone operator, Dr. Chester Walker, landing the drone on the aft deck platform. 

DATA ANALYSIS 

DATA PROCESSING 
Once collected, survey data are processed and analyzed using an array of software packages 
designed to display, edit, manipulate, map, and compare proximities of the raster, vector, and 
tabular data.  These packages include SonarWiz 7 for mosaicking side-scan sonar and subbottom 
profiler data, mapping target extents and generating target reports, figure details, and GIS layers; 
HYPACK Magnetometer Editor, MagPick, and HYPACK Export for tabulating anomaly 
characteristics and contouring magnetic data and generating Geographic Information System 
(GIS) data layers.  ESRI ArcMap is used to display the data on background charts to conduct a 
“proximity analysis” for each of the three types of targets (e.g., see which magnetometer, side-
scan, and subbottom profiler anomalies are near each other and may explain each other) and to 
create maps and figures for this report.   

MAGNETIC DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING 
Data from the magnetometer are collected using HYPACK Max.  The data are stored as *.RAW 
files by line, time, and day. *.RAW data files are opened, and layback parameters are set.  Contour 
maps are produced of the magnetic data with MagPick using a Minimum Curvature gridding 
algorithm.  The *.DXF file is saved and exported into the combined GIS database.  The contour 
maps allow a graphic illustration of anomaly locations, spatial extent, and association with other 
anomalies.  Magnetic data are reviewed by HYPACK Magnetometer Editor (Figure 3-15), and the 
location, strength, duration, altitude of the sensor, and type of anomaly are transcribed to a 
spreadsheet along with comments.  For potentially significant anomalies, the depth of burial is 
estimated using the half-width rule (Breiner 1999).   
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Figure 3-15.  HYPACK Magnetometer Editor magnetic data display of a survey line.  Using these windows one 
can analyze anomaly position, strength, duration, and type.  Target locations are selected based on their type 
(e.g., monopoles are selected at peak amplitude deviation), and their width is the duration (Data taken from 
previous investigation). 

Raw data from the Sensys MagDrone R4 V3.0 consisted of magnetometer data with local grid 
coordinates.  These data were then filtered to equalize the data across multiple survey grids.  The 
RAW data were then gridded using Golden Software’s Surfer 15 and filtered to reduce the effects 
of background noise and other variables on the data.  This grid was then imported into ArcGIS Pro 
3.11 to assign a coordinate reference system (CRS).  Further processing of the magnetometer 
adhered to the same magnetometer data processing workflow, discussed above.   

SIDE-SCAN SONAR DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING 
Post-processing of side-scan sonar is accomplished using SonarWiz 7, a product that enables the 
user to view the side-scan data in digitizer waterfall format, pick targets, and enter target 
parameters including length, width, height, material, and other characterizations into a database of 
contacts.  In addition, SonarWiz 7 “mosaics” the side-scan data by associating each pixel 
(equivalent to about 10 cm) of the side-scan image with its geographic location determined from 
the real-time HYPACK corrected position.  SonarWiz 7 is the industry standard for mosaicking 
capability, and the results are exported as geo-referenced *. TIFFs for importing to the GIS 
database of the project (Figures 3-16 and 3-17).  SonarWiz 7 can generate target reports in *.PDF, 
Word, or Excel format.  Panamerican utilizes the Word format for reports.   
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Figure 3-16.  SonarWiz 7 software with mosaic example in the background, and a target selection zoom image 
to the left.  Magnetic contours, anomaly locations, and annotations are overlaid.  (Data taken from previous 
investigation). 
 

 

C0019 
● Sonar Time at Target: 10/6/2017 4:06:39 
PM 
● Click Position 
  28.1561024730 -82.7643968570 (WGS84) 
  28.1558113939 -82.7645730139 
(NAD27LL) 
  28.1561024730 -82.7643968570 (LocalLL) 
  (X) 409855.80 (Y) 1390232.39 (Projected 
Coordinates) 
● Map Projection: FL83-WF 
● Acoustic Source File: 
C:\Users\Tardis\Desktop\Anclote River 
2017\Raw Data\SS\2017OCT06_0003.sds 
● Ping Number: 17167 
● Range to target: 58.37 US ft 
● Fish Height: 8.90 US ft 
● Heading: 0.000 Degrees 

Dimensions and attributes 
● Target Width: 34.92 US ft 
● Target Height: 0.48 US ft 
● Target Length: 102.11 US ft 
● Target Shadow: 3.34 US ft 
● Classification1: marine rail 
● Description:  
MARINE RAILWAY 

Figure 3-17.  SonarWiz 7 sonar contact tabular format, automatically generated.  (Data taken from previous 
investigation). 

SUBBOTTOM PROFILER DATA PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS 
Post-processing of subbottom profiler data, like the side-scan data, is done with SonarWiz 7, which 
in this case, enables the user to view the subbottom data in a planar, trackline format.  The user 
may view the data in a digitizer window as a waterfall format, allowing the digitizing of subbottom 
features of interest, linear extent, depth, and type (Figure 3-18).  SonarWiz 7 batch processes 
waterfall images to *.JPG formats to generate figures.  Digitized reflectors and the contact 
databases are exported to the GIS database as *.SHP files.  SonarWiz 7 also allows the user to 
calculate the amount of sonar coverage and illuminate gaps to ensure full coverage of the APE.   
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Figure 3-18.  SonarWiz subbottom waterfall image showing the seismic profile-digitizing window.  The blue 
crosshairs in the background chart show the location of the cursor, which at the time of the image was directly 
over the peak of the positive relief feature shown.  This image is from a past survey conducted in Tampa Bay 
(see Faught and James 2009). 

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 
A project GIS database is constructed using geo-referenced images and layers generated during 
the magnetometer, side-scan, and subbottom data analyses.  Other layers can be added, such as 
orthographic aerial imagery or navigation charts (Figure 3-19).  Several important things are 
accomplished by GIS compilation.  First, the collected data are compared to one another and 
evaluated for accuracy and consistency of the positioning information.  Second, magnetic, side-
scan, and other remote sensing targets are compared for relationships (proximity analysis).   
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Figure 3-19.  Geographic Information System database example showing magnetic anomalies, side-scan sonar 
contact locations, magnetic contour map, and satellite image showing environmental context. 

DATA ANALYSIS CRITERIA, THEORY, AND COMMENTARY 
The remote sensing survey of the APE intended to locate and identify the presence or absence of 
potentially significant submerged cultural resources that, if present, might be adversely affected 
by proposed navigation improvement activities.  However, the interpretation of remote sensing 
data obtained from both the magnetometer and side-scan sonar, as stated by Pearson et al. (1991), 
“relies on a combination of sound scientific knowledge and practical experience.”  The evaluation 
of remote sensing anomalies, about a determination that the anomaly does or does not represent 
shipwreck remains, depends on a variety of factors.  These include the detected characteristics of 
the individual anomalies (e.g., magnetic anomaly strength and duration, side-scan image 
configuration) associated with other side-scan or magnetic targets on the same or adjacent lines 
and relationships to observable target sources, such as channel buoys or pipeline crossings, etc.   

MAGNETOMETER 
Interpretation of data collected by the magnetometer, the tool of choice by the underwater 
archaeologist for locating shipwrecks, is perhaps the most problematic.  Magnetic anomalies are 
evaluated and prioritized based on magnetic amplitude or deflection of nanotesla intensity from 
the ambient background in concert with duration or spatial extent (distance in feet along a trackline 
of an anomaly influences the ambient background); they are also correlated with side-scan targets.  
Because the sonar record gives a visible indication of the target, identification or evaluation of 
potential significance is based on visible target shape, size, and presence of structure, as well as 
association with magnetic anomalies.  Targets, such as isolated sections of pipe, can normally be 
immediately discarded as non-significant, while large areas of above-sediment wreckage are 
generally easy to identify.   
 
The problems of differentiating between modern debris and shipwrecks, based on remote sensing 
data, have been discussed by several authors.  This difficulty is particularly true in the case of 
magnetic data; therefore, it has received the most attention in the current body of literature dealing 
with the subject.  Pearson and Saltus (1990:32) state, “Even though a considerable body of 
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magnetic signature data for shipwrecks is now available, it is impossible to positively associate 
any specific signature with a shipwreck or any other feature.”  There is no doubt that the only 
positive way to verify a magnetic source object is through physical examination.  However, the 
size and complexity of a magnetic signature do provide a usable key for distinguishing modern 
debris and shipwreck remains (see also Garrison et al. 1989; Irion and Bond 1984; Pearson et al. 
1993).  Specifically, the magnetic signatures of most shipwrecks tend to be large in area and tend 
to display multiple magnetic peaks of differing amplitude.   
 
In a study conducted for BOEM for magnetic anomalies in the northern Gulf of Mexico, Garrison 
et al. (1989) indicate that a shipwreck signature will cover an area between 10,000 and 50,000 
square meters.  Using the Garrison et al. (1989) study, as well as years of “practical experience,” 
to assess the potential significance of remote sensing targets, the Pearson et al. (1991) study 
developed general characteristics of magnetometer signatures most likely to represent shipwrecks.  
The report states that “the amplitude of magnetic anomalies associated with shipwrecks varies 
considerably, but, in general, the signature of large watercraft or portions of watercraft, range from 
moderate to high intensity (> 50 nanoteslas) when the sensor is at distances of 20 feet or so” 
(Pearson et al. 1991:70).  Employing a table of magnetic data from various sources as baseline 
data, the report goes on to state that “data suggests that at a distance of 20 ft or less, watercraft of 
moderate size are likely to produce a magnetic anomaly (this would be a complex signature [i.e., 
a cluster of dipoles and/or monopoles]) greater than 80 or 90 ft across the smallest dimension...” 
(Pearson et al. 1991:70). 
 
While establishing baseline amounts of amplitude and duration reflective of the magnetic 
characteristics for a shipwreck site, the report “recognizes that a considerable amount of variability 
does occur” (Pearson et al. 1991:70).  Generated to test the 50-nanotesla/80-ft criteria, and to 
determine the amount of variability, Table 3-01 lists numerous shipwrecks as well as single and 
multiple-source objects located by magnetic survey and verified by divers.  All shipwrecks met 
and surpassed the 50-nanotesla/80-ft criteria, with one exception.  Emanuel Point II’s magnetic 
deviation falls below the cut-off, although the duration is above.  Subsequent archaeological 
examinations have determined that Emanuel Point II contains little iron (Greg Cook personal 
communication, 2011).  The majority of single-object readings fell below the criteria (except for 
the pipeline, the two sections of pipe, and one of the seven rocket motors).  However, the signature 
of the pipeline should appear as a linear feature on a magnetic contour map and should not be 
confused with a single source object.  The strengths of the two sections of pipe represent 
refinement readings that sought to produce the highest reading possible and should perhaps be 
discounted from the sample.  Further, because of their association with the space program, rocket 
motors, which are single-source objects, must be considered potentially significant.  While the 
shipwrecks and most single source objects adhere to theb50-nanotesla/80-ft criteria, the multiple-
source objects do not.  If all targets listed on the table required prioritization of potential 
significance based on the 50-nanotesla/80-ft criteria, the two multiple-source object targets would 
be classified as potentially significant.   
 
While the 50-nanotesla/80-ft criteria are a good general guide for most conditions, several recent 
studies have suggested that a 50-nanotesla/80-ft duration applied to remote sensing data as a 
baseline for all wreck sites is much too low.  Allowing for a larger and more focused database on 
which to assess signature characteristics of specific vessel classes, the findings from these 
investigations argue for higher nanotesla and duration criteria for specific types of sites.  Table 3-
02 indicates the sizable magnetic deviation and duration of previously recorded and located 
steamboat wreck sites.  However, there is one exception, each of the known steamboat wrecks 
investigated has a magnetic deviation of at least 500 nanoteslas and a duration of at least 110 ft, 
usually in the 200-plus ft range.  As opposed to single objects, steamboat wrecks documented 
during previous investigations are generally much larger in magnetic strength (although not 
always), tend to have a longer duration, and typically have multi-component signatures.  It should 
be noted, however, that each steamboat wreck signature differs markedly due to environmental 
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conditions, the amount of hull/machinery remaining, and the depth of water/overburden over the 
wreck site.   

Table 3-01.  Compilation of Magnetic Data from Various Sources. 
Vessel  

(Object) Type and Size Magnetic 
Deviation 

Duration 
(ft) Reference 

Shipwrecks 
J.D. Hinde 129-ft wooden sternwheeler 573 110 Gearhart and Hoyt 1990 

Mary 234-ft iron-hulled sidewheeler 1180 200 Hoyt 1990 

Confederate 
Obstructions 

numerous vessels with machinery 
removed and filled with 
construction rubble 

110 long 
duration Irion and Bond 1984 

Utina 267-ft wooden freighter 690 150 James and Pearson 1991; 
Pearson and Simmons 1995 

Gen C.B. Comstock 177-ft wooden hopper dredge 200 200 James et al. 1991 

Egmont Shoal wreck 19th-century Wooden-hulled copper 
clad sailing vessel 67 160 Krivor 2005 

USS Narcissus Civil War wooden tug 582 176 Krivor 2005 
El Nuevo Constante 126-ft wooden collier 65 250 Pearson et al. 1991 

James Stockton 55-ft wooden schooner 80 130 Pearson et al. 1991 
modern shrimp boat segment 27-x-5 ft 350 90 Pearson et al. 1991 

Mary Somers iron-hulled sidewheeler 5000 400 Pearson et al. 1993 
Homer 148-ft wooden side-wheeler 810 200 Pearson and Saltus 1990 

Shrimp Boat modern 162 110 Watts 2000 
Pappy’s Lane 

Shipwreck 
165-ft steel-hulled World War II 
landing craft 685 350 James et al. 2016 

USS Tecumseh 223 ft Civil War Canonicus-class 
monitor 11600 850 James et al. 2019 

8SJ4889 (Possibly 
Dixie Crystal) 

125 ft late 19th/early 20th-century 
cargo freighter 1960 250 Wilson et al. 2019 

P1S.0099 Possible 55-ft-long wreck 1557 130 Wilson and Gates 2021 
Ben Franklin (SS 

Franklin) 
264-ft steel-strapped wooden hull 
sidewheeler 4545 232 Derlikowski et al. 2022 

Single Objects 
pipeline 18-in diameter  1570 200 Duff 1996 

Pipe 3 in by 10 ft 55 352 Krivor 2005 
Pipe/mast/davit 18 in by 26 ft 475 104 Lydecker 2007 

anchor 6-ft shaft 30 270 Pearson et al. 1991 
iron anvil 150 lbs. 598 26 Pearson et al. 1991 

engine block modern gasoline 357 60 Rogers et al. 1990 
steel drum 55 gallons 191 35 Rogers et al. 1990 

pipe 8-ft long by 3 in diameter 121 40 Rogers et al. 1990 
railroad rail segment 4-ft section 216 40 Rogers et al. 1990 

7 Rocket Motors 8 ft to 34 ft in length  61 to 422 75 to 180 Watts 2000 
Multiple Objects 

cable and chain 5 ft 30 50 Pearson et al. 1991 
scattered ferrous metal 14-x-3 ft 100 110 Pearson et al. 1991 

anchor/wire rope 8-ft modern stockless/large coil 910 140 Rogers et al. 1990 
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Table 3-02.  Magnetic Data from Steamboat Wreck Sites 
Vessel 

(object) Type & Size Magnetic 
Deviation 

Duration 
(ft) Reference 

Shipwrecks 
3MO69 (unidentified) wooden sidewheeler 2,961 299 Buchner and Krivor 2001 
New Mattie 130-ft wooden sternwheeler 1,491 200 Buchner and Krivor 2001 
J.D. Hinde 129-ft wooden sternwheeler 573 110 Gearhart and Hoyt 1990 
Caney Creek Wreck sidewheeler 2,790 unknown Hedrick 1998 
Undine sternwheeler 200 300 James and Krivor 2000 
John Walsh 275-ft sidewheeler 1,602 280 James et al. 2002 
Scotland sidewheeler 1,322 200 Kane et al. 1998 
Hartford City 150-ton sidewheeler 856 400 Krivor et al. 2002 
Choctaw 223-ton sternwheel towboat 797 250 Krivor et al. 2002 
Star of the West 172-ton ocean-going sidewheel 8,300 400 Krivor et al. 2002 
E.F. Dix/Eastport sidewheeler/ironclad 800 360 Pearson and Birchette 1995 
Mary Somers iron-hulled sidewheeler 5000 325 Pearson et al. 1993 
Homer 148-ft wooden sidewheeler 810 200 Pearson and Saltus 1993 
Mary E. Keene 236-ft sidewheeler 1,700 220 Robinson and Seidel 1995 
35th Parallel sidewheeler 1,414 320  Saltus 1993a 
“Boiler” wreck  
(unidentified steamboat) sidewheeler/sternwheeler (?) 1,164 500 Saltus 1993b 

Oklahoma Wreck sidewheeler 497 300 M.C. Krivor, personal 
communication, 2005 

Drumelzier 340 ft late 19th-century British 
steamship 15,000 800 James et al. 2016 

Ben Franklin (SS 
Franklin) 

264-ft steel-strapped wooden 
hull sidewheeler 4,545 232 Derlikowski et al. 2022 

 
Furthermore, it should be inferred that one of the biggest influences on a wreck site’s magnetic 
signature is related to the distance from the magnetometer sensor to the wreck site.  As stated in 
Pearson and Birchette: 
 

“For a typical iron object, the intensity of its magnetic signature [i.e., anomaly] is inversely 
proportional to the cube of the distance.  One pound of iron, for example, would produce an anomaly 
of 100 nanoteslas at a distance of 2 feet.  At a distance of 10 feet the same pound of iron would 
produce an anomaly of only 1 nanotesla.  A 1,000-ton ship could produce a 700-nanotesla anomaly 
at 100 feet and a barely discernible 0.7-nanotesla anomaly at 1,000 feet” [Pearson and Birchette 
1999:4-13]. 
 

An example of a steamboat wreck that produces a magnetic signature of less than 500 nanoteslas 
involves the purported Undine site investigated by Panamerican in 1999 and 2000.  During 1999, 
remote sensing operations located a magnetic anomaly with a magnetic deflection of 193 
nanoteslas with a duration of 300 ft.  During the 2000 field investigations, the anomaly was 
identified as the remnant of a charred steamboat ≈ 38–40 ft below the river’s surface and buried 8 
feet below riverbed sediments.  Historic records indicate the Undine was extensively salvaged after 
the scuttling incident, whereupon everything of value, including all iron plating, machinery, and 
cannon were removed from the wreck, but the hull remained in place (James and Krivor 2000:16-
17).  While only a small portion of the wreck site was uncovered (due to the extensive amount of 
overburden), it was evident that little of the hull is extant, only just to the turn of the bilge.   
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It should also be stated that two of the wreck sites with either small areas of deviation or low 
nanotesla deflections, the J.D. Hinde, and the purported Undine, represent either partial hull 
remains (J.D. Hinde) or were heavily burned and salvaged (Undine).  Historic records indicate that 
J.D. Hinde was also salvaged after the wrecking process.  Retaining none of her steam machinery 
or wheels, half of the vessel was no longer present, most likely because of dredging; both salvage 
and dredging the obvious reason for its small magnetic duration (James and Pearson 1993:22).  
Salvage efforts often sought to remove any cargo as well as any machinery, cannon, anchors, or 
other goods of value.  During the Civil War, the salvage of iron for reuse was often paramount.  
As stated by John B. Jones on 11 August 1863, “the iron was wanted more than anything else but 
men” (Black 1958).  Therefore, it may be speculated that any wreck site that (1) has been salvaged 
in the past; (2) has been exposed to excessive environmental processes (i.e., current); or (3) has 
been impacted by channelization efforts (i.e., dredging) will produce a lower nanotesla deflection 
(due to less ferrous metal on site) than a wreck not exposed to similar processes.   
 
If the signatures of the entire steamboat wrecks listed in Table 3-02, are averaged, an average 
magnetic deviation of 2,728 nanoteslas with an average duration of 316 ft is obtained.  While the 
sensor distance, environmental factors, and the amount of ferrous metal remaining on any given 
steamboat site must be considered, previously identified wreck sites have tended to produce sizable 
+200-nanotesla magnetic deviations with a minimum duration of 110 ft.  While the 110-ft duration 
represents the lowest duration of any of the known steamboat wreck sites, it must be stated that in 
such cases, a portion of the wreck is no longer extant due to previous salvage and 
dredging/channelization efforts.  However, until further surveys show that this short duration is an 
“anomaly,” so to speak, it must be employed as the baseline duration.  Similarly, except for the 
Undine site, which, as stated previously, was heavily salvaged, all other surveyed steamboats have 
nanotesla deviations approaching 500 nanoteslas or above, but its 200-nanotesla reading must be 
employed as the baseline amplitude.   
 
While the data indicates the validity of employing specific nanotesla strength and duration criteria 
when assessing magnetic anomalies, other factors must be considered.  Pearson and Hudson (1990) 
have argued that the past and recent use of a water body must be an important, and often the most 
important, consideration in the interpretation of remote sensing data.  Unless the remote sensing 
data, the historical record, or the specific environment (i.e., harbor entrance channel) provides 
compelling and overriding evidence, it is otherwise believed that the history of use should be a 
primary consideration in the interpretation.  The constitution of “compelling evidence” is, to some 
extent, left to the discretion of the researcher.  However, in settings where modern commercial 
traffic and historic use have been intensive, the presence of a large quantity of modern debris must 
be anticipated.  In harbor, bay, or riverine situations where traffic is heavy, this debris will be 
scattered along the channel right-of-way, although it may be concentrated in areas where traffic 
would slow or halt, and it will appear on remote sensing survey records as discrete, small objects.   
 
In addition to anomaly strength and duration considerations, all anomalies were assessed for type 
(monopole [negative or positive influence], dipole [negative and positive influence], or complex) 
and association with other magnetic anomalies (i.e., clustering) and side-scan sonar targets.  
Concerning the analysis of these anomalies, relative to potential significance, many will be found 
to represent a small, single source object (a localized deviation) and are generally identified and 
labeled as non-significant, especially in an area of high use.  As seen on contour maps, the contour 
lines for this type of anomaly can be seen to approach or go to but not beyond, the adjacent survey 
trackline on which it is located.  This visual interpretation is corroborated during the analysis of 
the electronic magnetometer strip-chart data of each survey trackline.  An examination of the strip 
chart will show that the target was recorded only on a single transect and that it was not recorded 
(i.e., did not influence the ambient magnetic background) on adjacent lines.  This is an important 
distinction when an anomaly’s readings are large deviations but are recorded on only one line.  
This indicates the source for this target must be a small, discrete object, and the magnetometer 
sensor must have passed close by or directly over the object to generate the large readings on this 
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survey line, yet not be recorded or have had an influence on adjacent lines.  Because these 
anomalies represent single source objects, they are not considered representative of a potentially 
significant submerged cultural resource and are not recommended for avoidance.   
 
Additionally, false positives can be recorded because of geomagnetic storm activity (Carrier et al. 
2016).  These solar-originating magnetic field disturbances can confound magnetic records, 
generating deceptive signatures.  There are several ways to mitigate these disturbances.  One 
possibility is using a transverse gradiometer.  As gradiometers measure the change in the magnetic 
field between two nearby sensors, the wide-reaching disturbances are recorded equally between 
the sensors, nullifying the deviation.  Another method used primarily by Panamerican is through 
the comparison of project magnetic strips to the nearest magnetic observatory (such as those listed 
on http://www.intermagnet.org/).  However, as Carrier et al. (2016) observed, geomagnetic storms 
during periods of Kp 5 or higher diminish the ability of the researcher to identify storm sudden 
onset signatures within a dataset.  For this reason, NOAA’s Geomagnetic Forecast (found at 
https://www.swpc.noaa.gov/products/3-day-geomagnetic-forecast) is consulted to ensure that data 
is not collected on days of Kp 5 or higher.   
 
It cannot be understated that most anomalies recorded during any survey are generated by debris 
and not shipwrecks.  As stated by Gearhart (2011:91-92), “archaeologists have repeatedly 
struggled to characterize reliable differences between magnetic signatures of shipwrecks and 
debris,” employing amplitude, duration (i.e., spatial extent), and complexity of the signature as 
vague defining criteria, along with judgmental experience, and further states that “present methods 
for marine magnetic data interpretation are uncertain at best and scientifically unfounded at worst.” 
In Garrison et al.’s (1989) study to establish an interpretive framework that would help identify 
the nature of magnetic anomalies, it was predicted correctly that anomalies caused by debris might 
be differentiated from shipwreck anomalies based on the contrast between permanent and induced 
magnetism.  The study states: 
 

“While it may not be analytically possible to contrast iron and steel by remnant magnetization one 
may be able to characterize anomalies as to their inductive magnetization…The argument here 
would rely on the structural complexity of a shipwreck having a large or detectable inductive 
magnetization.  Anomalies without this component could be classified as exclusively ferromagnetic 
features and by local extension debris” [Garrison et al. 1989:2:224]. 

 
In his article entitled Archaeological Interpretation of Marine Magnetic Data, Gearhart (2011) 
expands on Garrison et al.’s 1989 premise and convincingly shows that while “one cannot 
distinguish between the anomaly produced by a shipwreck and one produced by a similarly 
complex concentration of magnetic debris…shipwreck anomalies can be characterized by their 
induced magnetic fields and are distinguishable from a significant proportion of simple-source 
anomalies.”  He goes on to state, “the most important parameter to consider when interpreting 
anomalies based on magnetic induction is the direction of magnetic moment” (Gearhart 2011:106) 
and “deviation from the northerly magnetic moment direction, common to all induced anomalies, 
has proven to be the single most powerful discriminator between simple-source anomalies and 
complex-source anomalies, including shipwrecks” (Gearhart 2011:102).   
 
In simplistic terms, the contour map of the magnetic moment of an induced anomaly will have its 
negative value to the north and its positive value to the south.  Gearhart presents contours of 
numerous known wreck and debris anomalies and illustrates that magnetic moments of shipwrecks 
(in the earth’s northern hemisphere) are oriented to the north (no more than a 26-degree deviation), 
as are those of complex debris sites (i.e., large areas of wire rope), while those of simple-source 
debris anomalies are not.  He concludes by suggesting +20 degrees from magnetic north as an 
orientation that will allow the successful differentiation of simple-source debris anomalies from 
most complex-source anomalies and virtually all shipwrecks (Gearhart 2011).  Several examples 
from recent Panamerican projects demonstrate the validity of this model (Figure 3-20).  While not 
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an exhaustive review, we found these same principles apply with no deviation from Gearhart’s 
findings and leads us to also conclude that identifying and categorizing the magnetic moment of 
an induced anomaly does allow the researcher the ability to differentiate a large percentage of 
debris source anomalies from potentially significant resources during analysis.  A case in point is 
the recent diver investigation of 13 magnetic anomalies in the Skyway Gulf Intracoastal Waterway 
(James et al. 2011).  Employing the above criteria of inclination of magnetic moment, of the 13 
magnetic anomalies investigated, seven anomalies had magnetic moments that did not meet the 
characteristics of complex-source anomalies, including shipwrecks, but rather had signatures 
representative of simple-source debris.  Subsequent diver investigation clearly showed that these 
anomalies did indeed represent debris and were not significant.  Representing over half the total 
number of anomalies, if this inclination of the magnetic moment method had been employed, they 
would not have been recommended for avoidance or subsequent investigation.  The remaining six 
anomalies that had magnetic moment characteristics indicative of shipwrecks or complex debris 
sites were also found to represent debris (James et al. 2011).  This, however, is not unexpected 
given that this method does not rule out complex source debris anomalies or all simple-source 
debris anomalies, just a much larger percentage than would have been ruled out if the method had 
not been employed.  The inclination of magnetic moment characteristics as an indicator of potential 
significance will, we believe, be proven and accepted.  The result could well be the reduction of a 
significant number of anomalies currently recommended for avoidance or subsequent 
investigation.   
 

 
Figure 3-20.  Magnetic contour maps of six wreck sites documented during recent Panamerican Projects.  Black 
arrows indicate the inclination of the magnetic anomaly’s field.  Note that the inclination of all fields tends to 
orient within 20 degrees of magnetic north.  See Tables 3-01 and 3-02 for additional information regarding 
these shipwrecks.  
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SIDE-SCAN SONAR 
In contrast to magnetic data, side-scan interpretation is less problematic, as objects are 
reconstructed as they look to the eye.  Targets, such as isolated sections of pipe, can normally be 
immediately discarded as non-significant, while large areas of above-sediment wreckage, as well 
as some exposed potential paleofeatures (i.e., rock outcrops), are generally apparent.  The chief 
factors considered in analyzing side-scan data, regarding the wreckage, include linearity, height 
off bottom, size, associated magnetics, and environmental context.  Since historic resources in the 
form of shipwrecks usually contain large amounts of ferrous compounds, complex side-scan 
targets with complex magnetic anomalies are of the greatest importance.  The usual outcome of 
targets with no associated magnetics are items, such as rocks, trees, and other non-historic debris 
of limited interest to the archaeologist.   

CLUSTERING 
Since an archaeological remote sensing survey involves the collection of several different types of 
data, each of which has the potential to locate significant cultural resources, attention must be 
given to groups of targets.  These groups, referred to as clusters occur when a target exists that 
produces both a side-scan sonar return and a magnetic signature.  Also, a magnetic source that 
extends across several survey lines will produce an anomaly on each line, and since these 
anomalies are related, they will form a cluster.  Previously discovered archaeological sites will 
also be considered as part of a cluster.  Although criteria used to determine a cluster is somewhat 
subjective, anomalies, side-scan targets, and previously identified archaeological sites will 
generally be included in a cluster if they lie within 65 ft of one another.   

SUBBOTTOM PROFILER ANALYSIS 
Subbottom profilers generate low-frequency acoustic waves that penetrate the seabed and reflect 
off boundaries or objects located in the subsurface.  The data are then processed and reproduced 
as a cross-section using two-way travel time to determine depth (the time taken for the pulse to 
travel from the source to the reflector and back to the receiver by a constant).  The shapes and 
extent of reflectors are used to identify bottom and subbottom profile characteristics.   
 
In general, high and low-amplitude linear reflectors (light and dark lines) distinguish between 
sediment beds; parabolic reflectors indicate point-source objects with sound propagating out from 
them; erosional or non-depositional contacts can be identified by discontinuities in extent, slope 
angle, and the shape of the reflector morphology.  This latter fact is important when identifying 
drowned channel systems, other relicts, and buried fluvial system features (e.g., estuarine, tidal, 
lowland, and upland areas around drainage features). 
 
As a cautionary tale, five types of spurious signals may cause confusion in the two-dimensional 
records that specialists recognize: direct arrival from the sound source; reflection multiples; water 
surface reflection; side echoes; and point-source reflections.  A judicious analysis is required to 
identify these acoustic imagery phenomena.  In all cases, precise inference of a sediment bed or 
other anomaly from the subbottom profiler data would necessitate coring.   
 
In analysis, seismic impedance contrast returns indicating positive relief features such as possible 
mounds and negative relief features as a probable paleochannel or other fluvial feature with 
margins and sediment beds indicate high potential for precontact remains.  Other features of 
interest are buried surface continuations.   
 
Positive relief features on subbottom records are predictable phenomena, given that piles of 
erosion-resistant material of differential character than the surrounding sediments should be 
perceivable with sound underwater imagery (e.g., subbottom profiler), and therefore, they have 
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long drawn submerged precontact archaeologists as potentially identifiable features to find in 
places that have otherwise impossibly similar images to search (Stright 1990).   

METHOD AND THEORY FOR RECOGNITION OF A SUBMERGED PRECONTACT SITE 
Panamerican’s methodology for identifying submerged precontact sites entails developing criteria 
for the discovery of a “site” in any setting.  The criteria are based on the geology and archaeology 
of the APE and models of site submergence.  Models for the presence and preservation of 
submerged archaeological sites are discussed by several researchers, including Waters (1992) in 
his chapter on coastal processes, Kraft et al. (1983), and others.  Much of this has to do with the 
identification of landforms identifiable with remote sensing that have the potential for 
archaeological site presence.  For instance, two models used in this project were horizontal surfaces 
near channel features and positive relief features considered potentially to represent midden 
feature(s).  Causeways, fishing weirs, or other precontact infrastructure features are difficult to 
identify.   
 
Publications are more limited that are specific to recognizing sedimentary signatures of the 
deposits that make up sites that have been transgressed by rising sea levels and then remained 
submerged, perhaps buried, until exposure.  One study specifically focused on such information is 
Gagliano et al.’s (1982) Sedimentary Studies of Precontact Archaeological Sites: Criteria for the 
Identification of submerged archaeological Sites of the Northern Gulf of Mexico Continental Shelf.  
This document is one of high value but with limited distribution.  Gagliano’s group chose 15 
terrestrial sites in Louisiana and Texas as analogs from eight identifiable and mappable landforms 
commonly and consistently associated with archaeological sites on land, terrestrially.  Their local 
geomorphic features included major natural levee, minor natural levee, Chenier and accretion 
ridges, barrier island, salt dome margin, estuarine margin, channel on Pleistocene terrace, and lake 
margins.  They sampled sediments with excavations and box core sampling; recorded color, 
bedding, and contact descriptions; sorted the sediments to particle size; conducted point count and 
grain size analysis; and then geochemically analyzed the samples by levels.  They showed that 
sites were recognized most frequently by shell content, fish bones, and charred wood.  Some 
ceramic and lithic artifacts were identified, but they were rare and small.   
 
Another aspect to realize about submerged precontact sites is that virtually all examples of 
inundated sites are partially or wholly reworked in ways somewhat analogous to deflation (Fischer 
1995; Masters and Flemming 1983).  This is caused by the fluidization of sediments at times of 
inundation and the removal of fine particles that are often re-deposited with material by subsidence 
of the inundation or wave action.  Faught (1996, 2002–2004) has shown sites with late Pleistocene, 
early Holocene, and middle Holocene artifacts to be reworked by sea level rise and submergence, 
but that artifact arrays remain cohesive as surface and near-surface remains.   
 
Because of these factors, recognition that deposits are indeed cultural is not always immediately 
apparent to the diver or at first glance of the collected materials.  Artifacts are important but not 
always part of the site, as Gagliano et al. (1982) have systematically determined.  Expectations for 
midden deposits include the dominance of unarticulated specimens of mollusk species, faunal 
bone, and manuports (i.e., geologic items out of place).  On the other hand, the discovery of any 
artifact would be important, especially in any sediment bed below a marine bed.   
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IV.  INVESTIGATIVE FINDINGS 

MARITIME REMOTE SENSING SURVEY 
The maritime remote sensing survey of the navigable portion of the APE was conducted from 
March 16 through March 18, 2023.  The portion of the APE that was inaccessible to the survey 
vessel was surveyed by a drone magnetometer from April 27 through May 5, 2023.  Analysis of 
the geophysical data identified 98 magnetic anomalies, 11 side-scan sonar contacts, and 75 
subbottom profiler reflectors.  No potentially significant resources were identified from 
magnetometer and side-scan sonar records.  Regarding the subbottom profiler, no elevated surface 
such as channel margins, terraces, or other positive relief features was found in association of the 
reflectors, therefore there is no likelihood of preserved precontact archaeological deposits.   
 
Employing the previous discussions on target analysis, magnetic anomalies were assessed for 
potential significance based on magnetic deviation (above and/or below ambient background), 
duration figure (distance in feet along a trackline), type (monopole, dipole, or complex), 
declination (orientation of the field relative to magnetic north), and association with other magnetic 
anomalies (i.e., clustering) and/or side-scan sonar contacts.  Side-scan sonar contacts, as visual 
images, were assessed for structure, linearity, height off bottom, size, associated magnetic 
anomalies, and environmental context.  Subbottom features were assessed for feature type, 
association with other acoustic targets, and geographic context.   

MAGNETOMETER AND SIDE-SCAN RESULTS 
Analysis of the magnetometer data within the APE indicated that of the 98 magnetic anomalies 
with variations of 5 nT or higher, three were associated with cables identified on side-scan sonar 
records, six were identified as unknown buried linear features, two were identified as unknown 
buried features, one was associated with infrastructure, one was associated with a possible debris 
scatter, one was likely associated with a dredging vessel, one was associated with a complex source 
(M.031), and the remaining 83 were classified as single-point source (SPS).  Regarding the 
analysis of the potential significance of anomalies in this investigation, many are found to represent 
non-significant debris and SPS anomalies, meaning the anomaly occurred on a single survey line 
and did not meet the criteria established in the previous chapter for the existence of potentially 
significant resources.  Table 4-01 includes target location, duration in feet, intensity in nanoteslas, 
type (i.e., monopole, dipole, or complex), associations relative to sonar contacts, description (e.g., 
SPS, debris, buried cable), and recommended avoidance.  The magnetic anomalies are illustrated 
with 5 nT index contours in the magnetic contour maps below (Figures 4-01 through 4-05).   
Analysis of the side-scan sonar data revealed 11 acoustic contacts within the APE (Tables 4-02 
and 4-03). Four contacts were associated with magnetic anomalies and were identified as cables, 
two contacts were classified as buoy anchors, and the remaining five contacts consisted of 
miscellaneous unknown debris with no magnetic association.  None of the sonar contacts were 
determined to have potential significance and are not recommended for further investigation or 
avoidance.  A sonar mosaic demonstrating survey coverage is presented in Figure 4-06.   
 
Anomaly M.031 contained a highly intense, complex magnetic signature with a long duration. The 
span of M.031 encompassed side-scan sonar contacts S.005 and S.007.  However, the location of 
the contacts did not align with the magnetic source of M.031.  Due to the magnetic signature of 
M.031, the anomaly was initially determined potentially significant. However, upon receipt of 
additional information from the USACE, Jacksonville District, as seen in Figure 4-07, it was 
revealed that three abandoned mooring anchors, comprised of 45 ft. by 1 in. chain secured to 3,000 
lb. concrete sinkers, surround the location of M.031 (personal communication with B. Seymour, 
2023). Additionally, the area containing M.031 was surveyed by Panamerican in 1993, at which 
time, no potentially significant anomaly was detected.  Therefore, M.031 was determined to be 
nonsignificant. 
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Table 4-01. Magnetic Anomaly Data. 
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M.007 3026470 753751.6 185.07 44.35 +M  Infrastructure; Bridge or 
Cable Area 

 3 

M.009 3027182 752552.5 113.77 13.77 D  SPS  4 
M.010 3026905 752803.9 115.22 52.72 D  Buried linear feature  4 
M.011 3025839 753802.3 138.51 90.91 D  SPS  3 
M.012 3025579 754062.1 60.15 24.39 -M  SPS  3 
M.013 3024356 755287.8 71.15 19.15 D  SPS  3 
M.015 3024672 755045.4 204.53 24.25 D  SPS  3 
M.016 3026957 752873.2 137.61 65.37 -M  Buried linear feature  4 
M.017 3025203 754584.5 350.08 35.4 C  SPS  3 
M.020 3027070 752910.8 143.52 111.43 D  Buried linear feature  4 
M.021 3025948 754124.8 190.74 21.59 D  SPS  3 
M.022 3025581 754476.8 127.22 15.52 D  SPS  3 
M.024 3026262 753245.4 239.15 24.63 D  SPS  4 
M.025 3025348 754154.5 223.05 49.54 D  SPS  3 
M.026 3023820 755694.4 109.68 40.4 D  SPS  1 
M.028 3027860 751831.1 232.85 23.33 D  SPS  4 
M.029 3026875 752642.9 135.82 16.3 -M  SPS  4 

M.031 3020012 754370.7 685 266.24 C S.007 Large high intensity, 
complex anomaly 

 1 

M.032 3020465 754746.4 208.53 119.06 D  SPS  1 
M.033 3020443 754155.6 161.65 55.35 D  SPS  1 
M.036 3020904 755061.8 138.1 7.82 D  SPS  1 
M.037 3022644 755974.9 271.99 140.93 D  SPS  1 
M.039 3021565 755364.0 69.9 13.34 -M  SPS  1 
M.040 3022311 755617.6 91.02 9.95 +M  SPS  1 
M.042 3020449 753961.1 84.02 24.82 +M  SPS  1 
M.043 3021469 753891.7 78 35.05 -M  SPS  1 
M.044 3020537 754482.7 93.92 29.18 D  SPS  1 
M.046 3021346 753431.2 126.35 30.58 +M  SPS  1 
M.049 3022711 752834.9 138.43 63.64 +M  SPS  2 
M.051 3024685 751761.8 183.74 238.7 C  Unknown buried feature  4 
M.052 3022247 752865.4 81.25 126.96 D  SPS  2 
M.053 3021823 753145.2 110.54 27.8 +M  SPS  2 
M.054 3021335 753551.2 105.99 39.08 D  SPS  1 
M.056 3024844 751687.3 282.26 1366.39 C  Unknown buried feature  4 
M.058 3022056 753112.9 218.36 110.59 D S.001 Cable  2 
M.061 3021319 753756.1 105.88 11.73 -M  SPS  1 
M.062 3022247 753167.8 187.17 19.92 D  SPS  2 
M.063 3020865 754226.6 209.55 89.92 C  SPS  1 
M.064 3025935 750810.4 122.47 11.91 D  SPS  4 
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M.065 3025962 750920.4 105.33 46.55 D  SPS  4 
M.066 3026335 751142.0 66.79 25 -M S.008 Cable  4 
M.067 3026325 751254.1 193.87 196.06 D  SPS  4 
M.069 3026218 751359.9 134.67 9.16 +M  SPS  4 
M.070 3026099 751348.6 112.76 24.04 -M  SPS  4 
M.071 3026163 751512.0 118.24 32.29 D  SPS  4 
M.073 3024781 751175.1 159.62 35.47 D  SPS  4 
M.074 3025859 751434.4 125.43 24.73 D  SPS  4 
M.075 3026283 751724.9 74.21 19.42 D  SPS  4 
M.076 3024650 751269.6 150.88 21.97 -M  SPS  4 
M.077 3025250 751439.9 63.28 783.24 -M S.003 Cable  4 
M.083 3026636 751841.2 332.68 120.9 C  Buried linear feature  4 
M.084 3026657 751611.5 259.17 77.37 D  SPS  4 
M.087 3026601 751403.5 215.9 222.03 D  SPS  4 
M.089 3027952 751468.2 70.36 6.12 +M  SPS  4 
M.091 3024240 753816.5 180 90 D  SPS  3 
M.092 3024219 753106.9 36.16 13.06 D  SPS  4 
M.093 3023735 755733.7 62.56 17.89 D  SPS  1 
M.094 3023560 753676.6 138 50 D  SPS  1 
M.095 3023298 753951.8 125 45 D  SPS  1 

M.096 3023308 752674.2 223 1270.87 D  

Large high intensity, 
dipole. Likely associated 
with dredge vessel 
working in channel 
during drone survey 

 2 

M.097 3023141 752810.0 110 35.00 D  SPS  2 
M.098 3023146 755668.0 78 60.00 D  SPS  1 
M.099 3020441 753648.4 218.5 42.16 D  SPS  1 
M.100 3020648 753362.7 216.68 10.49 D  SPS  2 
M.101 3021203 752993.9 143.59 30.84 D  SPS  2 
M.102 3021496 753190.8 198.81 13.75 D  SPS  2 
M.103 3022707 752375.3 249.4 50.88 D  SPS  2 
M.104 3024263 751606.3 155.86 11.14 D  SPS  4 
M.105 3024073 751332.1 81.81 19.70 D  SPS  4 
M.106 3023601 752220.3 107.57 10.16 D  SPS  2 
M.107 3025873 750591.7 183.46 29.66 D  SPS  4 
M.109 3024030 754305.2 206.75 9.82 +M  SPS  3 
M.112 3023815 753318.0 243.38 19.29 D  SPS  2 
M.113 3023849 752715.0 910 115.00 C  Buried linear feature  1 
M.117 3023289 754221.7 162.71 12.56 D  SPS  1 
M.119 3023196 754077.1 187.75 17.37 D  SPS  1 
M.122 3023018 755081.1 187.61 13.07 D  SPS  1 
M.123 3022948 755081.6 103.74 10.57 -M  SPS  1 
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M.124 3022920 754469.4 210.68 25.00 D  SPS  1 

M.126 3020948 754560.4 278.05 85.00 C  
Large, complex 
anomaly. Likely 
associated with a debris 
scatter 

 1 

M.129 3021535 753899.4 144.99 13.83 +M M.043 SPS  1 
M.130 3021519 754368.7 73.53 10.00 +M  SPS  1 
M.132 3021252 754984.6 96.56 32.35 D  SPS  1 
M.136 3021836 754446.3 112.45 5.56 -M  SPS  1 
M.137 3022408 754628.4 550.00 935.00 C  Buried linear feature  1 
M.138 3022307 753647.6 214.16 22.04 D  SPS  1 
M.141 3025766 752226.1 210.26 36.90 D  SPS  4 
M.142 3025728 753311.9 193.36 34.88 D  SPS  4 
M.143 3026035 753116.0 187.04 15.48 D  SPS  4 
M.144 3024938 753132.1 124.63 8.07 -M  SPS  4 
M.145 3024927 753471.9 104.05 6.40 +M  SPS  3 
M.146 3025001 754175.6 234.32 15.78 D  SPS  3 
M.147 3025072 753522.8 92.19 19.19 +M  SPS  3 
M.148 3025216 753487.3 159.53 9.67 D  SPS  3 
M.149 3024705 752713.4 177.25 63.39 C  SPS  4 
M.150 3024793 753054.3 174.75 26.05 D  SPS  4 
M.151 3024800 752854.1 176.8 14.96 D  SPS  4 
M.154 3024609 752711.0 169.98 12.98 D  SPS  4 

Key: nT=nanoteslas; M= Monopole; D= Dipole; C= Complex; SPS= Single-Point Source. 
*Coordinates in NAD83 (2011) North Carolina State Plane, US Survey feet 
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Figure 4-01.  Map Key for Magnetic Contour Maps of the Oregon Inlet SCRAS APE.  
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Figure 4-02.  Magnetic Contour Map for Oregon Inlet APE. 
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Figure 4-03.  Magnetic Contour Map for Oregon Inlet APE. 
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Figure 4-04.  Magnetic Contour Map for Oregon Inlet APE. 
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Figure 4-05.  Magnetic Contour Map for Oregon Inlet APE. 
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Table 4-02. Side-Scan Sonar Contacts Data. 
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M
ap

 

S.001 3022033 753152.8 C_7 cable 0.11 12.75 0.56 0.19 M.058 

Linear object with high 
return, associated with a low 
intensity anomaly; likely 
cable 

2 

S.002 3022507 752837 C_8.001 debris 1.41 41.26 0.75 3.18  

Linear object, appears to be 
cable, however, has no 
associated magnetic 
anomaly. Likely debris or 
cable made of nonferrous 
material. 

2 

S.003 3025222 751450.1 C_9 cable 0.24 24.29 0.56 0.56 M.077 
Linear object associated with 
low intensity magnetic 
anomaly; likely cable 

4 

S.004 3021691 753611.1 C_11 buoy 0.94 13.68 0.60 1.13  

Buoy and buoy anchor. 
Confirmed by anchor line 
shadow and field 
observations 

1 

S.005 3020190 754104.3 J1_12 debris 0.54 4.50 1.23 2.45  

Linear object associated with 
a large, high intensity 
magnetic anomaly; possibly 
debris 

1 

S.006 3020442 754581 J1_14 buoy 0.28 27.00 0.80 0.75  

Buoy and buoy anchor; 
confirmed by the presence of 
anchor line and field 
observations 

1 

S.007 3020234 754570.1 J1_16 cable 0.35 23.92 0.75 2.07 M.031 

Linear object with hard 
return associated with a large 
high intensity anomaly: 
likely cable 

1 

S.008 3026343 751135.9 J2_3 cable 0.76 3.33 0.56 1.51 M.066 
Linear object associated with 
a low intensity anomaly, 
likely cable 

4 

S.009 3028399 752279.3 OI_3.002 debris 1.53 5.55 4.90 4.33  

Unknown object with two 
cylindrical objects 
protruding vertically. 
Possibly debris from the 
adjacent bridge 

4 

S.010 3027598 752269.6 OI_14b.001 debris 2.70 1.14 2.26 8.47  Linear object protruding 
vertically, likely debris 4 

S.011 3023243 756289.2 OI_18.002 debris 2.71 22.35 2.40 2.82  Unknown object with an 
attached line, likely debris 1 

*Coordinates in NAD83 (2011) North Carolina State Plane, US Survey feet 
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Table 4-03. Sonar Report. 

Target Image Target Info User Entered Info 

 

S.001 
● Sonar Time at Target: 3/18/2023 10:35:15 AM 
● Click Position 
    35.7706453717 -75.5539493140 (WGS84) 
    (X) 3022033.03 (Y) 753152.77 (Projected) 
● Map Projection: EPSG:6543 
● Acoustic Source File: C_7.jsf 
● Line Name: C_7 

Dimensions and attributes 
● Target Width: 0.56 US ft 
● Target Height: 0.11 US ft 
● Target Length: 12.75 US ft 
● Target Shadow: 0.19 US ft 
● Mag Anomaly: M.058 
● Classification1: cable 
● Description: Linear object with high return, 
associated with a low intensity anomaly; likely cable 

 

S.002 
● Sonar Time at Target: 3/18/2023 10:54:46 AM 
● Click Position 
    35.7697331711 -75.5523883709 (WGS84) 
    (X) 3022507.32 (Y) 752837.01 (Projected) 
● Map Projection: EPSG:6543 
● Acoustic Source File: C_8.001.jsf 
● Line Name: C_8.001 

Dimensions and attributes 
● Target Width: 0.75 US ft 
● Target Height: 1.41 US ft 
● Target Length: 41.26 US ft 
● Target Shadow: 3.18 US ft 
● Mag Anomaly:  
● Classification1: debris 
● Description: Linear object, appears to be cable, 
however, has no associated magnetic anomaly. Likely 
debris or cable made of nonferrous material. 

 

S.003 
● Sonar Time at Target: 3/18/2023 11:15:06 AM 
● Click Position 
    35.7656658233 -75.5434040791 (WGS84) 
    (X) 3025222.39 (Y) 751450.08 (Projected) 
● Map Projection: EPSG:6543 
● Acoustic Source File: C_9.jsf 
● Line Name: C_9 

Dimensions and attributes 
● Target Width: 0.56 US ft 
● Target Height: 0.24 US ft 
● Target Length: 24.29 US ft 
● Target Shadow: 0.56 US ft 
● Mag Anomaly: M.077 
● Classification1: cable 
● Description: Linear object associated with low 
intensity magnetic anomaly; likely cable 

 

S.004 
● Sonar Time at Target: 3/18/2023 11:08:08 AM 
● Click Position 
    35.7719363627 -75.5550464356 (WGS84) 
    (X) 3021691.48 (Y) 753611.10 (Projected) 
● Map Projection: EPSG:6543 
● Acoustic Source File: C_11.jsf 
● Line Name: C_11 

Dimensions and attributes 
● Target Width: 0.60 US ft 
● Target Height: 0.94 US ft 
● Target Length: 13.68 US ft 
● Target Shadow: 1.13 US ft 
● Mag Anomaly:  
● Classification1: buoy 
● Description: Buoy and buoy anchor. Confirmed by 
anchor line shadow and field observations 
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Target Image Target Info User Entered Info 

 

S.005 
● Sonar Time at Target: 3/17/2023 5:30:39 PM 
● Click Position 
    35.7734335983 -75.5600487978 (WGS84) 
    (X) 3020189.61 (Y) 754104.31 (Projected) 
● Map Projection: EPSG:6543 
● Acoustic Source File: J1_12.jsf 
● Line Name: J1_12 

Dimensions and attributes 
● Target Width: 1.23 US ft 
● Target Height: 0.54 US ft 
● Target Length: 4.50 US ft 
● Target Shadow: 2.45 US ft 
● Mag Anomaly: 
● Classification1: debris 
● Description: Unknown linear object within duration 
boundary of a large, high intensity magnetic anomaly; 
however, no contours fall in proximity to the contact; 
possibly debris 

 

S.006 
● Sonar Time at Target: 3/17/2023 4:14:58 PM 
● Click Position 
    35.7747184369 -75.5591430732 (WGS84) 
    (X) 3020441.90 (Y) 754581.01 (Projected) 
● Map Projection: EPSG:6543 
● Acoustic Source File: J1_14.jsf 
● Line Name: J1_14 

Dimensions and attributes 
● Target Width: 0.80 US ft 
● Target Height: 0.28 US ft 
● Target Length: 27.00 US ft 
● Target Shadow: 0.75 US ft 
● Mag Anomaly:  
● Classification1: buoy 
● Description: Buoy and buoy anchor; confirmed by 
presence of anchor line and field observations 

 

S.007 
● Sonar Time at Target: 3/17/2023 3:43:19 PM 
● Click Position 
    35.7747082952 -75.5598459334 (WGS84) 
    (X) 3020233.67 (Y) 754570.10 (Projected) 
● Map Projection: EPSG:6543 
● Acoustic Source File: J1_16.jsf 
● Line Name: J1_16 

Dimensions and attributes 
● Target Width: 0.75 US ft 
● Target Height: 0.35 US ft 
● Target Length: 23.92 US ft 
● Target Shadow: 2.07 US ft 
● Mag Anomaly: M.031 
● Classification1: cable 
● Description: Linear object with hard return associated 
with large high intensity anomaly: likely cable 

 

S.008 
● Sonar Time at Target: 3/18/2023 11:33:26 AM 
● Click Position 
    35.7646959099 -75.5396653769 (WGS84) 
    (X) 3026343.14 (Y) 751135.89 (Projected) 
● Map Projection: EPSG:6543 
● Acoustic Source File: J2_3.jsf 
● Line Name: J2_3 

Dimensions and attributes 
● Target Width: 0.56 US ft 
● Target Height: 0.76 US ft 
● Target Length: 3.33 US ft 
● Target Shadow: 1.51 US ft 
● Mag Anomaly: M.066 
● Classification1: cable 
● Description: Linear object associated with a low 
intensity anomaly, likely cable 
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Target Image Target Info User Entered Info 

 

S.009 
● Sonar Time at Target: 3/16/2023 12:00:13 PM 
● Click Position 
    35.7676383140 -75.5326040290 (WGS84) 
    (X) 3028399.30 (Y) 752279.33 (Projected) 
● Map Projection: EPSG:6543 
● Acoustic Source File: OI_3.002.jsf 
● Line Name: OI_3.002 

Dimensions and attributes 
● Target Width: 4.90 US ft 
● Target Height: 1.53 US ft 
● Target Length: 5.55 US ft 
● Target Shadow: 4.33 US ft 
● Mag Anomaly:  
● Classification1: debris 
● Description: Unknown object with two cylindrical 
objects protruding vertically. Possibly debris from 
adjacent bridge 

 

S.010 
● Sonar Time at Target: 3/16/2023 2:58:23 PM 
● Click Position 
    35.7676883695 -75.5353042907 (WGS84) 
    (X) 3027598.11 (Y) 752269.58 (Projected) 
● Map Projection: EPSG:6543 
● Acoustic Source File: OI_14b.001.jsf 
● Line Name: OI_14b.001 

Dimensions and attributes 
● Target Width: 2.26 US ft 
● Target Height: 2.70 US ft 
● Target Length: 1.14 US ft 
● Target Shadow: 8.47 US ft 
● Mag Anomaly:  
● Classification1: debris 
● Description: Linear object protruding vertically, 
likely debris 

 

S.011 
● Sonar Time at Target: 3/16/2023 5:21:07 PM 
● Click Position 
    35.7791413718 -75.5495064037 (WGS84) 
    (X) 3023242.72 (Y) 756289.16 (Projected) 
● Map Projection: EPSG:6543 
● Acoustic Source File: OI_18.002.jsf 
● Line Name: OI_18.002 

Dimensions and attributes 
● Target Width: 2.40 US ft 
● Target Height: 2.71 US ft 
● Target Length: 22.35 US ft 
● Target Shadow: 2.82 US ft 
● Mag Anomaly:  
● Classification1: debris 
● Description: Unknown object with attached line, 
likely debris 
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Figure 4-06.  Side-scan sonar coverage mosaic of Oregon Inlet APE.  
 

 
Figure 4-07. Magnetic anomaly M.031’s proximity to three abandoned mooring anchors, image received from 
USACE, Jacksonville District (Seymour 2023). 
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SUBBOTTOM PROFILER RESULTS 
The review of shallow seismic (subbottom profiler) data for this project included over 2.24 
gigabytes of data saved in 129 files.  These data were processed, analyzed, and mapped in 
SonarWiz 7, and were first bottom tracked to the first return.  The records were filtered to reduce 
noise (2 to 22 kHz) and then amplified using the Automatic Gain Control (AGC) algorithm.  
Processed data profiles were exported for figure production and data examples. Penetration was 
typically 3 to 4.5 m (approximately 10 to 15 ft) below the mudline (BML) within the APE (Figures 
4-08 and 4-09).  It should be noted that no surface expressions of paleofeatures with the potential 
to contain preserved precontact sites, such as chart outcrops or exposed middens, were recorded 
on side-scan sonar records.  Thus, these features were limited to interpretation from subbottom 
profiler data.  The primary objective of the analysis was to identify features representing 
paleolandscape settings with the potential to contain cultural material (such as channel margins), 
as well as for features that may be associated with a site—such as highly reflective positive relief 
features that may indicate shell middens.   
 
Analysis of the subbottom profiler record indicated that the APE consisted solely of 
unconsolidated marine sediments (coarse sand and silts) to the depth of the instrument’s capability, 
typically 3 to 4.5 m.  The shallow seismic records of survey areas were dominated by chaotic facies 
with rare defined reflectors.  Analysis of subbottom data identified 75 subbottom profiler reflectors 
associated with geomorphological features within the APE (Figure 4-10).  These features were 
comprised of low intensity horizontal reflectors and layered horizontal reflectors, representing a 
brackish back bay environment.  These features may represent a relict landform, however, no 
elevated surface such as channel margins, terraces, or other positive relief features was found in 
association of the identified reflectors.  Thus, there is a very low likelihood of preserved precontact 
archaeological deposits.  Likewise, no subbottom profiler features were identified in association 
with cultural material.  No avoidance or further work is recommended.   
 
 

 
Figure 4-08.  Example subbottom profiler record. Data taken from line OI_4.  This profile is provided in both 
unannotated (above) and annotated (below).  
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Figure 4-09.  Example subbottom profiler record. Data taken from line OI_28b.  This profile is provided in 
both unannotated (above) and annotated (below). Note the presence of horizontal reflectors. 
 

 
Figure 4-10.  Map of subbottom profiler reflectors in the APE.  
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V.  CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Corps is proposing to remove shoaled material recently accreted in Oregon Inlet in Dare 
County, North Carolina.  The Oregon Inlet APE consists of 693 acres that had not been investigated 
for submerged cultural resources that are potentially eligible for listing in the NRHP.  In order to 
comply with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ responsibilities towards cultural resources, 
Panamerican was contracted to conduct an intensive marine remote sensing survey of the APE, 
conducted under the Corps, Jacksonville District’s Contract No. W912EP-20-A-0017 and Delivery 
Order No. W912EP-23-F-0051.   
 
The maritime remote sensing survey was conducted from March 16 through March 18, 2023.  The 
aerial drone magnetometer survey was conducted from April 27 through May 5, 2023.  Survey of 
the navigable portions of the APE employed a marine magnetometer, side-scan sonar, and a 
subbottom profiler.  Survey coverage of the non-navigable shoals was accomplished by a drone-
mounted aerial magnetometer.  Analysis of the data attained from the remote sensing survey 
identified 98 magnetic anomalies, 11 side-scan sonar contacts, and 75 subbottom profiler reflectors 
within the APE.  Comprehensive review of the data indicated no potentially significant submerged 
cultural resources. Therefore, no further investigation or avoidance is recommended.   
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APPENDIX A:  PROJECT WORK STATEMENT 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

PERFORMANCE WORK STATEMENT (PWS) 

 

OREGON INLET SUBMERGED CULTURAL RESOURCES SURVEY, DARE COUNTY, 

NORTH CAROLINA 

 

SUBMERGED CULTURAL RESOURCES SURVEY 

 

 

1. GENERAL INFORMATION  
 
1.1 Description of Services/Introduction:  
 
This is a non-personal services contract to conduct a submerged cultural resource assessment survey 
(CRAS) of Oregon Inlet, Dare County, North Carolina. Cultural resources investigations shall be conducted 
by the contractor to aid in the agency’s compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation 
Act (NHPA) (54 U.S.C. § 306108) and its implementing regulations (36 C.F.R. Part 800). Work will include 
a literature search and background review, fieldwork, data analysis, and associated reporting. The contractor 
shall provide all personnel, equipment, supplies, facilities, transportation, tools, materials, supervision, and 
other items to perform all services as defined in this Performance Work Statement (PWS) except for those 
items specified as government furnished. The contractor shall perform to the standards in this contract.   
 
1.2 Background:  
 
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Wilmington District (Corps), is proposing to remove shoaled material 
recently accreted in the Oregon Inlet in Dare County, North Carolina. The material removal area, shown in 
Technical Exhibit (TE) A, has not been investigated for submerged cultural resources that are potentially 
eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP).  As such, a cultural resources survey 
is necessary. 
 
1.3 Objectives:  
 
The goal of the submerged CRAS under this contract is to conduct a submerged cultural resources remote 
sensing survey within the area of potential effects (APE) as shown in TE A. The contract tasks will include 
background research and mobilization; permit coordination with the Corps and other agencies as 
appropriate; remote sensing survey and archaeological testing of any identified targets to assess the integrity 
and potential research value of the targets; data analysis; reporting; and data delivery. These goals are 
provided in TE B. 
 
1.4 Restrictions: 
 
 1. Personal Services:  The Government shall neither supervise contractor employees nor control 
the method by which the contractor performs the required tasks. Under no circumstances shall the 
Government assign tasks to, or prepare work schedules for, individual contractor employees. It shall be the 
responsibility of the contractor to manage its employees and to guard against any actions that are of the 
nature of personal services or give the perception of personal services. If the contractor believes that any 
actions constitute, or are perceived to constitute personal services, it shall be the contractor's responsibility 
to notify the Procuring Contracting Officer (PCO) immediately. 
 
 2. Inherently Governmental:  Avoidance of Performance Closely Associated with Inherently 
Governmental Functions. Task orders issued under this Contract shall receive special consideration to avoid 
inclusion of services which are considered closely associated with inherently governmental functions. 



 

 

Under no circumstances shall this Contract be utilized in a manner which would require the Contractor to 
manage another contractor, nor in manner such as where the Contractor might influence official evaluations 
of other contractors; neither directly nor indirectly. 
 
 3.  Brooks-Act Prohibition:  Under this contract, the Contractor is prohibited from performing 
architect-engineer type services which require a registration by state law. The Contractor is prohibited from 
performing architect-engineer type services, associated with the design or construction of real property 
(land and structures). The Contractor is prohibited from performing ancillary architect-engineer type 
services, which require supervision by a registered professional. The Contractor is prohibited from 
performing survey or mapping services associated with architect-engineer type planning, development 
construction, design, or alteration of real property.  
 
1.5 Scope:   
 
This PWS details the Contractor’s requirement to perform submerged cultural resources investigations 
within the Project APE, as defined in TE A. The results of the investigations will allow the Corps to make 
determinations of effect on cultural resources within the APE. Services include six Tasks; Task 1: 
Archival/Background Research; Task 2: Permit Coordination; Task 3: Fieldwork; Task 4: Data Analysis; 
Task 5: Reporting; and Task 6: Data Delivery. These Tasks are described in more detail in Section 10 of 
this PWS. 
 
1.6 Period of Performance: 
 

The period of performance shall be for 12 months. 
 
1.7 Place of Performance: 
 
The work performed under this contract shall be performed at relevant archives and libraries, the project 
area depicted in TE A, contractor facilities, and other locations as necessary to accomplish the services 
identified above. 
 
1.8 Recognized Holidays:   

The Contractor is not required to perform services on Federal holidays noted below.   

New Year’s Day    Martin Luther King Jr.’s Birthday 
President’s Day     Memorial Day 
Juneteenth National Independence Day    Independence Day 
Labor Day     Columbus Day      
Veteran’s Day     Thanksgiving Day 
Christmas Day 
 

2.  CONTRACTOR ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT 

 

2.1 Business Relations:   
 
The contractor shall successfully integrate and coordinate all activity needed to execute the requirement. 
The contractor shall manage the timeliness, completeness, and quality of problem identification. The 
contractor shall provide corrective action plans, proposal submittals, timely identification of issues, and 
effective management of subcontractors. The contractor shall seek to ensure customer satisfaction and 
professional and ethical behavior of all contractor personnel. 



 

 

 
2.2 Contractor Personnel, Disciplines, and Specialties:  
 
Agencies, institutions, corporations, associations, or individuals shall be considered qualified when they 
meet the minimum criteria given in section 2.3 below. The Contractor shall submit with the proposal 
package the qualifications, including academic and work experience, for the Principal Investigator and the 
key employees. Any change to these employees during the performance of this contract must have the prior 
written approval of the Contracting Officer (KO). 
 
2.3 Key Personnel: 
 
The following personnel are considered key personnel by the government: Project Manager (PM), Principal 
Investigator (PI), Underwater/Marine Archaeologist, and/or Remote Sensing Specialist. The proposal must 
include documentation that key personnel meet or exceed the SOI’s Professional Qualifications Standards 
as specified in 36 CFR Part 61 and 48 Federal Register 44738-44739. The proposal must identify key 
personnel for the survey, including curriculum vitae and other relevant documentation. At least one senior 
staff member will have substantive experience in conducting underwater/maritime archeological research 
and fieldwork in the North Carolina region, including collecting and processing high resolution geophysical 
survey data, and in interpreting these data for signatures of submerged cultural resources. All field personnel 
must comply with North Carolina state statutes regarding archaeological work. 
 
The KO and Contracting Officer Representative (COR) shall be informed if any sub-contractors or third-
party vendors are anticipated to be used; if sub-contractors are proposed, contractors must also provide the 
appropriate documentation that all sub-contractors’ Key Personnel meet the Secretary of Interior’s 
Professional Qualifications Standards as specified above. Documentation shall include curriculum vitae, 
resume, and/or certifications pertinent to qualifications. In addition, the COR shall approve in advance all 
changes in key personnel during the period of contract services. 
 
Project Manager/ Principal Investigator 
The Project Manager (PM)/Principal Investigator (PI) for archaeology shall meet the criteria for a qualified 
professional archaeologist according to the professional qualification standards established by the Secretary 
of the Interior The PM/PI will be responsible for all background research, fieldwork, analyses, and 
interpretation. The PM/PI for this contract will be, at minimum, an archaeologist with a master’s degree 
and at least two (2) years of professional experience in cultural resources management and the 
administration of multi-disciplinary historic property surveys/excavations within North Carolina. The 
PM/PI shall be responsible for overall supervision of work and services to be performed under this contract 
and shall be responsible for the validity of the material presented and reports produced under this contract. 
In the event of controversy or court challenge, the PM/PI shall testify in support of his findings at 
Government expense under a separate contractual instrument.  
 
Underwater/Marine Archaeologist 
The Underwater/Marine Archaeologist shall meet or exceed the Secretary of Interior’s Professional 
Qualifications Standards for a qualified professional archaeologist. In addition to meeting the formal 
qualifications for an archaeologist defined above, an Underwater/Marine Archaeologist will also have 
demonstrated background of coastal geology and geomorphology, familiarity with remote sensing devices 
such as shallow seismic profilers, sidescan sonar, fathometer, marine survey magnetometers, and electronic 
positioning systems and the ability to interpret the output of these devices. An underwater archaeologist 
will have at least one (1) year of supervised experience in marine survey/excavation archaeology, including 
extensive offshore training in the operation of remote sensing devices, and familiarity with the best 
currently accepted standards and practices for operating remote sensing devices for the identification of 
submerged cultural resources, and the preparation of reports, together with at least six (6) month’s 



 

 

experience in the methods, techniques, and use of equipment required for underwater archaeological survey, 
excavation, and data recovery at submerged shipwrecks and archaeological sites. 

 
Remote Sensing Specialist 

The Remote Sensing Specialist shall meet or exceed the Secretary of Interior’s Professional Qualifications 
Standards for a qualified professional archaeologist. In addition to meeting the formal qualifications for an 
archaeologist defined above, the remote sensing specialist will also have remote sensing specialist are at 
least two (2) years of experience in hydrographic and marine geophysical survey, and the ability to operate 
and interpret the data output of remote sensing equipment using the best, currently accepted standards and 
practices for identification of submerged cultural resources including, but not limited to: recording survey 
fathometer, electronic distance measuring instruments, shallow seismic profilers, marine survey 
magnetometers, and sidescan sonar. 
 
2.4 Identification of Contractor Employees:    
 
All contract personnel attending meetings, answering Government telephones, and working in other 
situations where their contractor status is not obvious to third parties are required to identify themselves as 
such to avoid creating an impression in the minds of members of the public that they are Government 
officials. They must also ensure that all documents or reports produced by contractors are suitably of 
subcontractors. The contractor shall seek to ensure customer satisfaction and professional and ethical 
behavior of all contractor personnel. 
 
2.5 Subcontract Management: 
 
The contractor shall be responsible for any subcontract management necessary to integrate work performed 
on this requirement and shall be responsible and accountable for subcontractor performance on this 
requirement. The prime contractor shall manage work distribution to ensure there are no Organizational 
Conflict of Interest (OCI) considerations. Contractors may add subcontractors to their team after 
notification to the KO or COR. 
 
2.6 Contractor Travel:  
 
The Contractor shall be required to mobilize to and from the survey area to perform work under this 
contract. The Contractor shall be responsible for scheduling all work and mobilization. Reimbursable travel 
costs include transportation, lodging, meals, and incidental expenses as defined in Part 31.205-46 of the 
Federal Acquisition Regulation. Costs for transportation shall be reimbursed based on the prevailing GSA 
mileage reimbursement rate. Costs for lodging, meals, and incidental expenses shall be reimbursed in 
accordance with the Joint Travel Regulations, based on the prevailing GSA per diem rate for Kill Devil 
Hills, North Carolina. 
 
3.  SECURITY 

 
3.1 Security Requirements:  
  
N/A 
 
3.2 Antiterrorism/Operation Security (AT/OPSEC) Requirements:  
 
N/A 
 



 

 

3.3 Physical Security:   
 
N/A 
 
3.4 Key Control: 
 
N/A 
 
4.  QUALITY 
 
4.1 Quality Control:   
 
The contractor shall develop and maintain an effective quality control program to ensure services are 
performed in accordance with this PWS. The contractor shall develop and implement procedures to identify, 
prevent, and ensure non-recurrence of defective services. The contractor’s quality control program is the 
means by which the contractor assures the work complies with the requirement of the contract. After 
acceptance of the quality control plan the contractor shall receive the contracting officer’s acceptance in 
writing of any proposed change to this QC system. Note as part of this quality control program the 
contractor shall pay specific attention to ensure protection of materials removed during excavations. 
Safeguards are to be implemented to ensure that all materials are protected from accidental destruction or 
loss.  
 
4.2 Quality Assurance:   
 
The government shall evaluate the contractor’s performance under this contract in accordance with the 
Performance Requirement Summary (PRS). Additionally, the Government shall use a Quality Assurance 
Surveillance Plan (QASP), in the inspection of the services. This plan is primarily focused on what the 
Government must do to ensure that the contractor has performed in accordance with the performance 
standards. It defines how the performance standards shall be applied, the frequency of surveillance, and the 
minimum acceptable defect rate(s).  

4.3 Quality Assurance Surveillance Plan (QASP):   

The Government shall monitor the Contractor’s performance under this Contract in accordance with the 
Governments QASP. 
 
4.4 Performance Requirements Summary:   
 
The contractor service requirements are summarized into performance objectives that relate directly to 
mission essential items. The performance threshold briefly describes the minimum acceptable levels of 
service required for each requirement. These thresholds are critical to mission success. 
 
5.  GOVERNMENT CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION 

 

5.1 Post Award Conference/Periodic Progress Meetings:   
 
The Contractor agrees to attend any post award conference convened by the contracting activity or contract 
administration office in accordance with Federal Acquisition Regulation Subpart 42.5. The COR and other 
Government personnel, as appropriate, may meet periodically with the contractor to review the contractor's 
performance. At these meetings the contracting officer shall apprise the contractor of how the government 



 

 

views the contractor's performance and the contractor shall apprise the Government of problems, if any, 
being experienced. Appropriate action shall be taken to resolve outstanding issues. These meetings shall be 
at no additional cost to the government.  
 
5.2 Contracting Officer Representative:   
 
The COR shall be identified by separate letter. The COR monitors all technical aspects of the contract and 
assists in contract administration. The COR is authorized to perform the following functions: assure that 
the Contractor performs the technical requirements of the contract: perform inspections necessary in 
connection with contract performance: maintain written and oral communications with the Contractor 
concerning technical aspects of the contract: issue written interpretations of technical requirements, 
including Government drawings, designs, specifications: monitor Contractor's performance and notifies 
both the Contracting Officer and Contractor of any deficiencies; coordinate availability of government 
furnished property, and provide site entry of Contractor personnel. A letter of designation issued to the 
COR, a copy of which is sent to the Contractor, states the responsibilities and limitations of the COR, 
especially with regard to changes in cost or price, estimates or changes in delivery dates. The COR is not 
authorized to change any of the terms and conditions of the resulting order.  
 
6.  OTHER REQUIREMENTS AND INFORMATION 

 

6.1 Hours of Operation:   
 
The contractor is responsible for conducting business, between the hours of 8:00 am and 5:00 pm Monday 
thru Friday except Federal holidays or when the Government facility is closed due to local or national 
emergencies, administrative closings, or similar Government directed facility closings. For other than firm 
fixed price contracts, the contractor shall not be reimbursed when the government facility is closed for the 
above reasons. The Contractor must at all times maintain an adequate workforce for the uninterrupted 
performance of all tasks defined within this PWS. When hiring personnel, the Contractor shall keep in mind 
that the stability and continuity of the workforce are essential.  
 
6.2 Other Direct Costs: 
 
N/A 
 
6.3 Data Rights: 
 
The Government has unlimited rights to all documents/material produced under this contract. All 
documents and materials, to include the source codes of any software, produced under this contract shall 
be Government owned and are the property of the Government with all rights and privileges of 
ownership/copyright belonging exclusively to the Government. These documents and materials may not be 
used or sold by the contractor without written permission from the Contracting Officer. All materials 
supplied to the Government shall be the sole property of the Government and may not be used for any other 
purpose. This right does not abrogate any other Government rights. 
 
6.4 Organizational Conflict of Interest:   
 
Contractor and subcontractor personnel performing work under this contract may receive, have access to 
or participate in the development of proprietary or source selection information (e.g., cost or pricing 
information, budget information or analyses, specifications or work statements, etc.) or perform evaluation 
services which may create a current or subsequent Organizational Conflict of Interests (OCI) as defined in 
FAR Subpart 9.5. The Contractor shall notify the Contracting Officer immediately whenever it becomes 



 

 

aware that such access or participation may result in any actual or potential OCI and shall promptly submit 
a plan to the Contracting Officer to avoid or mitigate any such OCI. The Contractor’s mitigation plan shall 
be determined to be acceptable solely at the discretion of the Contracting Officer and in the event the 
Contracting Officer unilaterally determines that any such OCI cannot be satisfactorily avoided or mitigated, 
the Contracting Officer may affect other remedies as he or she deems necessary, including prohibiting the 
Contractor from participation in subsequent contracted requirements which may be affected by the OCI. 
 
6.5 Phase In/Phase Out: 
 
N/A 
 
7.  DEFINITIONS AND ACRONYMS 

 
7.1 Definitions:  
 
CONTRACTOR.  A supplier or vendor having a contract to provide specific supplies or service to the 
government. The term used in this contract refers to the prime. 
 
CONTRACTING OFFICER.  A person with authority to enter into, administer, and or terminate contracts, 
and make related determinations and findings on behalf of the government.  Note: The only individual who 
can legally bind the government. 
 
CONTRACTING OFFICER'S REPRESENTATIVE (COR). An employee of the U.S. Government 
appointed by the contracting officer to administer the contract. Such appointment shall be in writing and 
shall state the scope of authority and limitations.  This individual has authority to provide technical direction 
to the Contractor as long as that direction is within the scope of the contract, does not constitute a change, 
and has no funding implications. This individual does NOT have authority to change the terms and 
conditions of the contract.  
 
DEFECTIVE SERVICE.  A service output that does not meet the standard of performance associated with 
the Performance Work Statement. 

 
DELIVERABLE.  All goods, out-puts, end products, services, work, work product, items, materials and 
property to be created, developed, produced, delivered, performed or provided by or on behalf of, or made 
available through, Contractor (or any agent, contractor or subcontractor of the contractor) in connection 
with this contract. Most deliverables take the form of a tangible product (hardware, software, data, written 
report, completed installation, etc.), but some can also be less tangible (meeting facilitator or custodial 
services). 
 
KEY PERSONNEL.  Contractor personnel that are evaluated in a source selection process and that may be 
required to be used in the performance of a contract by the Key Personnel listed in the PWS.  When key 
personnel are used as an evaluation factor in best value procurement, an offer can be rejected if it does not   
have a firm commitment from the persons that are listed in the proposal. 
 
PHYSICAL SECURITY.  Actions that prevent the loss or damage of Government property. 
 
QUALITY ASSURANCE.  The government procedures to verify that services being performed by the 
Contractor are performed according to acceptable standards. 
 
QUALITY ASSURANCE Surveillance plan (QASP).  An organized written document specifying the 
surveillance methodology to be used for surveillance of contractor performance.   



 

 

 
QUALITY CONTROL.  All necessary measures taken by the Contractor to assure that the quality of an 
end product or service shall meet contract requirements. 
 
SUBCONTRACTOR.  One that enters into a contract with a prime contractor.  The Government does not 
have privity of contract with the subcontractor. 
 
WORK DAY.  The number of hours per day the Contractor provides services in accordance with the 
contract. 
 
WORK WEEK.  Is defined as Monday through Friday, unless specified otherwise. 
 
7.2 Acronyms:   
 
ACOR   Alternate Contracting Officer's Representative 
AFARS   Army Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement 
APE   Area of Potential Effects 
AR   Army Regulation 
CCE   Contracting Center of Excellence  
CFR   Code of Federal Regulations 
CONUS  Continental United States (excludes Alaska and Hawaii) 
COR   Contracting Officer Representative 
COTR   Contracting Officer's Technical Representative 
COTS   Commercial Off the Shelf 
DA   Department of the Army 
DD250               Department of Defense Form 250 (Receiving Report) 
DD254   Department of Defense Contract Security Requirement List 
DFARS   Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement 
DMDC   Defense Manpower Data Center 
DOD   Department of Defense 
FAR   Federal Acquisition Regulation   
HIPAA   Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 
KO   Contracting Officer  
NHPA   National Historic Preservation Act 
NRHP   National Register of Historic Places  
NTP   Notice to Proceed 
OCI   Organizational Conflict of Interest 
OCONUS  Outside Continental United States (includes Alaska and Hawaii) 
ODC    Other Direct Costs  
PI   Principal Investigator 
PIPO   Phase In/Phase Out 
PM   Project Manager 
POC   Point of Contact 
PRS   Performance Requirements Summary 
PWS   Performance Work Statement 
QA   Quality Assurance 
QAP   Quality Assurance Program 
QASP   Quality Assurance Surveillance Plan 
QC   Quality Control 
QCP   Quality Control Program 
SHPO   State Historic Preservation Officer 



 

 

TE   Technical Exhibit 
 
8.  GOVERNMENT FURNISHED PROPERY, EQUIPMENT, SERVICES AND MATERIALS  
 
8.1 Property: 
 
N/A 

 
8.2 Equipment: 
 
N/A 
 

8.3 Services: 
 
N/A 

 
8.4 Materials: 
 
The Government shall provide shapefiles of the project APE. The Government shall NOT provide any other 
services or personnel to assist with production set up. 
 
9.  CONTRACTOR REQUIREMENTS 

 
9.1 Contractor Furnished Items: 
 
The Contractor shall furnish all supplies, equipment, facilities and services required to perform work under 
this contract that are not listed under Section 3 of this PWS. All Global Positioning System (GPS) 
equipment shall be of such design and in such condition and adjustment that results obtained will be within 
a sub-meter range of accuracy. The Contractor will be responsible for all equipment and operators required 
for site access. 
 
The Contractor shall provide all office and field equipment to meet the requirements of this PWS including 
the following: 

1) A boat suitable for the investigation equipped to meet U.S. Coast Guard regulations. 
2) A positioning and navigation system with differential receiver accuracy of 1 meter, integrated with 

the remote sensing data collection and survey lane recording software.  
3) Remote sensing hardware, if necessary: 

a. Either a proton precession or a cesium magnetometers and software and operating systems for 
locating and recording magnetic anomalies and processing anomaly signatures to allow 
characterization and interpretation of the signature. 

b. A CHIRP-style sub-bottom profiler and software and operating systems for locating sub-
bottom anomalies potentially indicative of historic properties. 

c. A digital dual-frequency sidescan sonar and software and operating systems capable of real-
time mosaicking of data and features for detailed analysis, characterization, and interpretation 
of sonar targets. 

4) All office equipment needed to meet the requirements under this PWS including, but not limited 
to, desks, lighting, software, computers, printers, plotters, etc. 

5) Necessary equipment to locate and/or uncover targets for their identification and evaluation. 
 
9.2 Submittals: 
 



 

 

The Contractor shall provide to the government the submittals detailed in TE C. 
 
9.3 Contract Requirements: 
 
The Contractor shall be responsible for providing a safe working environment for all persons in his/her 
employ as prescribed by EM 385-1-1, “Safety and Health Requirements Manual,” dated 30 November 
2014. The Contractor shall be responsible for all damages to persons and property that occur in connection 
with the work and services performed under this Contract, without recourse against the Government. 
 
10. PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

 
10.1 Basic Services:  
 
The contractor shall supply the necessary personnel, facilities, supplies, materials, and other equipment 
required to conduct a submerged CRAS following the schedule in TE C.  
 
10.2 Task 1: Archival/Background Research: 
 
This task will consist of archival research, literature review, and interviews with local informants and other 
knowledgeable individuals as applicable. Archival and background research, undertaken prior to any field 
survey, includes a review of relevant environmental, archaeological, and historical literature, documents, 
and other data. It will allow for a review of known resources within and near the survey area and shall 
provide a regional framework against which identified resources should be evaluated for significance. 
Background research shall include previous archaeological and historic investigations (unpublished and 
published) conducted in and adjacent to the immediate project area. The historical review should provide 
an outline of the major historical developments in the project area, including information on historically 
significant individuals, institutions, or events, as well as the history of land use for the survey property in 
relationship to maritime transportation and commerce. Emphasis shall be placed on examination of historic 
and cartographic data relating to the locations of historic wrecks and hydrographic change. Repositories 
may include but are not limited to the following: municipality records, university and private collections, 
photography collections, and regional and national archives. Emphasis shall also be placed on 
documentation related to exploration, colonization, development, agriculture, fishing, industry, trade, 
transportation, commerce, warfare, and shipbuilding. Appropriate information shall be collected that may 
provide information about targets, anomalies, and landforms and their relationship to known shipwrecks or 
submerged archaeological sites. 
 
Additional archival research will be conducted, as necessary, to identify, evaluate, and assess the 
significance of any potentially significant sites, targets, and anomalies. The contractor shall examine 
historic background data and build upon that data to further construct and refine a background history of 
the targets, and anomalies as they relate to the project area, i.e., place identifiable targets in appropriate 
historical context. These contexts can be used as the framework in which to apply the criteria for NRHP 
evaluations. 
 
Archival research will address the following: 

• Past field surveys in the project area and the relevance of the major findings in the area currently 
under study, with in-text references and full citations; 

• Pertinent data regarding archaeological reports, site forms, and local repositories, as appropriate, 
with in-text references and full citations;  

• Pertinent data regarding historic wrecks, submerged archaeological sites, and hydrographic change 
using data collected from the site files, historic maps and charts, and other appropriate archival 
sources, mapped and cited appropriately; 



 

 

• Pertinent historical data from records such as plat maps, tract books, aerial and topographic maps, 
atlases, tax records, photographs, local historical/archaeological societies and relevant historical 
documents, cited appropriately; and 

• Pertinent historic aerials of the project area, with at least one appearing in the report, with in-text 
references/discussion and full citations. 
 

In addition to archival research, pertinent information from informants, should be included, as relevant, and 
cited appropriately. If formal interviews are conducted, the contractor is required to provide transcripts of 
the interviews and waivers completed by the interviewee. The result of informal interviews can be cited as 
personal communication; this data should also appear in field notes. 
 
10.3 Task 2: Coordination and Permits 
 
This task will consist of coordination and preparation for fieldwork through application for all necessary 
state and federal permits for conducting cultural resource investigations. This task will also consist of 
coordinating the Contractor fieldwork schedule with the Corps COR and/or Contract Technical 
Representative to discuss fieldwork schedule and dates for Corps inspection of Contractor during fieldwork. 
 
The Contractor will develop an appropriate submerged cultural resources remote sensing survey 
methodology in consultation with the COR prior to conducting fieldwork. The survey methodology should 
include details of the methods and equipment that will be used for conducting the fieldwork. 
 
10.4 Task 3: Fieldwork 
 
The contractor shall conduct an intensive cultural resources remote sensing survey within the APE, as 
defined in TE A. The APE measures approximately 700 acres and consists of a roughly 4,000 ft wide 
corridor running west of and adjacent and roughly parallel to the Highway 12 bridge between Bodie and 
Hatteras Islands for approximately 1.5 miles in Dare County, North Carolina (TE A). Field methods for the 
remote sensing survey shall be designed to collect sufficient information on features seen in magnetometer, 
sonar, and sub-bottom profiler data to locate and evaluate their potential historical significance and/or the 
need for of future investigations or avoidance measures. Investigations should explicitly determine the 
extents of the previously-recorded archaeological sites and any newly-identified sites, targets, or anomalies, 
and map the site components within the survey area. The submerged cultural resource remote sensing 
survey shall employ a transect interval that ensures 100% overlapping (200% seafloor) coverage of the 
APE. The boat speed shall not exceed five knots. The sidescan sonar range shall collect data at least 100 
percent overlapping (200% seafloor coverage) coverage of the project area and the sensor shall be towed 
above the channel bottom at a height that is 10 to 20 percent of the range of the instrument. The 
magnetometer sensors shall be towed at a depth of no more than six (6) meters above the seafloor. In 
addition to the above mentioned survey parameters, due to the extremely shallow nature of some of the 
shoaled material throughout the APE, it may be necessary to employ non-conventional/novel survey 
methodologies such as aerial or hand operated magnetometer, ground penetrating radar (GPR), or other 
remote sensing methods more typically found on terrestrial archaeological surveys. The Contractor will 
develop survey methods in consultation with the COR and OSA, consistent with the North Carolina 

Underwater Archaeology Branch Environmental Review Procedures prior to conducting fieldwork. 
Adherence to the methods will be explicitly stated and illustrated both in the text and in the illustrations of 
the survey report. 
 
Unless explicitly directed otherwise, the Contractor is to consider and treat all previously recorded resources 
as newly recorded resources except during evaluation: all previously recorded resources should be revisited, 
investigated, recorded, boundaries established, and content determined. Review of previous investigation 
data may inform methods and should be reviewed before field investigation. In evaluating the resource(s), 



 

 

the results of previous investigations should be described, cited, and incorporated into the evaluation of 
significance and eligibility of the resources for listing in the NRHP. In no event is a previously recorded 
resource to be excluded from the investigation, either during fieldwork or in evaluation and report 
preparation, unless explicitly directed by the COR. Such directions will specifically be referenced in the 
report.  In the event that an archaeological site, shipwreck, or potentially significant anomaly is identified, 
the Contractor is to investigate, record, establish the horizontal and vertical extents, and, if possible, 
determine cultural affiliation. 
 
In the event that an archaeological site, shipwreck, or potentially significant anomaly is identified, the 
Contractor is to investigate, record, and, if possible, determine cultural affiliation. This effort will document 
the materials, condition, and extent of the resources.  Artifacts present shall be identified and sufficient data 
collected to allow the Contractor to provide sufficient information for the Government to determine the 
eligibility of each resource for listing in the NRHP.  
 
The Contractor must conduct the field survey in accordance with applicable Federal, State, and local laws 
and regulations, including the standards and guidelines of North Carolina Office of State Archaeology 
(OSA) (https://files.nc.gov/dncr-arch/OSA_Guidelines_Dec2017.pdf). If the Contractor encounters any 
problems in accessing the survey area, or if the Contractor encounters any other problems in the process of 
implementing contract requirements, the Contractor should contact the COR and KO immediately to 
resolve the issues as quickly as possible.  
 
10.5 Task 4: Remote Sensing Data Analysis 
 
The Contractor shall analyze and synthesize the archival research and survey data to evaluate any identified 
cultural resources. The Contractor shall maintain a complete record of all activities related to archival 
research and field investigations. This includes, for example, calibrations of instruments, height of sensors 
in the water column, layback distances, and procedures and fieldwork techniques. Archival data will be 
used to assist in interpretation of the field data. Field data analysis shall take place during and immediately 
following fieldwork for quality assurance.  
 
Magnetic data shall be contoured. A preliminary evaluation of the data collected will be made at the end of 
each workday in order to identify the need to adjust the survey methods or correct the quality of data within 
the previously surveyed area. Following completion of the fieldwork, the Contractor shall complete the 
analysis of the archival and field data sets to identify, characterize, and evaluate the anomalies, targets, and 
features, for potential historical significance and the need for and scope of future investigation or avoidance 
measures.  
 
Relevant documents, and OSA forms must be submitted to the OSA Research Center and Lab (OSARC) 
within one year of the last day of fieldwork. All work will be consistent with the requirements outlined in 
in the OSA Guidelines. Artifact collections must conform to OSA Collections standards and OSA site forms 
be complete. 
 
A single master map of all features documented by remote sensing should be prepared and provided as 
shapefiles or a geodatabase. The Contractor shall prepare and update any required documentation to meet 
the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) and OSA standards for documentation. site file forms must 
be submitted within six months of the last day of fieldwork. 
 
In the event that a new archaeological site, shipwreck, or anomaly is identified, the Contractor is to 
investigate, record, establish the horizontal and vertical extent(s), and, if possible, determine cultural 
affiliation. The Contractor will evaluate the resource for significance and eligibility for listing in the NRHP. 
If necessary, the Contractor will delineate an avoidance buffer for the resource(s). The Contractor will 

https://files.nc.gov/dncr-arch/OSA_Guidelines_Dec2017.pdf


 

 

coordinate with the North Carolina SHPO and OSA to complete any necessary site forms and provide the 
appropriate location and sketch maps. Newly recorded sites and other resources will require new resource 
numbers, assigned by the OSA. The Contractor will also coordinate with the Jacksonville District to obtain 
a unique resource number for potentially significant targets, target clusters, anomalies and contacts. Site 
and resource numbers should be assigned before completion and submittal of the draft report, and official 
resources numbers should be used to reference resources. 
 
10.6 Task 5: Survey Report: 
 
An Executive Summary reporting the results of fieldwork and preliminary analyses should be completed within 
14 days of the completion of fieldwork. An initial electronic draft report shall use all information compiled 
during the investigation to produce a graphically illustrated, scientifically acceptable report which conforms 
to the Secretary of Interior’s Standards and Guidelines. Information shall be presented in textual, tabular, 
and graphic forms, whichever is most appropriate, effective, and advantageous to communicate necessary 
information. All tables shall have a number, title, appropriate explanatory notes, and a source note. Oversize 
drawings or plates shall normally not have an image larger than 11 inches by 14 inches with sufficient 
margin for binding on the left side and shall have a graphic scale and a north arrow. No logos shall be used 
anywhere in the report. This report, along with site file forms, will be submitted in electronic format to the 
Corps for review of general acceptability.  
 
The Corps reserves the right to request changes to the draft electronic version of the report and associated 
forms prior to receiving printed and bound of the draft report and forms. The reports and associated forms 
are to be watermarked DRAFT until the final report incorporating and addressing all comments and 
revisions made by Jacksonville District, OSA,  SHPO and any other reviews designated by the Jacksonville 
District has been accepted. The resulting report shall contain enough information to permit the Corps, the 
SHPO, Tribal Historic Preservation Officers or tribal representatives, and other consulting parties to make 
informed decisions regarding the specific location and eligibility for inclusion in the NRHP of identified 
cultural resources in the project area.  
 
At a minimum, the report shall contain the following information, including appropriate photographs, maps, 
and drawings: 

1) Map(s)/chart(s) of the project area, with previously recorded and newly recorded cultural resources 
within and near the project area labelled;  

2) Description of the research sources utilized and the information resulting therein; 
3) Reproduction of at least one historic aerial of the project area with approximate survey boundaries 

indicated; 
4) Historical context with a synopsis of what types of archaeological sites and other cultural resources 

are likely to be found in the general vicinity of the project area; 
5) Full description and justification of the planned survey methods; 
6) Description of field team (names of authors and researchers, number of crew members, person-

hours) and tools (e.g., make and model of remote sensing equipment); 
7) Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinates of identified anomalies, targets, clusters, or other 

potential cultural resources;  
8) Results, which should include: 

a. Summary of investigation methods and locations, including any changes to the methods 
based on field conditions. 

b. Maps of investigation locations, including the locations of all survey transects.  
c. Summary of data analysis, including methods. 
d. Descriptions of newly recorded or previously recorded and revisited cultural resources, 

including natural and cultural environment, occupational component(s), degree of 
disturbance, integrity, research potential, and an evaluation of the significance of the 



 

 

resource(s) to aid in the Government’s determination of NRHP eligibility. Descriptions 
should include photographs, maps, and sketch maps as appropriate. For previously 
recorded resources, summaries of work and data from each of any previous investigations 
should also be presented in discussions of individual resources.  

e. Descriptions of newly recorded or previously recorded and revisited cultural resources, 
magnetic anomalies, sonar targets, and/or sub-bottom anomalies, clusters of anomalies and 
targets, including occupational component(s), degree of disturbance, integrity, research 
potential, and provide sufficient information for the Government to make a preliminary 
evaluation of eligibility for listing on the NRHP. Descriptions should include maps and 
sketch maps. For previously recorded resources, summaries of work and data from each of 
any previous investigations should also be presented in discussions of individual resources.  

f. A map(s) showing all significant targets and anomalies separate from the general maps 
showing all targets and anomalies. If some targets and anomalies are interpreted as related 
clusters, these clusters shall be specifically outlined on the map, in addition to the 
individual targets and anomalies. The map shall reference relevant data tables. 

g. A map(s) showing all features identified by remote sensing sufficient to delineate site 
components. 

h. Photographs of areas of investigation. 
9) Recommendations and evaluations of all resources and suggested avoidance buffers, including 

both newly identified and revisited; 
10) List of references; 
11) Copy of SOW in appendix; 
12) Resumes or CVs of principal researcher(s) in appendix; 
13) Completed Survey Log form and associated maps in appendix; and 
14) Completed Site File forms and associated maps in appendix. 

 
Following the review and the acceptance of the electronic format draft report and site file forms the 
contractor shall deliver five (5) bound copies and five (5) electronic copies of the report (including site file 
forms) to the Jacksonville District. The draft report will be used for consultation with OSA and SHPO, the 
appropriate federally-recognized tribes, and other parties. The Corps also reserves the right to request draft 
data to assist in analysis of the draft report. If requested, the Contractor will provide a review copy of the 
data to be submitted at the completion of the project. The data includes raw geophysical and derived GIS 
data collected, analyzed, and processed. This delivery should include at a minimum draft versions of all 
data expected to be discussed or referenced in the final report. 
 
Once the draft report has been accepted and a comment matrix has been returned, the Contractor shall 
address and/or incorporate into the revised final report, any comments made by the Jacksonville District, 
OSA, and SHPO, and any other reviewers designated by Jacksonville District. The Final Report shall 
address and resolve the reviewer’s comments and shall be submitted (along with a reproducible master copy 
of the original text, drawings, and plates) to the Government. Five (5) perfect bound copies, one (1) unbound 
copy, and five (5) electronic copies (including the artifact catalog [if necessary], with Microsoft Excel or 
Access, and compatible GIS Shapefiles) will be submitted to the COR. The electronic version will be in 
PDF format and delivered on disc (CD or DVD). Final copies of all raw and processed data generated from 
the survey in formats prescribed above.  
 
Reports, artifacts, survey log, and site file forms must be submitted within one year of the last day of 
fieldwork. Reports will be reviewed for completeness and sufficiency consistent with the North Carolina 
Department of Natural and Cultural Resources’ Archaeological Investigations Standards and Guidelines 

for Background Research, Field Methodologies, Technical Reports and Curation. All parenthetical 
citations and list of references should follow American Antiquity style. Spelling shall be in accordance 
with the U.S. Government Printing Office Style Manual dated March 2008. 



 

 

 
 
10.7 Task 6: Data Submissions 
 
Digitally-captured spatial data from the submerged cultural resources survey shall be packaged and submitted 
in a standard Geographic Information Systems (GIS) format, preferably an ESRI geodatabase. Other spatial or 
GIS formats are also acceptable, provided they are interoperable with industry standard software. All electronic 
files submitted in the spatial database should be referenced to the appropriate State Plane projection using the 
North American Datum of 1983 (NAD 83).  
 
The Contractor shall provide all collected survey data following the specifications below: 

1) The navigation post-plot of the surveyed area including survey lines, line numbers or other 
designations, navigational shot points or event markers, and other relevant attributes shall be submitted 
by The Contractor to the Corps in an ArcGIS readable format (Microsoft Excel [.xls], Comma 
separated value [.csv], Text file [.txt], Database [.dbf] or Shapefile [shp]).  

2) The survey area location and relevant attributes shall be submitted by the Contractor to the Corps 
in an ArcGIS readable format (e.g., Microsoft Excel [.xls], Comma separated value [.csv], Text file 
[.txt], Database [.dbf] or Shapefile [.shp]). 

 
The information used to create a table of magnetic anomalies and charting of magnetic anomalies shall be 
submitted by the Contractor to the Corps in an ArcGIS readable format (e.g., Microsoft Excel [.xls], Comma 
separated value [.csv], Text file [.txt], Database [.dbf] or Shapefile [.shp]). The following attributes should be 
included in the table of magnetic anomalies: 

• Anomaly ID; 
• Survey Area / Block; 
• Survey line number; 
• Gamma intensity of each identified anomaly (peak gradient amplitude); 
• Duration (m); 
• Characterization of the anomaly as a dipole, positive (+) or negative (-) monopole, or complex 

signature, based on the magnetic traces; 
• Instrument height above the seafloor; 
• Horizontal position, indicated as NAD 83 coordinates of the interpreted location of each 

unidentified anomaly in decimal degrees to 5 decimal places, based on magnetic traces and 
contoured data; 

• Vertical position, indicated as estimated depth using half-width rule, Euler equation, or other means 
as described in the methods section; and 

• Association with side scan sonar contacts or sub-bottom profiler features. 
 

Additionally, the complete, processed and unprocessed magnetometer dataset shall also be submitted by 
the Contractor to the Corps. These data should be submitted in a tabular data format recognized by ArcGIS 
(e.g., Microsoft Excel [.xls], Comma separated value [.csv], Text file [.txt], Database [.dbf] or Shapefile [.shp]). 
At a minimum, the following items should be included within the data table(s): 

• Easting/Longitude; 
• Northing/Latitude; 
• Time, in UTC; 
• Raw Magnetic Readings for each instrument; 
• Sensor Altitude; and 
• Survey Line Number/Name. 

 



 

 

Each of these components must occupy a single field within the table. For example, easting or longitude 
data must be within a single column in the data table. This would include a column for an easting amount, 
or longitude in decimal degrees, not a table with separate columns for degrees and another for decimal 
minutes. 

 

The information used to create the table of side scan sonar contacts and charting of sonar contacts shall be 
submitted by the Contractor to the Corps in an ArcGIS readable format [e.g., Microsoft Excel [.xls], Comma 
separated value [.csv], Text file [.txt], Database [.dbf] or Shapefile [.shp]). The following attributes should be 
included: 
 

• Side scan sonar contact ID; 
• Survey Area / Block; 
• Survey line number; 
• Sensor altitude;  
• Target length (m); 
• Target width (m); 
• Target height (m); 
• Target shadow (m); 
• Target description; 
• Associated magnetic anomalies; 
• NAD 83 coordinates of the target in decimal degrees to 5 decimal places; and  
• Original source file name. 

 
Additionally, both raw and processed eXtended Triton Format (.xtf) line files for the survey should be 
submitted, as well as mosaics. Side scan sonar mosaics of the survey area should be prepared as a geo-
referenced Tagged Image Format (.tif) and output as 0.5 m resolution or better. The data used to create 
the charts illustrating the horizontal and vertical extent of sub-bottom geomorphic features shall be 
submitted by the Contractor to the Corps in an ArcGIS readable format. All anomalies analyzed as 
forming a cluster interpreted as a single, potential site shall be given a centroid location referenced to 
NAD 83 and shall also have an accompanying polygon readable in GIS format outlining the cluster, in 
addition to the individual anomaly data. 
   
11.  REGULATIONS AND PUBLICATIONS 
 
The Contractor must abide by all applicable regulations, publications, manuals, and local policies and 
procedures. 

 

Technical Publications:  All work performed under this contract shall be in accordance with the following 
publications, and contractor's personnel shall be familiar with and comply with same.   

 
• Corps of Engineers Manual EM 385-1-1 - Safety and Health Requirements Manual. 
• Corps of Engineers, Labor Relations Manual ER 1180-1-8. 
• Quality Assurance Representatives Guide EP 415-1-261, Volumes 1 through 4. 
• SAD QA Manual 

 
12.  CONTRACTOR MANPOWER AND REPORTING 

 
N/A 
 
  



 

 

13.  EXHIBITS AND ATTACHMENTS  

 
13.1 Technical Exhibit A: Location of Project APE 
 
13.2 Technical Exhibit B: Performance Requirements Summary 
 
13.3 Technical Exhibit C: Deliverables Schedule  



 

 

TECHNICAL EXHIBIT A 

Location of Project APE 

  



 

 

TECHNICAL EXHIBIT B 
Performance Requirements Summary 

 

The contractor service requirements are summarized into performance objectives that relate directly to 
mission essential items. The performance threshold briefly describes the minimum acceptable levels of 
service required for each requirement. These thresholds are critical to mission success. 

Performance 

Objective 
Standard Performance Threshold Method of Surveillance 

PRS # 1. 
Archival/Literature

/Background 
Research (PWS 

10.2 Task 1) 

Background research will 
be conducted in 

accordance with the 
schedule and Task 1. 

Performance and products 
meet the standard with few 

exceptions, resulting in 
minimal delays. 

Periodic surveillance 
(weekly e-mail and monthly 
status summary reports, and 

review of draft report) 

PRS #2. 

Permits and 
Coordination 

(PWS 10.3 Task 2) 

Kick off meeting will be 
held to discuss schedule 

and coordination with Task 
2 

Performance and products 
meet the standard with few 

exceptions, resulting in 
minimal delays. 

100 Percent Inspection 
(weekly e-mail and monthly 

status summary reports) 

PRS #3. 

Fieldwork (PWS 
10.4, Task 3) 

Fieldwork will be 
conducted in accordance 
with the schedule and the 
requirements of Task 3. 

Performance and products 
meet the standard with few 

exceptions, resulting in 
minimal delays. 

Periodic surveillance 
(weekly e-mail and monthly 
status summary reports, site 
visits, and review of draft 

report) 

PRS # 4. 
Analysis (PWS 
10.5, Task 4) 

Conduct analysis in 
accordance with the 

schedule and the 
requirements of Task 4. 

Performance and products 
meet the standard with few 

exceptions, resulting in 
minimal delays. 

Periodic surveillance 
(weekly e-mail and monthly 
status summary reports, site 
visits, and review of draft 

report) 

PRS # 5 
Reporting (PWS 

10.6, Task 5) 

Executive Summary and 
Draft report written in 
accordance with the 

schedule and the 
requirements of Tasks 5 
and 6. This report will be 

sufficient for the 
Government to use in for 

consultation with the 
SHPO and other interested 

parties. All comments 
made on the Draft Report 

will be adequately 
addressed for the Final 

Report 

Minor revisions to a single 
draft report. Performance and 

products meet the standard 
with few exceptions, 

resulting in minimal delays. 
All comments will be 

adequately addressed for the 
Final Report 

100 Percent Inspection 
(weekly e-mail and monthly 
status summary reports and 

review of final report) 

PRS # 6 
Data Submission 
(PWS 10.7, Task 

6) 

Digitally-captured spatial 
data from the submerged 
cultural resources survey 

shall be packaged and 
submitted in a standard 
Geographic Information 
Systems (GIS) format 

No revisions needed. 
Performance and products 
meet the standard with few 

exceptions, resulting in 
minimal delays. 

100 Percent Inspection 
(weekly e-mail and monthly 
status summary reports and 

review of final report) 

  



 

 

TECHNICAL EXHIBIT C 

DELIVERABLES SCHEDULES 

 

DELIVERABLE FREQUENCY # OF COPIES MEDIUM/FORMAT SUBMIT TO 
Weekly fieldwork 
Status report - brief 
description of areas 
worked and general 
results 

Weekly 1 Weekly fieldwork 
Status report - 
brief description 
of areas worked 
and general 
results 

COR 

GIS shapefiles 14 days after 
completion of fieldwork 
and during fieldwork as 
requested 

1 Electronic 

 
COR 

Executive 
Summary(s)¹ 

14 days after 
completion of fieldwork 

1 Electronic (.pdf) 
 

COR 

Electronic Draft 
Survey Report(s) 
and Forms² 

30 days after 
completion of fieldwork 

1 Electronic 

 
COR 

Draft Survey 
Report(s) and 
Forms³ 

14 days after review 
and acceptance of the 
Electronic Draft Report 

10 5 bound copies, 5 
electronic copies 
(cd) 

COR 
SAJ-PD-ES 

701 San Marco Blvd 
Jacksonville FL 32207 

Final Survey 
Report(s) and 
Forms 

14 days after review 
and acceptance of the 
Draft Report 

11 5 perfect-bound 
copies, 1 unbound 
copy, and 5 
electronic copies 
(cd) 

COR 
SAJ-PD-ES 

701 San Marco Blvd 
Jacksonville FL 32207 

¹Executive summary shall be provided within two weeks of the completion of the submerged cultural 
resources survey with preliminary analyses.  

² Electronic Draft Report, along with site forms, will be submitted in electronic format to the Corps for 
review of general acceptability. The Corps reserves the right to request changes to the draft electronic 
version of the report and associated site forms prior to receiving printed and bound of the draft report and 
forms.  

³Completed site forms for all archaeological sites and historic resources recorded or revisited during the 
project, including the required topographic location and sketch maps; these shall be provided in both 
electronic format and hard copy, separate from their inclusion in the report.  

  



 

 

Schedule 
 

1) Commence archival/literature/background research and permit application (Tasks 1 and 2) upon 
receipt of Task Order. 

2) Fieldwork (Task 3) will be started within five (5) days of receipt of necessary permits.  
3) Weekly progress reports will be emailed during the course of the fieldwork. 
4) Provide an Executive Summary of fieldwork (Task 3) findings within 14 calendar days of 

completion of fieldwork. 
5) Provide ArcGIS electronic map of the project area with locations of transects or tract lines as lines 

(if applicable), shipwrecks, magnetic anomalies, sonar targets, sub-bottom anomalies, and any 
clusters of such data and cultural resource boundaries as polygons within 14 calendar days of 
completion of fieldwork. This map should include definable site components as separate features 
to the greatest extent practical. 

6) If requested, the Contractor will deliver the draft field data to the Jacksonville District within 14 
days after fieldwork is complete. The data includes raw geophysical and derived GIS data collected, 
analyzed, and processed. This delivery should include at a minimum draft versions of all data 
expected to be discussed or referenced in the final report.   

7) All magnetometer, sidescan sonar, and sub-bottom profiler data will be submitted in accordance 
with the data submission section above within 14 calendar days of completion of fieldwork. 

8) Deliver an electronic copy of the draft report (to include Tasks 1-3) along with site forms and 
survey logs for review and acceptance to the Jacksonville District within 30 days after fieldwork is 
complete. 

9) Following Jacksonville District’s review of the electronic format draft report the contractor will 
revise the draft report, as necessary. 

10) Deliver five (5) hard copies and five (5) electronic copies (on compact disc or external hard drive) 
of the draft report, to the Jacksonville District within 14 days after receiving a notice of acceptance 
of the electronic report. These draft reports and forms will be used for SHPO consultation. 

11) Deliver five (5) perfect-bound copies, one (1) unbound copy, and five (5) electronic copies (on 
compact disc or external hard drive) of the final reports and GIS data to the Jacksonville District 
within 14 calendar days after receipt by the Contractor of the Government's review comments. The 
electronic copy will include a copy the complete artifact catalog (compatible with Microsoft Excel 
or Access), as well as the raw and processed data collected from the remote sensing surveys.  
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STEPHEN R. JAMES, JR., M.A., RPA 
Project Manager 

EDUCATION 

M.A., Texas A & M University, 

1985 

B.A., Memphis State University, 

1979 

YEARS OF PROFESSIONAL 

EXPERIENCE 

37 

REGISTRATIONS / 

CERTIFICATIONS 

Register of Professional 

Archaeologists (1985) 

Surface-Supplied Diving 

CPR/First Aid/AED/O2 

Administration 

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS 

Society for American Archaeology 

American Cultural Resource 

Association Board of Directors 

Director of PaleoWest’s Maritime Division, Mr. James has over 30-

years’ experience as a maritime archaeologist. Mr. James has directed 

and managed submerged cultural resource projects of all types 

throughout the United States, the Caribbean and Pacific including 

extensive experience in Texas. He has acted as Project Manager 

and/or Principal Investigator on IDIQs for the Minneapolis/St. Paul, 

Detroit, Sacramento, Los Angeles, Jacksonville, New York, Mobile, 

Philadelphia, Savannah, and Wilmington U.S. Army Corps of Engineer 

Districts. His experience includes extensive experience for other 

federal and state agencies, corporations, and non-profit organizations. 

Mr. James is thoroughly familiar with federal preservation laws and 

regulations, preservation compliance, site evaluation, the National 

Register process, and formulation and implementation of predictive 

modeling. He is responsible for developing PaleoWest’s remote 

sensing survey capabilities which include satellite positioning and 

navigation systems, terrestrial and marine magnetometers, side-scan 

sonar systems and subbottom profilers. He is also responsible for 

developing PaleoWest’s diving capabilities including development of 

Dive Operations and Safety Plans, all geared predominantly to Surface-

Supplied systems for their inherent safety factor. Certified by the 

Register of Professional Archaeologists since 1985, Mr. James is also 

a graduate of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Dive Supervisor and 

Safety Course, Florida Keys Community College, Key West. 

 

SELECT PROJECT EXPERIENCE 

Submerged Cultural Resources Survey and Diver Identification, Savannah Harbor Expansion 

Project, Savannah, Georgia. Project Manager (2021). Managed the geophysical survey and 

subsequent diver investigation of an Unexpected Discovery Area in the Savannah River. The 

investigation located and helped define an 18th-Century, American Revolutionary War-era wreck. 

Client: USACE, Jacksonville District 

Cultural Resources Survey for the Charleston to Port Royal Channel Realignment, Beaufort and 

Charleston Counties, South Carolina. Project Manager (2021). Managed a remote-sensing survey 

of three realignment areas near Charleston. The survey identified several potentially significant 

targets, including several paleofeatures with the potential to contain intact pre-contact 

archaeological deposits. Client: USACE, Charleston District 

Folly River SCRAS. Project Manager (2023). Managed a remote-sensing survey and diver 

investigation near Folly River, South Carolina. Due to quick turnaround needs, we were able to 

mobilize for this project almost immediately following the award of the contract. This project was 

conducted in partnership with Coastal Environment. Client: USACE Charleston District 
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Cultural Resources Survey for the Post 45 Charleston Harbor Project Impact Area and Artificial 

Reef Site Clearance, Charleston, South Carolina. Project Manager (2016). Managed the remote 

sensing survey of two large cells offshore of Charleston. This project was conducted in 

partnership with marine biologists and included a hard bottom study within the Fort Sumter 

Range Navigational Channel. Client: Dial Cordy and Associates, Inc. 

Submerged Cultural Resources Survey, Woodtick Peninsula, Lake Erie, Michigan. Project 

Manager (2022). Managed the submerged cultural resource assessment survey of Woodtick 

Peninsula. This project was part of a larger cultural resources assessment overseen by the Detroit 

and St. Louis Districts. Client: USACE Detroit and St. Louis Districts 

Archaeological Diver, Underwater Cultural Resources and Marine Testing Investigations, Cedar 

Bayou Navigation Channel Improvements Project, Chambers and Harris Counties, Texas. Project 

Manager (2020). Managed a close-order remote sensing survey and diver investigation of six 

magnetic anomalies and six sonar targets in Cedar Bayou, Texas. Client: Swift River 

Environmental Services-Versar Joint Venture 

Phase III Data Recovery of the CSS Georgia. Project Manager/Principal Investigator (2015-2017). 

This massive effort saw the comprehensive research, documentation, and recovery of the Civil-

War era ironclad CSS Georgia. Steve managed all aspects of the project, and interfaced daily with 

personnel from the USACE, the Navy, and numerous partners. Client: USACE, Savannah District 

under subcontract to DCA/GEC Joint Venture, LLC 

Fire Island to Montauk Diver Identification and GIS, Long Island, New York, 2021. Project Manager 

(2021-2022). Managed the diver investigation of a target in Fire Island Inlet, and the construction of a GIS 

for the Fire Island to Montauk Point project including previous investigations, remote sensing targets, and 

known shipwrecks. Client: USACE New York District 

Archaeological Data Recovery of the Adriatic, Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin. Project 

Manager/Principal Investigator (2016). Managed the data recovery of the self-unloader Adriatic in 

Sturgeon Bay. Project included dredging and documenting the highly intact vessel, and the 

subsequent removal of the vessel and its components, portions of which have been conserved 

and readied for display at a local museum. Client: Fincantieri Bay Shipbuilding Company 

Submerged Cultural Resources Assessment Survey of Approximately 3,000 Line Miles for 

Priority Water Bottoms in the Mobile Bay Area, Mobile & Baldwin Counties, Alabama. Project 
Manager/Principal Investigator (2017). Managed a large remote sensing survey of the riparian 

tract along the majority of the Mobile Bay and Mississippi Sound coastlines. Client: Mobile Bay 

National Estuary Program 

Near Shore Remote Sensing Survey, National Register of Historic Places Eligibility Evaluation of 

Groins and Near Shore Remote Sensing Survey in Connection with the East Rockaway Inlet to 

Rockaway Inlet and Jamaica Bay Integrated Hurricane Sandy General Reevaluation Report, New 

York. Project Manager/Principal Investigator (2020). Managed a remote sensing and built 

environment survey related to groins along Rockaway Beach, New York. Client: USACE, New 

York District 
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WILLIAM J. WILSON, M.A., RPA 
Principal Investigator 

EDUCATION 

M.A., University of West Florida, 

2015 

B.S., Kennesaw State University, 

2010 

YEARS OF PROFESSIONAL 

EXPERIENCE 

12 

REGISTRATIONS / 

CERTIFICATIONS 

Register of Professional 

Archaeologists (2015) 

Surface-Supplied Diving 

CPR/First Aid/AED/O2 

Administration 

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS 

Society for Historical Archaeology 

 

With an M.A. in Maritime Archaeology from the University of West 

Florida, Mr. Wilson is RPA certified and has directed or participated 

in numerous remote sensing/geophysical surveys and diving 

investigations. He has served as Project Manager, Principal 

Investigator, Remote Sensing Specialist, and GIS Specialist on 

cultural resources investigations conducted for the USACE 

Jacksonville, Mobile, Nashville, New York, Philadelphia, Savannah 

and Wilmington Districts, the Southwestern Power Administration, 

the National Parks Service, various other state and federal agencies, 

and private clients. He is highly skilled in the processing of collected 

data and report preparation for remote-sensing survey reports, and in 

the utilization of acquisition and processing software suites, including 

Hypack and SonarWiz. Mr. Wilson is particularly interested in 

submerged pre-contact sites and inundated landscape studies. He 

has a wealth of survey and diving project experience across the 

country and the Caribbean. Mr. Wilson has previous experience as a 

marine archaeologist and geophysicist with Marine Surveys, LLC of 

Lafayette, LA working in the oil and gas industry. He recently directed 

the Data Recovery of sites 38JA1178 and 9CH1552 in Savannah, GA, 

which was conducted for the Savannah District under contract to the 

Jacksonville District. 

SELECT PROJECT EXPERIENCE 

Fire Island to Montauk Point (FIMP) Project Diver Investigation, Fire Island, NY. Principal 

Investigator (2022). Client: USACE New York District. 

Hernando County Reef Project, Offshore Hernando County, FL. Project Manager and Principal 

Investigator (2022). Client: Hernando County under subcontract to Water & Air, Inc. 

Tampa Harbor Submerged Cultural Resources Assessment Survey, FL. Principal Investigator 

(2022). Client: USACE Jacksonville District. 

Palm Valley South Survey, St. Johns County, FL. Remote Sensing Specialist (2022). Client: 

USACE Jacksonville District. 

Remote Sensing Specialist, Woodtick Peninsula Archaeological Survey, Erie, MI. Remote 

Sensing Specialist (2022). Client: New South Associates, Inc. and USACE St. Louis District. 

Savannah Harbor Expansion Project Archaeological Monitoring, Savannah, GA. Principal 

Investigator (2022). Client: Weeks Marine, Inc. and USACE Jacksonville District. 

Fire Island to Montauk Diver Identification and GIS, Long Island, NY. Principal Investigator (2021). 

Client: USACE New York District.   

Submerged Cultural Resources Survey and Diver Identification, Savannah Harbor Expansion 

Project, Savannah, Georgia. Field Director/Remote Sensing Specialist (2021). Client: USACE, 

Jacksonville District. 
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Lower New York Bay Lateral Pipeline Cross Bay Resiliency Project, New York Harbor, New York. 

Principal Investigator/Qualified Maritime Archaeologist (2021). Client: Transcontinental Gas Pipe 

Line Company. 

Miami-Dade Submerged Cultural Resources Management Survey, Miami, Florida. Remote 

Sensing Specialist (2021). Client: USACE Jacksonville District. 

Charleston to Port Royal Channel Re-Alignment Sensing Survey, Beaufort, South Carolina. 

Remote Sensing Specialist (2021). Client: USACE, Charleston District. 

Savannah Harbor Expansion Project Data Recovery, Savannah, Georgia. Field Director (2021). 

Client: USACE, Jacksonville District. 

Underwater Cultural Resources and Marine Testing Investigations, Cedar Bayou Navigation 

Channel Improvements Project, Chambers and Harris Counties, Texas. Principal Investigator 

(2020). Client: Swift River Environmental Services-Versar Joint Venture. 

Archaeological Diver, Submerged Cultural Resources Survey and Diver Investigation of Targets, 

Intracoastal Waterway Near the Jupiter Inlet, Palm Beach and Martin Counties, Florida. Principal 

Investigator (2020). Client: USACE, Jacksonville District. 

American Intracoastal Waterway (AIWW), Nassau Sound (Sawpit Creek Vicinity), and Fernandina 

Harbor (Amelia River), Submerged Cultural Resources Survey, Nassau and Duval Counties, 

Florida. Principal Investigator (2020). Client: USACE, Jacksonville District. 

Savannah River Below Augusta Training Wall Submerged Cultural Resources Survey and Diver 

Evaluations, Richmond County, Georgia and Aiken County, South Carolina. Principal Investigator 

(2020). Client: USACE, Jacksonville District. 

Phase I Archaeological Marine Survey of 3670 Survey Line Miles for Proposed Artificial Reef 

Zones in Mobile Bay and Gulf of Mexico Offshore Alabama. Principal Investigator (2020). Client: 

Alabama Department of Conservation and Natural Resources. 

Cultural Resources Remote Sensing Survey of the Gravesend Anchorage Area for the New York 

and New Jersey Harbor Anchorage Study, Kings County, New York. Remote Sensing Specialist 

(2020). Client: USACE, New York District. 

Near Shore Remote Sensing Survey, National Register of Historic Places Eligibility Evaluation of 

Groins and Near Shore Remote Sensing Survey in Connection with the East Rockaway Inlet to 

Rockaway Inlet and Jamaica Bay Integrated Hurricane Sandy General Reevaluation Report, New 

York. Remote Sensing Specialist (2020). Client: USACE, New York District. 

Davis Shores Shoal Investigations Associated with the Archaeological Diver Identification of 

Remote Sensing Anomalies in the St. Augustine Flood Shoal and Intercostal Waterway Project, 

St. Johns County, Florida. Principal Investigator (2019). Client: USACE, Jacksonville District. 

Archaeological Diver Identification of Remote Sensing Anomalies in the St. Augustine Flood 

Shoal and Intercostal Waterway Project, St. Johns County, Florida. Principal Investigator (2019). 

Client: USACE, Jacksonville District. 

Submerged Cultural Resources Survey and Terrestrial Archaeological and Magnetometer Survey 

for the Mid-Reach Sand Stockpile, Brevard County, Florida. Remote Sensing Specialist (2019). 

Client: USACE, Jacksonville District. 
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Submerged Cultural Resources Survey of St. Lucie River/Okeechobee Waterway Project, Martin 

County, Florida. Remote Sensing Specialist (2019). Client: USACE, Jacksonville District. 

Anclote River Federal Navigation Project Submerged Cultural Resources Survey and Terrestrial 

Phase I Survey Pasco and Pinellas Counties, Florida. Principal Investigator (2019). Client: USACE, 

Jacksonville District. 

Submerged Cultural Resources Remote Sensing Survey of Tract X-1326 along the Gulf Side of 

Santa Rosa Island, Eglin Air Force Base, Florida. Remote Sensing Specialist (2019). Client: Eglin 

Air Force Base under subcontract to LG2. 

Canaveral Harbor Sand Bypass, Submerged Cultural Resources Survey and Archaeological 

Reconnaissance Survey, Brevard County, Florida. Remote Sensing Specialist (2018). USACE, 

Jacksonville District. 

St. Johns River Federal Navigation JAXPORT Berths and USMC Blount Island Turning Slip 

Navigation Project, Duval County, Florida. Remote Sensing Specialist (2018). Client: USACE, 

Jacksonville District. 

Gulf Inland Waterway Federal Navigation Project Sarasota County, Florida Submerged And 

Terrestrial Cultural Resources Survey. Remote Sensing Specialist (2018). Client: USACE, 

Jacksonville District. 

Submerged Cultural Resources Assessment Survey of Approximately 3,000 Line Miles for 

Priority Water Bottoms in the Mobile Bay Area, Mobile & Baldwin Counties, Alabama. Remote 

Sensing Specialist (2018). Client: Mobile Bay National Estuary Program. 

Phase I Cultural Resources Survey of 1,630 acres within the Kisatchie National Forest, Winn 

Ranger District, Natchitoches and Winn Parishes, Louisiana. Field Director (2017). Client: U.S. 

Forest Service, Kisatchie National Forest. 

Submerged Cultural Resources Remote Sensing Survey of the 9-Mile Artificial Reef Locations, 

1,020 statute survey line miles covering 19,012 acres Offshore Alabama. Remote Sensing 

Specialist (2017). Client: Alabama Department of Conservation and Natural Resources. 

Phase III Data Recovery 2017 Field Season of the CSS Georgia. Remote Sensing and GIS 

Specialist (2017). Client: USACE, Savannah District under subcontract to DCA/GEC Joint Venture, 

LLC. 

Archaeological Data Recovery of the Adriatic, Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin. Underwater 

Archaeologist (2016). Client: Fincantieri Bay Shipbuilding Company. 

Submerged Cultural Resources Survey, Engineering Design Veterans Drive Project, Route 30, 

Project No. a034(1), Charlotte Amalie Harbor, St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands. Remote Sensing 

Specialist (2016). Client: Parsons Brinkerhoff, Inc. 

Update of the Class I Inventory of Cultural Resources within SWPA Transmission Line and 

Substation Corridors in AR, MO, and OK. GIS Specialist, (2016). Client: Southwestern Power 

Administration. 

Remote-Sensing Survey for Proposed Off-Bottom Oyster Farms, Mississippi Sound and 

Portersville Bay, Mobile County, Alabama. Remote Sensing Specialist (2016). Client: Mobile Bay 

National Estuary Program. 
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Submerged Cultural Resources Remote-Sensing Survey for a Proposed Artificial Reef in 

Mississippi Sound, Mobile County, Alabama. Remote Sensing Specialist (2016). Client: Alabama 

Marine Resources Division. 

Submerged Cultural Resources Remote-Sensing Survey for Four Proposed Off-Bottom Oyster 

Farms in Portersville Bay, Mobile County, Alabama. Remote Sensing Specialist (2016).  

Underwater Archaeological Survey and Diver Assessment/Evaluation for Future Extension 

Concept/2014B Revised Bridge on New Location, Bonner Bridge Project, Dare County, North 

Carolina. Remote Sensing Specialist (2016). Client: North Carolina Department of Transportation. 

Cultural Resources Survey for the Post 45 Charleston Harbor Project Impact Area and Artificial 

Reef Site Clearance, Charleston, South Carolina. Remote Sensing Specialist (2016). Client: Dial 

Cordy and Associates, Inc. 

Submerged Cultural Resources Remote Sensing Survey for Three Proposed St. Augustine 

Borrow Areas, St. Johns County, Florida. Remote Sensing Specialist (2016). Client: USACE, 

Jacksonville District. 

Archaeological Survey at Warren Wilson College for the Swannanoa River Valley Flood Risk 

Management Study, Buncombe County, North Carolina. Field Director (2015). Client: USACE, 

Nashville District. 

Historic Assessment, Remote Sensing Survey Review of Data, and Submerged Cultural 

Resources Report Preparation for the North Boca Raton Beach Borrow Area Sand Source Survey, 

Palm Beach County, Florida. Principal Investigator (2015). Client: Applied Technology and 

Management. 

Phase III Data Recovery of the CSS Georgia. Remote Sensing Specialist and Archaeological Diver 

(2015). Client: USACE, Savannah District under subcontract to DCA/GEC Joint Venture, LLC. 

Lockwoods Folly River Habitat Restoration Project Phase 1-Eastern Channel Cultural Resources 

Survey, Oak Island, Brunswick County, North Carolina. Remote Sensing Specialist (2015). Client: 

Dial Cordy and Associates, Inc. 

Remote Sensing Surveys and Underwater Inspections, Fire Island Inlet to Moriches Inlet, Storm 

Risk Reduction Project, Fire Island National Seashore, Suffolk County, New York. Remote 

Sensing Specialist (2015). Client: USACE, New York District. 

Phase I Archaeological Marine Survey of Maritime Disposal Areas, Gulf Intracoastal Waterway in 

Alabama. Remote Sensing Specialist (2014). Client: USACE, Mobile District. 

Cultural Resources Investigation for Proposed Borrow Areas D and F2 for the Manasquan Inlet 

to Barnegat Inlet Storm Damage Reduction Project and Proposed Borrow Area G1 for the 

Absecon Island Storm Damage Reduction Project, Atlantic Coast, New Jersey. Remote Sensing 

Specialist (2014). Client: USACE, Philadelphia District. 

Snake Island Approach Bathymetric and Hazard Survey, Lagos, Nigeria. Field Project Manager 

and Geophysicist (2014). Client: Kaztec Engineering, Ltd. 

Funiwa Gas Project Analog Survey, Funiwa/North Apoi Field (OML 86), Offshore Nigeria. Field 

Project Manager and Geophysicist (2014). Client: Chevron Nigeria, Ltd. 
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Remote Sensing Survey and Dive Inspection of Two Shipwrecks and Two Anomalies in 

Connection with the Long Beach Storm Damage Reduction Project. Remote Sensing Specialist 

(2013). Client: USACE, New York District. 

Diver Identification and Assessment of Anomalies in the Lower Harbor of the Charleston Harbor 

Post 45 Study Area, Charleston County, South Carolina. Remote Sensing Specialist (2013). Client: 

USACE, Charleston District. 

Remote Sensing Survey of 300-Foot Buffer and Diver Identification of Magnetic Anomalies, 

Tybee Island Beach Erosion Control Project, Chatham County, Georgia, 2015 Renourishment. 

Remote Sensing Specialist (2013). Client: USACE, Savannah District. 

Cultural Resources Investigation for Proposed Little Egg Inlet Sand Borrow Area, New Jersey. 

Remote Sensing Specialist (2013). Client: USACE, Philadelphia District. 

 PROFESSIONAL PAPERS (SELECTED) 

Wilson, William J. 

2023 Unexpected Discovery: An 18th-Century Cannon Cluster Site in the Savannah River. Paper 

presented at the Society for Historical Archaeology Annual Meeting, Lisbon, Portugal. 

2018 When the Gales of November Come Howlin’: 2016 Archaeological Investigations of the Adriatic. 

Paper presented at the Society for Historical Archaeology Annual Meeting, New Orleans, Louisiana. 

2016 GIS and the CSS Georgia Recovery Project. Paper presented at the Society for Historical 

Archaeology Annual Meeting, Washington, D.C. 

2014 Incorporating Environmental Data as a Tool for Site Management in the Blackwater River. Paper 

presented at the Society for Historical Archaeology Annual Meeting, Marine Geoarchaeology Session, 

Quebec City, Canada. 

CULTURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT REPORTS 

LEAD AUTHOR (SELECTED) 

Wilson, William J., Andrew Derlikowski, and Matthew Lowe 

2022 Submerged Cultural Resources Survey of the Tampa Bay Channel for the Tampa Bay Navigation 

Improvement Study. Prepared for the USACE, Jacksonville District. 

Wilson, William J. 

2022 Woodtick Peninsula Maritime Survey Interim Report. Prepared for USACE, St. Louis District under 

subcontract to New South Associates, Inc. 

Wilson, William J. 

2022 Archaeological Monitoring Associated with Dredging Operations, Savannah Harbor Expansion 

Project, Savannah, Georgia. Prepared for USACE, Savannah District under subcontract to Weeks Marine, 

Inc. 

Wilson, William J. and Paul Gates 

2021 Lower New York Bay Lateral Pipeline Cross Bay Resiliency Project, New York Harbor, New York. 

Prepared for Williams Partners LP under subcontract to WSP USA, Inc. 
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Wilson, William J., Stephen R. James, Jr., and Gordon P. Watts 

2021 Submerged Cultural Resources Survey and Diver Identification, Savannah Harbor Expansion 

Project, Savannah, Georgia. Prepared for the USACE, Jacksonville District. 

Wilson, William J., Hunter W. Whitehead, and Charles E. Pearson 

2021 Underwater Cultural Resources and Marine Testing Investigations, Cedar Bayou Navigation 

Channel Improvements Project, Chambers and Harris Counties, Texas. Prepared for Swift River 

Environmental Services-Versar Joint Venture. 

Wilson, William J. and Stephen R. James, Jr. 

2020  Submerged Cultural Resources Survey and Diver Investigation of Targets, Intracoastal Waterway 

Near the Jupiter Inlet, Palm Beach and Martin Counties, Florida. Prepared for the USACE, Jacksonville 

District. 

Wilson, William J., Stephen R. James, Jr., and Erica K. Gifford 

2020  American Intracoastal Waterway (AIWW), Nassau Sound (Sawpit Creek Vicinity), and Fenandina 

Harbor (Amelia River), Submerged Cultural Resources Survey, Nassau and Duval Counties, Florida. 

Prepared for the USACE, Jacksonville District. 

Wilson, William J., Stephen R. James, Jr., and Erica K. Gifford 

2020  Savannah River Below Augusta Training Wall Submerged Cultural Resources Survey and Diver 

Evaluations, Richmond County, Georgia and Aiken County, South Carolina. Prepared for the USACE, 

Jacksonville District. 

Wilson, William J. 

2019  Davis Shores Shoal Investigations Associated with the Archaeological Diver Identification of 

Remote Sensing Anomalies in the St. Augustine Flood Shoal and Intercostal Waterway Project, St. Johns 

County, Florida. Prepared for the USACE, Jacksonville District. 

Wilson, William J., Stephen R. James, Jr., and Erica K. Gifford 

2019  Archaeological Diver Identification of Remote Sensing Anomalies in the St. Augustine Flood Shoal 

and Intercostal Waterway Project, St. Johns County, Florida. Prepared for the USACE, Jacksonville District. 

Wilson, William J., Stephen R. James, Jr., and Erica K. Gifford 

2017 Submerged Cultural Resources Remote Sensing Survey of the 9-Mile Artificial Reef Locations, 

Offshore Alabama. Conducted for the Alabama Marine Resources Division under subcontract to Gustin, 

Cothern and Tucker. 

Wilson, William J., Stephen R. James, Jr., E. Gifford, and Andrew D. W. Lydecker 

2015 Historic Assessment, Remote Sensing Survey Review of Data, and Submerged Cultural Resources 

Report Preparation for the North Boca Raton Beach Borrow Area Sand Source Survey, Palm Beach County, 

Florida.  Submitted to Applied Technology and Management. 

CONTRIBUTING AUTHOR (SELECTED) 

James, Stephen R., Jr., William J. Wilson and E. Gifford 

2020  Cultural Resources Remote Sensing Survey of the Gravesend Anchorage Area for the New York 

and New Jersey Harbor Anchorage Study, Kings County, New York. Conducted for the USACE, New York 

District. 
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James, Stephen R., Jr., William J. Wilson, Christine M. Longiaru and E. Gifford 

2020  Near Shore Remote Sensing Survey, National Register of Historic Places Eligibility Evaluation of 

Groins and Near Shore Remote Sensing Survey in Connection with the East Rockaway Inlet to Rockaway 

Inlet and Jamaica Bay Integrated Hurricane Sandy General Reevaluation Report, New York. Prepared for 

the USACE, New York District. 

Buchner, C.A., K. Oesch, C.P. Walker, and William J. Wilson 

2016 Archaeological Survey at Warren Wilson College for the Swannanoa River Valley Flood Risk 

Management Study, Buncombe County, North Carolina. Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 

Nashville District. 

James, Stephen R., Jr., E. Gifford, and William J. Wilson 

2015 Cultural Resources Investigation for Proposed Borrow Areas D and F2 for the Manasquan Inlet to 

Barnegat Inlet Storm Damage Reduction Project and Proposed Borrow Area G1 for the Absecon Island 

Storm Damage Reduction Project, Atlantic Coast, New Jersey. Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 

Philadelphia District. 

James, Stephen R., Jr., Andrew D. W. Lydecker, E. Gifford, and William J. Wilson 

2015 Phase I Archaeological Marine Survey of Maritime Disposal Areas, Gulf Intracoastal Waterway in 

Alabama. Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Mobile District. 

James, Stephen R., Jr., G.P. Watts, and William J. Wilson 

2016 Lockwoods Folly River Habitat Restoration Project Phase 1-Eastern Channel Cultural Resources 

Survey, Oak Island, Brunswick County, North Carolina. Prepared for Dial Cordy and Associates, Inc. 

James, Stephen R., Jr., and William J. Wilson 

2016a Remote Sensing Specialist, Submerged Cultural Resources Survey, Engineering Design Veterans 

Drive Project, Route 30, Project No. a034(1), Charlotte Amalie Harbor, St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands. 

Prepared for Parsons Brinkerhoff, Inc. 

2016b CSS Georgia Archaeological Data Recovery and Mitigation for the Savannah Harbor Expansion 

Project (SHEP), Chatham County, Georgia and Jasper County, South Carolina. Prepared for U.S. Army 

Corps of Engineers, Savannah District. 

James, Stephen R., Jr., William J. Wilson, and E. Gifford 

2016a Cultural Resources Survey for the Post 45 Charleston Harbor Project Impact Area and Artificial 

Reef Site Clearance, Charleston, South Carolina. Prepared for Dial Cordy and Associates, Inc. 

2016b Underwater Archaeological Survey and Diver Assessment/Evaluation for Future Extension 

Concept/2014B Revised Bridge on New Location, Bonner Bridge Project, Dare County, North Carolina. 

Prepared for North Carolina Department of Transportation. 

James, Stephen R., Jr., William J. Wilson, E. Gifford, and Andrew D. W. Lydecker 

2017 Remote Sensing Survey for Three Proposed St. Augustine Borrow Areas, St. Johns County, 

Florida. Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Jacksonville District. 

2016a Remote-Sensing Survey for Proposed Off-Bottom Oyster Farms, Mississippi Sound and 

Portersville Bay, Mobile County, Alabama. Prepared for Mobile Bay National Estuary Program. 

2016b Submerged Cultural Resources Remote-Sensing Survey for Four Proposed Off-Bottom Oyster 

Farms in Portersville Bay, Mobile County, Alabama. Prepared for Doug Duval. 

2016c Submerged Cultural Resources Remote-Sensing Survey for a Proposed Artificial Reef in 

Mississippi Sound, Mobile County, Alabama. Prepared for Alabama Marine Resources Division. 
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JUSTIN MILEWSKI, B.A. 
Staff Maritime Archaeologist 

EDUCATION 

M.A., University of West Florida, 
A.B.T. 

B.A., University of West Florida, 
2017 

YEARS OF PROFESSIONAL 
EXPERIENCE 

5 

REGISTRATIONS / 
CERTIFICATIONS 

Surface Supplied Diver 

First Aid/CPR/AED administration 

Oxygen Administration 

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS 

Society for Historical Archaeology 

 

Since joining the company in 2021 Mr. Milewski has served as a 
Remote Sensing technician, as well as GIS technician on cultural 
resources investigations conducted for the USACE, Jacksonville, 
New York, Charleston, Philadelphia, and Detroit Districts. He is skilled 
in the processing of collected data and in the utilization of our in-
house state-of-the-art HYPACK MAX® software for remote sensing 
survey navigation and data acquisition, and Sonar WizMap® sidescan 
mosaicking software. Mr. Milewski has previous experience as a 
Maritime archaeologist with the University of West Florida 
conducting remote sensing surveys and underwater excavations on 
sites throughout the Pensacola, Florida area. Mr. Milewski also has 4 
years of previous experience as a terrestrial archaeologist on all 
phases of cultural resources investigations with various companies 
throughout the southeastern United States. 

SELECT PROJECT EXPERIENCE 

Submerged Cultural Resources Assessment Survey, Lakes Joel, Myrtle, and Preston, Osceola 
County, FL. Remote Sensing Specialist (2023) A comprehensive remote sensing survey was 
conducted to assess the presence of submerged cultural resources in three lakes southeast of 
Orlando, FL. Mr. Milewski led a 978 acre submerged cultural resources survey, assisted with the 
processing of remote sensing data, and contributed to the completion of the report. Client: 
Terracon Consultants. Inc. 

 

Oregon Inlet Submerged Cultural Resources Survey, Dare County, North Carolina. Remote 
Sensing Specialist (2023) A comprehensive remote sensing survey was conducted to assess the 
presence of submerged cultural resources within Oregon Inlet located in the Outer Banks, North 
Carolina. Mr. Milewski led the submerged cultural resources survey. Client: USACE, Wilmington 
District 

 

Murrels Inlet Maritime Survey. Remote Sensing Specialist (2023) A remote sensing survey was 
conducted to assess the presence of submerged cultural resources south of Murrels Inlet, South 
Carolina. Mr. Milewski led a 106 linear mile submerged cultural resources survey and 
communicated with the client to ensure all data was delivered to the client. Client: Tidewater 
Atlantic Research. 
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Submerged Archaeological Diver Investigations, Ponce De Leon Inlet, Volusia County, Florida. 
Field Director/Archaeological Diver (2023) A comprehensive remote-sensing refinement survey 
with subsequent diver investigations was conducted to determine the presence of significant 
submerged cultural resources. As field director and archaeological diver, Mr. Milewski assisted 
in processing remote sensing data, assessing targets for diving, led the dive team, and 
participated in the submerged archaeological assessment of eleven potentially significant targets 
within the project area. Client: USACE Jacksonville District. 

Folly River Federal Navigation Channel and Folly Beach Nearshore Submerged Cultural 
Resources Survey and Diver Identification. Remote Sensing Specialist/Archaeological Diver 
(2023) A comprehensive remote-sensing survey with subsequent diver investigations was 
conducted along Folly Beach and Stono River Inlet. Mr. Milewski acted as remote sensing 
specialist conducting a submerged remote sensing survey of 210 linear miles along Folly Beach 
and the Stono River Inlet, and processing survey data to access targets for diving. As 
archaeological diver, Mr. Milewski conducted submerged archaeological assessments of seven 
targets within the project area. Mr. Milewski also ensured clear communication with the client 
and proper transfer of all collected data. Client: Coastal Environments, Inc. 

Swan Creek Feasibility Study and Cultural Resource Survey and Lower Maumee River Cultural 
Resource Survey, Toledo, OH. Field Director/Remote Sensing Specialist (2022). A remote 
sensing survey was conducted to assess the presence of submerged cultural resources in Swan 
Creek and the Lower Maumee River running through downtown Toledo, Ohio. Mr. Milewski led 
a 133 linear mile submerged cultural resources survey, processed remote sensing data, and 
assisted in completion of the report. Client: U.S. EPA, Great Lakes National Program Office 

Supplemental Geotechnical Investigation Dredged Material Management Facility, Milwaukee, 
WI. Remote Sensing Specialist/Archaeological Diver (2022-2023) A comprehensive remote 
sensing survey with subsequent diver investigations was conducted in Milwaukee Harbor to 
assess known submerged cultural resources. Mr. Milewski conducted a submerged remote 
sensing survey of 22 linear miles in the Milwaukee Harbor and conducted a submerged 
archaeological assessment on the tug Sioux and associated targets. Client: Milwaukee 
Metropolitan Sewerage District. 

Submerged Cultural Resources Remote Sensing Survey Mobile River Barge Fleeting Area, 
Mobile County, AL. Field Director/Remote Sensing Specialist (2022). A remote sensing survey 
was conducted to assess the presence of submerged cultural resources. Mr. Milewski led the 
submerged remote sensing survey of a barge fleeting area in the Mobile River.  Client: Parker 
Towing Company, Inc. and Thompson Engineering, Inc. 

Submerged Remote Sensing Survey for Hernando County Artificial Reef Program, Hernando 
County, FL. Remote Sensing Specialist (2022). The Hernando County Artificial Reef Program is 
the proposed placement of artificial reefs on the seafloor, offshore Hernando County, Florida. Mr. 
Milewski worked alongside surveyors with Morgan & Eklund, Inc. and Sonographics, Inc. to 
ensure all State and Federal standards for submerged cultural resources surveys were followed 
for the submerged survey of ten proposed artificial reef sites. Mr. Milewski analyzed gathered 
data and work as a main contributing author on the final report. Client: Morgan & Eklund, Inc., 
and Water & Air Research, Inc. 

Nearshore Remote Sensing Survey - Woodtick Peninsula, Monroe County, MI. Remote Sensing 
Specialist (2022). Commonwealth Heritage Group conducted a submerged cultural resources 
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survey to identify and evaluate submerged cultural resources for their eligibility for listing on the 
National Register of Historic Places. Mr. Milewski Analyzed side-scan and subbottom profiler 
survey data, using Sonar Wiz 7, collected during the submerged remote sensing survey of 
Woodtick Peninsula. Client: USACE Detroit District 

Nearshore Remote Sensing Survey - Daytona Beach, Volusia County, FL. Remote Sensing 
Specialist (2022).  Submerged cultural resources survey of 105 linear miles off Daytona Beach 
north of Ponce de Leon Inlet. Client: Taylor Engineering, Inc. 

Savannah Harbor Expansion Project Archaeological Monitoring, Savannah, GA. Staff Maritime 
Archaeologist (2022). Archaeological monitoring and artifact analysis for dredging operations of a 
2,100-foot section of the Savannah River. Mr. Milewski served as an archaeological monitor 
during the dredging of the Savannah River channel. Mr. Milewski observed dredge spoil 
deposited on the grizzlies, identified and recorded artifacts, and added the artifact information to 
a working database. Client: Weeks Marine, Inc., and USACE Jacksonville District 

Bay Raccourci Marsh Creation Increment II Submerged Cultural Resources Survey, Terrebonne 
Parish, LA. Remote Sensing Technician (2022). Submerged cultural resources survey of 26 linear 
miles which included a pipeline access corridor in Raccourci Bay and a borrow area in Bayou 
DeCade. Mr. Milewski worked as on-line surveyor for the submerged cultural resources survey 
of Raccourci Bay and Bayou DeCade. Client: CPRA and GEC Inc. 

Wilmington Rail Realignment Project Remote Sensing Survey, Wilmington, NC. Remote Sensing 
Technician (2021). Mr. Milewski analyzed and interpreted side-scan and subbottom profiler 
survey data collected during the submerged remote sensing survey of Cape Fear River. Client: 
APE Engineering 

Fire Island to Montauk Diver Identification and GIS, Long Island, NY. Staff Maritime 
Archaeologist/Remote Sensing Technician/GIS Technician (2021). Submerged cultural resources 
refinement survey of Fire Island Inlet and the creation of a GIS database for all submerged cultural 
resources from Fire Island Inlet to Montauk Point. Mr. Milewski acted as an online surveyor 
during refinement surveys of dive targets and assisted with the creation of a submerged cultural 
resources GIS database for the USACE. Client: USACE New York District.   

Brigantine Island and Townsends Inlet Remote Sensing Refinement Survey and Diving 
Assessment, NJ. Staff Maritime Archaeologist/Remote Sensing Technician (2021). 
Commonwealth Heritage Group conducted submerged cultural resources refinement surveys of 
target clusters at Brigantine Island and Diver assessment of target clusters at Townsends Inlet. 
Mr. Milewski acted as a remote sensing technician for the refinement surveys and assisted with 
diving operations by tending divers in the water. Client: Tetra Tech, Inc. and USACE Philadelphia 
District. 

Diver Identification Savannah Harbor Expansion Project, Savannah, GA. Staff Maritime 
Archaeologist (2021). Diver location, identification, and recording of cannon and other artifacts 
related to American Revolution era shipwrecks and Confederate crib structure in the Savannah 
River. Mr. Milewski assisted with diving operations by tending to divers in the water. Client: 
USACE Jacksonville District  

Miami-Dade Submerged Cultural Resources Management Survey, Miami, FL. Remote Sensing 
Technician/GIS Technician (2021). Submerged cultural resources survey of 50 linear miles in the 
Bal Harbor Inlet complex and South Miami Beach nearshore areas. Mr. Milewski acted as an 
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online surveyor for the submerged cultural resources survey and assisted in the analysis of 
collected data and the production of maps in QGIS. Client: USACE Jacksonville District 

Charleston to Port Royal Channel Re-Alignment Sensing Survey, Beaufort, SC. Remote Sensing 
Technician (2021). Submerged cultural resources survey of 81.4 acres in three areas of the 
Atlantic Intercoastal Waterway. Mr. Milewski acted as an online surveyor for the submerged 
cultural resources survey and assisted in the analysis of the collected data. Client: USACE 
Charleston District 
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ECB 2018-14 Climate Change Assessment 

To effectively incorporate climate change adaptation and to increase resilience and decrease 
vulnerability of the Oregon Inlet alternative navigation channel dredging and dredged material 
placement location, the first step was to identify where vulnerability exists. The current USACE 
Screening-Level Climate Change Vulnerability Assessment (VA) Tool and other tools described in 
Engineering & Construction Bulletin (ECB) 2018-14 were used in this analysis.  This discussion 
will start with a literature review of climate observations and predictions before moving onto an 
analysis starting at the broad regional scale and finishing at the project level with the analysis.  The 
project elevation is below 50 feet, so a sea level change assessment will also be conducted in 
accordance with ECB 2018-14 guidance following Engineering Regulation (ER) 1100-2-8162 and 
Engineering Technical Letter (ETL) 1100-2-1. 

1 Literature Review 
The Oregon Inlet navigation channel is in Water Resource Region number 03, the South Atlantic-
Gulf Region. A January 2015 report conducted by the USACE Institute for Water Resources 
summarizes the available climate change literature for this region.  The report covers both 
observed and predicted changes using data published through 2014. Figure 1 shows a summary 
matrix of the observed and projected trends used in the report. 

Multiple studies focused on observed mean temperature, mean seasonal temperature and extreme 
temperatures.  Generally, the studies concurred on increased average annual temperature (Carter et 
al, 2014, Patterson et al, 2012, Laseter et al, 2012).  However, there are conflicting results on 
observed seasonal changes with some results showing warmer summers and colder winters (Wang 
et al, 2009) and others showing no observed seasonal changes (Westby et al, 2013). Analysis of 
global climate model (GCM) projections generally agree that over the next century mean annual 
temperatures will rise with the largest increases in summer months (Carter et al, 2014; Elguindi 
and Grundstein, 2013; Qi et al, 2009; Tebaldi, 2006). The 2018 Fourth National Climate 
Assessment found increasing temperatures and increasing extreme heat events along the Southeast 
and projects increasing temperatures to continue in the future.  The 2022 NOAA State Climate 
Summary for North Carolina show temperatures rising more than 1oF since the beginning of the 
20th century and projects the increase in temperatures to continue in the future.  

Precipitation trend analysis for the South Atlantic-Gulf region showed mixed results with low 
consensus for increasing trends in annual precipitation totals and precipitation intensity, and 
moderate consensus for increasing extreme high precipitation events (Wang and Zhang, 2008; 
McRoberts and Nielsen-Gammon, 2011; Pryor et al., 2009). Wang and Zhang (2008) found an 
increase in extreme precipitation event frequency and Pryor et al. (2009) found a statistically 
significant increase in the number of precipitation days per year. Wang, Killick, and Fu (2013) 
investigated high and low extreme precipitation in the South-Atlantic Gulf region and supported 
the findings of Wang and Zhang (2008) with an increase in high extreme precipitation events but 
found no statistically significant change in the low extreme precipitation events. Analysis of GCM 
projections are split on future precipitation with some models showing more annual precipitation 
and others showing less (Bastola et al, 2007; Jayakody et al, 2013; Qi et al, 2009).  There is 
general consensus on more intense and frequent storm events (Gao et al 2012; Tebaldi 2006; Wang 
and Zhang 2008). The 2018 Fourth National Climate Assessment found increasing extreme rainfall 
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events and projects this trend to continue in the future.  The 2022 NOAA State Climate Summary 
for North Carolina found a small upward trend in total annual precipitation and an upward trend in 
the annual number of extreme precipitation events. The annual precipitation in North Carolina is 
projected to increase. 

Studies of stream gages in the regions have shown mixed results but have a moderate consensus on 
decreasing streamflow.  Xu et al (2013) showed no statistically significant trend in stream flows.  
Kalra et al (2008) found a negative statistically significant trend in annual and seasonal stream 
flows. Small et al (2006) found a statistically significant negative trend for annual low flows at 
several gages across the region. GCM projections coupled with macro-scale hydrologic models 
show no clear consensus on future stream flow trends (Bastola et al, 2007; Carter et al, 2014; 
Hagemann et al, 2013; Irizarry-Ortiz et al, 2013; Qi et al, 2009; Wang et al 2013a; Wang et al 
2013b). The 2018 Fourth National Climate Assessment projects increases in the frequency and 
severity of droughts in the Southeast US. The 2022 NOAA State Climate Summary for North 
Carolina also projects more intense droughts due to higher projected temperatures and increased 
rate of loss of soil moisture during dry spells. 
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Figure 1. Summary matrix of observed and projected climate trends. 

2 Vulnerability Assessment 
With the knowledge that climate information and understanding is constantly evolving, USACE 
has developed the USACE Screening-Level Climate Vulnerability Assessment at the Watershed-
Scale. The preliminary, screening-level nationwide analysis is built on existing, national-level 
tools and data that include indicators or processes to identify vulnerabilities in watersheds with 
respect to climate change.  The USACE Watershed Climate Vulnerability Assessment (VA) Tool 
facilitates screening-level analysis of vulnerabilities of a given business line and HUC-4 watershed 
to the impacts of climate change, relative to the other continental United States HUC-4 watersheds. 
It uses the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) GCM-BCSD-VIC dataset (2014) to 
define projected hydrometeorological inputs, combined with other data types, to define a series of 
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indicator variables to define a vulnerability score.  Vulnerabilities are represented by a weighted 
order weighted average (WOWA) score generated for two subsets of simulations (Wet - top 50% 
of cumulative runoff projections; and Dry - bottom 50% of cumulative runoff projections). Data 
are available for three epochs, the current epoch (Base), and two future 30-year epochs (centered 
on 2050 and 2085). 

The VA Tool was used to examine the future flood risk reduction and navigation-related 
vulnerabilities of the project area is in the Neuse-Pamlico watershed (Figure 2 and Figure 3). For 
the Neuse-Pamlico watershed (HUC 0302), this tool also shows that the area is projected to be 
relatively less vulnerable compared to the entirety of the USACE portfolio with respect to 
navigation and flood risk reduction business lines.  While there is an increase in the WOWA scores 
between year 2050 and year 2085 for both the Dry and Wet scenarios (63.659 to 66.065 for Dry 
and 63.160 to 66.471 for Wet, respectively), the future increases still do not exceed the threshold 
for inclusion among the 20% most vulnerable HUC-4 watersheds represented by the navigation 
business line. For the flood risk reduction business line, which also does not exceed the threshold 
for inclusion among the 20% most vulnerable HUC-4 watersheds, there is also an increase in the 
WOWA scores between year 2050 and 2085 for both the Dry and Wet scenarios (45.129 to 47.590 
for Dry and 48.158 to 51.991 for Wet, respectively).  

The three largest indicators of vulnerability for the navigation business line in the Neuse-Pamlico 
watershed are low flow reduction, cumulative 90 percent exceedance, and flood magnification, 
except for the 2085 Wet scenario for the Neuse-Pamlico where sediment contributes more than 
low flow reduction. Low flow reduction is classified as the change in low flow, or the ratio of the 
runoff exceeded 90% of the time in the scenario to the base period. Low flow reduction contributes 
18.95% of the vulnerability for the 2050 Dry scenario, 19.77% of the vulnerability for the 2085 
Dry scenario, 10.18% of the vulnerability for the 2050 Wet scenario, and 7.70% of the 
vulnerability for the 2085 Wet Scenario. Cumulative 90 percent exceedance is the monthly runoff 
flow that is exceeded 90% of the time, include upstream freshwater inputs.  Cumulative 90 percent 
exceedance contributes 13.82% of the vulnerability for the 2050 Dry scenario, 13.73% of the 
vulnerability for the 2085 Dry scenario, 13.17% of the vulnerability for the 2050 Wet scenario, and 
10.35% of the vulnerability for the 2085 Wet scenario.  Flood magnification is the change in flood 
runoff, or the ratio of the flow exceeded 10% of the time for the scenario to the base period.  Flood 
magnification contributes 10.74% of the vulnerability for the 2050 Dry scenario, 10.55% of the 
vulnerability for the 2085 Dry scenario, 18.73% of the vulnerability for the 2050 Wet scenario, and 
20.46% of the vulnerability for the 2085 Wet scenario.  Sediment is the ratio in the change of 
sediment load for the scenario to the present load. It contributes 7.84% of the vulnerability for the 
2050 Wet scenario and 14.25% of the vulnerability for the 2085 Wet scenario.  

The three largest indicators of vulnerability for the flood risk reduction business line for the Neuse-
Pamlico watersheds are the cumulative flood magnification, the urban 500 year floodplain, and the 
local flood magnification.  Cumulative flood magnification is the change in flood runoff, or the 
ratio of the monthly runoff flow exceeded 10% of the time for the sicario compared to the base 
period including upstream freshwater flows.  Cumulative flood magnification contributes 20.37% 
of the vulnerability for the 2050 Dry scenario, 13.36% of the vulnerability for the 2085 Dry 
scenario, 22.60 % of the vulnerability for the 2050 Wet scenario, and 24.53% of the vulnerability 
for the 2085 Wet scenario.  The urban 500 year floodplain is the acreage of urban landcover within 
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the 500 year floodplain. Urban 500 year floodplain contributes 12.64% of the vulnerability for the 
2050 Dry scenario, 21.67% of the vulnerability for the 2085 Dry scenario, 12.64% of the 
vulnerability for the 2050 Wet scenario, and 14.02% of the vulnerability for the 2085 Wet 
Scenario. Local flood magnification is the change in flood runoff, or the ratio of the monthly 
runoff flow exceeded 10% of the time for the sicario compared to the base period without 
upstream freshwater flows.  Local flood magnification contributes 6.69% of the vulnerability for 
the 2050 Dry scenario, 6.75% of the vulnerability for the 2085 Dry scenario, 7.42% of the 
vulnerability for the 2050 Wet scenario, and 8.05% of the vulnerability for the 2085 Wet scenario.   

 

Figure 2. Projected Vulnerability for Chowan-Roanoke and Neuse-Pamlico Watersheds with respect to Flood Risk Reduction. 
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Figure 3. Projected Vulnerability for Chowan-Roanoke and Neuse-Pamlico Watersheds with respect to Navigation. 

 

While the VA tool identifies watersheds that may or may not be relatively vulnerable, it may not 
be appropriate to cascade those results to the project by default, because projects exist at finer 
spatial scales than the HUC-4 watersheds.  To give a fuller picture of the potential vulnerabilities 
at this project, additional tools were employed to assess conditions by investigating other data and 
projections.   

3 Climate Hydrology Assessment Tool 
The USACE Climate Hydrology Assessment Tool (CHAT) was used to examine modeled, 
hindcast and projected trends in the Pamlico Sound watershed hydrology to support the 
assessment, based on analysis of 32 general circulation model and 2 future emissions scenarios 
(representative concentration pathway) through the year 2099.  The CHAT uses CMIP5-based 
simulations of hydrology and climatology, incorporating future projections of greenhouse gas 
emissions statistically downscaled using the Localized Constructed Analogs (LOCA) method.  The 
CHAT compares a simulated hindcast period (1951-2005) to a simulated future period (2006-
2099) of an unregulated basin condition using two different future emission scenarios (RCP 4.5 
and RCP 8.5).  The hindcast period simulation (1951-2005) assume greenhouse gas emissions to 
be equivalent to a reconstruction of historically observed greenhouse gas emission levels. The RCP 
4.5 scenario represents a rising radiative forcing pathway stabilizing at 4.5 W/m2 before 2100 and 
the RCP 8.5 scenario represents a rising radiative forcing pathway leading to 8.5 W/m2 before 
2100. Radiative forcing expresses the change in energy in the atmosphere due to greenhouse gas 
emissions. F Simulation data is available at the HUC-8 scale.  The project area is within HUC 
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03020105 Pamlico Sound. With the project location on the barrier islands, there is no streamflow, 
however the project area is still vulnerable to other changing climate variables, such as temperature 
and precipitation. 

Simulated annual accumulated precipitation (Figure 4) has a not statistically significant increasing 
trend of 0.0181 in/year for the simulated hindcast period for the Pamlico Sound watershed.  Under 
the simulated future period with the RCP 4.5 scenario there is a statistically significant increasing 
trend of 0.0146 in/year.  Under the simulated future period with the RCP 8.5 scenario there is a 
statically significant increasing trend of 0.0138 in/year. 

Simulated historical annual mean temperatures (Figure 5) have a statistically significant trend of 
0.026 degF/year.  For the simulated future period under the RCP 4.5 scenario there is a statistically 
significant increasing trend of 0.0383 degF/year.  For the simulated future period under the RCP 
8.5 scenario there is a statistically significant increasing trend of 0.0828 degF/year. 

Simulated annual maximum temperatures (Figure 6) have a statistically significant trend of 0.0233 
degF/year.  For the simulated future period under the RCP 4.5 scenario there is a statistically 
significant trend of 0.0371 degF/year.  For the simulated future period under the RCP 8.5 scenario 
there is a statistically significant increasing trend of 0.0891 degF/year. 
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Figure 4. Trends in Projected Annual Accumulated Precipitation for the Pamlico Sound Watershed.

 

Figure 5. Trends in Projected Annual Mean Temperature for the Pamlico Sound Watershed. 
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Figure 6. Trends in Projected Annual Maximum Temperature for the Pamlico Sound Watershed. 

4 Sea Level Change 
ER 1100-2-8162 and ETL 1100-2-1 require that the direct and indirect physical effects of 
projected future sea level change be considered across the project life cycle in managing, planning, 
engineering, designing, constructing, operating, and maintaining USACE projects.  Potential 
relative sea level change (RSLC) must be considered in every USACE coastal activity as far inland 
as the extent of estimated tidal influence, which is clarified in ECB 2018-14 as projects with 
elevations less than or equal to 50 ft NAVD88 where sea level rise could affect the river stage by 
lowering or raising river levels. The Oregon Inlet navigation channel lower than 50 ft NAVD88, 
and within an area that will be affected by future sea level change.   

Global (eustatic) sea level change is often caused by the global change in the volume of water in 
the world’s oceans.  Global sea level, referred to as global mean sea level, is the overage height of 
all the world’s oceans.  Relative sea level change is the local change in the sea level relative to the 
elevation of the land at a specific point on the coast.  RSLC is a combination of global SLC, 
changes in local estuarine and shelf hydrodynamics, regional oceanographic circulation patterns, 
river flow, and local vertical land motion (subsidence or uplift).   

Within the USACE Sea Level Tracker the closest gauge is Oregon Inlet Marina (Figure 7), 
however the gauge record is incomplete with a gap in data from 1980-1994.  The next two closest 
stations are the Duck, NC station with a complete record from 1979-present and the Beaufort Duke 
Marine Lab station which has a complete record from 1977-present.  The Duck station is located 
on the ocean facing side of the barrier islands, while the Beaufort Duke Marine Lab station is 
located on the mainland facing Back Sound which is protected by barrier islands.  Datum 
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summaries for the Duck and Beaufort Duke Marine Lab gauges relative to NAVD88 are shown in 
Figure 8 and Figure 9 respectively.   

At the Duck gauge, the most recent linear RSLC trend shows an increase of 4.78 mm/year (Figure 
10).  This rate is recalculated each year to improve estimations of RSLC.  Figure 11 shows the past 
RSLC trend calculations which have remained relatively stable through time, with narrowing 95% 
confidence limits. 

At the Beaufort Duke Marine Lab gauge, the most recent RSLC shows an increase of 3.36 
mm/year (Figure 12). Figure 13 shows the historical RSLC trends, which have been increasing 
through time with the 95% confidence limits narrowing.   

While both stations are in close proximity, the local hydrodynamics and vertical land motion at 
each location are very different and can account for the differences in the RSLC trends currently 
calculated and the change in the historical RSLC trends.  The project location has properties that 
are different from both gauge locations so both gauge locations are analyzed for similar trends. 

The USACE Sea Level Tracker allows users to compare RSLC trends with USACE SLC scenarios 
(low, intermediate, and high).  These SLC scenarios are calculated using National Research 
Council (NRC) curves and equations and are corrected for the local rate of vertical land movement 
as laid out in ER 1100-2-8162.   Figure 14 shows the SLC scenarios for Duck from 1978 to 2072, 
50 years into the proposed project life.  At the end of this timeframe the low SLC scenario 
estimates 0.80 ft of sea level rise, the intermediate SLC scenario estimates 1.375 ft of sea level 
rise, and the high SLC scenario estimates 3.196 ft of sea level rise.  Figure 15 shows the SLC 
scenarios for the Beaufort Duke Marine Lab station from 1986-2072.  At the end of the 50 year 
future timeframe the low SLC scenario estimates 0.286 ft of sea level rise, the intermediate SLC 
scenario estimates 0.86 ft of sea level rise, and the high SLC scenario estimates 2.677 ft of sea 
level rise. 
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Figure 7. NOAA tidal station locations. 
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Figure 8. Duck gauge datum in reference to NAVD88. 
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Figure 9. Beaufort Duke Marine lab gauge datum in reference to NAVD88. 

 

Figure 10. Duck gauge RSLC. 
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Figure 11. Historical linear SLC rates for the Duck gauge. 

 

Figure 12. Beaufort Duke Marine Lab gauge RSLC. 
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Figure 13. Historical linear SLC rates for the Beaufort Duke Marine Lab gauge. 

 

Figure 14. SLC scenarios for the Duck gauge. 
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Figure 15. SLC scenarios for the Beaufort Duke Marine Lab gauge. 

5 Conclusion 
Dredging within Oregon Inlet is needed to restore navigation channels.  Some of the dredged 
material in this area is suitable for beach placement and can be used to restore wildlife habitat 
islands. In areas where the dredged material in not suitable for beach placement, the navigation 
channel will be dredged to the minimum profile only and the material will by placed in an upland 
site provided by Dare County. 

In the literature reviewed, temperatures are forecasted to increase in the future with more extreme 
rain events; however, there is less consensus on future annual precipitation totals.  The changing 
climate is projected to lead to more extreme drought events.   

Within the Pamlico Sound watershed, the CHAT tool predicts increasing annual maximum 
temperatures, annual mean temperatures, and annual precipitation in the simulated future period 
for both emissions scenarios (RCP 4.5 and 8.5).  

An analysis of watershed climate vulnerability using the USACE VA Tool shows the area to be 
relatively less vulnerable for the navigation and flood rise reduction business lines compared to the 
entire USACE portfolio.  The variables used to compute the watershed vulnerability score for the 
navigation business line include increased low flow reduction, decreased cumulative 90% 
exceedance flows, increased cumulative flood magnification, and increased sedimentation.  The 
variables used to compute the watershed vulnerability for the flood risk reduction business line 
include increased cumulative flood magnification, changes to percentage of urban area in the 500 
year floodplain, and increased local flood magnification.   

The potential for an increase in extreme drought events coupled with increased extreme rain events 
could leave to more sedimentation within the Orgon Inlet navigation channels, leading to the need 
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for more frequent dredging. The more frequent dredge events could lead to the upland placement 
sites reaching capacity sooner than they would at current sedimentation rates, however after the 
initial dredging most of the material >90% sand and should be of quality for beach placement.  

Increasing sea level trends have been observed at the Beaufort Duke Marine Lab and Duck 
stations.  Over the next 50 years the sea level is expected to rise up to 3.196 feet in this area.  
Increasing sea levels will reduce the need to maintenance  dredging by increasing the water depths. 
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